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LONG-TERM CARE SERVICES FOR THE
ELDERLY

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call at 9:50 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman
(chairman) presiding.

Mr. WAXMAN. The meeting of the subcommittee will come to
order. Today's hearings are on long-term care services for the el-
derly. They mark the beginning of the subcommittee's review of ex-
isting long-term programs, and its search for new approaches.

For years now, we in Congress have heard the pleas of the Na-
tion's elderly and their families.

Medicare reimburses for only very limited nursing home care
and community-based services. Compensation for services relating
to conditions such as Alzheimer's disease is nonexistent.

Medicaid requires impoverishment before any long-term care
services will be paid for. Even then, most coverage is for institu-
tional services.

Private initiatives such as life care communities are available
only to those with the greatest wealth and not necessarily to those
with the greatest need.

The long-term care problems older Americans and their families
face are difficult and confusing. As a result, their message to us is
always simple and clear: the system is not working. It's not work-
ing for those who need services. It's not working for their families
who try to provide services. And it's not working for Federal and
State Governments that pay for services.

These people are right. And Washington policymakers know they
are right. Today's so-called long-term care system is misguided,
misused, misfunded, and misunderstood.

So for years now, we in Congress have also heard the promises of
this administration and some of our fellow Members. They ac-
knowledge Americans need something better. They know Ameri-
cans want something better. And they promise Americans will
have something better . . . sometime in the future.

But the future is now. Current statistics and projections make
that clear:

Today, there are over 1 million elderly residing in nursing
homes. This number may double by the year 2000.

(1)
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For every person 65 years of age and older living in an institu-
tion, there are two others requiring similar levels of care living in
the community.

Nursing home services for tb a elderly now account for one-third
of all Medicaid spending. This share will undoubtedly grow as the
number of needy aged swells.

On average, an elderly nursing home resident pays $18,000 a
year for privately financed long-term care services. This figure does
not even include the cost of drugs or cost sharing for physician
visits and other services.

Yes; the future is now. And the time to develop a new compre-
hensive long-term care program is also now.

It won't be easy and it won't be free. But when I look in the faces
of families struggling to care for an aging parent or trying to main-
tain an Alzheimer's victim at home, I am firmly convinced that
Americans are ready and willing to make the necessary commit-
ment.

So we begin this process today by learning about long-term care
problems and programs that alzeady exist. We will learn about
long-term care medicine and long-term care economics. We will
learn about long-term care financing in both the public and private
sector. And we will learn about promising models for delivering
and financing long-term care services in the future.

There is much to learn and much to do. I look forward to work-
ing with my colleagues on a long-term initiative, and I hope, to
seeing our older Americans receiving the kind of care they have so
long deserved.

Before I recognize other members for their opening statements, I
want to note the long-term care background report that was pre-
pared by the Congressional Research Service for this hearing. nie
report contains an mdepth analysis of various issues concerning
long-term care. This information will undoubtedly be most helpful
to members and their staffs as our discussions on a comprehensive
long-term care program progress. Without objection, then, I would
ask that a copy of the CRS report entitled, "Financing. and Deliv-
ery of Long-Term Care Services for the Elderly", be included in

toclig's hearing record.
e report appears on p. 184.]

am now going to call on our colleague, Congressman Ron
Wyden, who has been a clear leader in this area, who has shown a
great deal of interest, and who in fact, began his career even before
coming to Congress in the area of health and elderly. Clearly our
concerns for the elderly have to be in terms of their long-term care
needs as well as with Medicare.

I have been looking forward to this hearing for a long time. We
had trouble scheduling it because it has been difficult to match the
schedules of the members of the committee, and the witnesses that
are here today. I am going to have to apologize, because unfortu-
nately we have before us something that shouldn't be before us,
and that is the Gramm-Rudman proposal.

It is: as this group certainly knows, as severe a threat to the el-
derly in this Nation and others who rely on Government services
as any that we have had in the last 5 years. The Congress is in a
conference committee of the House and the Senate, and the confer-
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ence committee now is to look at this Gramm-Rudman proposal. If
I had my say, I wouldn't have scheduled it at the same time as this
hearing. It is scheduled to begin at 10 o'clock. So I am going to call
on Congressman Wyden to not only make any comments he wishes
to make, but to take over the chair.

I am going to look forward to reviewing the record, Mr. Wyden,
and to working with you and the other witnesses and others that
will be interested in tlils whole area, as we pursue legislation along
these lines. I think we have neglected the subject for too long.

I think we have acted as if the long-term care needs of this
Nation could be handled without commitment of additional funds
and without revising the programs that are now in existence. And I
think we have to make it very clear, those of us who are involved
in policymaking, that we just can't think that this problem of the
aging will go away without an active Federal Government inter-
vention.

Thank you very much, Mr. Wyden.
Mr. WYDEN. Mr. Chairman, I have my own statement. But before

you leave, I want to tell you how much I appreciate your advocacy
for low-income seniors. In your absence we will try to build an ex-
cellent record. When you are able to lead us again, after the fight
to protect low-income seniors is won, you will have the kind of
record your subcommittee can use to develop a good long-term care
initiative for older people.

We appreciate all your advocacy for seniors and your assistance.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. WYDEN. In Chairman Waxman's absence, we will have to

make do.
I just have a very short opening statement of my own. I wanted

to say that I recently saw the movie, "Cocoon." Art and Ben, two
very spirited senior citizens, seemed to really have it all figured
cot. While earthlings have to wring their hands over wallet-busting
hec 1th care bills, Art and Ben let themselves be whisked away
from their retirement home on a spaceship with some aliens for a
promise of perpetual life, and no bill collectors.

I am sure a number of people saw the movie. I thought it was
just terrific science fiction. Unfortunately most of our senior citi-
zens in this country can expect no such relief from their nursing
home bills. Here on Earth millions of senior citizens and their fam-
ilies face a shocking and a shabby deal. It is the pain that many
are going to reap as they enter their seventies and eighties. They
will come to need long-term health care, only to learn, and too late,
that no such affordable care exists in this country. What we know
is that most older people don't see the cyclone coming.

We know that almost 80 percent of older people now believe that
Medicare is going to pay their nursing home costs. The fact of the
matter is that is not correct. That Medicare is going to pay these
nursing home bills for older people is really a very very tragic mis-
conception. As we are going to learn today, it doesn't.

It pays very few of them. Too late three out of four older people
discover that to qualify for Medicare they must first be hospitalized
for a major illness or injury before getting transferred to a nursing
care facility for which Medicare will pay. Too late do their children
discover that Medicare isn't going to pay for most nursing home
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bills. And too la " as Chairman Waxman has mentioned, do go% -
ernments and taxpayers understand the steep dollar and societal
costs.

We have got more than 1 'million older people living in nursing
homes today, at a cost of $15,000 to $30,000 annually. Medicare is
paying for about 1 percent of our nursing home population. Private
insurance chips in another 1 percent. And Mefficaid pays a large
portion of the bill.

That has been 45 percent. And families must come up with the
rest of the $15,000 to $30,000 annually. These figures are grim, icy
numerals that go beyond ravaging the lifetime savings of middle-
and working-class people. It is impoverishing them.

We have heard about what it takes to be a "successful Medicaid
recipient." Even they pay a staggering price. One-half of all Medic-
aid nursing home patients initially were not poor. They weren't
poor at the beginning. They were teachers and farmers and profes-
sional people. Medicaid demanded that they become poor. gventu-
ally when they spent down all their assets, they could meet Medic-
aid's draconian destitution requirements. Very few of our older
people and their families are pleased with the tradeoff of becoming
impoverished just to have some measure of health care.

I think rery few Americans expect that the U.S. Treasury can
pay all the future costs of long-term care. With the $2 trillion Fed-
eral debt that is now a reality, that isn't cards. It seems to me that
what we are about at this hearing, is to try to develop a national
stride, y to meet the long-term care needs of our proud and often
very able older people. What we need is a natiomil strategy that
includes ways to come up with adequate long-term health care
without impoverishing the families of this countr3r.

The last point that I would mention is that I don't think one so-
lution is gomkg to do. I think we are going to need a variety of solu-
tions. I are going to need innovative experiments, folks.
We have got a veu good one in my community in Pnrtland. The
Kaiser Social Health Maintenance Organization, helped by the
leadership of Mitch Greenlick. is exactly the kind of innovative ex-
periment that we are going need. Also, I think we are going to
need better programs to get out consumer information, so that
older people can really find out what their rights are and so that
we don't have 80 percent of them thinking that Medicare is going
to pay nursing home bills, when it covers virtually none.

I think we are also going to have to have better targeting of Gov-
ernment resources, so that, when we have such limited resources,
we can concentrate on the most efficient approaches to get help to
low-income older people. And I think we are also going to need pri-
vate sector energy and innovation.

This last point, I think, is really the unheralded key, really the
missing piece of the puzzle. I have produced legislation that I think
would dramatically speed up the time when comprehensive private
insurance for long-term care was available for older people and
their families in this country.

Chairman Waxman has included my bill in the reconciliation
package that goes to the House floor. The point of the bill is to give
guidelines to both the industry and consumers about what long-
term care insurance ought to look like, and how to speed up its de-
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livery to American families. It uses the National Assixiation of In-
surance Commissioners and their expertise as the focal point. I
think we can get that bill passed in this Congress and speed up the
availability of private long-term care insurance for those older
people and their families who can afford it.

Not all can afford it today. No one has contended that private
long-term care insurance is more than but a piece of the puzzle.
But it is an important piece. As we start to eliminate age discrimi-
nation in this country and more older people have a chance to
work and get better pensions, I think more of them are going to be
able to take advantage of private long-term care insurance.

We are going to look at all these strategies today. We welcome
our witnesses. I think the point of the hearing is clear, to build a
good hearing record for the committee, and Chairman Waxman, so
that we can have a long-term care initiative in this Congress. I
very much look forward to hearing our witnesses today.

Our first panel today will provide us with information on the
medical, demographic, and economic aspects of long-term care. We
are happy to have Dr. John W. Rowe, a physician with the Division
of Aging at Harvard Medical School, and Dr. Karen Davis, who
chairs the Department of Health Policy and Management at the
Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health.

We are happy to have both our witnesses. Both have been in-
ved with the elderly for many many, years, and are nationally

kr Avn for their work in long-term care policies. We thank both of
yc a for your participation in the hearing. We have already re-
a ived copies, Dr. Davis and Dr. Rowe, of your prepared testimony,

hich we will include in our record in full.
What we would like this morning is to have you summarize your

ri.marks in no more than 5 minutes. We have got a very lengthy
schedule today, and I know the subcommittee has a number of
questions for both of you. Let us begin with you, Dr. Rowe. If you
could just highlight your central concerns for us today, that would
be very helpful.

STATEMENTS OF JOHN W. ROWE, M.D., DIRECTOR, DIVISION ON
AGING, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL; AND KAREN DAVIS, PRO-
FESSOR AND CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH POLICY
AND MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF HYGIENE AND PUBIC HEALTH,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Dr. Rowz. Thank you, Mr. Wyden. I am Jack Rowe, director of
the Division on Aging at Harvard Medical School. I am a physician
interested in the care of the elderly.

This morning, I would like to make one major point: that dra-
matic difference in the health status, health care needs, and the
health care utilization between young and old individuals are not
purely quantitative, but are also qualitative.

There are important qualitative differences that need to be con-
sidered as plans are made for the changes you mentioned, in the
structure and financing of our health care system for the elderly.

The challenge before us is coupling the recent increase in life-
span with similar increases in health span. It was once assumed
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that increase in longevity would ordinarily bring prolongation of
vitality and compression of morbidity until the very end of life.

This claim has recently been challenged, and it is now not clear
at all that what we will not have is previously unimagined num-
bers of elderly individuals living long periods of dependency in
their late life.

With advancing age, there is a well-known increase in the preva-
lence of a wide variety of diseases. Some of these diseases occur in
all adult age groups, but just more frequently in the elderly, such
as high blood pressure, which is 50 percent more common in the
elderly than in younger individuals. Disorders of arteries, hearing
disorders, and heart disease are twice as common Vision impair-
ment is three times as common

Other diseases occur almost exclusively in the elderly, and of
these the most important which you mentioned in your introducto-
ry comments is Alzheimer's disease which currently has 2 million
victims. It is expected that by the end of this century there may be
4 million elderly victims of Alzheimer's disease. In addition, there
are a number of disabling geriatric syndromes which occur solely
in the elderly, and which are not listed as diagnoses. These include
urinary incontinence, falling, fainting, weight loss, and nutritional
impairment. While the accumulation of diagnoses with advancing
age is important, it is a principle of geriatrics that diagnosis is an
inadequate criterion by which to judge the health care needs of the
elderly, the emphasis should be on the functional impact of a given
diagnosis.

I could give you an example of a 75-year-old man with diabetes,
hypertension, and arthritis, who had suffered a heart attack who is
effectively practicing law or medicine or perhaps serving on this
committee in Congress. I could give you an example of a similar 75-
year-old man with the same diagnoses who is markedly disabled in
a nursing home.

That diagnosis by itself is not adequate in the elderly is also un-
derlined by the fact that between the ages of 55 and 65, the
number of individuals, with high blood pressure that have disabil-
ity from that disease triples, and similar trends are seen with other
diseases. So it is not purely the diagnosis, but its functional impact.

A substantial portion of older Americans living in the communi-
ty report major flinctional limitations due to chronic diseases, and
require long-term assistance. Fourteen percent of individuals age
75 require assistance in their activities of daily living, a figure that
rises to 40 percent over age 80.

The impact of these changes is increased even more by the dra-
matic increase in the number of individuals over age 80. Even if
you make it to old age fully independent, you are in trouble. A
fully independent 65-year-old has a life expectancy of 17 years, and
will spend 61/2 of those years requiring assistance for major activi-
ties of daily living.

There are several important characteristics of the elderly which
limit the capacity of our current health care system to deal with
them. First of all, they underreport illness. They fail to seek assist-
ance. The symptoms that they come with are just the tip of the
treatable iceberg, and when this underreporting of illnesses is cou-
pled with the fact that their symptoms are often different than in

1 0



younger individuals, it becomes clear that diseases in the elderly
are often more far advanced, more difficult to treat, and carry a
worse prognosis.

These characteristics of noureportlag and altered presentation
are especially dangerous in the American Health Care System,
which is passive, and which lacks prevention-oriented or early de-
tection efforts.

I think it is particularly important to recognize that the health
care of the elderly is not limited to the provision of long-term care
services. Currently 40 percent of health expenditures for the elder-
ly are in the acute care sector. This has often been neglected.
People equate geriatrics with long-term care. That is a mistake.

Another mistake is to equate the focus of care with the type of
care being provided. Many patients in acute care settings are really
being given long-term care. Similarly, with prospective payment,
we are increasingly seeing patients admitted to nursing homes who
require acute care. They seem to go from the operating room to the
recovery room to the nursing home. Hospitals are interested in
dumping the patients as quickly as possible, and the long-term care
facilit are not designed, they are not staffed and they are cer-
tainly :lot reimbursed to provide acute care services.

To conclude, I would like to mention just one important sub-
group of the elderly, and that is the elderly veteran. By the end of
this century, 60 percent of the elderly men in this country will be
eligible for health care benefits under Medicare, and unless the eli-
gibility rules are changed, also eligible for health care benefits
from the Veterans Administration. Increasing costs in one sector
will initially drive these patients with dual eligibility to the less re-
strictive or less expensive option, and in view of the tendency for
Federal agencies to resist coordination with other Federal agencies,
in order to protect their own turf and budget, it is highly likely
that we are going to have a major problem unless Congress directs
some coordination.

I can clearly see that increases in copayments and deductibles in
Medicare will drive men into the VA system. The VA system will
be overwhelmed, and will therefore increase the eligibility require-
ments which will drive men back to Medicare, and this fiasco,
which I think is not improbable, can be prevented by congressional
action.

This concludes my remarks. I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before you this morning. I would be pleased to answer any
questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Rowe follows:]

1 i
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Testimony before the U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Energy and Commerce
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

October 16, 1965

Mr. Chairman, I am John W. Rowe, Director of the Division on Aging at
Harvard Medical School. I am a physician with particular interest in the
health care of the elderly and the health policy implications of our rapidly
growing geriatrics population. This morning I would like to make two major
points. First, that the health status, health care needs and health care
utilisation of elderly individuals are very different from that of their
younger counterparts, and, second that these differences are not purely
quantitative, but there are important qualitative differences that need to
be considered as plans are made for changes in the structure and financing
of our health care system. Just as children are not merely young versions
of adults the elderly are not simply old adults - they present special
challenges and require special approaches.

The challenge before us is coupling the recent increases in longevity
with similar increases in well being. Now that there have been remarkable
increases in life span, our task is to lengthen health span. It was once
assumed that increases in longevity would naturally be associated with
prolongation of vitality and compression of morbidity until the very end of
the life span. However, this claim has recently been challenged by studies
suggesting that the increased life span of the oldest old is not accompanied
by decreased aorbidity and nay actually result in prolongation of the period
of dependency and more dramatic increases in the need for health care.

With advancing age there is a well known increase in the prevalence of a
wide variety of diseases. Some diseases occur in all adult age groups
though more frequently in the elderly. Comparing individuals age 45 to 64
with those over age 64, hypertension becomes 50 percent aore common, the
prevalence of arthritis, hearing disorders, heart disease and urinary
abnormalities doubles and the prevalence of vision impairment almost
triples. Some diseases occur almost exclusively in the elderly, of these
the most prevalent and most important in terns of its devastating effects on
function and the strain on the financing of the health care system is senile
dementia with approximately two million victims currently. In addition,
there are a nuaber of important "geriatric syndromes" which occur almost
solely in the geriatric population and which are often not listed
specifically as diagnoses. These include urinary incontinence, falling,
fainting, weight loss, nutritional impairment, and "failure to thrive".

It is a principle of geriatric medicine, that diagnosis is a very poor
criterion to judge the health care needs of the elderly. When dealing with
elderly individuals, the emphasis should be on the functional capability and
not solely on the diagnosis. Although a complete and precise diagnosis is
essential, the functional impact of each diagnosis should be evaluated.
Specific diagnoses often have little relation of functional status and the
length of the diagnosis list provides little insight into the specific needs
of an elderly patient. This is emphasised by the fact that I oould present
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to pow s 73 yeer old so with diabetes, hyperteasioa, s previous heart
stfash sad arthritis As was in fset effeetively practieleg law, or
modistes, sr orgies is 0em1ress. Whereas soother 73 roe old men with the
same dispose slab% be severely disabled sad residiag la a surmise boo.
?be lapertamee of oessiderimg lhe Metiosal impset of a diagnosis, rather

parely the disgusts, is also widest is the Mt that of ladividuals
Milos sid. SS amd 64 with hypotessies, 27 persist have a disability
related Os Oat mdities, a figure which rises to 72 lomat of the
ludividusls with krperteselen ever ade 73. liallar, treads are also present

ter a amber sr ether sigmas 'Witless. The obvious realism of disposis
s a eriteries for utilleeties of health sonless is the elderly underlies
the sewn of geriatrie prestitiesers noodles the impot sad utility of
diagnosis related groups as yardetisk for propeetio paymest.

While most elder Americana livimg la the commit, are ogaitively
latest amd thllt ladeposimat lo their daily astivities, substaatial
portico report major astivity limitations do to ohmic) (*.dittos. This
offeet is markedly age related 'Islas fres 14 wont of isdividuals ago 75
who require assistasee la their bola otivities of daily liviag to
appresimately 40 perost ever age 60. Ms if ene misfiles fasetional
ladepesclemes lags old age, the risk of besomiag frail tor released period
is still high. Per ladepesdent poem betimes the ages of 65 and 69 years,
total life empestasey is 16.5 years hut, active life sondem or the
peptise of the resolaina years eharacterise by indepeadenes is only ten
years, sad the remotely sis sad a half years is sharecteriod Or 000r
Motional impairmeat.

fere ere several Upshot *spots of the laterotion of Ill elderly
witb the hem* save system AIM have a major impost on their health oars
utilleatisa. As !spriest somtributor to Motiosal impairment la the
elderly is their failure to seek assistamee. Studies in several countries
with veryiag health oars systems tailgate that agiptons of serious and
treatable diseases often ge =reported. Meath problems reported by frail
elderly proems are frequently oily the tip of the lathers of treatable
aloes. Mem this maderreportial of illases is coupled with the
todamestal priasiple of geriatric medicine that sige. and symptoms of
dimes is tam elderly eftes differ fres Mee of their :osier
esemter-parts, it is clear why elderly ledividuals often are found to have
Wooed disease that is more difficult to treat and carry a worse
preemie. foe characteristic)* of soareporting and altered presentation
of disease are especially daagems when coupled with the passive
orssaleatiemal strecture of Americas health oars delivery which lacks
revesties oriested or early deteetios efforts.

Aother inportant obaracteristio of the elderly 1, multiple pathology.
Ifs coexistence of several diseases has profoundly negative influence on

health sad Motional isdependesos la the elderly. Ilderly persons living

la the community have 3.5 isportamt disabilities per person and the
hospitalised elderly have 'widows of six pathologic conditions per pereon.
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- 3 -

It is particularly important to recognise that health oars of the
elderly is not limited to the provision of long-term oars services. The
dramatic projected inoreeses in the amount and costs of long-term oars over
the next couple decades has led to a preoccupation of the federal governaent
with the =VISO boss patient. V. are progressive/7 overlooking the faot
that elderly individuals consume a very substantial portion of the acute
oars services with approximately 40 percent of health care expenditures in
tbe over 61 age group being devoted to acute care. While the portion of
individuals in nursing hoses rises very thematically with ago, from two
percent between age 65 and 74 to 25 percent of age 85, it is also important
to reoognise that acute hospital days double between age 70 and age 85 in
the elderly.

It is also important not to equate the locus of oars with the type of
care being provided. 'any individuals awaiting nursing home plaosment ars
essentially being provided long-term oars services in the aoute care
setting. Siallarly, with prospective payment patients are being transferred
from acute care hospitals to long-term care faollities much sooner than
previously, thus requiring acute oare services la the long-term oars
setting. /his is placing special burden on the already over burdened
long-term care sector since these facilities are often not designed aud the
staff not properly trained to provide the acute oars services their patients
require.

An important subgroup of the elderly that deserves special note is the
older veteran. The nunber of older veterans is increasing very, very
rapidly and will bring a markedly increased demand for health oars. Sy the
year 2000, 60 percent of the elderly men in this country will be eligible
for health benefits from the veterans adainistration if there is no major
change in eligibility. It is important to recognise that there is a dual
eligibility among older veterans. While all veterans over age 65 are
currently eligible for VA health oare 81 percent of these also qualify for
medicare. Our studies indicate that change in one portion of the health
oars system for the older veteran will have a dramatio effect on other
portions of the system. Inoreasing costs in one seotor will naturally drive
patients with dual eligibility to less restrictive or less expensive
option. In view of the need to reduce the deficit and the tendency for
federal agencies to resist 000rdination with other federal agencies in order
to proteot their own turf, congressional astion is needed to stimulate the
VA and other federal *gem:lies to 000rdinate funding and share clinical
resources for the benefit of older veterans and all older patients.

This concludes my remarks. I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before this Committee and would be pleased to answer any questions. Mink
you very such.
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Mr. WYDEN. Dr. Davis.

STATEMENT OF KAREN DAVIS

Ms. DAVIS. Thank you for the opportunity to testify before this
committee on the economic implications of an aging population.

Aging of the population in the United States is one of the major
public policy issues facing this country. The proportion of Ameri-
cans age 65 and over will increase from 11 percent or 26 million
Americans in 1980 to over 20 percent of the population, or about 60
million people by the year 2030.

The prevalence of chronic health conditions, disability, and frail-
ity in society will increase, along with the demand for health and
long-term care services. Financing these services will cause major
strains on the elderlyespecially vulnerable groups such as the
poor and near-poor, those who are frail or chronically ill, and those
who live alone without adequate support from families and commu-
nities.

In 1984, the United States spent $120 billion on personal health
care services to the elderly. Medicare, Medicaid, and other public
programs picked up $81 billion or about two-thirds of these expend-
itures, while private payments including $30 billion of direct out-of-
pocket payments and $9 billion of private insurance payments ac-
counted for the remainder.

On a per capita basis, the United States spent $4,200 on health
services in 1984 per elderly person. Public programs around private
insurance plans pick up a portion of these expenses, but this varies
by type of service. In the case of hospital care, public programs and
private insurance plans pick up nearly all of the total.

In the case of physicians' services, public programs pick up about
60 percent, and private health insurance, picks up 14 percent, leav-
ing about a fourth of those expenses to be paid directly by the el-
derly. But in the case of nursing home care, about half of these
payments are made privately by those elderly in nursing homes.

These gaps in coverage under public programs and private insur-
ance plans create four major problems for the elderly population.
First, it is the gap in acute care benefits; second, particular prob-
lems for the near-poor elderly; third, the absence of financial pro-
tection for nursing home care; and, fourth, inadequate long-term
care services at home, especially for the elderly living alone.

Rather than giving you a lot of numbers on these, I would like to
highlight each of these problems with a typical case. First, turning
to the gaps in acute care benefits, take the case of an elderly
woman with an average income for an elderly person, about
$10,000. Suppose this woman is especially sick, has a chronic condi-
tion that requires two hospital episodes during the year. She would
pay $400 each time she went to the hospital, a total of $800.

She would also pay $75, the deductible for her physician services.
She would pay her Medicare premium for physician services, an-
other $180. Through these two hospital episodes and before and
after those episodes in going to the physician, she incurred total
physician bills where her coinsurance, 20-percent requirement was
another $1,000.
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In addition she has prescription arugs that aren't paid for by
Medicare, and she has to pay $40 a month for these expenses, an-
other $600 a year. Those expenses just from two hospital episodes,
the physician services, her premiums, her prescription drugs, come
to over $2,600 a year. So for this woman making $10,000 a year,
this is over one-fourth of her income that must go to meet her out-
of-pocket expenses, even though she has Medicare coverage.

The second problem is that of the near-poor elderly. Take the
case of a woman with $5,000 in income who is not as sick as the
first woman we discussed, but she does have one hospital episode
during the year, some physician bills, some prescription drug bills.
She pays her $200 Mecare premium. She has got $1,000 to $1,500
of medical expenses, agaia, over 20 percent of her income with a
total income of $5,000.

She is a little bit high to be covered by the Medicaid Program, so
she must pay all of these expenses that Medicare doesn't cover di-
rectly out of pocket. Let's take the third case, that of a couple,
where the woman has Alzheimer's disease, and is placed in a nurs-
ing home. And the man is frail at home, having difficulty taking
care of himself. Together they have an income of $15,000 a year,
and some assets.

They are ineligible for Medicaid, but yet her nursing home bills
average, as you said, $16,000 a year, so that consumes all of their
income, cuts into their savings, before they start paying the bills
that he has to pay at home for his own medical bills, food, and
other daily expenses. The final case I would like to turn to is that
of an elderly woman over 85 years in age living at home. She is
having difficulty shopping, maybe has limited vision, limited ability
to get around, needs someone to come in, bring her food, perhaps
do some cooking.

If she has a condition like diabetes, she may need some nursing
services in her home with her medications. She doesn't know
where to turn to get this kind of assistance. Many of these services
that she needs are not clearly available in the community, and
there are no programs since she doesn't qualify for Medicaid that
would assist her m financing these services.

Those are the four mkjor medical problems we face in this coun-
try. With regard to the economic resources of the aged, it has
become fashionable to say that the elderly are rich enough to pay
for their own Medicare bills. This analysis, I think, is misleaftg
for several reasons. These comparisons, first of all, don't look at the
out-of-pocket expenses of the elderly which are much higher, even
with Medicare and Medicaid, than for the nonelderly.

The elderly spend privately over $1,000 for their medical ex-
pense. There is about $300 spent out of pocket by the nonelderly
for their medical expenses, so more than ;700 or $750 more for the
elderly than the nonelderly.

In addition when these comparisons are made between th elderly
and the nonelderly, they tend to focus on per capita income. That
means they, say that economic resources of supporting a child are
the same as supporting that of an elderly woman living alone. In
fact, if you look at household incomes, then you will see that those
are much lower for the elderly, but the main point is not what is
true of the elderly as a group versus the young as a group.
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It is looking at subgroups who have problems whether they are
old or younger, and it is those subgroups of poor and near-poor el-
derly, the frail, the chronically ill, those in nursing homes, that I
think we need to address public policies.

I would urge the Congress to take several steps to deal with
these inadequacies in current health and long-term care benefits
for elderly people. These include: expansion of Medicare acute care
benefits to include, for example, prescription drugs and catastroph-
ic expenses; improved protection for the near-poor elderly, such as
expanding the eligibility of near-poor elderly for buy-in to Medicare
through the Medicaid Program; addition of long-term care coverage
as un optional Medicare benefit fmanced by an income-related pre-
mium; expansion of long-term care services to include a broader
range of community-based services and a central focal point in
communities for information and referral to long-term care provid-
ers.

In the debate over long-term care, it should not be forgotten that
Medicare, Medicaid, and other public programs are essential to as-
suring that many of our Nation's most vulnerable citizens can live
out their lives with dignity, freed of the worry of financial ruin
that major illness can bring. Current fiscal problems should not
cause us to lose sight of the major steps that need to be taken to
improve, rather than dismantle, these programs. Thank you.

[Testimony resumes on p. 24.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Davis follows:]
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ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF PROVIDING HEALTH AND LONG-TERM CARE

TO AN AGING POPULATION

Karen Davis

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testify

before the Committee on the eccnomic implications of an aging

population. Aging of the population in the U.S. is one of the

major public policy issues facing this country. The proportion

of Americans age 65 and over will increase from 11 percent or 26

million people in 1980 to over 20 percent or about 60 million

people by the year 2030. tine prevalence of chronic health

conditions, disability, and fraility in society will increase,

along with the demand for health and long-term care services.

Financing these services will cause major strains on the elderly"

-- especially vulnerable groups such am the poor and near-poor,

th

,,,

ose who are frail or chronically ill, and those who 1 ve alone

without adequate support from families and communities. It will

also cause a major fiscal problem for the Aedicare and Medicaid

programs. The public policy challenge is to prepare for the

aging of the population by taking steps now to improve the

adequacy of Medicare, Medicaid, and other health and long-term

care programs.

Today, I would like to summarize for the Committee what we

know about the inadequacies in health and long term care benefits

for the elderly in current programs, indicate the hardship this

1
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causes for the elderly, highlight the needs of especially

vulnerable segments' of the elderly population, and review the

financial resoulces of the elderly that are available to meet

their health and long-term cars needs. I would like to conclude

with some suggestions on reform strategies that would assist our

growing elderly population.

rinancina Health Services for an Aaina Population

JIn 1984, the U.S. spent $120 billion on personal health'care

services to the elderly. Msdicare, Medicaid, and other public

Programs picked up $81 billion or about two-thirds of these

expenditures, While private payments including $30 billion of

direct out-of-pocket payments and $9 billion of private insurance

payments accounted for the remainder.

On a per capita basis, the U.S. spent $4,200 on health

services in 1984 per elderly person.
.0/

Medicare paid slightly less

than half of this amount ($2,050); Medicaid contributed 13

percent (or $540); the elderly paid one-fourth of the total
directly through out-of-pocket expenses ($1,060), with the

remaining expenses met by other public programs and private
plans. These are clearly large sums of money representing

significant proportions of the income of the elderly and of the

budgets of federal and state governments. On average, the

elderly devoted 15 percent of their income to health care

expenses in 1984, up from 12 percent in 1977.

2
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The distribution of financing health services varies by type

of service. Public programs pick up 89 percent of the hospital

expenses of the elderly, 60 percent of the physician expenses,

but on)y 48 percent of the nursing home expenses of the elderly.

Private 'health insurance picks up 8 percent of all hospital

expenses of the elderly, 14 percent of the physiOian expenses,

but only 1 percent of all nursing home expenses.

Among the 2.3 million elderly people in nursing homes,

about half are covered by Medicaid although more will exhaust

their financial resources and eventually become eligible for

Medicaid. For the half not covered by Medicaid, private out-of-

pocket expenses came to $12.6 billion in 1984, or about $20,000

per person. For those frail elderly requiring years of nursing

home care at the end of life, the financial hardship can be

catastrophic.

Those elderly not in nursing homes can also incur substan-

tial private expenses. The hospital deductible for Medicare has

increased from $204 in 1981 to $400 in 1985. For elderly with

Very long hospital stays, Medicare benefits can be exhausted.

The elderly are required to pay one-fourth of the deductible (or

$100 in 1985) for each day of care between the 60th and 90th day

of hospital care in a given episode of illness, and one-half of

that amount for each day of care in a 90 day lifetime reserve.

Once these days of hcispital care have been exhausted the elderly

must pay all of their hospital expenses.

The elderly incur especially heavy costs for physician

3
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services. The elderly pay the first 875 of physician bills

during the year, 20 percent of Medicare allowed physician fees

above that deductible amount, and the excess of all Charges

physicians .1-ke above the Medicare allowable fee. These charges

can quickly become an enormous burden on the elderly. For this

physician coverage, the elderly must pay a premium. The premium

for physician services in 1985 was $15.1F0 per month, up from

$11.00 in 1981.

Prescription drugs, dental care, eyeglasses, hearing aids,

and many other 'health services essential to daily living are.

excluded from Medicare coverage and represent major costs to

those elderly requiring these services.

Medicare payments are concentrated on those sickest elder-

ly. About 6 percent of Medicare aged beneficiaries account for

61 percent of all Medicare reiubursements for the aged. About 40

percent of Medicare beneficiaries do not receive reimbursement

from Medicare, and another 36 percent incur less than $500 in

Medicare reimbursed services.

Despite important assistance from Medicare, the sickest

elderly also face the,most significant financial burdens. In

1980, 10 percent of the elderly accounted for almost half of the

private outlays (or cost-sharing aiounts) for Medicare benefits

with personal liability of more than $500 for Medicare benefits.

In' addition many of these same individuals have substantial

outlays for noncovered benefits such as prescription drugs.

Out-of-pocket medical expenses are a paricular burden

4
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for those lderly who do not have supplementary coverage to

Medicare -- ither from Medicaid or private health insurance.

Medicaid picks up Medicare'. cost-sharing requiremente and many

other essential health care services for 3.5 million poor

elderly.' But over 8 million the elderly have family incomes

below $10,000 and find the gaps in Medicare difficult to meet.

The heavy financial burden on lower income elderly is in

part a reflection of their inability to afford supplementary

private health insurance to'fill in the gaps left by Medicare.

Overall, 66 percent of the elderly have private health insurance

in addition to Medicare. However, this varies widely by income.

Of those poor or near poor elderly, 47 percent have private

insurance compared with 78 percent of the high-income elderly.

Even those with supplementary coverage can experience

quite burdensome medical expenses if they are soriously ill. For

elderly of all incomes with health care bills exceeding $2,500 in

1977, those with Medicare alone spent 37 percent of their income

on health care, those with both Medicare and Medicaid spent 9

percent of their income on health care, and those with Medicare

and private insurance spent 18 percent of their income on health

bills. For the poor and near-poor elderly households with total

health care bills exceeding $2,500 in 1977, those with Medicare

alone spent 53 percent of their incomes out-of-pocket on health

care expenses, those'with Medicare and Medicaid spent 10 percent

of their incomes, and those with both Medicare and private health

insurance spent 30 percent of their incomes on out-of-pocket

5
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expenses. These figures are based on those living at home: the

financial burden of nursing home care for those elderly not

eligible for Medicaid can pose even greater hardships.

Heavy financial burdens for those with catastrophic medical

expenses can occur even for those elderly purchasing private

health insurance to supplement Medicare. Few "Medi-Gap" policies

pick up physician charges in excess of Medicare's allowable
fees. In addition, such supplementary policies can be xtremely

expensive, and return few benefits in exchange for high premiums.

Access to Health Care Services

The significant deductible and coinsurance provisions in

Medicare deter some of the elderly poor and near poor from
obtaining care. A recent study by the National canter for Health

Services Research reported that those poor and near poor elderly

who have Medicare only average 4.2 physician visits par year,

compared with 7 visits per year for those with both Medicare and

Medicaid and 6.5 physician visits annually lor those poor and

near poor elderly with Medicare and private health insurance.

The study found similar differences in use of prescription

drugs. Those poor and near poor elderly with both Medicare and

Medicaid averaged 15 prescriptions annually, those with Medicare

and private health insurance 12 drug prescriptions, and those

with Medicare alone 8.7 prescriptions.

6
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Differences in use of hospital care were also markw" Ovr

22 percent of the poor and near poor elderly with ither Medicaid

or private health insurance to supplement Medicare were hos-

pitalized, compared with 18 prcnt of those with Medicare alone.

Nor can the lower utilization of the Medicare only group be

attributed to better health status. Thirty-seven percent of the.

Medicare only poor and near poor lderly rated their as fair or

poor, compared with 33 prcnt of those with Medicare and private

health insruance and 50 percent of those with both Medicare and

Medicaid.

Elderly Livina Alone

The absence of adequate home and community-based long term

care services is a major problem for elderly who need assis-

tance. While the Medicaid program has expanded coverage for soma.

poor elderly in recent years, most elderly Americans do not have

public or private health insurance coverage to finance these

services, and knowing where to turn to purchase such services can

bp extremely confusing and frustrating.

These barriers to obtaining adequate long term care services

are particularly serious for those elderly living alone. /n

1984, 30.percent of all elderly lived alone -- or about 8 million

people -- up from 27 percent in 1970. These elderly who live

alone are disproportionately very old, more likely to be poor,

and much more likely to be women.

When physical. or mental decline sets in limiting their

7
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ability to shop, make their own meals, dress, bathe, remember to
take their medications, pay their bills, and turn off the stove,
for many the only alternative is

institutionalization. single

women are at much higher risk of institutionalization -- not
because they are more limited than their male counterparts but
because they have no one at hand to help them cope with basic
household tasks. Families worry about their well-being, but may
be unable to assist if they are located far away. And some
elderly have no surviving children.

Recent changes in Medicare that encourage hospitals to
discharge patients early can be difficult for elderly who live
ilone. Walking a flight of stairs or preparing a meal for an
elderly person living alone following surgery can be a painful
struggle. A far more humane solution to their needs must be

developed than either neglect at home or insitutionalization in a.
strange place.

Zconomic Resources of the Aged

It has become fashionable to emphasize the improved well-
being of the aged and to *argue that they need no special assis-
tance. Poverty rates of the aged have declined in recent years,

and now fall below those.of younger age groups. This progress is'

indeed remarkable and reflects both the importance of social

security benefits in lifting the elderly out of poverty and the
economic impact on younger families of periods of high unemploy-
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ment. Further, the aged receive special tax breaks that are not

available to younger families. As a result, the after tax in ome

per household member was $7,845 for aged households and $6,923

for all households in 1982 -- or approximately $900 higher for

the aged.

This analysis is misleading for several reasons, however.

First the elderly have much higher out-of-pocket medical expenses

than do the non-aged. In 1984 the elderly spent $1,060 on their

own medical expenses contrasted with an estimated $310 for the

nonelderly. Thus, the difference in medical expenses alone

virtually eliminates the difference in net after tax income.

In addition expressing incomes on a per capita basis assumes

that an elderly woman living alone has the same need for income

as each child in a family of four. Since elderly households tend

to be smaller, family incomes tend to be much lower than for

younger families. The most appropriate way to compare incomes is

with adjustment for family size -- as the official poverty

figures do. Examination of the poverty rates indicate that while

the poverty rata for the aged in 1984 had fallen slightly below

that of the nonaged, many more elderly were clustered in the

income range just above the poverty rate. Among the elderly 68

percent had incomes below twice the poverty level, compared with

37 percent of the nonaged.

But the issue is not the economic resources of the aged as a

group versus those of the young. Within both the aged population

and the younger population, important subgroups face major

9



problems. In the case of the aged, the poor and near-poor aged

without Medicaid coverage face major financial burdens for acute
health care services. for the frail elderly and those elderly
who live alone, the absence of financing for long term care

services in the home Or community and the absence of any system

for mobilising existing resources to meet the individual needs of
the elderly are major hurdles to maintaining an independent
existence. And for those chronically ill individuals requiring

multiple hospitalisations or institutionalisation in a nursing

home the abeende'of adequate insurance coverage can infliat major
financial burdns.

Itg ligz_Disactigna

The Congress could take a number of steps to deal with these

inadequacies in current health and long-term care benefits for

elderly people./ These include:

Impansion of Xedicare acute care boner 'Is to include,

for example, prescription drugs a... catastrophic

expenses.

o Improved protection for the near-poor elderly, such as'

expanding the eligibility of near-poor elderly for buy-

in to medicare through the Medicaid program.

10
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o Addition of long-tern care coverage as an optional

Medicare benefit financed by an income-related premium.

o Expansion of long-term care services to include a

broader range of community-based services and a central

focal point in communities for information and referral

to long-term care providers.

In the debate over longjterm care it should not be forgotten

that Medicare, Medicaid, and other public programs are essential

to assuring that many of our nation's most vulnerable citizens

can live out their lives with dignity, freed of the worry of

financial ruin that major illness can bring. Current fiscal

problems should not cause us to lose sight of the major steps

that need to be taken to improve, rather than dismantle, these.

programs. Thank you.

Mr. WYDEN. Thank you. Thank you both for very excellent state-
ments. I knew of your fine work back in the days when I was codir-
ector of the Gray Panthers in Oregon. I very much appreciate the
chance to have you both here today.

Before I turn to some questions, our good friend and a very
strong advocate for older people, Congressman Bilirakis from Flori-
da is here. If you would like to make any opening statement before
we turn to questions, you are certainly welcome to do so.

Mr. BILIRAKIEI No; I will waive the opening statement. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WYDEN. I thank the gentleman. Let me start with you, Dr.
Rowe, if I may. I was very interested in your point earlier about
how you feel that older people generally wait too long to secure
health care.

One thing that we are continually told by this administration is
that, if you just heap on more costa, more deductibles and more co-
payments and things of this nature, somehow that is going to
change behavior out in the marketplace. PeopleI guess the ones
utilizing the system too muchwill change their behavior and hold
their costa down.

What you said certainly indicates to me that older people are not
engaging in excessive utilization of the system, and in fact quite
the oppositewait too long. Is that right? Do you believe that kind
of theory, that we ought to heap on more costs. Is that sensible in
light of the utilization you talk about?

28
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Dr. Rows. I think that the prevailing feelitw, which is clearly amyth, is that elderly overutilize relative to their needs, and wehave a picture of the elderly patient as the hypochondriac, the
complaining patient, the demanding patient who has nothing else
to do but go,to the doctor. That is not the case.

Studies in several countries with different health care systems,
including Britain and Sweden, with national health systems wherethere is really no financial impediment for a patient to go to a phy-
sician, such as we have in this country, as Dr. Davis oudined, have
shown repeatedly that older people just don't go to the doctor with
major symptoms until they progreas until they are disabling, and it
appears that the basis of this is agism.

They have bought into the same agism that pervades our youth-
oriented culture, and if you say to them, "Why didn't you come tosee the doctor? l'ou can't hear too well, and we can help that, and
you can't see well, and you have trouble walking." They often will
say, "Well, I am 83 and that is what I expected. Isn't that what youshould be like when you are 83?" So they prevent themselves from
coming soon enough to obtain less expensive, more efficient treat-ment, and they wind up on our doorstep in a crisis in the emergen-cy room in the middle of the night needing more expensive care.What to do about this? Other than try to change Members of
Congress' mind other than those present, who obviously are awareof this problem, we need some sort of a surveillance program, somesort of a casefinding program well targeted, not too expensive, not
shot-gunning it, but to identify those people with treatable, under-
lying diseases who are not seeking help.

. WYDZN. And you think that this kind of surveillance system
is the key to having older people come in earlier?

Dr. Rows. That's right. I think you could target it, because we
know what the subgroup*? are. We know what the risk factors ere,and you could target it in such a way that you might be able to
identify people with illness before it became so progressive, Iliat is,expensive.

Mr. Wirnsx. Do you think earlier attention would also reduce
costs in addition to improving health?

Dr. Rows. Whether the entire system would reduce cost woulddepend on how well targeted it was, it is likely not to increase
costs. Budget neutralisn't that the term?

Mr. WimEN. That is the buzz word.
Some persons have argued that there really isn't a need to

expand long-term care services. They essentially argue that if you
just improve the coordination of the existing services, things will
get better. Would 3fou comment on this view in light of your knowl-
edge of the availability of services under the existing programs?

Dr. Rows. I don't know where those people have been, but they
haven't been taking care of the elderly patient. We are already far
short of the number of long-term care beds that we need, and dra-
matic increases in the numbers of elderly are just going to swampus.

People will be banging on the doors of this building because theycan't get their parents into nursing homes, and we have to build
more nursing home beds and build them quickly. The real problemis not only increasing numbers of elderly, but the shift toward
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older and older ones who are much bigger utilizers. And I think it
is just not realistic, to think that we have adequate long-term care
services.

Mr. WYDEN. Supposing, just for a second, in an unreal world we
could set aside the financing issue, Dr. Rowe. What do you think
would be the best way to organize the delivery of long-term care
services? CA3uld you just sketch it out for us apart from any financ-
ing?

Dr. Rowa. We have models in many Western countries that are
ahead of us demographically, that have shown us some ways in
which it might be useful. What we clearly need is a continuum of
services, so that the people who don't require long-terin care serv-
ices aren't in nursing homes just because there is no place they can
get what they do need.

Any day you and I can walk down to a nursing home and dis-
charge many of the patients, because they don't need nursing home
care, but the fact is there is no place to send them to get the care
they need. And we need some vertically integrated system of care
so that people can go from one to another aspect of it without lots
of gates and constraints.

People don't realize how frequently elderly patients bounce back
and forth from the acute care hospital to the nursing home. It is
one of the beauties of the VA that they are a verticae integrated
system, and they can do that within the system without a lot of
paperwork in different agencies.

In a broad brush, that is what we need. That is not what we
have. In the continuum of need we have got an outpost at one end
and an outpost at the other end, and not much in between.

Mr. WYDEN. I think your point about bouncing people back and
forth is a very, very important one. We have seen that with the 3-
digy rule, for example. You have to go to a hospital for 3 days in
order to be eligible for a skilled nursing facility. It is just absurd. I
have been trying since I have been in Congress to try to change
that. Your point is a very good one.

Just another couple of questions for you, Dr. Rowe.
The committee is very interested in a point that you have made.

We keep hearing reports that under the Medicare DRG system
some older people seem to be discharged quicker and sicker. We
hear that many of them still need acute care and therefore have to
go to nursing homes.

It seems to me there is a real danger of not only doing something
deleterious to the health of older people, but also cancelling out
any cost savings. Is that right?

Dr. ROWE. That is right. Well, let's take the example of a surgi-
cal patient.

If the surgical patient is in a long-term care facility prematurely
after their gall bladder is removed or their fractured hip is re-
paired, it is possible that they would have a higher likelihood cif
complications from the surgery, which would necessitate readmis-
sion.

It is also likely that they might need physiotherapy or rehab for
a longer period of time, because it was less intensive. They may be
less likely to get their medicines correctly because they are on a lot
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of post op medications and they are in a less sophisticated setting
with less capabilities for acute care.

It is obvious that you don't want your mother going from the re-
covery room to the nursing home, and the hospital is the one thatpulls the plug. The hospital says out. It doesn't negotiate with the
patient as to whether it is time to go out. It doesn't negotiate with
the nursing home as to whether they are willing to take the pa-
tient. They just pull the plug.

Mr. Brutus's. Would the gentleman yield a moment?
Mr. WYDICN. I would be happy to yield to my friend.
Mr. Mumma. Is this area you have just explained to us more

prevalant now under the DRG system?
Dr. Rows. Yes; under the DRG system, the hospital is paid a flatrate for that patient, that age, with that diagnosis irrespective of

length of stay, but the hospital's costs are related to the length of
stay.

Before, that was not the case, because they were being paid on adaily basis.
Mr. Banusis. But the statistics do support the fact that many of

these people are bein* shuffled around, being discharged?
Dr. Rows. The statistics clearly show that length of stay is short-

er, and if length of stay is shorter, then patients going to nursinghomeswhich is the population we dile talking about todayare
going sooner, and in many cases it is too soon, in my clinical esti-
mation.

Mr. Bluitmos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wm's. Just a couple of other questions, doctor.
I guess the obvious one after your last commentwhat kind of

suggestions would you have to change PPS, change the prospective
payment system, so that we don't have this problem of the prema-
ture discharges, of our older people being bounced around?

Dr. Rows. Well, there are several options that come to mind, and
we don't have the time to get into them all.

One option is to fund the hospital. You could say after X number
of days with disfunctional frail elderly, "We will give you some
payment" per capita"for each day, because we realize you should
keep them longer."

You know that is reasonable. The second thing is to make a deal
with the nursing home and say, "We will give you X dollars extra
to take care of these patients, so you can enhance up your capabil-
ity."

My preference would be to go with the demonstrated capability
of the hospitals because they are having problems with census, and
they are more likely to want to keep the patient if they can get
some reimbursement than to go to the lesser capability in the nurs-
ing home where you have to develop capability, also they don't gen-
erally have a census problem, and so they may not want to do it.

Mr. WYDEN. Thoughtful suggestions and ones I know we are
going to explore.

One last question for you, Dr. Rowe. I am saving you for the next
round, Dr. Davis.

Dr. Rowe, as you know, Medicare coverage for the victims of Alz-
heimer's is essentially nonexistent. This is because Medicare
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doesn't offer the kinds of services needed by Alzheimer's patients
and their families.

I think what we would be interested in knowing two things from
you: what types of services are really required here; and is Medi-
care, in your view, the appropriate mechanism to provide them?

Dr. ROWE. Very quickly, three aspects of this. These are excellent
questions.

Mr. WYDEN. We have a A iry talented staff.
Dr. ROWE. Medicare is as good a mechanism as any. It is always

hard to start a new mechanism up, easier to use an existing one.
Two things about Alzheimer's: one is that there is no such thing

as the usual Alzheimer's patient's need. If you have seen one Alz-
heimer's patient, you have seen one Alzheimer's patient. They
progress from being nearly normal to being terribly disabled over a
period of years. They need anything from chore services to surveil-
lances to nursing biome care. So you need some system that can
provide any kind of service, depending on the stage of the patient.
We can't target certain services.

The second is that it is a major mistake if people think if you
have Alzheimer's, you don't have anything else. Well, Alzheimer's
is not protective against heart disease or diabetes or infections or
broken hips.

And who gets Alzheimer's disease? Not 26-year-old flight attend-
ants. Eighty-year-old women get Alzheimer's disease, and they
have other problems. So that, if you are going to target something
for the Alzheimer's patient, you have to realize that what you have
is a sick old patient who has multiple problems, and the demands
of the health care needs are often dictated more bzsasetelie other coin-
cident problems than they are by the Alzheimer's

Mr. WYDEN. The gentleman from Florida.
Mr. &mums But we can't, of course, overlook the needs of the

Alzheimer's patient as far as Alzheimer's itself is concernedlong
term care and more often than not, really long term care.

Dr. Rowz. That is correct.
Mr. BILIRAIUS. It really deteriorates and debilitates the family

and certainly all of the family resources, so we cannot overlook it,
can we?

Dr. ROWE. That is right. I think Alzheimer's is a single disease,
but when you get in trouble we obviously have inadequate re-
sources to deal with it, and we need special units and special fund-
ing programs, and I am delighted with Mr. Wyden's suggestions re-
garding that.

The problem is you don't design an Alzheimer's unit for Alzhei-
mer's patients who have no other illness. When you get them in
there, you find out that they are all 75 or 80 years old.

Mr. &maims What you are saying is you may design an Alzhei-
mer's unit, but you have got to be aware of the fact that there are
going to be medical problems in addition to Alzheimer's.

Dr. Rowz. Right. But if they are the major single diagnostic
group in terms of expenditure, and they need special attention, I
believe it is not inappropriate to have special legislation or special
programs targeting that group.

Mr. BILIRAIED3. And sir, I certainly don't mean to disagree with
your example of the 26-year-old airline attendant, but I think you
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and I both know that there are instances of young people acquiring
Alzheimer's as well.

Dr. ROWE. Yes.
Mr. BIIJRAKIS. My office received a letter not too long ago from a

lady whose son in his mid-20's----
Dr. ROWE. That is right.
Mr. BUJRAKIS [continuing]. Has Alzheimer's.
Dr. ROWE. Often in families in which the disease runs---
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Doctor Rowe, staying with you for a moment

again, how did you generate your great interest in the aging? I
mean, you could have gone into so many specialties and certainly
could be out making probably a lot more money in the outside
world, etc.

Dr. ROWE. Well, I started with a major interest in the biology of
aging. I was trained as a scientist as well as a physician and did
laboratory work in aging and kidney disease and when I left the
National Institute of Health and returned to Harvard to be the
chief resident in medicine, I looked around the ward, and all of a
sudden it was filled with old patients.

It must have been that way before. I just hadn't noticed it. And I
thought to myself that the world probably needed a geriatrician
more than it needed a specialist in kidney disease.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. I certainly commend you for that, because God
knows you are correct, and it is probably the toughest type of prac-
tice, I would imagine, or certianly one of the toughest types.

Dr. ROWE. It is one of the more rewarding types, but one of the
hardest parts is the biases of organized medicine and one's col-
leagues against the field of geriatrics, but I think we are starting to
get somewhere with regard to that.

Mr. BILIRAKIs. Mr. Wyden, in one of his questions, mentioned dis-
carding for the moment the real world, forgetting about finances et
cetera. Unfortunately, of course, we have the real world, and the
real world includes finances. And within that real world, we have
got to come up with solutions, and I think that all of us in this
room would probably admit that the solutions have got to be
varied.

They have to include government to a certain extent but not
depend on government 100 percent.

You have mentioned surveillance programs which, I guess, is
part of a wellness concept which is just great. I have heard well-
ness over and over again, but your surveillance program is some-
thing that I haven't heard about.

There is a great interest, by the way, in long term care and par-
ticularly Alzheimer's on this committee. We have held other hear-
ings on it and we are going to hold hearings on it in the future.

I have introduced a couple of bills on the subject, as I know
many of my colleagues have. Our Chairman's interest is great in
this area.

What really are our alternatives? Certainly the alternatives
should not be either support it 100 percent by government or no
care.

Dr. ROWE. Right.
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Mr. &mums. For the person who needs it, I should think the
alternatives must be somewhere in between. You would agree
there?

Dr. ROWE. I think, if I can answer that--
Mr. BILIRAIUS. Certainly, go ahead.
Dr. ROWE. I think we are all aware, as Dr. Davis has reminded

us, that we are not 100 percent supported by government now. We
are about two-thirds supported by government in terms of the
health care needs of the elderly.

I think that what will happenand my colleague, Dr. Davis, is
an internationally recognized expert in this area, and I am not
what will happen is that a long-term care insurance vehicle will be
developed which will be satisfactory to the market place and may
provide people with an opportunity to transfer the equity in their
homes or other aspects into long term care assistance.

That is going to be helpful to many but is going to require close
coordination with federal programs so that major gaps don't per-
sist.

I hope the insurance industry in this country will respond be-
cause there is a market, and they will respond in a competitive
way, fortunately, so that hopefully, it will fit.

It will take care of some of these people Dr. Davis is talking
about. That $10,000-a-year woman might get help, but people below
that level aren't really going to be in a market for that. But I think
it would be appropriate to get Dr. Davis' view on this.

Mr. Bummus. They won't be in the market because they won't
be able to afford to pay the premiums.

Dr. Rowz. Pay the premiums, yes.
Mr. WYDEN. M.. Davis, would you like to add to that?
Mr. BILIRAIUS. Please do.
Mr. WYDEN. I note this is an area you have done great work in.
Ms. DAVIS. I agree we have to start getting vehicles whether they

are private or public, particularly for this expensive nursing home
long-term care problem.

I am a little bit skeptical whether the private insurance industry
is going to be eager to take on high risk people.

Mr. BILIRAIUS. We can help them out.
Ms. DAVIS. One thing we can consider, certainly, to encourage

that to take placeand it may take place in some instancesis to
offer an alternative through Medicare of voluntary long-term care
insurance.

If that were offered at a premium, maybe even a premium that
varied with income, then you would put some limit on private
health insurance premiums.

People would have a choice. I think that way you would make
sure you didn't get excessively high premiums on the private side,
which I think has always been a problem that we have seen with
the "Medigap" policies that have supplemented acute care benefits
with Medicare.

Dr. Rowx. I would certainly agree with that. I didn t mean to ex-
clude flit commonly discussed option. It would be critical to the
success. Otherwise, there would be a major gap of people not cov-
ered.
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Mr. &Llamas. HMO'sI suppose we should not be excluding
them from the content of this hearing, should we, Mr. Chairman? I
am not sure that they are quite appropriate, but they may be.

Mr. WYDEN. By no means, and I think our witnesses later are
going to talk, for example, about the new concept of a social health
maintenance organization.

In my congressional district in Portland, OR, we have really been
one of the leaders in this area. So, I think we are going to talk
about a whole host of new approaches including health mainte-
nance organizations and the variations, the social health mainte-
nance organizations, a new approach to offering older people serv-
ices in their homes. They ought to be part of the vanguard.

Mr. &Llamas. In that connection, regardless of whether the cur-
rent HMO concept is at all adequate to cover long term careare
the current concepts, as we know them, doing the job?

Dr. ROWE. Are HMO's?
Mr. &Llamas. Yes; limiting it not to the long-term care but lim-

iting it to the area
Dr. ROWE. No. The experience is there is a number now that are

very rapidly increasing the numbers of elderly clients. The experi-
ence in the medical literature is that, dependmg uon the structure
of the HMO, et cetera it appears they can provide good health care
to the elderly at somewhat less cost, perhaps 10 percent less than
alternative systems.

Mr. &Lamm. That is the point I want to get to, but I wanted to
hear from Dr. Davis at this point.

Ms. DAVIS. I think there has been a promising performance, but
we are talking about two percent of the elderly that belong to
HMOs. Many have had a physician for a long period of time, a cer-
tain level of care, and I do not think you will fmd this alternative
encompassing the majority of elderly people, but I think it is im-
portant that it be there as an option.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Just a few week ago, I sent out a questionnaire to
my constituents. I represent a portion of Florida, the Gulf Coast,
that contains a lot of elderly. If we start at age 55 on up, probably
a good 50 percent of my constituents are on the HMOs. In the ques-
tionnaire, we ask for their comments in terms of whether or not
HMO's are functioning adequately to satisfy them. The result
comes out 50-50, if you will. If the HMO's within the current con-
cept are doing the job and within the reimbursement being 7e-
ceived from Medicare, does that tell us something? Does that tell
us then that the dollars that are provided by the federal govern-
ment for Medicare are really adequate and we do not have to bill
the patient for any more? I guess I did not phrase that as well as I
would like to, but the jury is still out as far as I am concerned on
HMOs. I have no negative feelings toward them, but I get a lot of
constituents asking me questions, and I should not be in a pcsition
of saying yes or no. You are right, a lot prefer their own doctors.
Many travel from Florida, for instance, and spend part of their
summers up north and they may not have any coverage up there
and that is their great concern.

What I am wondering about is the concept more than anything
else I suppose. Might that be one of our alternatives? You indicated
you do not think it is going to be the alternative, because many of
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the elderly are not going to sign up for it. Might that not be an
alternative in addition to surveillance and wellness?

MS. DAVIS. I think it is an important alternative. There is consid-
erable evidence that they can be less expensive than the fee-for-
service traditional health system.

Mr. Bumwas. Why?
MS. DAVIS. They have less of an incentive to put them in hospi-

tals. They have lower hospitalization rates. They are more likely to
provide care on an ambulatory basis.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. IS that care adequate 911 far as the patient is con-
cerned?

MS. DAVIS. It varies by the type of health maintenance organiza-
tion. Some have been around a long time and have a good record
with regard to quality care, so that there are examples of high
quality care. That is not to say that every organization ever set up
on that basis and paid on that basis could be guaranteed to provide
high quality care.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Do you have a degree of negativism in your mind
as far as care is concerned? The fact that they do not have the mo-
tivation and the reward of putting them into the hospital? Do you
feel there are many instances where a patient does not get the
proper care?

MS. DAVIS. We have not seen that with the health care organiza-
tions. We have seen that with the fee for services, there is too
much of a tendency to put them in the hospital and too much of a
tendency to get them out too fast. I think it would be a mistake to
say we are going to enroll all the elderly in Tampa in an HMO and
that is their only choice; but if it is there as an option and if they
are not happy with the service and quality of care there, there are
other alternatives.

Mr. Bmasicis. I have one more general question without expect-
ing an answer from you at this time. You two have shown a great
interest in this subject. Have you set up a plan where, if you had
the control, let's say if you were Congress et cetera, and could
make the determination for what type of medical plan should be in
existence in this country to cover, let's limit it for the time being to
your area, long-term care, have you sat down and actually drafted
up such a plan, whether you have done it in writing or in your
minds? You probably have, have you not? And it certainly is hope-
fully not only saying the federal government ought to handle the
whole thing, or is that basically the plan, that there ought to be
more dollars coming from the government?

MS. DAVIS I think there are important things that could be done.
Medicare, Medicaid and other public programs do pick up two-
thirds of the health and long-term care of the elderly, so I think it
would be a mistake to think we could do it all privately or publicly.
So I think we will have a combination. I think we should build on
the current programs, look at their problems and make basic
changes in those.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. I would like, on behalf of the committee, to invite
comments from both of you. If you were able to make the determi-
nation on what should be done, particularly within the realm of
what Congress can exercise, we would appreciate your submitting
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your comments to us. I would also appreciate a copy of whatever
they might submit for the record.

Mr. WYDEN. I think the gentleman's suggestion is first rate and
we will leave the record open for Dr. Davis and Dr. Rowe to give us
additional comments about their approaches in writing. We will
make sure the gentleman from Florida has them.

Mr. Biumuus. Thank you.
Mr. WYDEN. Just a couple of questions I have for you, Dr. Davis.
You have written over the years consistently and very well. I

know, because I have used a lot of your information about the gaps
in coverage for older people and their health care needs. Would
you say at this point that long-term care is the great unmet need
for older people in this country?

MS. DAVIS. I think it is a very serious problem. If you look in
terms of numbers, of course one is talking about a million out of 27
million elderly people who are in nursing homes. So in terms of the
proportion of population I do not think we should have an image
that all the elderly are frail and require nursing home care. We
have a million in nursing homes and a million in the home needing
assistance. In terms of the severity of the problem for those two
million people, it is a financial problem because there is no way of
paying for that long-term care except to destitute yourself and
become eligible for Medicaid and for the person at home finding
the services you need and knowing where the family can turn to
get relief from the demands on the family trying to support the
frail person at home. I think it is important to take some steps to
improve that situation.

Mr. WYDEN. Are there other priorities that should be placed
ahead of long-term care at this point?

MS. DAVIS. I would stress some concern with the near-poor elder-
ly and acute care benefits. I think that one could make improve-
ments in Medicaid by expanding the buy-in to Medicare for the
near-poor elderly. I would remind the committee that that is a
problem for those elderly who are not poor enough to get Medicaid
but not rich enough to supplement with private health insurance.
That is a problem and I think the problem of uncovered benefits
and the absence of any kind of ceiling on Medicare cost sharing is
also a problem for many elderly with modest incomes.

Mr. NVYDEN. What would your priorities be in the long-term care
area in isolation assuming, as you said, there are several million
people where you think the need is great there? In terms of your
priorities what would they be in long-term care?

MS. DAVIS. It depends on the budget you give me to work with.
The first thing would be to make home and community-based serv-
ices under Medicaid an optional benefit rather than to limit it
through the waiver kind of provision we have now. Starting with
that provision, which is already in the law, and expanding that a
bit would be an important step. I think a second modest step could
be some direct grants to provide what are called, in other coun-
tries, home health services so they are not health services that re-
quire an advanced health professional to provide but general home
health sevices, personal care services, so direct grants to local orga-
nizations, whether those are municipal or nonprofit organizations,
that would be available as a focal point to provide those kinds of
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services in communities. Setting up an information and referral
network, just knowing a telephone number in a community that
you can call and be told, is there a day hospital program for a
family member with Alzheimer's in this community, am I eligible,
how do I get to it; so some kind of information referral network.

Those are relatively modest things that I think could be done
that would make an improvement. I think the big thing that needs
to be done is providing some kind of insurance for nursing home
care, and I think there are some proposals to do that such as offer-
ing through Medicare a voluntary long-term care insurance plan
which would be self-fmanced, in large part, through a premium.

Mr. WYDICN. Tell me how that would work. Do you think those
premiums could do it alone? In other words, there would not have
to be new moneys from the trust fund if you were to add a long-
term care insurance concept?

Ms. DAVIS. It is possible. We do not have a lot of experience so it
is hard to be too certain. I am envisioning not something that
would be totally public but require some public contribution. You
might require, for example, for nursing home care that they pay 10
percent of the costs up to some ceiling, $3,000 or $4,000, because if
they were at home instead of in a nursing home they would be
paying for food and certain expenses. So I think it is reasonable to
expect under any benefit package that there might be some cost
sharing for these kinds of services.

But if there is a ceiling, you would fmd families thinking this is
something doable. When they are faced with a $20,000 to $30,000
bill every year for 3 to 5 years, no family thinks they can absorb
that kind of cost. So what happens is they become destitute, spend
down and then it is totally public coverage. If you have an insur-
ance plan where they contribute a premium, that they pay some of
the cost, it would be financially doable for the individual and the
family. You would have to build in some protection. For example, if
you did it through a Medicare plan, you would want them to be
enrolled for at least a period of time before they are eligible for
benefits. You might have them enroll at age 60, not get benefits
until 70, most likely until 85 and are frail enough to require the
care. So you get premiums to finance the system well in advance of
the time.

Some estimate if we were to set a premium at roughly 4 percent
of income and you got a representative group of elderly people, you
did not just get the very sickest people, you could have a self-fi-
nancing type plan.

Mr. Dumas. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
Will your thoughts be part of the submittal to the record?
MS. DAVIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. anitmas. Fine.
Mr. WYDEN. A couple of other questions.
What do you think is going to happen in the years ahead with

respect to the figures on income for older people? We have many
experts saying that the income for many is going to soar and there
are others who are more doubtful. I gather that you are one who is
somewhat skeptical of whether older people are going to have suffi-
ciently large incomes to be able to afford private packages and
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things of that nature. I think we would be interested for the record
in your thoughts on the future of elders' income.

Ms. DAVIS. I think there are some elderly who will be better off
in the future. The standard of living for everyone goes up, some-
times imperceptibly, but we expect over time it will continue to
rise. In addition, the elderly by 2000, 2030 will be a much more
educated group. The levels of education are higher in the upcoming
cohorts. In addition, more women have been in the workplace, so
you have more two-earner families and a base from it. So there are
some things that indicate that the income will go up.

On the other hand, we know that the health care costs will be a
lot higher in the future than they are today, so these kinds of gaps,
if we do not do something about them, are going to inflict even
greater financial burdens on elderly people over time, and the
problem is not an a:erage problem. It is a subgroup problem. You
have a distribution now. You have gotten some of the elderly out of
poverty, but now they are clustered in the near-poor income range,
and in the year 2000 even if you have some that are well to do, you
will still have the problem of a number at the lower ends.

I think some groups will be able to pay more and to build in a
plan such as one that is financed through an income-related premi-
um would let them contribute as they are able to.

Mr. WYDEN. One thing I feel about private insurance is that, to
some extent, with private long-term care insurance it is demand
out there looking for a supply. I think if we can just boost it along
with legislation like mine to share information and guidelines
about what policies ought to look like for both the industry and
consumers not mandatory guidelines or some kind of coercive Gov-
ernment program, I think w, in come up with an approach that
is going to be able to be attractive to a significant portion of the
market. One of the reasons I like it is that that will free up the
limited Government resources for those who can afford it. I wonder
if you might want to comment on that as an appraisal.

Ms. DAVIS. I think certainly trying to encourage that, set stand-
ards for that would be a good step, but I think what we have seen
with some of the private plans is that they try to selectively
market to the relatively healthy, so retired schoolteachers, college
professors are a great group to try to get into a long-term care in-
surance plan, but you do not want to move into communities that
have serious poverty or a high incidence of chronic conditions. So I
think what you have to worry about is whether they will try to get
the 80 percent of the elderly who are never going to wind up in
nursing homes and market to them. I do not think that is going to
be a complete solution and am skeptical that it will be a major so-
lution.

Mr. WYDEN. I share your concern about what is called adverse
selection, in effect, those who are healthiest and those who are
most well today. It just seems to me that any time, when you have
limited resources, if you have a private sector remedy for some who
can afford it, that is all to the good. Then we can go forward and
do what needs to be done, which you have correctly identified,
which is to have a little more available for low-income people.

I look forward to working with you on these kinds of things in
the days ahead. I think the concerns are very valid. It seems to me
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that when we have so few resources and that $2 trillion debt star-
ing at us, we are ahead any time we can come up with some pri-
vate sector approach that can meet some needs. I said in my open-
ing statement I do not think it is going to meet all of them. There
are a lot of low-income older people who cannot afford it. I think
we ought to go forward and do it. We find the job is easier with the
expertise of you and Dr. Rowe. You talked about the older people
who live alone. We know that they are very vulnerable. We would
be interested in knowing whether you think there are some serv-
ices that we ought to tailor just to them and whether it is going to
take a special kind of approach to deal with that group of often
vulnerable people.

Ms. DAVIS. I think that there are some things that we need to
worry about with the elderly living alone. Dr. Rowe mentioned the
prospective payment system and its incentive for early discharge. I
think we need to worry about this a lot with regard to the patient
with no one at home to help them. So if they have to walk up
steps, fix a meal, it is tougher for them. So particular provisions,
whether it is a continuing payment rate to the hospital to keep
those elderly that live alone a little bit longer in the hospital or
some foster care situations so that there is a place they can go for
a few weeks while they convalesce or whether it is a nursing home
or different type of care setting, but I think that the elderly patient
who lives alone cannot cope with an early discharge from a hospi-
tal the way a patient can who has a spouse or other members at
home to help with the tasks. So I think the hospital discharge is
something we need to worry about.

In addition, I think these people need more intensive both home
health services and also the home help service. They are going to
need more frequent visits during the week of some outside person-
nel coming in to provide these types of assistance. So I think par-
ticularly setting up some type of a direct grant program for these
home help services would be of particular benefit to these elderly
individuals who live alone.

Mr. MURMUR. I ask, from the standpoint of the long-term care
patient, what, if anything, should we be tryipg to do as far as mal-
practice is concerned? You mentioned the increase, continued in-
crease in medical costs et cetera. That certainly is part of it.

Dr. Rows. I mean I do not know if you are referring to the possi-
bility that there is too much malpractice or whether the issue that
malpractice premiums are so high for physicians practicing geriat-
rics, this is not a high malpractice area like obstetrics or orthope-
dics. I want to address the general issue.

I think that one of the things that we could do to improve the
health care of the elderly in this country, and that is what we are
talking about here, is it might not be a bad idea if we had some
more geriatricians. In your district in the west coast of Florida and
in Mr. Wyden's district there are cities with geriatricians. The
growth of geriatrics as a specialty in medicine has occurred at the
same time that the Federal Government has decided not to support
training programs for medical specialists. So we are caught in the
middle. If you want to improve the health care of elderly in long-
term care facilities, improve the training of doctors in the health
care of the elderly.
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Mr. BILMAKIII. You are getting away from the original question.
Going to what you have just told us, should we, in a sense, be en-
couraging the medical Schools, as far as their selection process is
concerned, to see that more people go into that? Right now, as far
as I am concerned, and I have personal experience, it is done on a
cold type of a basis. If you have a certain undergraduate score, you
get into medical school and your particular interest is forgotten
later on.

Dr. Rows. I agree. The criteria to get into medical school is strin-
gent. Years of experience have shown the difficulty in selecting
medical students based on whether you think they are going to go
into practice or research or whatever. We have a research-intensive
medical school and most of our graduates wind up in practice. You
cannot really judge college students as to that ultimate career
before they have the experience of medical school. You can encour-
age and support medical schools in teaching geriatrics to the stu-
dents. When I graduated from medical school, in 1970, there was
no curriculum in geriatrics. As of last year approximately 50 per-
cent of medical schools had geriatrics in the curriculum, so we
need support for medical schools to include geriatrics and to train
people to be geriatricians. There are very few resources available
to support the training of doctors who want to take care of the pa-
tienta in nursing homes. That is the problem and it is a major
problem.

Mr. BILIRMUL Thank you. I certainly agree with you there, al-
though I sometimes think maybe since federal dollars go a long
way towards medical educationand I am a free enterpriserbut I
wonder if we should take a little bit of a lead insofar as being sure
that the certain specialties where we do have a shortage are, in
fact, filled in some way or another?

But on malpractice, my concern is that, from the patient stand-
point, it would seem that there should not be any limitations in
terms of malpractice amounts, the recovery amounts and things of
that nature. From the patient standpoint, it would seem, and yet
from the patient standpoint also medical costa keep going up and
that is a very salient reason why, not the only reason, but a salient
reason why they are going up. So what should we be doing, if any-
thing, in that regard from the patient standpoint?

Very quickly. I know we are taking a long time here.
Dr. Rows. What I would like to do, given the time, is provide you

with some detailed response to that.
Mr. Biunams. That would be fine.
Dr. Davis, if we could get some sort of response from you in that

regard too, apin from the patient standpoint, I would appreciate
it. My appreciation to both of you for taking time to come here this
morning,

Mr. WYD1N. Unless either of you have further comments, we
thank you for giving us all this time this morning. As usual, you
give us much to follow up on and to work with, and we thank you
Wth.

['Testimony resumes on p. 66.]
[The following letter and attachments were submitted for the

record:]
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THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
School of Hygiene and Public Health

Department of Health Policy and Management

Karen Dam Glow rnun
301-95E4625

October 31, 1985

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives
2415 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Moment

I am writing to thank you for the opportunity of testifying
before the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment on the
health and long-term care needs of the elderly on October 18,
1985.

In response to Representative Bilirakise request for further
information regarding a plan for long-term care, I am submitting
for the record the final chapter from my book entitled Madigan
221103_111_1Liragtim_faxiisatiLenCliSara. This book
will be released this November by The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Press.

This chapter presents an overview of my views on the need
for an integTated approach to reforming the financing of acute
and long-term care for the elderly. This approach is analysed in
terms of impact on beneficiaries, financing and administrative
feasibility. I would be happy to work further with the Sub-
committee to develop an effective initiative in this important
area.

In addition Representative Bilirakis requested information
on the malpractice area. I am, therefore, submitting for the
record a memorandum from Dr. Laura Morlock on malpractice
issues. Dr. Morlock, an associate professor in the Department of
Health Policy at The Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public
Health, is conducting a detailed analysis of the malpractice
claims involving physicians and hospitals in Maryland.

Again, thank you. If I can be of any further assistance to
the Subcommittee, please let me know.

Sincerely,

4441.4.
Karen Davis,

42
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MEMORANDUM

TO: The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives
2415 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

FROM: Laura L. Morlock, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Health Policy and Management
School of Hygiene and Public Health
The Johns Hopkins University
624 N. Broadway
Baltimore, Marylaod 21205

DATE: November 6, 1985

RE: Impact of Malpractice Issues on Health Care Costs

The following memorandum symmerizes available evidence regarding the current

impact of malpracticc issues on health care costs. It is submitted for the

record in respons4 to a request from Representative Bilirakis during the

October 18, 1985 heering held by the Subcommittee on Health and the Environ-

ment on the health and long term care needs of the elderly. Included in the

discussion are the following: recent trends regarding frequency of malpractice

claims and size of settlements and awards to claimants; recent trends with

respect to the cost of liability insurance premiums; estimated costs of

"defensive medicine", and; estimated costs to patients and the health care

system of provider negligence.

Frequency of Malpractice Claims: Recent Trends

Professional liability claims against health care providers began to

increase rapidly during the first half of the 1970s, declined in frequency

during 1975-78, and then began to increase significantly after 1979. Most

estimates of claims incidence show at least a doubling in claims frequency
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after 1979. The National Association of Insurance Commissioners found that

the average incidence was 3.3 claims per 100 physicians prior to 1978. and

6.0 claims per 100 physicians during the late 1970s and early 1980s.1

According to statistics compiled by the American Medical Association which

are based on their national surveys of physicians, in the years prior to 1980

there were an average of 3.3 claims for every 100 physicians; between 1980

and 1984 the number of filed claims per 100 physicians increased to 8.4.2

Significant increases also have been experienced in claims against hospitals:

The St. Paul Companies, for example, have reported that hospital claims rose

from 1.75 per 100 beds in 1979 to 3.0 per 100 beds in 1983.3

The frequency of malpractice Claims has been shown to vary substantially,

however, by geographic area, by specialty and by other provider characteristics.

Adams and Zuckerman analyzed data from the AMA's 1982 Socioeconomic Monitoring

System survey of 3817 physicians.4 These data indicate that, on average,

physicians incurred twice as many claims per year during 1976-1981 as they

did during their careers prior to that period. The annual frequency of claims

was found to be greater among surgeons, obstetricians and gynecologists,(08Ga),

physicians in group practice, and physicians in states which apply the legal

doctrine of informed consent. Analysis results also suggest that the number

of years since medical residency is positively related to physicians' claims

incidence during the first 27 years of practice, and that OBGs and medical

specialtists who report spending more time with their patients per office visit,

on average, incur fewer claims.

Data collected through interviews with 1240 physicians by the AKA's

Socioeconomic Monitoring System during 1983 examined changes before and after

1978 in the incidence of claims.5 The increase in the annual rate of claims

between the two time periods was statistically significant for general and

family practitioners, surgeons, physicians in the northeast and north central
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regions, male physicians and those practicing in urban areas.

The frequency of malpractice claims against obstetricians and gyne-

cologists has been viewed as particularly problematic. The American College

of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG) has reported that the frequency of law-

suits against OBGs tripled between 1979 and 1984. Sixty percent of 08G5

have been sued at least once; 20% have had three or more claims filed against

them, while almost half of New York State OBGs have been sued at least three

times.
6

Recent Trends in Size of Awards/Settlements

The average size of malpractice awards and settlements has experienced

firsta steady increase and then a dramatic upswing during the entire 1975-1984

time period. The St. Paul Companies have experienced growth in average loss

per physician claim (a figure that includes allocated loss expense, including

defense and administrative costs) from approximately $9000 in 1974 to $23,000

in 19847 During this same time period St. Paul's average loss for claims

against hospitals rose from approximately $5800 to $12,300. Data from

physician,owned insurers indicate an increase in average paid loss per claim

from $20,396 in 1979 to $72,243 in 1983.8

Juries (and panels under pretrial screening and arbitration mechanisms)

resolve only a small percentage of malpractice claims, but jury and panel

awards are known to influence the level of out-of-court settlements, and

are believed to provide incentives for patients and attorneys to pursue

claims. According to Jury Verdict Research, one reporting service, the midpoint

(median) of a typical verdict agAinst a physician was $48,500 in 1975, and

the average was $94,947. For 1983-84, the reported midpoint verdict was

$200,637, and the average was $338,463.9 During the past decade very large

4 6
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awards have become increasingly common: Only 4 awards of $1 million or more

were reported to Jury Verdict Research in 1976, compared to 45 such awards

in 1981 and 70 in 1983. The St. Paul Companies, who currently have a 15%

share of the national medical Malpractice insurance market, report that

they are now experiencing a $1 million settlement or verdict every week."

The average cost per malpractice claim, like claim frequency, varies

significantly by state, with a thirtyfold range between the most and leest

litigious states.11 Size of awards and settlements also vary dramatically

by specialty, with obstetrics/gynecology ranked highest due to the increasingly

large payouts (often $1 million or more) in cases involving birth-injured

infants.

Cost of Liability Insurance Premiuns

Growth in average malpractice premium costs during 1976-1983 in general

was much slower than growth in the frequency of claims, size of awards and

settlements, or than increases in the Medical Care Price Index. The National

Conference of State Legislatures reports that between 1976 and 1983,.average

physician premium expenses grew only 51% (from $4700 to $7100)--well below

the nearly 100% increase in the Medical Care Price Index for the same period.12

According to AMA-compiled statistics, average malpractice premium expenses

esialed 4.4% of gross income for physicians in 1976, compared to 3.7% of

gross income in 1983.

In the last two years, however, malpractice insurance premiums have

increased significantly. While insurance premiums for the total medical

professional liability industry increased 30.8% between 1977 and 1983

(from $1.20 billion to $1.57 billion), malpractice insurance losses soared

144.8% (from $817 million in 1979 to approximately $2 billion in 1983). During

the late 1970's and early 1980's, return on investments at high interest

4 6
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rates still permitted overall profit-making among companies writing malpractice

insurance. By 1984, however, Best's Insurance Management Reports concluded

that "medical malpractice is reaching the point of no return in terms of

producing investment income from loss reserves that exceeds the underwriting

loss."13 Insurance companies have responded with substantial increases in

malpractice insurance premiums. St. Paul's rates, for example, rose 15-20%

per year for physicians during the early 1980's, increased on average by

25-30% in 1984 and are expected to increase by another 30% this year.

Growth in premiums has varied substantially by geographic area and by

specialty; Physicians in urbanized areas; in states such as New Ybrk.

California and Florida; and in "high-risk" specialties such as Obstetrics,

Anesthesiology and Neurosurgery have been particularly hard hit. According

to AMA data, for example, the premium for all physicians rose 434% between

1970 and 1982. The increase for general and family practitioners during this

time period was 270%, however, while the increase was 528% for surgeons.14

St. Paul's rates effective July 1, 1985 for $1 million/$3 million cdverage

were $1369 for a relatively low-risk General Practitioner in Arkansas, compared

to $92.570 for the same level of coverage for a Miami neurosurgeon. 15 St.

Paul's rates for hospitals ranged from a liitle over $200 per bed in South

Carolina to over $1000 per bed in Florida.

Impact of Increasing Liability Premiums on Health Care Costs

It is frequently argued that escalating liar ilty insurance premiums

are increasing consumer's health care costs. The California Medical Association

estimated, for example, that in 1982 malpractice insurance premiums added

$5 a day to the cost of every hospital stay and $3-4 to the cost of every

visit to a doctor. The New York State insurance department estimated that

4 7
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15-17% of a recent Blue Cross/Blue Shield premium increase went to

hospitals' insurance bills.

The direct costs of the recent increase in malpractice claims and

awards are usually cited as the amounts paid by providers in insurance

premiums (currently estimated at approximately $2 billion per year), the

funds used to underwrite provider-owned insurance companies, the costs of

risk management programs, and fees for legal counsel. In addition, it is

frequently argued that the current malpractice situation contributes to

health care costs through the practice of "defensive medicine"--defined as

unnecessary procedures performed by health care providers in order to protect

themselves against potential lawsuits. The AMA currently estimates that the

"extra" diagnostic tests and procedures of defensive medicine increase ex-

penses by approximately $15.1 billion per year.18 This figure is an estimate

based on responses to a 1983 survey of practicing physicians conducted by the

AMA. Forty-one per cent of physicians responding to the survey indicated that

they prescribed additional tests because of the fear of litigation; 27.2%

proVided additional treatment procedures; 35.9% spent extra time with patients;

56.7% kept more detailed records; 44% referred more cases to other physicians;

34.6% no longer accepted certain kinds of cases; and 31.4% said they had

raised their fees to compensate for the increased costs of insurance premiums.17

It should be noted, however, that critics of the AMA's position, such as

Patricia Danzon, argue that the malpractice system functions as a deterrent

to improper and negligent treatment. She has argued in Senate testimony that

certain "defensive" activities, such as increased time with patients and the

referral of difficult cases "are precisely the types of increased care which

the malpractice system is intended to encourage."18 Danzon also points out

48
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that it is impossible to distinguish defensive medicine from the over-

utilization that results from the economic incentives inherent in fee-for-

service medicine.

Estimated Costs of Provider Negligence

Injuries resulting from provider negligence also must be considered

a significant cost to the health care system. Danzon argues, for example,

that the real cost of malpractice is the cost of medical injury, which she

estimates at $24 billion a year. This estimate is based on a detailed study

conducted by Don Harper Mills in 1974 for the California Hospital Association

and the California Medical Association. Study results indicated that about one

in 126 hospital admissions leads to an injury due to medical negligence.

Using these data, Danzon concluded that "at most one in 10 of these injured

patients filed a claim, and at most one in 25 received compensation through

the tort system."19

It should be noted that awarding reparations for iatrogenic injuries

creates no new costs but simply shifts to providers and the public costs that

wuuld otherwise be borne privately. Shifting of these costs through the

current tort system, however, may in itself be expensive. Administration,

claims evaluation and litigation costs (including plaintiff attorneys' contin-

gency fees and defense attorneys' hourly fees) absorb more than half of each

premium dollar.20 Current estimates are that only 28 to 40 cents of each

premium dollar ultimately goes to injured parties.21
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CHAPTER 6

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO REFORMING FINANCING

OF ACUTE AND LONG-TERM CARE FOR THE ELOERLY

Reforming the financing of acute- and long-term-care

services for the elderly should address several problems

inherent in the current system. These include the financial

burdens the elderly incur because of serious gaps in coverage

and limitations f.41 benefits, the projected deflcit in the

Medicare Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, the general problem

of rapidly increasing expenditures for both hospital and

physician services for the elderly, and the fragmented and

inadequate coverage of long-term care today.

Various proposals that have been advanced address some

aspect of the problems with the current system. Yet they

fail both to deal comprehensively with flaws in the current

approach and to take advantage of trade-offs and coordination

that could be achieved by a single integrated plan. By

dealing with only one aspect of the current system, they

seem unlikely to address the underlying problems in a satis-

factory manner.

I. A Proposal for an Integrated Approach

A more promising approach is to reform both Medicare

and Medicaid to address directly, in a fiscally responsible

manner, their shortcomings in meeting the health and long-term-
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care needs of the elderly. This involves rethinking the

entire structure of the programs, including current eligibility

provisions, benefits, financing sources, provider payment

methods, administration, and the need for innovative features

to reform the delivery of services.

The basic strategy endorsed here would be.to merge

the Hospital Insurance (HI) and Supplementary Medical Insurance

.(SMI) parts of Medicare into a single plan, develop a new

voluntary long-term-care plan as part of the program, and

design a separate Medicaid program for Medicare beneficiaries

that would provide wrap-around protection for low-income

elderly.

o Coverage. The new Medicare program would cover

everyone 65 or older (not just those covered by social security)

and the disabled who qualify under current eligibility provi-

sions. The new Medicaid wrap-around coverage would be extended

to all elderly poor, with a spend-down provision for the

near-poor.

o Benefits. All the current Medicare benefits would

continue in the new plan, but the limits on covered hospital

days would be removed. Deductible and coinsurance provisions

for hospital and physician services would be continued.

However, a new ceiling on out-of-pocket expenses of the

elderly would be intorporated, set initially at $1.500 and

indexed over time with the growth in program expenditures.

Expenses counting toward this maximum ceiling' would include

2
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all out-of-pocket payments for hospital, physician, and

other Medicare benefits, plus those for prescription drugs.

'Once an elderly person had paid $1,500 in a given year for

these, Medicare would cover all additional expenses.

The optfonal long-term-care plan under Medicare would

cover nursing home care (in qualified Skilled Nursing Interme-

diate Care Facilities), home health services (in addition

to the more limited home health benefits now available in

the acute-care Medicare plan), and day hospital services.

These services would be subject to a 10 percent coinsurance

charge, and would have a ceiling on out-of-pocket costs

of $3,000 annually. Elderty Americans wanting this coverage

could enroll at 60, but benefits would not be initiated

until the person had been enrolled in the plan at least

five years. No one could enroll after age 70. This plan

would be supplemented with a direct grant program to public

and non-profit community organizations to provide help at

home, such as chore services and personal care services,

for the functionally impaired.

The Medicaid wrap-around plan would cover the cost-

sharing paymentrequired under the acute-care part of Medicare

for all elderty with incomes below the federal poverty level.

A spend-down provision would assist those whose incomes

after outlf-pocket,expenses would be reduced to below poverty.

The current Medicaid cofirage of long-term care would continue

as a safety net for those elderty poor unable or unwilling

3
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to obtain the voluntary long-term-care coverage under Medicare.

o Financing. HI and SMI Medicare Trust Funds would

be merged. The current HI payroll tax would be retained

as a source of revenue for the new fund and would continue

t its current legislated rate. General revenues currently

projected to support SMI would be added to the fund, and

the current SMI premium would be replaced with an income-

related payment. This new Medicare premium would be set

at 2.5 percent of taxable income of the enrollees (compared

with a current premium projected to be $203 in 1985, approxi-

mately 2.0 percent of income), and would be administered

through the personal income tax system. The definition'

of income would be broadened, to be consistent with social

security provisions for taxing the benefits of higher-income

elderly.

The new premium would be capped at $1,000 annually,

so that no elderly person would be required to pay a premium

exceeding 50 percent of the actuarial value of Medicare.

A minimum annual premium of $100 would ensure that all elderly

Americans made some contribution; for those not required

to pay income taxes, this minimum premium could be paid

directly to Medicare. Both the minimum and maximum premium

rates would be indexed over time with increases in program

expenditures. Additional revenues for the Medicare Trust

Fund would come from doubling the current tax on cigarettes.

These funds would be earmarked for Medicare, and added to

4
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the trust fund.

Optional long-term-care coverage would be available

for an income-related premium set at 4.0 percent of income

for those who enroll at 60 (and increasing for those postponing

enrollment), with a minimum annual premium of $200. Federal

general revenues would be used to meet any long-term-care

expenditures not covered by the premium (as happens now

with the SMI section of Medicare). Categorical federal

grant funds could establish home help service programs through

public or non-profit community organizations.

The federal government would assume all the cost of

Medicaid supplementation of Medicare acute-care cost-sharing.

However, federal support for residual Medicaid long-term-care

coverage for Medicare beneficiaries would be reduced by

half the current contribution rate. For anyone receiving

long-term-care through Medicaid, rather than the voluntary

plan, Medicaid would assume the full cost--not just the

coinsurance provisions in Medicare.

o Provider Payment, Improved benefits and expanded

financing of acute and long-term care would have to be coupled

with stringent cost-containment measures. The current pro-

spective payment system for hospitals under Medicare would

be retained and strengthened. A residual all-payer hospital

prospective payment system covering privately insured patients

as well as Medicare ind Medicaid beneficiaries would be

adopted for those states that do not voluntarily Join in.

5
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A prospective physician payment system would be established,

and physicians would be required to accept Medicare rates

for services rendered to hospital patients. A prospective

payment systpm for nursing homes would be also be established,

taking into account the level of complexity involved in

the care of patients with different functional impairments.

Payment on a capitation basis would be encouraged for health

maintenatiA organizations. Demonstrations to test capitation

payment for nurs.ing home patients, covering both acute and

long-term care, would be instituted as a basis for evolving

a longer-term prospective payment system based on capitation.

o Delivery of Services. Appropr.3te care would

be encouraged through the assessment of patient conditions

and by making long-term-care benefits contingent upon necessity,

as determined by qualified physicians. Profiles of practice

patterns would be established for all benefits, and utilization

review instituted for all claims falling outside accepted

norms. Emphasis would be placed upon avoiding institutional

care -7 either in hospitals or nursing homes -- where possible.

Pre-admission assessment would be required for nursing homes.

Day hospital services would be covered under the voluntary

long-term-care plan as an alternative to institutional care.

Respite care would also be provided so that family members

supporting a functionally impaired elderly person at home

could have periodic breaks. Grants to public or non-profit

organizations to provide home help services would enable

6
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more functionally impaired elderly to remain in their homes.

TheSe services would also be based upon need and level of

dependency. Volunteers in homa help agencies could earn

credits to be applied toward their own voluntary long-term-care

premiums.

II. Analysis of the Proposal

Several questions should be raised about any proposal

to reform the Medicare program.

o What is the likely impact of the proposal on

Medicare enrollees?

o How will the proposal be financed? What is its

likely cost? And who will bear the burden of

this cost?

o How does the proposal relate to the existing system

and is it administratively feasible?

A. Impact on the Elderly

The proposed reform would remedy many of the most serious

gaps in the curivnt Medicare program. It would guarantee

coverage for all the aged, regardless of income, race, or

prior work history. It provides comprehensive benefits,

including care for acute and chronic health conditions and

assistance in coping with functional limitations. It removes

the heavy financial burden that currently falls on the elderly

near-poor, those with chronic conditions requiring intermittent

acute care, and thOse wilb require long.term care. The financial

security and peace of mind that come from a ceiling on maximum

7
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financial responsibilities for health care should go a long

way toward meeting the elderly's most basic concern -- the

threat of insufficient funds to receive care throughout

life.

Th. emphasis um alternatives to. nursing home care

and on adequate financial protection should nursing home

care be necessary provide important new benefits to the

old. Current procedures work serious hardships on those

unable to care for themselves. Financial access to long-

term-care services in the home or community is an important

barrier presently. Only those who are impoverished can

hope for some assistance from Medicaid. As a result, many

middle-class elderly must enter a nursing home, exhaust

their resources, and eventually qualify for Medicaid. A

better alternative aould to support the person or the family

to ensure that care could be provided in the home.

B. Financing

The proposed system of financing would guarantee the

fiscal solvency of Medicare through 1995, and through a

more flexible approach, while simultaneously improving benefits.

The combination of revenues from the payroll tax, general

revenues, cigarette taxes, and premiums should provide a

stabler source of support than the current system faces.

Furthermore, if future projections prove inaccurate -- for

example, if provider cost controls and incentives have more

or less impact on expenditures than predicted -- premiums

8
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or the contribution from general revenues could be adjusted

easily.

The deficit in the Medicare Hospital Insurance Trust

Fund is projected to reach $250 billion by 1995: The proposed

hospital payment.limits would reduce this to $95 billion

over the 1985-95 period (Ginsburg and Moon, 1984). More-recent

estimates based a better performance of the economy and

slower inflation in health care costs drop the projected

deficit further (Medicare Trustees, 1983). Other proposed

reforms of physician payments and of incentives to promote

alternatives to hospital care could be expected to lower

the deficit further. It.is reasonable to expect that the

cumulative deficit without expanded benefits or new sources

of revenue would be about $50 billion over the 1985-95 period.

.If fully implemented in 1985, the expanded acute-care

benefit package proposed here would add $1.5 billion to

the cost of Medicare. This comes from placing a $1,500

ceiling on maximum out-of-pocket expenditures (Gornick et

al., 1983). Over 10 years, improved benefits could add

as much as $25 billion to the cost of Medicare. Thus, the

total new revenue required to both remove the current projected

deficit and improve financial protection for the elderly

is apProximately $75.hillion from 1985 to 1995.

The proposed ,doubling and earmarking of the cigarette

tax would generate.$57 Billion in revenue over this period

Senate Aging Committee, 1984). The proposed Medicare premium

9
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.would generate an additional $25 billion in revenues. (Each

1.0 percent of income paid in premiums generates $50 billion

in revenues over 1985-95; see Davis and Rowland, 1984.)

The impact of an income-related premium on different

groups of the elderly hinges on the specific manner in which

the premium varies with income. Table VI-1 illustrates

the distributional impact of four premiums using alternative

percentages of adjusted gross income. Option 1 is a fixed

premium for all Medicare beneficiaries with family incomes

above $10,000. No premium would be assessed for those with

incomes under $5,000. Premiums for beneficiaries with incomes

between $5,000 and $10,000 would be on a sliding scale.

Option 2 is a premium set at a constant percent of adjusted

gross income. The Premium in Option 3 is a constant percent

of taxable income. Option 4 has a premium set at a constant

percent of tax liability--that is, a tax surcharge.

The fixed premium would be regressive at incomes above

$10,000. In other words, it would represent a higher fraction

of income for the elderly with incomes between $10,000 and

$15,000 than for those with incomes over $25,000. Option

2, the premium set at a fixed percentage of adjusted gross

income, is by definition a proportional tax. All older

Americans would pay the same fraction of income to finance

Medicare. The levy on taxable income is moderately progressive.

Virtually no premium would be due from someone with an income

below $5,000,but the elderly with incomes above $10,000

10.
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would all .pay approximately the same proportion toward the

program. Option 4 -- the tax surcharge -- is the most progres-

sive method of financing; those with incomes below $5,000

would pay virtually no premium; those between $5,000 and

$10,000 would pay about 0.4 percent of income; the elderly

with incomes between $10,000 and $15,000 would pay 0.9 percent;

and those with incomes over $25,000 would pay almost 2.6

percent of their income.

All the options for varying thr premium with income

are more equitably distributed than a plan that raised similar

revenues from hospital coinsurance charges. Under the premium

approach, all elderly (except the low-income if so specified)

would share in the financial burden. Under the hospital

coinsurance approach, however, only the 20 percent of the

elderly who are hospitalized would contribute toward reduction

of the deficit. Those chronically ill elderly could be

faced with quite burdensome contributions under hospital

coinsurance. Approximately one-fifth of the elderly at

all income levels are hospitalized during a year; the average

days of care are somewhat higher for lower-income elderly.

As shown in Table V1-2, raising a comparable amount of revenue

from hospital coinsurance would place enormous financial

burdens on the low-income elderly who were hospitalized.

Even if Medicaid were to assume these amounts for the 3.5

million elderly it covers, serious financial burdens would

be felt by people with incomes just above Medicaid eligi-
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Table VI-1: Distributional Impact of Alternative Income-related Premiums,' 1985

platMiL 2PAIN11 2019L13 2PItal
Fiiid-WTTir Prmumt Preiumet Premilf-t
Premium at constant at constant at constant

Adjusted Gross Reduced for percentage of percentage of percentage of
Income Class Poor adjusted gross taxable tax liability

income income

Increased Revenue as a Percent of Adjusted Gross Income

Total 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

$0 - 4.999 0.0 2.0 0.1 0.0

$5,000 - 9,999 3.7 2.0 1.2 0.4

$10.000 - 14.999 4.6 2.0 2.0 0.9

$15,000 - 19.999 3.3 2.0 2.0 1.2

.$20,000 - 24.999 2.5 2.0 2.1 1.4

$25,000 and over 1.0 2.0 2.1 2.6

'Each option yields $5 billion revenues in 1985.

Source: Calculated from Brookings Institution 1980 personal income tax file
projected to 1985. Includes effects of 1981 tax act (ERTA) and 1982
tax act (TEFRA), but not the 1983 Social Security financing plan.
Estimates for disabled based on income of taxpaying units with members
aged 65 and over.
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bility. For example, the hospitalized elderly with incomes

between the poverty level and twice the poverty level would

pay 16 percent of their income. In addition, such people

would be l(kely to incur substantial non-hospital out-of-

pocket expenditures. Clearty, as a tax matter coinsurance

is the most inequitable form of taxation that could be assessed

on Medicare beneficaries.,

Premiums, which represent a fixed contribution to Medicare,

could not be *expected to encourage or discourage use of

health care services. Thus, they would not pose a barrier

to access to needed services. Hospital coinsurance, on

the other hand, could reduce utilization, particularly for

those elderly with modest incomes who do not purchase supple-

mentary private insurance. Little is known about what types

of hospital stays would be eliminated. There is a very

real danger that burdensome hospital coinsurance charges

would deter necessary care for many.vulnerable elderly and

quite obviously they would place serious financial burdens

on a chronically ill group of oider Americans.

It should also be recognized that since the new premium

would replace the current.one (set at 6203 annually in 1985),

many elderly would pay less under the proposal than they

do now. The elderly near-poor would pay 2.5 percent of

income, with a minimum required premium of $100. Thus,

older persons with incomes below 68,000 would be paying

a lower premium than at present.

12
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Table VI-2: Distributional Impact of Hospital Coinsurancel, 1977

Income Hospital Coinsurance Payments
Class as a percent of income

of hospitalized elderly

Total 6.4%

Income below poverty level 27.1%

Poverty to two times poverty level 16.2%

2 to 4 times poverty level 6.2%

Over 4 times poverty level 2,2%

1
Coinsurance set to yield $5 billion revenues.

Source: Calculated from 1977 National Survey of MediCal Care
Expenditures, National Center for Health Services
Research, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
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Nearly all elderly would benefit financially from the

requirement that physicians accept the Medicare allowable

fee. Estimated savings to the elderly are $1.8 billion

in 1985 from mandating assignment on physician services

to hospital inpatients (MCFA, 1983).

With the improved financial protection afforded by

Medicare, many elderly might choose to drop quite costly

Medigap supplementary private insurance coverage. An estimated

$8 billion is spent by the elderly for such coverage (Senate

Aging Committee, 1984).

Cost estimates of the long-term-care component of this

proposal are more difficult. The fiscal soundness depends

upon the extent to which the coverage is obtained only by

those in poor health. It seems that in fact the proposal

could have appeal and that nearly all the elderly would

opt for the voluntary long-term-care coverage. 'If so, the

projected premium should be roughly adequate to cover the

full cost of the coverage -- although the use of general

revenues is proposed to pick up the balance should premium

revenues fall short of outlays. Some demonstration of this

proposal would provide an opportunity to estimate how elderly

persons respond to the availability of such coverage.

C. Administrative Feasibility

Administering n income-related premium would represent

a major departure frail current administrative practice.

Any systematic relationship of premiums to income would

13
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require. administration through the personal income tax

tystem. Even with this approach, however, certain administrative

issues are raised. Low-Income elderly who do not now file

income tax statements would be required to do so under some

variations of this proposal. Decisions would be required

about the definition of income' subject to tax -- social

security pensions, tax-exempt bond interest income, etc.

The disabled receiving Medicare would need to be identified.

Rules governing tax households with both Medicare and non-

Medicare beneficaries would need to be designed.

All these issues require resolution but do not represent

insurmountable obstacles. Administration through the income

tax tystem would ensure fair and effective compliance without

the demeaning administrative procedures that means-tested

benefits administered directly by Medicare would' entail

(Hsiao and .Kelly, 1984). It would also not engender the

complexity and confusion.that varying the 'benefit package

with income would create.

The other provisions of the acute care proposal are

relatively straightforward to implement. Current records

are adequate to calculate the $1,500 ceiling on out-of-pocket

expenditures, with the exception that the elderly would

be required to submit verification of prescription drug

outlays if total expenditures are near the 81,800 ceiling.

The long-term-care' administration would build on the

current system. The direct grant program for home. help

14
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services could use the existing network of voluntary agencies,

senior citizens' groups, and community organizations to

ensure the availability and delivery of needed home help

services. .The long-term-care insurance component calls

on the administrati expertise embodied in current financing

programs for the aged and should be able to maintain the

record of administrative efficiency demonstrated by Medicare.

III. Summary, .

'Medicare is extremely important in assuring many vulnerable

older'Ameritans of.the necessary protection from financial

hardship that major illness can bring. It is unthinkable

that needed measures to ensure its financial soundness will

not be taken. More-effective cost controls and incentives

for health care.providers than have been instituted to date

are vital. .Even with such measures, however, Medicare expend-

itures are likely to continue to outstrip currently expected

revenues.

Relying on.patient charges for health care services,

such as hospital coinsurance, would concentrate payments

on the chronically ill, many of whom have extremely modest

incomes. Increases in payroll taxes or diversion of funds

from general revenues are not premising for the next few

years, given major increases in payroll taxes that have

already occurred and the unprecedented deficits in the federal

budget.

To ensure the financial soundness of Medicare, it seems

15
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imperative that a fundamental reform of Medicare's financing

be undertaken. The proposal made here is to merge the III

and SNI portions of Medicare, with a ccebined Medicare Trust

Fund financed by currently scheduled.III payroll taxes, general

revenues currently projected to meet SMI expenditures, earmarked

cigarette tax revenues, and a new Medicare premium related

to the income of the enrollee. The flexibility of altering

premiums or general revenue support depending upon requirements

of the program, the effectiveness of cost-containment measures,

and budgetary considerations would be greatly enhanced by

a merger of the two parts of Medicare.

Reliance upon a premium that.varies with income would

guarantee that any financial contribution by those receiving

Medicare is equitably borne and does not place a financial

burden on any group or person. With an assured, stable

funding base, Medicare benefits could be expanded to fill

many turrent gaps in acute and long-term care. Coupled

with provider cost controls, such as extension of current

limits on hospital payments and physician fee schedules

with mandatory assignment, this financing reform could restore

Medicare's original promise ensuring adequate health care

for all older Americans without the threat of financial

ruin.

This proposal requires careful consideration and debate.

But it should not be forgotten that mirky of our nation's

most vulnerable citizens depend upon Medicare to live their

68
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lives with dignity. These reforms would free them of the

worry of financial ruin that major illness can bring, while

simultaneousty assuring the long-term adequacy and fiscal

stability of the Medicare program. In the current climate

Of fiscal striigency, it is important that we work to protect

and improve the essential character of these programs, rather

than disasetling a system that has brought much needed protection

to older Americans.
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Mr. Wvnix. The members of the second panel will present Infos,-
mation on public programs and private initiatives for financing
long-term care service. Dr. Judith Feder, codirector, Center for
Health Policy Studies at Georgetown University. She is author of
numerous studies on Medicare and Medicaid and their role in fi-
nancing both health and long-term care services. We are also
happy to have Teri Louden, president of Louden & Company, a
health care consulting firm that has done work primarily in the
private sector.

Thank you both very much for appearing before the subcommit-
tee. Today we do have copies of your formal statements which will
be included in the hearing recorcl and if you would, we would like
to ask you to take no more than five minutes to summarize those
statements and then we will have questions for both of you.

Dr. Feder.

STATEMENT; OF JUDITH FEDER, PH.D., CODIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR HEALTH POLICY STUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY;
AND TERI L LOUDEN, PRESIDENT, LOUDEN & CO.
MIL FIDEL I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you this

morning. For all but the very rich, paying the bill for extensive
long-term care means financial catastrophe. A year in a nursing
home now costa about $18,000almost twice the average income of
the Nation's elderly. Even a short stay in a nursing home, say 90

daiLcosta
about NAN or half that average income.

catastrophe associated with the need for long-term care is
not simply monetary. People needing care at home face a different
sort of catastrophe the heavy burden they place on family and
friends who provide almost all the services they now receive.

While insurance, public or private, is available to protect against
other catastrophes like the need for hospital care, we lack both
public and private insurance to protect people in need of long-term
care.

This morning I will describe to you the public financing we do
provide for long-term care and the ways it falls short of true insur-
ance protection.

First is medicare, which does insure the elderly against a large
portion of their acute medical expenses.

As you noted, the American Association of Retired Persons re-
cently surveyed its members on issues of long-term care financing.
Almost 80 percent of the people who felt they might need an ex-
tended stay in a nursing home believed that medicare would pay
for it.

As you said, the fact is that Medicare will not pay for it. Elderly
people's confission may result from the fact that Medicare does
cover some services from real long-term care providers, skilled
nursing facilities, and from some providers incorrectly perceived as
providing long-term care, home health agencies. But whomever the
providers, these Medicare benefits are short term, not long term.

Although Medicare theoretically covers up to 100 days of care in
nursing homes, average benefits, not stays, last about 28 days.
Similarly, people receiving home health services typically receive
about 23 visits despite potentially unlimited coverage.
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Why are benefits so limited? You alluded to that fact earlier. In
order to restrict coverage to short-term, postacute care, Medicare
includes a number of carefully crafted eligibility requirements: not
only the prior stay in the hospital for the nursing home care, but
also reluirements that people need skilled care, that they need it
on a daily basis or demonstrate evidence of rehabilitation potential.
For home health benefits, people must be "homebound" and their
care needs must be on an "intermittent" basis. Some people who
need care never satisfy these requirements and n )st who do satisfy
them only for short periods.

Furthermore, Medicare's limited benefit means limited revenues
to nursing homes. Medicare provides so small a share of nursing
home revenues that many nursing homes don't participate in the
Medicare Program or are reluctant to serve medicare patients.

Medicare's restricted coverer is not a new problem, but as we
have heard this morning, the importance of that problem is grow-
ing in response to Medicare's new prospective payment system for
hospitals. As hospitals discharge patients sooner, more people can
be expected to seek nursing home care.

If nursing homes are not willing to provide that care or Medicare
doesn't cover it, people will have problems in getting care and in
paying for it.

In sum, medicare provides no long-term and limited short-term
protection. What about Medicaid?

Medicaid is very valuable to the elderly. To the poor elderly, it
fills many of the gaps that Medicare leaves out and for the poor as
well as many non-poor elderly it finances nursing home services,
but despite this valuable role, Medicaid has significant limitations.

Foremost, Medicaid is not an insurance program. Medicaid does
not protect people against financial catastrophe. It finances service
after catastrophe occurs. To receive Medicaid benefits, that person
must contribute all their resources except $25 a month for the cost
of care.

This requirement makes it very difficult for a person who has en-
tered a nursing home to return home and also makes it quite diffi-
cult for a spouse to maintain a standard of living or to finance
services once care needs arise for that spouse.

Eligibility based on impoverishment is probably the most widely
recognized problem with Medicaid, but it is not the only problem.

First, Medicaid is largely a State-designed and operated program
and, as a result, protection varies considerably from State to State.

Second, State efforts to contain costs, while understandable, limit
service availability. I don't have to tell this committee about the
problems people face because most Medicaid programs do not cover
in-home and community-based long-term care.

The newly authorized waivers in that area are a new opportunity
for States to offer these services, but cost and other constraints
have limited the size of these programs and they remain quite
small.

Less well known is that cost containment efforts also limit the
availability of nursing home care. States limit the nursing home
bed supply through direct regulationcertificate of needor by
paying low rates for Medicaid patients. The result is more Medic-

71
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aid-eligible patients seeking nuroing home beds than there are beds
to serve them.

Since Medicaid pays less than private patients, nursing homes
prefer the private pay and are reluctant to take the Medicaid pa-
tients, especially the heavy care patient, the patient who requires
the most intensive and costly care. As a result, the patient who
most needs the bed has the greatest difficulty finding one.

Although far better than nothing, the last resort approach that
Medicaid takes is no substitute for true long-term care insurance.
Reliance on individuals' own resources backed up by a welfare-
based program, Medicaid, concentrates the financial burden of
severe impairment, a largely unpredictable event, on the unlucky
few who experience it.

In no other sphere do we require victims to bear the brunt of un-
predictable catastrophe. Here as elsewhere, we ought to spread
that burden with insurance.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Feder follows:]

7 2
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Testimony before the
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

Committee on Energy and Commerce

Judith Feder, Ph.D.
Co-Director

Center for Health Policy Studies
Georgetown University

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am Judith Feder, Ph.D.,

Co-Director of the Center for Health Policy Studies at Georgetown

University. Our research has focused heavily on long-term care financlng,

and I appreciate the opportunity to discuss that issue with you this

morning.

For all but the very rich, paying the bill for extensive long-term

care means financial catastrophe. .A year in a nursing home now costs

about $18,000--almost twice -he average income of the nation's elderly.

Even a short stay in a nursing home, say 90 days, costs about $5,000 or

half that average income.

People who need care at home face a different sort of catastrophe:*

the heavy burden they place on family and friends. Almost all of the

services delivered to people at home come from family and friends rather

than hired providers. Although in many cases such caring if, to be

expected and applauded, it places zonsiderable emotional as well as

financial pressure on relatives, many of whom may be older or debilitated

themselves.

While Insurancepublic or private--is available to protect against

other catastrophes (like the need for hospital care), we lack both public

and private insurance to protect people in need of long-term care. This

morning, I will describe to you the public financing we do provide for

long-term care, and the ways it falls short of true insurance protection..

7d
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Medicare, which insures the elderly against acute medical care

expenses,,explicitly prohibits coverage of long-term custodial care. The

American Association of Retired Persons recently surveyed its members on

issues of long-term care financing. Almost 80 percent of people who felt

they might need long-term nursing home care believed that Medicare would

pay for it. The fact is, it will not.

Elderly people's confusion may result from Medicare's coverage of

aervice from some real long-term care providers (skilled nursing

facilities) and'from some providers incorrectly regarded as delivering

long-term care (home health agencies). Whomever the providers, these

Medicare benefits are nag long-term care. They are short-term benefits

for skilled nursing or rehabilitation services. Although Medicare

theoretically covers up to 100 days of care in a skilled nursing facility,

the restr'ction of coverage to skilled care means that, on yverage, people

receive Medicare benefits for only 28 days. Similarly, Medicare's home

health benefit provides an average 23 visits per person, despite potential

coverage of 200 visits per person before 1981 and, today, potentially

unlimited coverage.

.Why are benefits so limited? In order to restrict coverage to

short-term, post acute care, Medicare includes a number of carefully
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crafted eligibility requirements. For nursing home benefits, requirements

include a need for daily skilled care or evidence of "rehabilitation

potential." For home health benefits, people must be "homebound" and

their care needs must be "intermittent." Some people who need care never

satisfy these requirements, and most who do satisfy requirements do so

only for short periods.

The termination of Medicare benefits does not necessarily mean an end

to patients' service needs. What ends is the narrowly defined need for

skilled care on which Medicare coverage depends. Need for service may go

well beyond that point. The average Medicare patient stays in the nursing

home 30 days beyond termination of Medicare coverage. Need for home care

may also continue.beyond termination of coverage, although there is not

information to confirm this.

As a.result of benefit limitations, only about 4 percent of Medicare

spending, about $2.5 billion, goes to Medicare benefits for skilled

nursing care and home health. Furthermore, Medicare provides such a small

share of nursing home revenues that ma,ty nursing homes are umwilling to

participate in the Medicare proGram or to serve Medicare patients.

Medicare's restricted coverage is not a new problem. But its

consequences are growing more significant under the new hospital

prospective payment system. As hospitals respond to that system by

discharging patie.cs sooner, more people can be expected to seek
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post-hospital care. If nursing homes are not willing to provide that care

or Medicare does not cover it, beneficiaries, will face problems in getting

care and in paying for it.

Basically, th4. , Medicare provides limited insurance protection

against short-term needs for skilled nursing or rehabilitation care. It

piovides no long-term protection. How well does Medicaid.fill the gap? ,

. .

Medicaid is very important to the elderly in two respects. First, for

the poor elderly,. Medicaid provides acute care benefits.that &dinar.

leaves out--most importantly, benefits tor prescription drugs. Second,

for the poor as well as many non-poor elderly, Medicaid covers nursing

home care. More than a third of Medicaid spending goes to the elderly,

primarily for nursing home care, and Medicaid provides nursing homes about

half their revenues.

Despite Medicaid's value, its limitations are numerous. Medicaid is

n21 an insurance program. A means-tested program, it offers benefits to

the very poor and to people who become impoverished because of the care

they need. In other words,' Medicaid does not protect people against

financial catastrophe; it provides care after catastrophe occurs.

To 'aecome eligible for Medicaid, a person must contribute,all

resources (except $25 per month) toward the cost of care. This may not be

unreasonable for a single individual becoming a permanent resident in the
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nursing home. But the contribution Medicaid requires is clearly a problem

to a person who might be able to return to the community after a nursing

home stay or to a person whose spouse depends on shared income and savings

and remains at home. That spouse must live near the poverty level and

contribute most savings to support the nursing home resident. For many

this will not only involve a substantial decline in standard of living,

but will also reduce the resources available to finance their present or

future care needs, and may even threaten their ability to remain in their

homes.

Eligibility based on impoverishment is Medicaid's most widely

recognized, but not its only, limitation. Medicaid is a program that is

in large part designed and operated by the states. Hence, protection

varies considerably from state to state. In addition, state efforts to

contain costs, greater in some states than in others, limit service

availability.

As the Committee well knows, most state Medicaid programs do not cover

long-term care in the home on a statewide basis. States are justifiably

concerned that broader benefits will increase, not reduce, total costs.

As a result, many people go without needed care or rely on their

families--at excessive physical and financial cost--to provide the care

they need. Congressional authorization of home and community-based
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waivers offers states a new opportunity in this area. But cost concerns

and other constraints have kept these prnram quite small.

Lass well-known is that cost containm,ent efforts also limit the

avAilability of nursing home care. States !lave attempted to control

nursing home costs which absorb more than one-third of their Medicaid

1;udgets by limiting the supply of nursiag hofte Ieds, either by paying low

rates for Medicaid patients or by invokiug certificate-of-need regulation

to prevent expansion. The result is more Medicaid-eligible patients

seeking nursing.home beds than there are beds evaiiable.

By limiting the total bed supply, states create a "seller's market"

and nursing homes can favor more profitable over lest profitable

patients. Nursing homes prefer private-pay over Medicaid patients, who

'pay less than private rates, and also choose among Medicaid patients.

Because most Medicaid programs do not vary rates sufficiently to reflect

differences in patients care needs and care costs, nursing homes prefer

patients who need less care. It is the Medicaid patient in need of the

most intensive nursing home care--the patient most appropriately placed in

a nursing home--who has the hardest time finding a bed.

Although far better than nothing, the last-resort approach that

Medicaid offers cannot substitute for true long-term care insurance.

Reliance on individuals' own resources, backed up by Medicaid,

concentrAtes the financial burden of severe imparimeNt--a largely

unpredictable event--on the unlucky few who experience it. In no other

sphere do we require victims to bear the brunt of unpredictable

catastrophe. Here, as elsewhere, we ought to spread that burden with

insurance.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before your Committee.

7 8
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Mr. WYDEN. Thank you.
Ms. Louden.

STATEMENT OF TERI L. LOUDEN
Ms. LOUDEN. I am not sure I represent either a black or a white

hat, being from the private sector for these panels. I guess I am
going to talk about what you call the missing piece of long-term
care. The private sector is definitely not absent from long-term
care. As a matter of fact, I think when I go through some points,
you will see that they are probably looking at this market as one of
the most attractive markets that they have right now.

The first thing I would like to do is define long-term care from
the private sector perspective. Do you both have a copy of my testi-
mony? Would you look at exhibit 1. I think it is after page 2 in the
front there. I put this together to try to show the vast array of
products and services and the way the private sector looks at long
term care is much, much broader than what we have talked abou
today already.

The private sector looks at the 50-plus, the 50-plus is called the
gold-and-gray market, and for those of you that have been reading
any of the business press, you will see that it is a very attractive
segment for consumer product companies as well as health care
companies today. This exhibit shows the continuum of care.

On the left-hand side is what we call enhancing quality of life,
everything from Sears-Roebuck, who is offering mature outlook for
$7.50 a year to the elderly ao they can get discounts on all of their
travel and leisure, as well as if you look at HCA which has recent-
ly signed a contract with Sears in order to be able to provide dis-
counts on outpatient diagnostic testing. This is the well elderly and
is a large and growing market.

You can see the other end to what you defined as long-term care
and that is called maintenance. What the private sector does is
look at this entire spectrum and then segments. I think someone
talked before about looking at different subgroups. In the private
sector, it is called market segmentation and that is what they are
doing.

The groups on the left-hand side are what they are looking at.
What types of companies and organizations do you really define as
private? I think that is impurLant because private sometimes
means only for profit and that is not true. The private sector in-
cludes an enormous volume of hospitals today and nursing homes
who are not for profit.

So if we look at the types of organizations that are providing pri-
vate long-term care, we have hospitals, we have nursing homes, we
have home health care, both for profit and not for profit. We have
health care companies as well as a vast array of consumer product
companies. We even have my company.

We basically came into the market to provide information on a
market where there is no information. There is no information on
this market. It is a very undefmed market. You can't pick up Ad-.
vertising Age and read about the buying habits of this market. It is
not there.

7:4
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We actually conducted the first national survey on home health
care just to be able to find out what figures and consumers and ev-
erybody thought about it and we fed that back to our private sector
clients. You see, there is an incredible array, hotel chains, you
have read about what Marriott is doing in long-term health care,
the health clubs and fitness centers, massive amounts of effort
being placed on fitness for the elderly.

Chicago is having the Americas Marathon on Sunday. There is a
senior citizens club in the Metropolitan Chicago Coalition on Aging
and we are sponsoring all kinds of activities for seniors around it.

So there is a whole array of different organizations. I think it is
important to look at it and say that the private sector sees this as
tremendous growth opportunity. It is the fastest growing market in
this country and for anybody that has ever worked in a corporation
or in a busmess that represents opportunity and that is what they
are looking at but again they are segmenting.

Another thing important to look at is which products and mar-
kets is the private sector really looking at targeting. Let's break it
down into die for-profits and the not-for-profits. For-profit compa-
nies are in the business to make money. They are not in the busi-
ness to provide things that break even.

So, therefore, they are obviously looking at those products and
markets which are large, which are growing, and which can pro-
vide them with a return 'on investments. That return can be pro-
vided by those individuals who can pay privately or b.ave insurance
that is attractive from a coverage standpoint.

Not-for-profits, including many hospitals, have a twofold mission.
One is obviously in the past to serve the needs of those who are
sick and in need of health care. Unfortunately, in today's market
with the introduction of Medicare prospective payment and with
the increased competition in the market, hospitals, nursing homes,
home health agencies who used to be not for profit cannot afford to
serve only the indigent.

They develop what we call a portfolio approach. The portfolio
says, "I can serve the indigent only if I can serve those who pay. If
I am going to get a 10-percent negative return on one end, I have
to get a 10-percent positive return somewhere else in order to offset
it."

Even the Catholic hospitals y/ho have been serving the indigent
elderly are calling us and saying how do we develop strategies so
that we don't lose money in this business because we can't afford it
anymore.

Another key market is the children of the elderly and I think
that is a market that you can't overlook. The children vely much
pay for many of the services of their parents. They pay for long-
term care insurance. They_pay for all kinds of services. A new serv-
ice to open in New York City costs $125 a month and if you don't
live in New York City and you live further away, you car have
someone checking up on your parents and helping them with medi-
care questions and admitting their and looking at nursing homes
and home health agencies to chec '.e quality.

I would pay for that service. 01, will be a growing service In
this country and it is paid for by the children. What are the hospi-
tals and nursing homes getting into, everything from day care to
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housing to home health care and then you have the growing home
health care market.

I recently attended the National Association for Home Care Con-
vention. It was interesting to note that there were 5,000 attendees;
5,000. That is as big as the American Hospital Association Conven-
tion, which is all hospitals. So we see that the private sector is defi-
nitely involved.

Another thing I would add is that the private sector is targetingwhat we call the young-old and they are also targeting this goldand gray market.
Let me give you some examples.
I have a pamphlet here from Campbell Soup, "Better Life GuideNo. 4, Fitness Over 50". It goes onit is a nice little bookletthey

have a whole series of these. They are seeing this as a very attrac-
tive market for them.

I have another incredible ad, this was in the Wall Street Journal.This is an ad by Aetna Insurance
Mr. WYDEN. Excuse me. If you have an extra copy, we would

very much like to have those for the record.
ME. LOUDEN. &Ire.
Mr. WYDEN. Let us make a copy so we can have one for the

record and you will have the original.
Ms. LOUDEN. Sure.
This ad is from Aetna Insurance, and I think it is interesting to

note the title, is "Life at the End of the Earning Curve". It has achart here and at age 60 it has your earning curve drops and then
it says on the bottom, "You grew up unsure you would see 60 your-
self. Now you intend to attend your childrens' 60th birthday par-
ties. Aetna has developed a range of sophisticated insurance and fi-
nancial services for the (generation approaching retirement today".So what you are talking about with long-term care insurance
some of these places are already looking at it and it is interestinghow they are targeting the market.

Another article I had out of Fortune magazine to show that the
private sector is, I think, willing if given the looper incentives "the
over-50 crowd is iitmost as numerous as baby-boomers, 62 million
versus 68 million, and it has much more money, controlling 50 per-
cent of discretionary income in the United States, ?7 percent of fi-nancial asssets, the over fifties represent a $800 billion a year
market and their numbers are expanding."

Again, the over 50, that is what they are looking at. They are not
looking at the 85 and over, I can tell you.

What are the particular markets that are not being served by
the private sector? Well, obviously they are not going to be lookingat those that are unable to pay and who are thiey? Those are the
old, old as the private sector might segment them and that is your
85 and over, or those that have depleted their resources, those that
are frail and dependent and don't have the ability to pay, they are
typically individuals, woman and minorities.

The attractive are obviously the young-old, families, those that
have children who are fairly well to do who will pay and those who
are white and male, and I say that being a woman. I was hesitant
on whether I was going to bring this up, but the average povertyfor 65 and over is 15.8 percent. The average poverty rate for white

s i
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men over age 65 is only 6.5 percent. It is all those women, Spanish,
black, they are a lot of the people that the privak sector looks at
and says gee, it would be great but they are poor and we cannot
serve them.

Finally, I would just like to say that the privete sector in looking
at the whole area of the elderly and long-term care is very much
concentrating on wellness. There is a big move in this country to
keep people well and in doing so, they are going to create massive
problems for the public sector, because the longer you keep people
alive and you keep them well, they are well at age 65 and 75 and
they have money and they pay the private sector.

By the time they reach 85 and 90, they belong to you because
they don't have money. At that point, there are God-given diseases
that just come. I don't care how much you run and I think Dr.
Rowe can probably address that in some of the things he talks
about, so I guess I would like to see the public sector take a lesson
from the private sector.

I would like to see you segment the over 65, the over 85, look at
the elderly market, segment it and serve those areas without dudli-
cation of effort of what the private sector is already doing.

Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 106.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Louden and attachments follow:]
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TERI L. LOUDEN
LOUDEN I COMPANY
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Teri L. Louden is the founder and President of Lotioen A Company,
a health care consulting firm specializing in strategic planning
and marketing for a wide variety of health care companies and
organizations. Since its founding three years ago, the firm has
quickly developed a national reputation for its work in the home
hMalth care and older adult markets. In addition to its
Consulting work in these areas, the firm has developed a series
of national seminars and publications which provide information
on these sew markets.

. .

Ms. Louden is well known in the industry fOr her many national
presentations and oubtisned articles on leading-edge health care
toptcs. Prior to starting her own firm, whe was Manager of
Corporate Planning at American Hospital Supply Corporation, held
pmsitions in sales and marketing at Baxter Travenol Labs, and was
a health cars consultant at Booz, Allen A Hamilton. She is a
Board Member of the Metropolitan Chicago Coalition on Aging and

participated on numerous national panels and task forces
^essing long term care issues. Her educational background
iudes an. MBA from the University of Virginia and a B.S. in

mathematics from North Carolina State University.

This presentation will address five major questions regarding the
private sector's role in providing long term care:

1. How does the private sector define long term care?

2. What types of companies/organizations in the private
sector are involved in providing some aspect of long
term care?

3. Which long term care products and markets is the
private currently sector serving and targeting?

4. Which ldnb term care products and markets are not being
served by the private sectnr?

5. What are the implications of these findings for meeting
our nation's long term care demands in the future?

-1-
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1. How Does The Private Sector Define Long Term Caret

The term long term care has many meanings, and, as yet, there is

no one standard definition for this particular market segment.

Defined narrowly, it includes only care of the chronically ill.

Hdwever, a broader definition includes a much wider population

group and a larger array of products and services--from

prevention and diagnosis to care of the chronically ill.

The Private Sector Defines Long Term Care Broadly. and Then

Segments The karkt.

The private sector is used to defining broad markets, and then

segmenting those markets into categories so they can be further

analyzed and targeted as approrriate. To the private sector,

,long term care is not just nursing homes, but a vast array of

products and services which can be effectively marketed to the

older aduft population.

Such Products and services can be viewed along a continuum of

care, as shown on Exhibit 1.
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The Private Sertor Defines Long Term Care As Being Products And

Services To Assist Both Those Who Are lndcoendent AsWell As

Dependent.

The private sector looks beyond the chronically ill for long term

cAre, including also the well-elderly and those with only a limited

need for assistance. By definirig the market more broadly. they

cin expand the size of the markets they serve and attract a more

financially viable customer group.

Exhibit 2 shows en analysis of elderly functional limitations by

age group. The private sector is more likely to target those. who

may need some assistance but are not totally dependent on others

for financial support and daily living assistance.

-4-
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Exhibit 2

PERCENT OF ELDERLY WITH
LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY
DUE TO CHRONIC CONDITION

41%

51%

45-64 65-74 75-84

AGE GROUPS

UNABLE TO CARRY ON MAJOR ACTIVITY

60%

85+

I-1 LIMITED IN AMOUNT OR KIND OF MAJOR ACTIVITY

1=1 LIMITED, iUT NOT IN MAJOR ACTIVITY

SOURCE: 1979 SURVEY OF NONINSTITUTIONALIZED ELDERLY,
NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH.STATISTICS
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2. What Types Of Companies/Organizations In The Private Sector

Are Involved In Providing Some Aspect Of Long Term Care?

There are a wide variety of organizations P roviding long term care

products and services.

Sbme are for-profit companies, while others are not-for-profit

(bht non-governmental) organizations. Some are health care

providers, while others are in non-health businesses, but

recognize the growing market for older adult products and

services. And, there is a growing base of entrepreneurial

businesses who are seeking to enter the growing market for long

term care services.

Exhibit 3 shows the wide range of private organizations involved

in providing some aspect of long term care. Their strategies and

type of product/service offerings obviously vary depending on

the type of organization and their own' particular goals and

objectives.

-.5-
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Exhibit 3

Types of Private Sector Organizations Involved in Some Aspect of

Long Term Care

Health Care
Organizations

Independent Hospitals

Multi-Hospital Systems
(.for profit and
not-for-profit)

Hospital Affiliated
Networks

Nursing Homes and Chains

Home Health A4encies

Durable Medical Equipment
Companies

Private Duty Nursing
Agencies

Pharmacies

Health Insurance
Companies

HMO'S

Private Clinics

Medical Product Companies

-6-

Non-Health Care
Organizations

Hotel Chains

Retirement Home Developers

National Oepartment Store Chains

National Associations for the
Elderly

Health Clubs/Fitness Centers

Employers (funding)

Travel Agencies

Private Foundations

Consumer Product Companies

Churches

Community Organizations
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3. Which Long Term Care Products and Markets Is The Private

Sector.Currarli.ly Serving And Targeting?

The particular long term care products and markets served by the

private sector varit ay organization.

For-profit organizations are obviously most concerned with

targeting those markets which will produce an acceptable level of

financial return. Not-for-profit organizations are more likely to

try.and serve both: 1) those markets which will produce an

acceptable level of financial return and 2)'those who are in need

but cannot provide satisfactory financial returns. While notrfor-

profit organizations will still try to provide long term care for

low income groups and the indigent, recent government reimbursement

pressures and the competitive health care environment have greatly

expanded their need to also develop profitable businesses to

offset their loss of income from previous sources.

Average hospital occupancy levels have fallen from 72% in 1983 to

60% today. And, the average length of hospital stay of medicare

patients is now 7.7 days compared to 9.5 days in 1983. As a

result, even not-for-profit'hospitals cannot totally serve the

nations's long-term helalth care needs without seeking some profit

potential to help offset the effects of declining inpatient

revenues. Even Catholic hospital systems, with missions to'serve

all those in need, are being forced to develop profitable long

term care programs to offfset those which produce no income or

c erate at a loss.



As A Result, The Primary Lonl Term Care Markets Targeted By The

Private Sector Are Those Which Can Provide Appropriate Financial

Returns.

Private sector organizations are most likely to target products

apd services to those elderly populations who are adequately

Covered by insurance or can self-pay. Obviously, those having

medium to upper intome levels and assets are most attractive.

And, the children of the elderly also represent an attractive

market for the private sector since they are likely to have the

rinancial resources to pay for parental care, and often feel the

"guilt" of needing to do so.

Exhibit 4 shows a projection of those income segments of the over

50 population most likely to be targeted by the private sector.

Note that I have chosen the over 50 population, as the private

sector is Ancreasingly looking to this group since their average

financial resources are attractive from a marketing perspective.
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Exhibit 4

The Over 50 Population Segments Targeted By The Private Sector

$25,000

$20,000io
$25,000

Income $15,000 to
(in $20,000
real
1976
dollars)

Targeted
By Private

Secth-

$1C,000 to
$15,000

$ 5,000 to
$10,000 25%

Under
$5,000 31%1

1 I 1 1

8 16 24 32 .

Source: Statistics from Osta Resources, Inc.
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The Private Sector-Is Marketing A Variety Of Products And Services

To Those Older Adult Groups Who Can Pay

A variety of products and services are being provided by the

private sector for those elderly who can pay directly or who have
4

insurance reimbursement or the financial support of their

children. Some examples include:

o Retirement and life-care communities operated by hotel

chains, hospitals, and other organizations

o Specialized supplemental ind long term care insura.nce

packages

o Luxury nursing homes

o Special elderly and retiree clubs to provide discounts on

insurance, retail products, travel, financial services,

etc.

o Sports fitness, nutrttion, and other "wellness" programs

for older adults

o Private duty home nursing, aide, and chore services

o Travel Packages designed by hotels, airlines, and tour

planners

o SpeCial restaurant and.meal programs

o Financial counseling services

0
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Currently, there exists a great deal of fragmentation in the

system, as no one coordinates all of the many programs available.

The Growing, Affluent, "Young-Old" Represent An Increasingly

Attractive Market For The Private Sector.

A'recent article entitled The Gold and The Gray in Fortune

Magazine cited the ollowing:

"The over 50 crowd is alsmost as numerous as the baby boomers

62 million vs. 68 million. And, it has much more money.

Controlling 50% of discretionary income in the U.S. and 77% of

financial assets, the over-50's represent an $800 billion-a-year

market. And.their numbers are expanding."

Needless to say, the private sector sees the growing affluent

elderly as a potentially untapped market, ripe for development.

However, the attractive financial dollars being targeted are not

held by all those over 50. For those fortunate enough to have

financial resources after age 50, the private sector is clearly

going to be there to provide whatever products or services are

needed, be they health care, retail, housing, or social support

services. For those not having the financial resources to

partake of this "Golden Age" marketing boom, the outlook is.not

particularly bright. The following pages describe the elderly

segments w'o are most likely not to be served by the private

sector.

-10-
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Exhibit 5

Estimate of Private Sector Views of Attractive vs. Unattractive Older

Adult Segments

Attrbctive

"Young-old"

Welr

Unattractive

"Old-old"

Frail dependent,
mentally ill

Families Individuals

Middle tc upper income
(most likely to be
families, white and males)

Low income (most likely
to be individuals, women,
and minorities)

While there are obviously exceptions to the above, in general the

unattractive segments offer rittle financial return incentive

/or private sector involvement.

41-
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The "Old-Old" Are Typically Not Targeted By The Private Sector

As Being Part of The Attractive "Gold and Gray" Market

As our population's life expectancy has increased, so has the

number of individuals over a,je 05. And, this segment is expected

to be the fastest growing segment of the entire U.S. population

in the coming decades. From 2.3.million over age 85 today,

fo'recastors predidethis group will nearly double by the year

2000, reaching 5.1 million.

Unfortunately, while we have increased the numbers of older

adults living longer, we have not necessarily made it possible to

extend the healthy years for a significant portion of the "old-

old." As a result, the over 85 group often suffer from mul tiple

health problems, and find their income sources gradually being

depleted. .Exhibit 6 shows the declining income of the elderly as

they increase in age. Also note that single persons are more

likely to have low incomes in all elderly population groups.

-12-
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Exhibit 6

Median Total Monthly Income of the elderly - 1978

520.000

S18.000

S16.000

514.000

S.12.000

S10.000

58.000

S6,000

S4,000

52.000

55-61 62-64 65-67 68-69
Age

EaMarried couples

EZI An

Single persons

..._.... ...

70-72

Social Security Hulick, December 1981/Vol. 44, No. 12
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Elderly Women and Minorities Also Represent A Less Attractive

Market For The Private Sector.

Segmentation of the poorer groups of elderly also'reveals a large

portion of single females and minorities. Exhibit 7 shows the
4
higher poverty rates among elderly women and minorities.

Exhibit 7

Poverty Rates For Elderly Men, Women, and Minorities

Above Average 6.5% White men below average 65 +
A

Average for 65 + 15.3%

16.2% White women 65 +

23.6% Spanish.men 65 + above average

Below Average 27.4% Spanish women 65 +

32.3% Black men 65+

43.5% Black women 65 +

-13-
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In Summary, The Increasing Elderly Population Has Expanded

Opportunities For The Private .;ector, But They Can Only Be

Expected To Serve Selected Segments Which Are Financially

Attractive.

.4Exhibit 8 shows a schematic diagram of those elderly segments

which are most likely to be ser:ved by the private sector.
. .

Obviously, those not served will need to be provided for by

pub.lic sector initiatives or else they may be totally neglected.

Exhibit 8

Older Adult Segments Targeted and Not Targeted By The Private

Sector

Low income/Poor

Ability to
pay or have
attractiver
reimbursement

50-65 65-75 75-85

Targeted by Pr:ivate Sector

c3 Not Targeted By Private Sector

85+
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4. Which Long Term Care Products And Markets Are Not Being

Served By The Private Sector?

As the private sector seeks to target attractive older adult

mprkets, they necessarily look at income levels. In so doing, a

number of older adult segments appear to be particularly

udattractive to serve, and will need to depend on public sources

for support and assistance.

Ex.hibit S showed.ft summary of attractive vs. unattractive older

adult markets for the private sector. It should be noted that

those considered unattractive fall into two major categories: I)

Those unable to'pay out-of-pocket 2) Those depending on public

aid and medicaid reimbursement which is less than adequate for

private sector desired returns.

-15-
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5. Implications For Future U.S. Long Term Care Demands

Through technology advances and increased prevention and early

diagnosis of illness and disease, we have been able to greatly

prolong the average years of life within the U.S. However, with

this prolonged life has come a new dimension of long tem care

needt--rehabilitation and maintenance of chronic illness
. .

gradually replacing acute disease. Not only does this process

require greater and more prolonged health care, but it also

creates greater tinancial dependency among the "old-old."

The private sector uses a process of market segmentation to

target growing elderly groups with attractive financial resources

to pay for products and services. This in itself is positive, as

.these individuals can expect an increasingly wider array of

available programs resources made available to them.

But, what about the elderly segments who are not able to pay? Or

those whose insurance or public reimbursement coverage is so low

that only minimal (and often inadequate) support services are

available? Who will take care of this growing population group?

For the public sector to. meet the needs of this underserved

population, several recommended actions seem appropriate:

-16-
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The public sector must also se_gment the older adult

market, just as is done by the private sector. However,

their focus will be on finding those segments which are

likely to be underserved by the private sector in future

years.

The public sector should, avoid duplication of targeted

financial.sppport to those elderly segments already beieg

served by the private sector. Since all segments cannot

be served adequately, efforts should be placed on

supporti.ng the low income groups of the "young-old", and

a higher proportion of the "old-old" who are in greater

need of assistance.

Efforts should be considered to support private sector

attention to current unonattractive" elderly groups.

However, care is necessary to avoid inadequate

reimbursement which will force the private sector to

withdraw support. An example of this is the recent

squeeze on medicare liome health care reimbursement which

has already forced the withdrawal of several major

pirvate home care companies from this market. Instead,

they are refocusing on their more attractive private duty

home care servlce business.

-17-
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Life at the End
of the EarningCurve
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mai maim mantic ay LOG ium CARR =mum
'According to an article in the August 8th edition of Business Week magazine, only
about 100,000 or fewer Americans have long tens heaicarett=surance to cover
nursing home bills, but that's about to change with a number of big, private in-
surance firms moving in on the market. Aetna, Metropolitan Life, AIG and
Prudential "will start offering long-term-care insurance this sumer and fall,
entering a market they estimate will total $3 billion to $5 billion within five
years. (The) Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association is considering the move."
The cost of long-term care is straining families and governments as the popula-
tion of the elderly, 05 and over, continues its rapid growth. "Long-term care
insurance pnzaises at least the start of a solution. The challenge is designing
a product that is both profitable for the insurer and affordable for the
Alderly."

SEAMS mu CHAINS MINE INTO INSURANCE BUSINESS

Several large national health care provider chains are moving into the insurance
business, making them both providers of and insurers for health care services.
National Medical Enterprises (NME) has announced the purchase of Assured
Investors Life Company of Ban Francisco for an undisclosed amount. A spokesman
said the acquisition will allow NUE bz underwrite preferred provider organiza-
tions in a manor of states, including Arizona, California, Colorado, Kansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Nevada, New Mexioo, Oklahoma, Orsini, Texas, Utali and
Washington. A license in Florida is pending. Hospital Corporation of kserica
(HCA), the nation's biggest icorpeofit hospital chain, says it will begin nex-
keting group health insurance and a preferred provider hospitalizaticm plan in
three cities this month. A spokes= said both plans will be offered in the
Nashville and Chattanooga, Tennessee, and Charleston. S.C., markets, with sales
efforts expanding bz 15 to 20 additional cities within 18 months. NCA got into
the insurance business by acquiring New Century Life Insurance Oznpany in April
1985.

American Medical International (AMI) launched its own health insurance product,
AMICARE, in June 1985 in Florida. AMICARE is a canination of products, includ-

.ing an insured PPO, claims administration for self-insured employees, and tailor-
made plans for large employers. In late 1984 AMI purchased Fidelity Interstate
Life Insurance Company (Loa Angeles, CA) which is licensed to sell health insur-
ance in 45 states and Washington, 0.C., and this acquisition forms the basis for
the AMICARE package. Humana Corp. (Louisville, KY) alma is engaged in marketing
health imsurance.

The Voluntary Hospitals of ANNUS& a group of 450 hospitals -- and Aetna Life
and Casualty (twiny have agreed to a joint venture through which they will offer
health insurance. Tta new venture, Voluntary Health Plans of America, will move
the nonprofit lam. Als into competition with their for-profit peers -- Hospital
Corp. of America, Humana and others -- which have already entered the market.
Officials involved in the joint venture said it would become operational this
winter and they expect to have 5 million to 10 million subscribers within five
years. Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association President Bernard R. Tresnowski
consented that the hospital chains are simply "using insurance to market their
product and fill their beds," in an August 12, 1985 New York Times article.
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Mr. WYDEN. Thank you bothLand really for a first rate job.
Let me start with you, Dr. Feder. You talk about the clear and

important role for the Federal Government to play in providing
long-term care. If we say that the Medicare and the Medicaid Pro-
grams would be the appropriate mechanisms to do it, what kinds of
changes would you suggest be made to Medicare so that seniors do
have access to long-term care services?

We would be interested in your perceptions. As you know, there
are people who advocate a part C, people who advocate modest ad-
ditions, medium-sized additions. We would be interested in your
thoughts with respect to changes on Medicare.

Me. FEDER. If one advocates insurance for long-term care, the
best insurance program is one that spreads the risk among the
greatest population possible. It is hard to argue against a social in-
surance program, tax financed, as the ideal approach.

One cannot, however, ignore that there are budget pressures that
make that quite difficult, if not imposzible, in the short term. It
doesn't mean we shouldn't keep it in mind as a goal and one could
begin to tax now for such a program far in the future.

However, put the ideal aside for the moment and look at the cur-
rent situation. I think one of the areas that Medicare should pay
most attention to at the moment is in improving its short-term/
long-term care coverage. As I said, I think Medicare has exacerbat-
ed the problems of obtaining long-term care and nursing home care
with the hospital prospective payment system. I thinlz it is quite
important that Medicare look at its nursing home and home health
coverage, see that it is adequately available, examine the prospec-
tive payment system, adjust the outlier policy if that is creating a
problem to keeping patients in hospitals and address that problem
in the short term.

Mr. WyDEN. The administration has said on a number of occa-
sions that States receive enough Federal Medicaid dollars to care
for the elderly poor, and that, in effect, inefficiencies are the rea-
sons why poor older people aren't getting the needed services at
the State level.

We would be interested in your appraisal. Are the States mis-
managing their resources or are there just not enough resources to
go around to meet the great need?

MB. FEDER. States probably are not paragons of efficiency, but I
think that they have demonstrated enormous innovation as well as
restrictiveness in the administration of their long-term care pro-
grams. Many States have constrained their nursing home payment
systems, innovating in the area of in-home care and making great
efforts to do that in an efficient manner.

They are also restricting what they spend in perhaps less desira-
ble ways, simply setting limits on the bed supply as I mentioned
earlier. The sum total of their efforts means that the resources
going into this area are limited, and I think it would be a mistake
to assume, given the needs that we have discussed in the popula-
tion, that one could finance sufficient care through more efficient
services.

Mr. WYDEN. My colleague is on a very tight schedule, and I want
to yield to him whatever time that he would like to pursue ques-
tions. Then I will have some more.
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Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You are considerate. I appreciate that. I would like to just con-

tinue on your point if I may.
We talk in terms of expanding Medicare services for long-term

care. Should we do that merely by mandating expansion, knowing
that it is going to tax the system that much more? Should we do
that by mandating expansion, but probably tying in some of the
other concepts that I have heard, such as some premium payment
on the part of the elderly person, whether it be on the part of the
elderly person or whether it be at a time before they reach that
particular point.

Ms. FEDER. As I said earlier, I would argue for ultimately man-
dating such a program, but I think that you are quite right to focus
on what contributions people can make and structuring those con-
tributions thoughtfully.

I think that premium financing, although I don't think the pro-
gram could be solely premium financed

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Why not?
Ms. FEDER. I think the costs exceed what we would be able to

obtain from the elderly population in affordable premiums.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. COuld you sell it to the premiul.. payer?
Ms. FEDER. To-nyou mean sell it to those who would buy?
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Yes.
MS. FEDER. I think that a voluntary program, whether in the

public or private sector, runs the risk of adverse selection. We don't
know who will buy and who won't. The concern is that the people
who most need the services will be the ones who buy and that af-
fordable premiums will be insufficient to cover the cost of those
needing the service.

I think it is appropriate to require premiums but I am not sure
that a program that is offered on a voluntary basis would be effec-
tive.

I also think that we could build up a fund in advance. I think it
might have to be taxes if we were building it in advance, but if we
were to tax the younger population today and build a fund for thefuture--

Mr. BILIRAKIS. There would be a revolution.
Ms. FEDER. Let me add, we were focusing on the premiums. That

is not the only area. I think a program need not be first dollar, to-
tally comprehensive. One can require cost-sharing contributions,
could design a catastrophic, long-term care program and take in
substantial resources from people in that way, not simply on the
premium side.

Mr. BiLmAxis. Ms. Louden, you have mentioned that in the
stages of getting older, the 85 and older, their income decreases.
Why is that? Why does it increase, if you will, at 65 and 75 and
decrease at 85?

Ms. LOUDEN. There are a couple of reasons.
First, if you are looking at depletion of assets as they get older,

in the young-old years, they can take some of that pension and
they can take some of their assets that they have saved and use
that to spend. As they get older, they don't have that availability
and they have spent a lot more on health care as they have gotten
older, and therefore their spendable income is greatly reduced.
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They also in many cases have, particularly for women, are alone
at that point. Women in particular do not have some of the pension
coverage and funding. I might add something else, even if women
working and they think that is going to be helpful. If you look at
the way the pension funds are set up today, you have to work 10
years to vest. Women don't work 10 years in a row, and even men
don't anymore, and that is going to be a very interesting impact on
the pension funding in this country, because people don't stay with
one company like they used to.

Women tend to work in small businesses, in retail. These places
do not provide pensions. So I don't care if you have worked your
whole life on and off and if you have worked as a small business,
small businesses employ everybody but the Government wants em-
ployment, but they cannot afford and you ought to look at HMO
coverage for small businesses, too. It is not there.

When you start looking at 85 and over, that is who you are look-
ing at.

Mr. BiusAxis. I thought that would be your answer, but I
wanted to get it on the record.

I am going to have to leave. I would merely ask both of you if
you would do what your predecessors have done as witnesses, and I
would appreciate you submitting for the record, any suggested con-
cepts/ideals you may have becausewe have to address this overall
problem and put our citizens first.

Mr. Chairman, we aren't talking here about a case where there
may be alternatives for people. If you need medical care, you need
medical care, it is that simple, and this is a conservative Republi-
can talking.

You will forgive me, Mr. Chairman and witnesses, but I have to
catch a plane. I don't have alternatives because it is not a private
plane. It is not a junket, either. But in any case, I appreciate your
taking the time to appear here.

Mr. WYDEN. We thank the gentleman for his interest, and cer-
tainly look forward to working with him in the days ahead. Dr.
Feder, just a couple of other questions for you and Ms. Louden. Ob-
viously, there are a variety of financial alternatives that we are
going to look at to try to grapple with the comprehensive program.
But I think one of the things that our subcommittee clearly feels is
essential is to decide what population group we want to cover, who
we ought to worry about first, and what kinds of services are most
appropriate. Maybe you could shed some light on that.

Ms. FEDER. I think there is no question when we have limited re-
sources and we have to choose, that we have to focus on the people
who have the least resources to fend for themselves, the poor and
the near poor. I think in that regard, while we focused heavily on
expanding Medicare, we may not be able to do that in the short
term, and we therefore ought to look to improving our last resort
program, the Medicaid Program.

When it comes to services, I think we need to give attention to
the in-home and community-based care and to the nursing home
side, which we sometimes forget. To meet needs for in-home care,
we would ideally expand the 2176 Waiver Program, perhaps, to
make it an optional benefit, certainly to reduce some of those con-
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straints that are currently imposed on waivers for nursing homes
as well as in-home care.

I think that we might also look at the Medicaid matching formu-
la or other mechanisms to put greater Federal resources into the
States that have the greatest needs for long-term care, the largest
elderly populations. I think that the Federal Government might
take a greater role in overseeing State programs, identifying States
who are innovating in the design of their long-term care programs,
and perhaps either encouraging or requiring that some of those in-
novative mechanisms be used in States that have not been so ad-
venturous.

Mr. WYDEN. Good suggestions. Let me turn to the private sector
from you, Dr. Feder, and we will slide into some questions of you,
Ms. Louden. If you had to make some appraisals today, Dr. Feder,
how many older people could afford private long-term care ins 'm-
ance? Is it 5 percent, 10 percent? Could you give a rough guess at
how many could?

Ms. -FEDER. I think that the concept of affordability is a difficult
one to address, because we are talking about a price for an insur-
ance package, and I am not sure that a package properly designed
to provide the benefits that we would like to see people have would
be affordable by very many. So I would not venture a guess at anumber.

I think that the elderly themselves, when surveyed, have not ex-
pressed a willingness to pay as high rates, roughly $500, as people
have estimated that a package would cost, and I think those esti-
mates are low.

Mr. WYDEN. $500 annually?
Ms. FEDER. But, as I say, I think those estimates are low. I don't

know what those packages provide, and the pricing of those pack-
ages is theoretical. They have not taken into account extra use that
is likely to come if a service is insured, so I think it is on the low
side and it is not clear that the elderly are willing to buy it.

Mr. WYDEN. Ms. Louden, your answer to that same question?
Ms. LOUDEN. I disagree. I think you underestimate the power of

the consumer marketing companies and the insurance companies. I
have an article here actually from Business Week magazine. It
says, "Today only about 100,000 or fewer Americans have long-
term health care insurance to cover nursing home bills, but that is
about to change with the number of big private insurance firms
moving into the market. Aetna, Metropolitan Life, MG, and Pru-
dential will start offering long-term care insurance this summer
and fall. Entering the market, they estimate, will total $3 to $5 bil-
lion within 5 years. Blue Cross-Blue Shield is considering the
move." And it goes on.

Mr. WYDEN. Without objection, we will make that Business Week
article a part of the record as well. I read that and it was probably
the most detailed account I have seen up to this point. [See p. 99.]

Ms. LOUDEN. Yes; it was an excellent article. I think what it says,
and I guess my feeling would be, that upwards of 50 or more per-
cent of the total elderly population, including their children, who
will also help pay, could afford this and they would pay. The
reason they would do it over time is because they will be educated.
They will be educated by these insurance companies of what it
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means to them if they don't and that is the whole concept of asset
protection. What does it mean to you if your parents have to go
into a nursing home.

Mr. WYDEN. You think 50 percent today of seniors and their fam-
ilies can afford private long-term care?

MS. LOUDEN. No; I am saying the potential market.
Mr. WYDEN. Oh, potential.
MS. LOUDEN. With education. I am just looking at what happened

with all the other kinds of insurance. Look at how many have wra-
paround coverage right now, Medigap coverage. A very significant
portion have Medigap.

They pay for that, and I think there is a revolution going on in
this country, and that is that people are understanding health care
more than they ever did and they are more concerned, so I guess
my feeling is that over timeand I go back to segmentationthere
will be a significant portion that would be able to afford this, and
that would be interested enough because of the protection issue. I
think there is a significant issue related to the segments that will
not be able to afford it, and that is where I think there has to be
public policy.

Mr. WYDEN. Dr. Feder.
MS. FEDER. I think two points need to be made in this regard.

First of all is what elderly people believe about the likelihood of
their needing nursing home care. I think in this area, surveys indi-
cate that most do not believe that they are going to need long-term
nursing home stays, and they are right. Very few people ultimately
have long stays in a nursing home, and it is not at all clear that it
is a wise investment on their part to pay high premiums for many
years for a service they will never require.

The second point is that it is absolutely clear that insurance com-
panies and other entities are interested in the elderly market, but I
think we have to look very closely at what they are offering, and
they are quite explicit about this. Diey are very cautious, and they
protect themselves in a number of ways, as I think your legislation
recognizes. As a result the benefits that they provide are not the
benefits that we are talking about as necessaryto truly protect peo-
pleagainst catastrophe. So while many people may buy policies,
they may still be exposed to financial catastrophe.

Mr. WYDEN. I am not sure the two of you disagree all that much.
MS. FEDER. I think that is right.
MS. LOUDEN. Yes.
Mr. WYDEN. This is very much uncharted ground. I have been

one of the big champions of the private insurance concept up here,
and I am the first to say this isn't going to meet all the needs. I
would be ecstatic if they could meet 10 percent of the needs of
older people. It seems to me by way of what Dr. Davis and I talked
about that 10 percent that can be met by the private sector possi-
bly frees up 10 percent of the resources so that we can help low-
income people.

I think that this is by no means just rosy, how do we reach for
the gold kind of business. We are very concerned on this subcom-
mittee about the dangers of fraud, and have gone to considerable
lengths in our modest approach in the reconciliation package to
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have marketing protections and other kinds of information, just by
way of voluntary guidelines.

This is very much uncharted ground, and both of you have really
said we are going to need a significant public kind of program that
is going to cost some money to handle low-income people. For these
people there is no great marketcompanies tripping over them-
selves to get at those older people and their families. And then the
question is, can we possibly get those people who can afford it pri-
vate long-term care insurance with decent protections?

Ms. FEDER. Right.
Mr. WITEN. Can we get policies that companies can profit off of

and sell the American people?
Ms. Lomax. Can I add one thing?
Mr. WYDEN. Yes, please.
Ms. Lotnws. I think that one of the issues going to home-care

insurance, it might be something that the Government might want
to think about, is that most long-term and care insurance is heavi-
ly oriented toward nursing home care, because that is the thing
most people are concerned about, if they had to go into it. The 85
and over, 22 percent, almost one-quarter of the 85 and over, is in a
nursing home. It is a much higher percentage. It is not your sixty-
fives. It is your over eighty-fives, so there is a significantly high
percentage at that age. But I think the issue of home health care
and for families, the coverage that would be provided through
home health care, is something that is going to be interesting to
watch and to be testedand all of this is a test; it is going to be
interesting to see some of the data that comes out.

I would encourage the Government o make sure that as these
insurance companies get into this, that that information that they
are gathering is collected, and I know how hard it is to get, because
they are not going to want to share it with all their competitors,
but I think it is important that we have some information data on
it, because you are right. We just don't know.

Mr. WYDEN. That is another reason for the approach, it seems to
me that we take in our bill. Given the fact that there isn't much
information, we will have the best minds from the National Asso-
ciation of Insurance Commissioners and the senior advocacy groups
and the private companies, all trying to work through these issues.
Presumably there will be some information sharing as a result of
it. I think that is one of the attractive things that we ought to be
doing on the plane of legislation.

A couple of other questions about private long-term care, Ms.
Louden. We are interested in the relationship between DRGs and
what is happening with the private sector long-term care market.
Of course, you have heard, I know, about the debate over whether
people are being discharged more quickly, when they are still fairly
sick. Has the private sector long-term care market responded to
DRGs?

Ms. LOUDEN. I think the private sector has very much responded
to DRGs, particularly if you look at the growth in investment and
building of private nursing homes, the money going into what I call
nursing homes for the rich. I have some friends that have actually
started those and are calling them things like Whitehall. There are
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some very interesting names and things that are going on in that
area.

Mr. WYDEN. Called what?
Ms. LounEN. The Whitehall, just like the Whitehall Hotel in Chi-

cago. It is a very ritzy hotel. They don't call them nursing homes.
They give them names. You hp- e seen these.

Ms. FzDza. Yes.
Ms. LounEN. That has only been in the last few years. You have

iseen a lot of money poured nto that. Home health care, private
duty nursing has expanded dramatically in this country.

Mr. WYDEN. Again, in your view because of DRGs?
Ms. LounEN. Very much so. I mean, just home care in general,

the visits are up dramatically, and a big part of that is not just in-
dividuals going into nursing homeR. The nursing homes are at 99-
percent occupancy. You have got to put them somewhere. For that
reason home health care has expanded.

Our hospitals in the last 2years, three-quarters of our business
irequests are how do we get nto home care, and they don't want

just Medicare agencies, by the way. They are looking at the private
side of that. They are looking at private duty nursing. They are
looking at durable medical equipment, because they can't afford to
just have a Medicare agency. But yet I would say that the private
sector has very much responded, because of the increased demand
brought about by the Medicare prospective payment.

Mr. WYDEN. You mentioned in your testimony that DRGs have
forced even some of the not-for-profit organizations to get involved
in for-profit long-term care activities. Could you tell us a little bit
more about this, and how it works?

Ms. LounEN. Sure. If you look at, for example, hospitals, they are
getting into not only the public nursing home, your typical nursing
home. They are looking at private nursing homes. We have hospi-
tals that are acquiring warehouses and turning them into adult
housing, and there is adult day care centers that they are looking
at, that they are combining with child day care centers for inter-
generational programs.

There is the private duty nursing that they are getting into.
There is pre-retirement planning programs, sports fitness for the
elderly, osteoporosis, pain clinics. I can list a hundred of them. We
have a program, a seminar actually, that we are running for the
first time. It is called hospital sales. It is how they can sell all those
programs, because that is what they are doing. They are at 50-per-
cent occupancy. All of those programs are a response. They are
also, hopefully, a way to make revenue to offset what they have
lost.

Mr. WYIMN. Asyou know, our subcommittee has been very sup-
portive of the waiver concept, specifically the 2176 waivers, more
availability of home and community-based kinds of services. Do you
think the private sector is willing to play a role in offering these
kinds of services to the Medicaid population?

MS. LOUDEN. If you give attractive reimbursement, I am sure
-they will be happy to look at it. I can tell you what has happened
in the home health care market. As you may know, the Me&care
home care reimbursement has been capped and changed dramati-
cally in the past year, as has the durable medical equipment reim-
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bursement. Not too long ago, Beverly Enterprises, the largest nurs-
ing home chain in the country, pulled out of the Medicare home
health care business. They had about 90 of their agencies they
closed. They are now targeting only private duty home health care.
The same thing with Kelly, which is a national provider of home
health care. They dropped their Medicare agencies, and the reason
for that is the reimbursement was so bad they just said, "Forget it,
we are going after private dollars." And so I would say, yes; the
private sector is more than willing to listen, but if the reimburse-
ment is there to provide a return.

Mr. WYrsiN. What level of impairment is the private sector will-
ing to treat? This is really the question. We all hope that there will
be higher reimbursements. This aubcommittee has worked very
hard under Chairman Waxman's leadership to do that. But as of
now, what level of impairments is the private sector willing to
treat? Is this it? Is this the maximum, what is out there today?

Ms. Lome'. I think that the private sector does not really look
at it from an impairment basis. They look at it from a dollar basis.

Mr. WYDEN. Clearly if there are impairments, and your low-
income face serious kinds of problems, those two are intertwined,
aren't they?

Ms. LOUDEN. That is exactly right, and that is what I am saying.
No matter what your impairment is, if there isn't the ability to
generate revenue from that base of population, then it is not at-
tractive. It doesn't rei.'ly matter what the impairment is so much
as looking specifically as is there reimbursement.

I will give you an example. Home ventilator patients, dramatic
market increase in that market, and what we are looking at is a
situation where a lot of private insurers have suddenly added that,
and all of a sudden every respirator home care company in the
business is coming in saying, "Teri, I want to be in the home venti-
lator business." So it is that whole idea. Those are chronic patients.
They certainly are disabled. They will be on that ventilator, many
of them, the rest of their lives. But they become attregtive if some-
one pays for their care. That is, I guess, the only way I can really
answer that.

Mr. WYDEN. A question for both of you. The administration, as
you know, is very much in favor of the idea of the voucher concept
in terms of providing access to health care and long-term care serv-
ices. Of a wide variety of different approaches, they think that
vouchers would be the way to go. Under this kind of approach
older people would basically, under their theory, have the chance
to purchase a set of health services that would best fit their needs.
Do you think a voucher idea works for long-term care services? I
would ask each of you, Dr. Feder and Ms. Louden.

Ms. FEDER. I think that I would simply pick up on what Ms.
Louden has just well expressed, and that is it depends quite heavily
on the size of the voucher. I think that the notion of a voucher,
because it allows freedom of choice and more fleidbility, whatever,
being able to save tremendous amounts of money over what we
currently spend, is not a very well-founded notion, and I am also
concerned that if prices are set for vouchers, that they are easily
lowered over time or not raised to keep pace with the cost of serv-
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ices, so that my view is that it is an area to be concerned about,
not to promote simply for ideological reasons.

Mr. WYDEN. Ms. Louden.
Ms. LOUDEN. I have two points to make regarding that. The first

would be that I don't think that the older adult population is edu-
cated enough to be able to use a voucher. If you are goign to
produce a voucher for long-term care, then you are going to have to
put massive dollars into education, and I don't think you are will-
ing to do that.

I think the second thinggoing back to Dr. Rowe. Give the
voucher to the physician, and educate them and give them a cap
and let them be involved in this. Part of the reason they are not
interested in this market, because there hasn't been Medicare
HMOs. They certainly became interested in general HMOs as they
started losing visits and dollars, became much more interested in
preventive health.

I think that if there is an emphasis in that direction, of getting
them to help coordinate and be part of that coordination, that it is
going to be a lot better than giving that to the individual who
really can't make the decibion.

Mr. WYDEN. I don't have any further questions. I think you two
have really provided us with a very helpful panel. We might have
had someone who thinks that we just ought to have taxpayer-fi-
nanced programs and let's just go with that, and another panelist
who said let's just have private programs, and let's just go with
that.

But as I listened to the two of you, I see there were clearly foun-
dations for interactions between the two approaches and a chance
to use both of them to try to meet needs in this area. We thank
you both for your participation. Unless you have any further com-
ments, we will excuse you.

Ms. LOUDEN. Thank you.
MS. FEDER. Thank you.
[The following letter was submitted for the record:]
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CENTER FOR HEALTH POLICY STUDIES
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Congressuan Henry Waxman
Chairman

Subcommittee on Health and Environment
Committee on Mercy and Commerce
512 Annex 1
300 New Jersey Avenue, 0.1.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Deer Congressman Waxman:

Thank you for the opportunity
to appear before your committee. AsCongressman SilIrakis requested, I am submitting my views on the best wayCongress could address problems in
long-term mare.

During the hearing it was suggested that the private sector willhandle certain segments of the elderly marketthe profitablesegmentsend that goverment
should take tare of the rest. Althoughprivate insurance might protect

some of the better off, it is my beliefthat distributing responsibility
between the private and public sectors inthis may would be decidedly

inefficient.

TO the extent that private
insurers offer long-term care insurance,they target their marketing

to the healthy, wealthy elderly,
few of whomwill actually use benefits.

furthermore, they define benefits in waysthat limit their risk as well as the protection purchasers
receive. Nonceinsurers may earn substantial

revenues snd pay out very
Althoughregulation might address this

prohlemby mandating benefits and requiringminimum loss ratiossuch
regulation is costly and not always effective.Even If it were effective, high

marketing costa and
consumer difficulty inevaluating policies would remain.

furthermore a perception, howevermisguided, that private
insurance is doing the job, may make it moredifficult politically to tax the better off sufficiently to finance carefor people unable to buy insurance.

Ifif recomodation to Congress le to recognise that private insurancewill do ne better a job In
financing long-term care than it did infinancing acute care for the elderly before Medicare.

What is needed is aMedicare benefit to protect
against catastrophic long-term care expenses.Catastrophic expenses could be dnilned lu dollar terms (e.g., expensesabove $5,000) or as percent of intone (Ls.,

expenses In excess of 10percent of income). A benefit designed as catastrophic providesprotection without eliminating
patient responsibility for payment.
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Congressman Henry Vaxman
November 6, 1965
Page 2

To spread the cost of such a benefit &Cross the largest possible
population, financing would ideally be through payroll taxes or general
revenues. To alleviate concern about unpredictable cost., taxation could
begin in advance (by perhaps ten years) of the benefit's introduction,
allowing the government to build up is fund to protect againat the
financial uncertainties of long-term care insurance.

Alternatively, the program could be financed through premiums paid by
the elderly. These preniums should he added to Part A, not sepsate. to
assure maximum participation of the elderly population. Such premiums
should be modest, since the benefit would require the elderly to pay
substantial amounts out-of-pocket. Therefore, premiums should be
subsidised if necessary.

Until such a position is enacted, improvements in Medicare's coverage
of short-term post-hospital care and Medicaid enhancements could alleviate
problems faced by current elderly. Medicaid enhancements could include

protection of spouses' or other dependents' resources, sewer
lotions on coverage of in-home and community based care, al ttttt ion

of the matching formula to provide more funds to states with high
proportions of elderly, and g federal oversight of state policies to
assure efficient methods of Paying providerwand controlling utilisation.

I congratulate you and your subcommittee on this effort to improve
long-term care financing and am gled to be of assistance.

Very truly yours,

Jud Feder, ph.D.

Co-Dtrector
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Mr. WYDEN. We are going to take a 5-minute break before the
start of panel 3. We will resume in 5 minutes.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. WYDEN. The subcommittee will come to order. Our last panel

today comprises representatives of various long-term care delivery
systems that are now available in the United States. Mr. Jack
Ebeler is vice president of Group Health, Inc., based in Minneapo-
lis. Group Health is the site of one of four Medicare HMO demon-
stration projects.

Mr. Lloyd Lewis operates a life care community program private
sector delivery system that has grown tremendously in the last few
years. That program is located outside Philadelphia.

Marie-Louise Ansak, from On Lok, a senior health program to
assist the frail and elderly in San Francisco. That program is being
financed in part through Medicare and Medicaid programs.

Mr. WYDEN. We thank all of you for coming, a chance to see
some familiar faces. We will make copies of your prepared remarks
a part of our record in their entirety, and if you could summarize
some of your key concerns, we will Imitve plenty of time for ques-
tions. We have a number for all of you.

So let us begin with you, Mr. Ebeler. Welcome.

STATEMENTS OF JACK EBELER, VICE PRESIDENT, CORPORATE
SERVICES, GROUP HEALTH, INC.; LLOYD W. LEWIS, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, KENDAL-CROSSLANDS; AND MARIE-LOUISE ANSAK,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ON LOK SENIOR HEALTH SERVICES
Mr. EBKLER. Thank you, Mr. Wyden. Having had the privilege of

working on the staff 3 years ago, I know first hand of the subcom-
mittee's commitment to addressing long-term care issues. I am
pleased to have this chance to work with you again in that effort.

Our panel is reviewing delivering system alternatives. I have
been asked to review one such alternative, the social HMO
[SHM0]. Group Health, Inc. and the Ebenezer Society in the Twin
Cities jointly developed our social HMO, called Seniors Plus. It is
one of four sites where this concept is being tested nationally by
the Health Care Financing Administration, including the Kaiser-
Portland plan that you mentioned in your opening statement, Mr.
Wyden.

I want to present four items for the subcommittee's consideration
this morning:

An overview of current problems in delivery and financing of
long-term care services;

A summary of the social HMO model;
Some specific examples of how Seniors Plus cares for the elderly

today; and
Finally, some idea of what you can expect to learn from the

social HMO demonstration as you pursue the development of long-
term care policy.

The problems were covered by a number of your witnesses earli-
er this morning and by the excellent CRS paper that was prepared
for the subcommittee. Let me summarize summarize those prob-
lems:
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First in the area of financing, our public and private financing
systems are biased towards acute care and institutional care. They
simply do not cover the spectrum of long-term needs of the elderly.

Second, the problems in delivery stem from the fact that we do
not offer an integrated system of care. Needed long-term care serv-
ices are often not available because they are not covered. In addi-
tion, the delivery of acute services remains artificially fragmented
from the delivery of long-Lrm care services. As a result, services
are fragmented for the population that most requires a continuum
of care to meet their needs.

Third, the full spectrum of services that an elderly person needs
is not coordinated. Instead, we leave it to each elderly consumer,
their family, and friends, to negotiate their way through a complex
system at the very time they are least prepared to do thatwhen
they are ill.

Finally, the cost of long-term care services continues to rise.
Medicaid picks up the major portion of catastrophic long-term care
costs, and the elderly generally have to impoverish themselves to
get that coverage. Mille we are beginning to address the problem
of acute care costs, we have not yet addressed long-term care costs.

The social HMO model applies many of the proven concepts of
HMOs to the long-term care field. HMOs like group health have
been shown to provide quality care that is as good or better than
the fee-for-service system at a more affordable price. The social
HMO is a prepaid, managed system of health and long-term care
designed specifically to meet the needs of an elderly population.

The social HMO fmances and delivers a full range of comprehen-
sive hospital, medical, and long-term care services. While there are
limits on the annual and lifetime amounts of long-term care, due to
the uncertainty of insuring those benefits, it remains quite simply
the most comprehensive coverage available.

The social }MO integrates this delivery system and coordinates
the care needed. The core is a case management system, a unit of
nurses and social workers. They work with the client, the family,
and the providers to identify and arrange for the care needed.

Finally, as a prepaid entity, the social HMO offers an alternative
to the backwarsi incentives in traditional fmancing and delivery
programs. The elderly pay a limited amount of out of pocketjust
$29.50 per month in our Seniors Plus plan and the social HMO is
at risk to provide services in a cost-effective manner, with risk
sharing by Medicare during the demonstration phase.

Currently, more than 5,000 elderly persons are enrolled in the
four national sites, including 372 in Seniors Plus in Minneapolis.

Those statistics tell just part of the story. The potential impact of
this approach can be seen more clearly if we look at some specific
case studies. Let me briefly review one to give you a sense of the
human side of the program. An elderly couple in their seventies
are members of our plan. The woman has Alzheimer's and is cared
for at home by her husband. Seniors Plus provided adult day care
services 3 days per week to provide some relief to her husband and
to keep her involved in the community.

When the husband needed to go to the hospital for major sur-
gery, Seniors Plus covered her nursing home services while he was
in the hospital. Upon his return, she was also returned home, but
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with an expanded day center service package, and with homemak-
er services to help them out during his period of recovery from the
surgery. H. is now recovered, and her day center services are once

to three times per week. He attends a care-giver sup-
port group to give him some experience in learning how to care for
the disabled, and some support among people who are in similar
situations as himself.

Some other case studies have been included with the testimony,
Mr. Wyden.

We are excited about the concept, but it remains a demonstra-
tion. The Lime for the subcommittee, and for all those involved in
public policy, is what can you expect to learn from that demonstra-
tion. The following are some of the queetions that we hope we will
be able to answer for you in the ftiture as you develop long-term
care policy.

First, are access and continuity of care actually improved
through case management?

Second, will expanded long-term care benefits actually cause the
elderly to enroll in a plan?

Third, is quality comparable in a social HMO setting? Quality
has been proven to be as good or better in traditional HMOs, but
can we expect that for long-term care for the elderly?

Fourth, will the increased availability and use of outpatient and
community services actually result in lower inpatient utilization,
both in hospitals and in nursing homes?

Finally, will the cost for Medicare. for Medicaid, for the Social
HMO itself and for the elderly beneficiary be reduced?

The demonstration provides an opportunity for all of us tolearn
about these issues at the same time we serve the elderly. Those of
us involved are grateftil for this subcommittee's continued leader-
ship and look forward to continuing to work with you. Thank you.

Mr. WynIN. We thank you for your usual excellent job, Mr.
Ebeler, and we will have some questions in just a moment.

[Testimony resumes on p. 187.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ebeler follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here this Morning as the

Subcommittee reviews long-term care issues. Having had the priviledge

of working on the Subcommittee staff three years ago, I know first-

hand of your commitment to enhancing our knowledge of the complex

long-term care problems confronting us, and to developing appropriate

public policies to resolve those problems. I am pleased to have this

opportunity to work with you again in that effort.

Our panel this morning is reviewing delivery system alternatives, and

% I have been asked to review one such alternative -- the Social HMO

(SRN). Group Health, Inc. and theEbeneser Society in the Twin

Cities developed our Social HMO, called Seniors Plus, as one of the

four sites where this concept is being tested nationally by the Health

Care Financing Administration. The other three sites are Elderplan in

Brooklyn, New York; SCAN Health Plan in Long Beach, California; and

Kaiser-Portland, in Portland, Oregon.

I would like to present four items for the Subcommittee's con-

sideration this morning:

o An overview of current problems in delivery an? financing of

long-term care services;

o A summary of the Social HMO model;

o Some specific examples of how Seniors Plus cares for the

elderly today; and

o Finally, some ideas of what you can expect to learn from the

Social HMO demonstration as you pursue the development of

long-term care policy.

-1-
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Current Problems

The pioblems iS delivery and financing long-term care services have

been reviewed before by this Subcommittee and were covered by a number

of your witn sssss earlier this morning. Let me summarize some of the

problems that Social HMOs like Senior Plus are trying to address.

o Financing: Our public and private financing systems have

created problems because they are biased toward acute care and

institutional care. They usually do not cover the spectrum of

long-term needs, especially non-institutional needs, of the

elderly.*

o Delivery System: The problems in the current delivery of ser-

vices stqm from the fact that we do not usually offer an

integrated system of care.

-- Heeded long-term care services, especially home based and

non-institutional services, are often not available to

elderly citizens because they are not covered by

insurance.

-- The delivery of acute medical services remains artifi-

cially separated from the delivery of long-term care ser-

vices. Services are fragmented for a population that

requires a continuum of care to meet their needs.

.o Coordination: The full spectrum of financing and delivery

services that an elderly person needs is not coordinated,

because we have not integrated the financing or the delivery

2
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system in a logical way. As a result, We leave it to each

elderly consumer and their family and friends to figure out

and negotiate their way through a complex system at a time

when they are least prepared -- when they are ill.

o Cost: The cost of long-term care services continues to rise,

with Medicaid picking up a major portion of catastrophic long-

term care costs once the elderly have impoverished themselves.

For example, in Minnesota, we have succeeded in bringing acute

care costs per capita to l0.1% below the national average by

moving toward more competitive pressures on providers through

HMOs. However, no such competitive pressures exist in long-

term care, and our long-term care costs are more than double

the national average.

The Social HMO Model

The Social HMO model applies many of the proven concepts of HMOs to

the long-term care field. The Social HMO is a prepaid, managed system

of health and long-term care designed to meet the needs of an elderly

client population. The key features are as follows:

o Financing and Delivery. The Social HMO finances and delivers

a full range of comprehensive hospital and medical services,

and long-term care services, including in-home and non-

institutional services.such as homemaker services, care-giver

education and support, and respite services. It is quite

simply the most comprehensive coverage available, and a

-3-
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complete summary of the Seniors Plus benefit package compared

with Medicare coverage is attached for the record.

o Coordination. In addition to financing and delivering the full

range of services, the Social HMO integrates this system and

coordinates the care needed by the individual. The core of

the system is a case management unit of nurses and social

workers who work with the client, family and providers to

identify and arrange for the care needed to meet the indivi-

dual needs of the elderly.

o Costs. As.a,prepaid entity, the Social HMO and its providers

offer an alternative to the backwards incentives in tradition-

al financing and delivery programs. The elderly pay a limited

out-of-pocket premium -- just $29.50 per month in Seniors Plus

-- and the Social HMO is at risk to provide services in a cost

effective manner. Since a full range of services is

available, the case manager and provider can select the most

appropriate care for the individual, and not default to expen-

sive hospital or other institutional care because it is the

only option.

Current Situation and Case Examples

Currently, more than 5,000 elderly persons are enrolled in the four

national sites, including 372 in Seniors Plus in Minneapolis.

The statistics tell just part of the story. The potential impact of

this approach for the elderly can be seen more clearly if we review

-4-
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some specific case studies from Seniors Plus. Copies of three such

case studies are attached, but let me briefly review them for you.

o The first is an elderly couple in their 70's. The woman has

Alzheimers, and is cared for by her husband. Seniors Plus

provided adult day care eervices 3 days per week to provide

some relief to her husband and to keep her involved in the

community. When the gentleman needed to go to the hospital

for major surgery, Seniors Plus provided nursing home services

for her. Upon his return, she was also returned home, with

daily adult day center services, and homemaker services during

his recovery from the surgery. He is now recovered, and her

day center services have been scaled back to 3 times per week.

In addition, he has attended a care giver support group

offered by Seniors Plus to learn more about caring for the

disabled and for himself.

o The second is a 70 year old woman with a number of health

problems, and difficulties with daily activities. However,

she is determined to stay at home as long as she can.

She receives daily homemaker and health aide service from

Seniors Plus, and a Lifeline Emergency Response System so she

can call for help if she has a fall or cannot reach a

telephone. She receives home delivered meals for her main hot

meal of the day. She attends day center twice a week, and a

nurse at the day center monitors her health conditions. She

also sees her physician on a regular basis for regulation of

her medications.

-.5-
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She would need nursing home care if she did not have Seniors

Plus services available to her. Her income is limited and if

she entered ft nursing home, she would be on Medical Assistance

within 90 days. The total cost of care is now approximately

$995/month. If she were in a nursing home on Medical

Assistance, the average area monthly cost would be $1,478.

o The third case is an 88 year old widow, living in a senior

high rise, with mild memory loss and confusion. At the time

she enrolled in Seniors Plus, she was doing her own housework

and personal care.

Soon after her enrollment, she was taken to the Emergency Room

due to complaints of severe back pain and sudden inability to

walk. She was admitted to a transitional care SNF facility in

lieu of hospitalization, which would have been the only reaso

nable alternative in this case. Her mental confusion

increased, so she was transferred to aci intermediate care

facility to attempt to stabilize both her physical and mental

health.

Her wish was to return to her apartment, and her physician

supported that goal. As she improved, a physical therapist

took her to her apartment to evaluate her ability to function

safely. A home care plan that included homemaker/health aide

service and maintenance home physical therapy treatments was

established through her case manager.

She is now home. She still shows mild signs of mental'con

fusion and poor judgement. For example, she recently

6
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purchased $2000 in hearing aids from a door-to-door salesman

without realizing she has coverage for that service under

Seniors Plus. The case manager was able to work through Legal

Aid to get the contract cancelled.

Her ability to remain at home is fragile and depends largely

on her mental status. Her home care plan has now been able to

be reduced to homemaker/health aide s6rvice three times a

week. The regular contact from a case manager remains an

important part of the care plan.

'What Can Be Learned from the Social HMO Demonstration

An important issue for the Subcommittee and for all those involved in

.developing public policy in this area is to define what you can expect

to learn from the Social HMO demonstration. The evaluation protocol

is currently designed to a sssss whether Social HMOs meet their objec-

tives from the perspective of consumers, providers, and government.

The following are some of the questions that you will be able to

answer in the future as you develop long-term care policy.

1. Are access and continuity of care improved through case

management?

2. Are expanded long-term care benefits a primary cause of

enrollment?

3. Is quality comparable in a Social HMO setting?

4. Will the increased availability and use of outpatient and

community services result in lower inpatient utilization?

5. Will total costs for Medicare, Med,icaid, the Social HM0,-and

the beneficiaries be reduced?

The Social HMJ demonstration provides an excellent opportunity for all

of us to learn more about these issues. Those of us involved in that

effort are.grateful for this Subcommittee's continued leadership, and

look forward to continuing to work with you. Thank you.
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Ambulance b. pay regular Medicare deductibles
as described in physician services listed
above.

Outside of service wee Group Health Inc.
pays 80% of the fair and reasonable charge;
remaining 20% is member colayment.
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'LOCNFIONS

Choose from 14 convenient medical centers.
Apple Valley Health Center
15290 Pennock Lane .

(150th Street & Cedar Avenue)
Apple Vallejc MN 55124
431-7070

Bloomington Medical Center
(with Dental)
8609.1.11collefAvenue
Bloomington, MN 55420
884:1150

Brooklyn Center Dental Center
5901 John Mutin Drive
Brooklyn Center, MN 55430
5643770

Brooklyn Center Medical Center
6845 Lee Avenue North
Brooklyn Center, MN 55429
5664500

Como Medical Center
(with Dental)
2500 Como Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108
6414200

Maplewood Medical Center
2165 White Bear Avenue
nilesolod, MN 55109

Mental Health Center
1605 Eustk Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108
646-0610

Plymouth Medical Center
Four Seasons Shopping Center
4220 Lancaster Lane
Plymouth, MN 55441
559-1707

BROOKLYN
CENTER
MEDICAL

BROOKLYN
CENTER
DENTAL

PLYMOUTH

RIDGEDALE

WEST

UPTOWN

SKYVAY SPRING LAKE PARK

WHITE BEAR LAKE

.011a1
MAPLEWOOD

C WI 41
Cedar Avenue

While S. Avenel

ST, PAUL

COMO
MEDICAL &

MENTAL
HEALTHRIVERSIDE

BLOOMINGTON

APPLE VALLEY

Ridgedale Medical Center
14001 Ridgedale Drive
Minnetonka, MN 55343
546-2500

Riverside Medical Center
(with Dental)
Fairview/St. Mary's Medical Office Bldg.
606 24th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55454
371.1600

St. Paul Medical
(with Dental)
205 South Wabash.
St. Paul, MN 55107
224.3711

Skyway Medical Center"'
(with tal)
701 Fourth Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55415
333-1800

Sprin Lake Park Medical Center
(with Dada!)
1415 8Ist Avenue N.E.
Spring Lake Pak, MN 55432
780-1551

Uptown Medical Center"'
Calhoun Square, second level
Lake Street & Hennepin Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55408
822-4500

Vlbst Medical Center
1533 Utica Avenue South
(Highways 12 & 100)
St. Louis Park, MN 55416
5449571 *,

White Bear Lake Medical Center
1430 Highway 96
(Highway 96 & nth Lake Road)
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
426-1980
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AN IMPORIAN I REMINDER
All hanHal and physic re entices (tatty the emergency &mks and wpm car outaide the trek* au)maw be ployidtd by. or &ranged
and etstowl by a Gimp Health Inc. physician. lenge/en we terkes must be authorised by a SENIORS PLUS SOIVIte Coordinate&

EMERGENCY SERVICED Includet medical cant weird under thet Plan lend, or outside slw SENIORS PLUS serviceum which it
required as a resell of she sudden, unwonted ores* of illness or ineury which OA untreated Of unattended would malt In tlw senout
lmrterment of the nwmber% healih Of dfalh.

URGER', u. miaow CARL hr lades benekl MVO' under tint Phin while ih. member 11 temporarily ouiside SENIORS PLUS terrice
urea e filch aft required In order to wrens a serious deterieraske in the member's health and which cannot be delayed until the member
mum an the write area.

REPRESENTED
SPECIALTIES

Allerg
Cardiology
Child Derlopnwet
Child Psychiatry
Dermatology
Indocrimalogy
Family Practice
Gatmenteroiogy
Genera Surgery
Hematology
Inkci Ian Deseret
littoral Medicine
Nwerology
Neurology
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Occupational Medicine
Oncology
00461m/sky
Orthopedic Surgery
Pediatrics
Pediatric Carlielm
Pediatric Endocrinology
PedillITIC Hematology

Pediatric Oncology
Psychiatry

Pulmonary Medicine
Iteruductive Endocrinolop
Rheumatelogy
Urology

SIRVICU AND SUPPLIES NOT MIRED

Unauthorised cam obtained Rom a 11011.
Group Health Inc. provide pa for
emetgenty novices wlywhent or urgently
needed cam outside the &evict area.
Care obtained amide the service was
which could have been anticipated before
leaving the woke rm.
Cowrie wpm unitu Gimp Health
Inch Nedra-Director Ands it to be
medically necorant
Elscthe procedures which an not deter.
mined m be in a member% bast interest.
%rational, tersationak and educadonal
"1*P
Menai health treatment requiring mom
than 20 outpatient visits.
Ow or bone mama trurplants and
other espermental procedures, (escept
kidney and comes! transplants).

Custodial cam in a skilled nursing Of
Intennedeate wre bcilinartiartially
cowed m captained in
Equipment which meddles alsome or
automobile.
Food supplements which are not medli
calk merry In Group Health Inch
Atom.lira
Personal or comfort items during
inpatient ere (e.g. TY, telephone).
Dentures in a/moet all cases.
Orthopedic shoes (unless prt ol brae)
or kot supports.
Privets duty nursing.

A list of primary care and specialty physicians on the staff of Group Health Inc.. as well m a list of affiliated hospitals is available fern ow
rerbetirg department.

Mb members myr sr their comments on the eerier they receive under the SENIORS PLUS plan. While we hope our servicewill altar sathksoqt we do offer membett a mechanism through which complaints may be formally niched. This complaint procedure
is thelyted to resolve disputes between members and Group Health Inc.. or Ebenuer Society. or between members and howitalsor physicians
who provide services under the SENIORS PLUS plr;

If dispute Is not resolved to the astriction of the mernbe; the member is entitled to appeal throes Medicare% recomideration and appeal
pews& See your Medicare handloolt kr details.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 623-8600
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CASE STUDY AI
Caregiver Support and AlzheImers

Mr. A Mrs. S. are in their 70's and are both members of Seniors Plus.
Mrs. S. is a 72 year old woman with a severe Alzheimer's-type Illness. She
lives in an apartment with her husband, who provides 24 hour care. She cannot
be left unsupervised even for short periods of time. She requires assistance
with bathing, dressing, and needs reminders and supervision for eating and all
other activities. Mrs. S. frequently attempts to leave the house on her own
and on several occasions has wandered the streets for hours before the family
or police have been able to find her. The husband literally has to lock the
ewo of them Into their bedroom at night to prevent her from leaving when he is
asleep. She is in excellent physical health and is a large, strong-willed
woman. When persons other than her husband attempt to prevent her from
wandering, she becomes combative and has become physically assaultIve.

The Seniors Plus program provides Adult Day Care to Mrs. S. three days per
week as a way to both provide role relief to the husband and to keep Mrs. S.
involved with other people and activities. Recently Mr. S. needed hospitali-
zation for major surgery. Seniors Plus provided nursing home coverage for
Mrs. S. during that period. When Mr. S. returned home, Mrs. S. left the
nursing home and also returned home. Seniors Plus increased Adult Day Center
service to daily and provided homemaker service for Mr. S. during his recovery
period. Mr. S. has now resoled his role as homeglaker and caregiver. Mrs. S.
continues at Day Center for three days a week. A Seniors Plus case manager
remains Involved with both of them to monitor their progress and to help
Mr. S. plan for the expected decline in Mrs. S. due to the nature of her
Alzheimer's-type Illness. The case manager arranged for Mr. S. to attend a
Caregiver Support group coordinated by Ebenezer, a co-sponsor of Seniors
Plus. At those sessions Mr. S. learns about caring for a disabled person and
about taking care of himself. He has a chance to talk with other caregivers
in similar situations. Mrs. S. sees her Group Health physician on a regular
basis. With the consultation of a geriatrician, an attempt is being made to
use medication to help control her agitation and combativeness without
Impairing her energy or ability to participate in activities. If Mr. and
Mrs. S. did not receive the services offered through Seniors Plus, It is
likely that either Mrs. S. would be in a nursing home or Mr. S. would have
postponed surgery or otherwise ignored his own health concerns.

The monthly cost of the care plan for Day Care for Mrs. S. is 8322.
Seniors Plus pays 80%. The extra cost for the short-term nursing home stay,
additional day care, and a week of homemaker service was 81435. Seniors Plus
covered BO% of that one-time expense.
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CASE STUDY 02
Living Alone With Support

Mrs. W. is a 70 year old single woman who lives alone and has no family in
the area other than a sister in a nursing home and an older brother. Her
health problems include Parkinson's Disease, heart trouble, hypertension, and
severe curvature of the spine (scoliosis). She has problems with dressing,
bathing, and daily grooming tasks. She is unable to do routine housekeeping
tasks or meal preparation. Her brother helps with grocery shopping and trans-
portation but is physically unable to provide the other services. Mrs. W. has
an outgoing personality and is determined to remain in her own home for as
long as possible. She is also realistic about her limitations and knows that
A decline in her present condition may limit her ability to remain
independent.

Mrs. W. receives daily homemaker and health aide service from Seniors
Plus. Because of the program's flexibility with criteria and regulations,
those two services are provided by the same staff person. The homemaker/
health aide stays only two to three hours a day to help with personal care and
housework. Mrs. W. can manage alone the rest of the day. Seniors Plus
arranged and covers the cost of the Lifeline Emergency Response System so
Mrs. W. can call for help if she has a fall or cannot reach a telephone. She
receives home delivered meals for her main hot meal of the day. She attends
day center twice a week because she otherwise would be extremely isolated. A
nurse at the day center monitors her health conditions. She also sees her
physician on a regular basis for regulation of her medications.

Mrs. W. would need nursing home care if she did not have Seniors Plus
services available to her. Her income is limited and she could not afford the
service she receives if she were on a private pay system. If she entered a
nursing home, she would be on Medical Assistance within 90 days.

The cost of Mrs. W's care plan will exceed the Senior's Plus annual limit
of $5000 within about a ten month period. The Jewish Community Center where
she attends day center agreed to subsidize that service for her to help
stretch her Seniors Plus benefit limit further. During the two month period
before her coverage is renewed, she will be on a private pay basis for the
home care plan. Her case manager will help her plan to handle that. Because
of Mrs. W's low income, the case manager will most likely be able to arrange
subsidized fees. The case manager will remain in close contact with Mrs. W.
and assist with all necessary arrangements even during the period that the
long term care benefit cap has been exceeded. That is a critically important
service in this situation.

The'total cost of the care for Mrs. W. plan is approximately $995/month.
Mrs. W. pays a private contribution for the home delivered meals and a 20% co-
payment on the other home care services. The Jewish Community Center subsi-
dizes her day center service. The monthly cost to Seniors Plus is $566. If

Mrs. W. were in a nursing home on Medical Assistance, the average area monthly
cost would be $1,478.
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CASE STUDY 03
Unstable Health Status

Mrs. G. is an 88 year old widow living in a senior high rise. Her health
conditions include pernicious anemia, hypertension, and occasional nocturnal
incontinence. The housing manager reports some concerns and observation of
mild memory loss and confusion. A niece assists with transportation and money
management but is not available or willing to assume more responsibility. At

the time she enrolled in Seniors Plus, Mrs. G. was doing her own housework and
personal care. The housing manager reported Mrs. G. was relying on other
tenants in the building for support and the tenants were becoming both con-
cerned and "burned out".

i Soon after her enrollment, Mrs. G. was taken to the Emergency Room due to
complaints of severe back pain and sudden inability to walk. A physical exam
and x-rays indicated no fractures or explanation for the pain. Hospitaliza-
tion was discussed but ordinarily would not be indicated. Because of Mrs.
G.'s frailty and the fact she lived alone, it was not felt she should be sent
home. She was admitted to Ebenezer's Caroline Center, a transitional care SNF
facility. Because of the flexibility within the Seniors Plus benefit package,
the admission was covered as "in lieu of hospitalization" which would have
been the only reasonable alternative in this case due to the sudden onset of
the problem. While in the Caroline Center, Mrs. G. received further evalua-
tion of her situation from her Group Health physician, who also ordered
physical therapy treatments. Her mental confusion increased, which sometimes
happens with the stress of physical illness and change. Mrs. G. was trans-
ferred to an Ebenezer intermediate care facility for a period of observation
and to attempt to stabilize both her physical and mental health. Her ability
to return safely home was questionable. Mrs. G.'s wish was to return to her
apartment and her physician supported that goal. As she improved, her mind
cleared. A physical therapist took her to her apartment for a visit to
evaluate her ability to function safely. A home care plan that included
homemaker/health aide service and maintenance home physical therapy treatments
was established through her case manager. Mrs. G. is now home. Her case
manager keeps in close contact to monitor her situation. She still shows mild
signs of mental confusion and poor judgment. She recently purchased $2000 in
hearing aids from a door-to-door salesman without realizing she has coverage
for that service under Seniors Plus. The case manager was able to work
through Legal Aid to get the contract cancelled.

Mrs. G's ability to remain at home is fragile and depends largely on her
mental status. Her home care plan has now been able to be reduced to
homemaker/health aide service three times a week. The cost of the plan is
around $400/month with Seniors Plus covering 80%. The regular contact from a
case manager remains an important part of the care plan.
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MT. WYDEN. MT. Lewis.

STATEMENT OF LLOYD W. LEWIS

Mr. LEWIS. Thank you very much. I very much appreciate this
opportunity to speak on behalf of my own institution and perhaps
on behalf of my industry.

My industry might be characterized as representing 600 commu-
nities across the country. We refer to them usually as continuing
care retirement communities, rather than life care, because of
some unfortunate connotations coming out of the past on life care.
But our industry within that, I represent perhaps a segment which
might involve 200 of that 800. We indeed provide, what we believe
provide, a health care policy which will cover the needs, including
long-term care needs of the people living in our communities for
the rest of their lives.

In my own two communities in Kennett Square, PA, which I run,
we have 750 older people living in those communities. We have
been operating the oldest one for 13 years. The average age of our
residents when they came into our communities was 75, and I un-
derstand that this is pretty much characteristic of communities
across the country.

The average age of each cohort that enters every year since then
has been 75. However, at Kendal today the average age, 13 years
later, is 82.8, and at Crossland it is 80.8. The fastest growing seg-
ment of our community population age group is that of those over
90 years of age.

We have drawn our people from around the Northeast. We get
50 percent from around the Wilmington and the Philadelphia vi-
cinities, since Wilmington is our closest city. We draw 15 percent of
our population from New England, 15 percent from New York, and
15 percent from Washington, DC, the balance coming from scat-
tered around the country.

Contrary to what Mr. Waxman saidhe pained me a little bit
when he said that we were serving the very wealthy part of the
older population of the United States. We like to believe that we
are serving the middle-income group, with a scattering of represen-
tation from both lower middle income and higher. We believe that
our community represents a blending of incomes, and indeed it
does, though, represent a group of people who have planned out
the balance of their lives.

We expect that when they come in at the average age of 75, they
will live with us for 13 to 14 years. The income levels may range
anywhere from $13,000 to $14,000 up to in excess of $100,000, with
the average being much closer to the $35,000 range, less for a
single person, maybe about that or a little bit more for the couples
that we have living with us.

The rate structure of our community is such that at the present
time when an older person moves from living in the residences, the
independent apartments, their rates for long-term care do not
change. Today we charge our residents $923 a month for long-term
care, but that is following out the policy that they have purchased
from us. The entry fee into our community and the sum of all the
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monthly fees that that average resident will pay should cover that
cost of that long-term care program.

Our particular program is a fairly inclusive one. It includes inde-
pendent living, meals, personal services, such as some laundry
services, but housekeeping services. It includes food. More impor-
tantly, it covers a very detailed and planned health care program,
which includes physician services, acute care in hospitals, and then
most important of all, various levels of long-term care, from per-
sonal care, intermediate care, and skilled care.

We do include drugs in our program, so that for $923 a month,
after a resident has made an entry fee to live in our community,
they get a very, what I consider a very affordable quality of life. In
fact, I think that the quality of care in continuing care communi-
ties in this country, quality of long-term care, is exceptionally high.

We do use the Medicare system. We do not use the Medicaid
system in our means.

Medicaidour residents, since they never spend down their
entry fees, and have that contract with us, they always have an
asset which is available to them, and thus they never become eligi-
ble for Medicaid. We use Medicare to cover physician services, for
acute care and for less than 10 percent of the long-term care costs
that we incur.

The DRG system has not had any effect on how we operate. Gen-
erally speaking, we have always been interested in getting back
our patients from hospitals before the DRG limitations come into
play anyway. Our experienceand in this I join very much with
Jack Rowe and his comments about agism and about the effect of
agism on our education of professionals in the health care field. It
has not just affected physicians. It affects nurses, social workers,
MBAs, people who are going to run facilities, and every other
OTPT.

We do not train our professionals for working with geriatric pa-
tients. There has been a big change in this in the past 5 years, but
it is just in the last 5 years. Prior to that, it was extremely hard to
find a geriatrician, and it was extremely hard to find a really
qualified geriatric nurse. That is changing rapidly, I am happy to
report, but not rapidly enough.

I think I could probably close my comments with that, and say
that I certainly would supportI think that our concept qualifies
for really intense study, further study, because much of our data,
with only 200 or 600 communities, depending upon how you define
them in the country, the data base is not sufficient to come to any
really great conclusions. We, for instance, could tell you that we
believe our residents live 3 or 4 years longer on the average than
people who do not come to our communities, but I must confess to
you that that is an anecdotal conclusion, and not necessarily sus-
tained by really good research. That research is in the works now,
so hopefully we will have that before long.

Thank you very much.
[Testimony resumes on p. 150.]
[Mr. Lewis' prepared statement follows:]
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Statement of

LLOYD W. LEWIS
Executive Director
Kendal-Crosslands

My name is Lloyd W. Lewis. I would like to thank the members of the

subcommittee for inviting me here today to testify. I am Executive Director

of Kendal-Crosslands, a non-profit corporation whose board of directors is

made up of members of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers). Among other

projects serving the aging, we operate two continuing care retirement

communities (CCRCs) in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania, serving approximately 750

older people and providing employment to 500 full- and part-time employees.

Kendal at Longwood, our first community, has been in operation since October

1973 and Crosslands has been open since September 1977.

We are members of the Pennsylvania Association of Non-Profit Homes for

the Aging, an organization of over 250 non-profit agencies serving over 32,000

older Pennsylvanians, and providing employment to over 17,000 people.

Approximately forty of our members are CCRCs. I serve on the board of

directors of this association.

We are also members of the American Association of Homes for the Aging

(AAHA) located here in Washington. AAHA represents over 2,700 non-profit

organizations that serve 500,000 older Americans. Of its 2,700 members, over

500 are continuing care facilities. I serve on the House of Delegates, AAHA's

governing body. I also serve on the Enecutive Board and am chairman of AAHA's

CCRC committee. In addition, I chair th. Continuing Care Accreditation

Commission, an independent body Within ,e AAHA structure, designed to assure

consumers that accredited facilities meet its established standards and

promote high quality services. This com 'tsion is under development and its

programs should be ready for national implementation early in 1936.
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I am here today to tell you about my own two communities and how they

meet the needs of the 750 individuals living there. We have many religious

beliefs represented among our residents, virtually a spectrum of the American

scene but, alas, have a relatively small number of black residents at the

present time.

4

We maintain a single waiting list for our two communities, with present

reservations of over.9d0 for future apartments. This is a fair number for

occupancy past the year 2000. A substantial number of these will represent

second generation rpsidency in our facilities.

The average age at entry for each of our communities was 75, and the

entering cohort each year thereafter has been approximately 75. The.average

resident is expected to be with us approximately 13 years. The average age at

Kendal is 82.0 and at Crosslands, 30.8. We do not know how high the average

age might climb but we do know that the over 90 group is the fastest growing

segment of our resident population.

We generally serve the middle income group of our society. The vocations

represented among our residents are chiefly from the helping professions

(teachers, librarians, social workers, nurses, doctors, etc.). We understand

that this is true for most other communities in the U.S.
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The type of contract we offer our residents is fundamentally a health

care annuity covering residence, food, a range of health care services (most

importantly, long term care) and other amenities for the balance of residents'

lives. We represent the traditional segment of the CCRC industry, offering a

comprehensive range of services under continuing care contracts. The costs of

health care are shared by all residents regardless of their need, and insures

the availability of very high quelity.long term care whether each resident

needs it or not. In this way, we are able to guarantee service to our

residents at the same cost they would be paying for their living

accommodation, even if they require nursing care for many years.

This sharing of cost among residents represents an asset that individual

residents can newr spend down, so they can never become eligible for

Medicaid. Indeed, a modest number of our residents are receiving financial

'aid from funds we have reserved for this purpose. However, a much larger

number would have spent down their assets if they were not in a CCRC and

become dependent upon the Medicaid system. Avoiding this eventuality

motivates many of our residents to come to Kendal-Crosslands.

It is also true that few of our residents, as independent puchasers of

health care services on the open market, would find facilities offering the

quality of cart offered in our health centers at affordable prices.

We do use the Medicare system to cover basic physicial services, after

the deductible amount is used, and for most of our acute care (hospital)

costs. However, less than one In ten days of long term cart we.provide is
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coliered by Medicare. We understand that Medicare spends far fewer dollars on

our residents than on others of the same age who reside outside of CCRCs.

This is not a fact verifiable by me, but is easily understandable; for we have

always sought to get our residents back as quickly as possible from hospitals

where major Medicare dollars are spent. For this reason, the new DRG system

has.not had an impact on our relations with the hospitals we use.

Another explanation for this seemingly good cost experience is the .

planned continuity of care that we offer our residents. Through our clinic

services, we plan, oversee and coordinite a full health program, tailored for

each individual resident. The kind of attention and oversight achieved for

our residents in their approximate 13 year stay with us is rare for our

society and even more rarely affordable.

Perhaps this service is at the heart of why our residents seem to live

longer than comparable cohorts outside CCRCs. This fact is verified by the

actuarial statistics we keep to calculate our morbidity and mortality

experience.

This brings me back to the contract we sign with our residents and the

rates we charge. Again, we look.upon our contract as essentially a long term

health care contract--with extensive social features. We charge an entry fee

of $28,000 - $91,000, and a monthly fee of $923 for an individual to $2,029

for two people (depending upon the size of the unit chosen). The sum of the

entry fee and all monthly fees paid to us will roughly cover the costs of the
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many services we deliver to them. We keep pace with inflation by being able

to raise monthly fees for current residents and entry fees for new residents.

Managing this system calls for considerable financial sophistication and the

concept is not easily understood. However, the continuing success of most of

our industry bears testimony to the fact that we have learned to manage these

maby factors.

. ,

The essential ingredients our communities offer residents are security,

sociability, independence, autonomy, a specially designed environment,

continuity of health service, and high quality care;

Incidentally, we believe some of the highest quality of long term care in

tie U.S. today is offered in CCRCs. It is where we lavish our attention and

dollars, but we can afford to do that in these contained, moderate-sized,

Manageable units. In our own communities, we are proud of the fact that we do

not confine or segregate confused people (mostly victims of Alzheimer's

disease). We have never owned or used physical or mechanical restraints on

our residents in our health centers. Perhaps these factors contribute to the

kind of atmosphere that has enabled our success and the long waiting list that

insures our financial security.

Over the years, my staff and board have pursued a pro-active role in our

field. We have worked hard for sound state legislation and regulation in

Pennsylvania. We have invested years of effort into the development of an

achievable, effective accreditation system. We are firm believers in an
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informed public and consumer. We also believe that an informed public will

lead to an increasing use of the kind of community we offer. As matters

presently stahd, perhaps as many as 50 percent of those Americans over 65

years of age could afford some form of continuing care if they understood and

accepted the concept. We serve only a small percentage of this number today.

Kendal-Crosslands is actively participating in several research projects

directed at elicitind More detailed data on CCRCs. One project is aimed at

designing the most affordable, possible model which would enable us to reach

down the economic lpdder to lower income groups. Another project, funded by

the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) and being carried out by the

Hebrew Rehabilitation Center in Boston, Massachusetts, is directed at building

a substantial, national data base on critical points of operating CCRCs. We

believe further research in the field is necessary and warranted.

If I may, I would like to turn to the broader picture of continuing care

in the country. There are many other models in the spectrum of facilities

that comprise the CCRC industry. For example, a number of CCRCs provide all

the services offered at places such as Kendal-Crosslands but provide them

through a contract that charges on a fee-for-service basis rather than

insuring or spreading the cost over the whole community. Many of these

facilities do depend upon Medicaid once a resident spends down their assets.

Other facilities use a fully refundable entry fee, which again is

basically a fee-for-service arrangement but necessarily is directed at a more
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affluent constituency. However, as you can readily imagine, the liariety of

models are numerous, each with it own rationale and, for the must part,

working successfully at delivering services.

The majority of these facilities have been built.in the last two decades

gIthough the concept began centuries ago. Philanthropic "shelters" were set

uP for elderly individuals, usually sharing a common faith, where they were

gfven care for the remainder of their lives. Through the years, these unique

arrangements evolved into what we now know as continuing care. The majority

of current facilities are sponsored by religious organizations, trade and

professional organizations and military retirees. Approximately 95 percent of

the facilities now in existence are operated on a non-profit basis.'

It is estimated that 600 continuing care facilities are located

throughout the country, serving 150,000 people. Although some states such as.

California, Florida, Pennsylvania, Illinois and Ohio have relatively large

numbers of facilities, thu-e are states that do not contain any. Contrary to

the belief that most of the growth and development will be in the sun belt

states, most retirees will choose to stay within a 20 minute drive of family

and friends.

Size, style, and setting will vary with each facility but an average

continuing care facility contains 250-300 residential units and 60-70 nursing

beds, although facilities serving over 500 residents are not uncommon. Most

communities are situated in a campus-like environment with a central building,
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nursing center and housing units set in suburban areas. Others are in high

rise buildings in the center of large metropolitan areas. The residents

average age u0on entry is 78 and the average age of all residents is 30-32.

Because women's life expectancy is longer than men's, a large number of

residents are female, accounting for 55-35 percent of the resident

POulation. The majority of residents (60-30 percent) move to facilities that

are within a 25 mile radius of their home. Residents will stay in a
. .

continuing care facility an average of 12 years.

Two types of fees are paid by residents of a continuing care facility:

an upfront entry fee and a monthly service fee. Entry fees vary widely

depending on the type of contract and the services included in the contract.

Entry fees average $50,000 and monthly fees $700-$1200, depending on size and

type of accommodations. Seventy-two percent of people age 65 and over own

their own homes, 34 percent of these own their homes free and clear. In most

cases, the proceeds from the sale of these homes are sufficient to cover a

substantial portion of the entrance fees. Private pensions, social security,

savings, and incoMe from investments are usually adequate to meet monthly fee

costs. Forty percent of those 65 and over have annual incomes of $20,000, and

could well afford this type of arrangement.

Services

A wide variety of services are available in continuing care facilities.

Each resident has his/her own apartment; either studio, one or two bedroom,
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depending on the indiiidual's needs. Each unit,has its own bathroom and

kitchen facilities and emergency call button. Many services such as meals,

housekeeping,'maintenance and laundry are included in fees, and others can lie

purchased on an as-needed basis. Personal care services such as assistance

with bathing and dressing may be available and may or may not be included in

tees. Many communities art now moving toward offering these personal care

services because it enables residentslo remain independent and in their

apartment units as long as possible, thus delaying a permanent move to the

nursing facility. Once'a resident is permanently moved to the health care

facility, their apartment is released and a new resident moves in. In some

cases, rates in the health care center remain the same as the monthly fee

being paid in the apartment, although some facilities may charge a daily rate

in lieu of this monthly fee. Other facilities offer a specified number of

free nursing days before a daily rate is charged.

Other services such as planned activities, transportation, library,

recreational facilities, various crafts and hobbies are available in many

CCRCs. For added convenience, some communities have banking services, small

grocery stores, beauty salons and barber shops for residents.

All services provided by the facility are designed to help the person

stay active and independent as long as possible. When and if health care

services art required, the health care facility is close, an important feature

especially for those residents whose spouses are located in the health care

center. Visiting is convenient and many feel a great peace of mind knowing

their spouse is near. .
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Many things in addition to the provision of such an array of services

attract people to continuing care facilities. Security, independence,

convenience, freedom and various social activities all are advantages of this

lifestyle, but it is the access to health care that seems to be the most

appealing feature for most residents.

Finally, I would like to comment upon some of the problems that have

occurred in our industrY. The first notable case concerned Pacific Homes, a

genuine non-profit agency allied to the Methodist Church, where lack of

actuarial expertise.and sophistication led to bankruptcy. Far more was

promised than could be delivered. In this rase, fees charged to residents

were increased to relect higher costs and all residents were able to remain in

the facility. Such problems for projects that are related to religious groups

with established constituencies are rare today.

Most financial debacles have occurred in projects where the aspirations

of the developers are not based on the reality of the market. It appears that

most older people feel more comfortable contracting with genuine, religiously

based groups for the very intimate services characterized in continuing care.

An example which received considerable national attention was a project in

Philadelphia called Fiddlers Woods. Here the developer created a 501(c)(3)

organization to own and operate a CCRC. A large tax-exempt bond islue of over

$33,000,000 was sold and the proceeds partially used to build the facility.

Unfortunately, upon completion, no one was interested in living in it and

bankruptcy swiftly followed. Bondholders suffered substantial losses.
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A further unfortunate consequence of this failure (and the failure of

other similarly conceived projects) is that when sound projects with

substantial constituencies apply.for permanent financing, the failures of the

ill-fated projects are cited as reason for not giving funding. That is a

bitter pill to swallow for those of us who have worked for many years to

develop a sound industry. We are very hopeful that the accreditation system

wt are developing will help consumers, government and financiers in making

better decisions about CCRCs.

Our national association, AAHA has a many-pronged approach aimed at

developing a healthy CCRC industry. AAHA publishes a national consumer

directory giving many vital facts about existing projects. Regular, two-year

up dates should keep a valuable consumer tool for helping older people find

the right place to live.

AAHA is carefully monitoring the development of state regulation of

continuing care. Almost twenty states now have legislation in place or are in

the process of developing it. AAHA has sought to play a consultative, helpful

role in this effort.

Most recently, the development of a national data base on continuing care

is being planned and, indeed,.has been partially launched. The collection of

detailed data that can be properly collated should reveal valuable information

to help all of us in further developing and refining this most promising

social instrument.

And, finally, as alluded to before, the development of a credible

accreditation system through the Continuing Care Accreditation Commission is

already well under way. Over twenty communities have already received

accreditation and rapid progress is expected over the next year.

I am most appreciative of the opportunity to testify here this morning

and will remain available in the future to be of any further help if it is

needed. Thank you for your courtesy and attention.
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Mr. WYDEN. Thank you, Mr. Lewis.
Ms. Ansak, my apologies for confusing your name with your pro-

gram. I have heard many good things about your program, Ms.
Ansak, having worked with seniors over the years.

STATEMENT OF MARIE-LOUISE ANSAK

Ms. ANSAK. That is not unusual. I am often called Mrs. On Lok.
Mr. WYDEN. And one could certainly do worse it seems to me, be-

cause we know of your fine program and look forward to your com-
ments.

Ms. ANSAK. I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the
members of this committee and the excellent staff for all your sup-
port over the past years. I guess we are about the longest existing
demonstration project in the United States. We started in 1971, ac-
tually 1972, with a small grant from the Administration on Aging.

At that time it was a community group that got together and de-
cided that they wanted to do a long-term care project. It basically
was a nursing homein the community. And with the help of the
Administration on Aging we started a day health center.

They had an idea from the beginning to develop a continuum of
care, which, I think, in the meantime has been mentioned today
here, and has been mentioned many times. It is really the essence
of long-term care, that we need a continuum of care, we need vari-
ous models to deal with the elderly who are in the long-term care
category.

After we got through with the Administration on Aging and they
told us you have had a demonstration project long enough we
found that in order to provide the kind of care we wanted to pro-
vide we needed also to include the medical services. Before that we
were pretty much limiting ourselves to day health services to sup-
port services in the home.

We felt two things, in 1978, that in order to control the cost, and
also to provide good human services, we needed to have the control
over the total system. We then went to Medicare and became a
project as a consolidated model of long-term care.

You just heard about the SHMOs which are similar to On Lok,
except the difference is we deal only with the frail elderly, those
certified for skilled nursing care. Those are the people most people
are very concerned about in terms of cost.

We developed the consolidated model from 1978 to about 1983.
Actually an ideal system. At that time we had Medicare we dealt
with one project officer and one funding source. That was a real
dreamboat. That was the ideal situation.

You didn't have to deal with 17,000 bureaucracies, but you dealt
with one organization. It was cheaper, I think we can ultimately
prove that, but it is not realistic.

So, in 1983 we took our system, and with the help of a very good
friend who is sitting in the audiencewho used to work for the
Senateand who is our Godfatherin a good senseour consult-
ant pro bono, Mr. Jay Constantine, we got waivers. We took our
system and developed a long-term care system which is capitated,
and where we assume total risk.
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Since November 1988, we get reimbursed by both Medicare and
Medicaid on a capitated basis and we assume total risk. I think I
am happy to report that we have been able to make it, and that
essentially the resulth of that program have been that the services
have remained of high quality. The clientele we are serving is the
same clientele as we served before.

We are not just taking in people who are handicapped. In fact,
since DRG cazne into being, we have very sick people getting into
the program.

We serve them in the community with the in-home services, and
the day health services. We have optometry, dentistryeverything
is provided for these elderly.

The participants are happy, in spite of the fact that some of
them have a $1,000 copayment a month, which is very high. These
are the people who have Medicare only. They have chosen to stay
in On Lok.

We have seen that with this system we have been able to save
Medicare and Medicaid approximately 12 percent. And what is in-
teresting is that in spite of that, we have still been able to make
some small savings, and put them in a risk reserve.

Another interesting part is that our people, who are the very
frailest of the elderly, go less often to the hospital and stay shorter
periods of time in the hospital. We feel that is very significant, and
I think hospitalization can be reduced provided you have the
backup services like On Lok has and the many different kinds of
options that we can offer to prevent the hospitalizations.

I thinkI have submitted a lot of documentation on On Lok; and
perhaps I will stop here and hope that you will ask me some more
questions.

Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 174.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Ansak and attachment follow:]
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Hearings of the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Friday, October 18, 1985, Washington, D.C.

I am Marie-Louise Ansak, Executive Director of On Lok Senior Health Services,
4 community based organization involved in developing and operating a long term
care program for the handicapped elderly in San Francisco's Chinatown - North
Beach District.

First, I would like to take the opportunity to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the
members of your Committee for your help and support over the past years. Your
moat recent efforts in helping the program gain more permanent status with the
introduction of H.R. 3101 is not only extraordinary for On Lok, but also clear
expression of your concern for the plight of our frail senior citizens and your
willingness to make some significant changes. It is an expression of your under-
standing that long term care needs have to be looked at comprehensively if this
country is ever to provide humane and cost effective care to the elderly in need.

The B4...rd of Directors, staff, and participants of On Lok are relieved to know
that their 4rogrimswill finally have a chance to survive in the years ahead.
At the same time, we have a clear sense of obligation to assist, to the extent
possible, other groups and organisations in developing such service systems.
We are willing and eager to share our experiences with others in the country and
to *help develop a network of community based long term care systems willing and
able to provide humane eervices on a capitated basis.

On Lok Senior Health Services evolved in response to the needs in and with the
support of the community. Its objective is to keep people surrounded by people,
not just bricks and mortar. On Lok provides services to a group of the frailest
rlderly - those who are certified by the California Department of Health Services
al being in need of intermediate or skilled nursing care. The salient feature
of On Lok is that it is an organization which provides all (or almost all) selvices.
A multidisciplinary team he needs of the sick older person and directly
delivers all services - themselves or under fixed-rate contracts (with hospitals,
skilled nursing facilities, medical specialists). A person referred to On Lok
accepts On Lok as the only provider or intermediary. The service package
includes a wide variety of services such as primary medical care, nursing care,
social services, rehabilitation therapies, dietary counseling, meals,
in home services, grooming, recreation, transportation, hospitalization, and,
if need be, nursing home, respite care or supervised housing.

All these services are provided in On Lok's own facilities, three day health
centers, clinics, a congregate housing facility and some specialized housing as
well am in clients' homes and a couple of hospitals and a nursing home with whom
On Lok maintains contracts.

Today, On Lok is reimbursed for these services by Medicare, Medi-Cal and private
pay sources on a capitated basis. It is the first and only program in the country
which accepts this capitation payment as reimbursement in full and assumes total
risk for a long term care population certified as being in need of either
intermediate or skilled nursing care.
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On Lok his had experience in developing and operating this sytem since 1979.
Since' 1983 we have assumed total financiil risk - in spite of this we have found

- that services have remained of high quality and hilhly
acceptable to the partie4ents enrolled;

- that both Medicare and Medi-Cal have saved' over 122 and
On Lok has still been able to build up a small risk reserve;

- that we have continued to serve only the very frail - those
you would normally find in institutions;

- that On Lok participants use less hospital care - less in fact
than all persons over 65 and that their hospital stays are of
considerably shorter duration.

What are the chances of replicating this program in other communities?

We feel that On Lok has proven to be an excellent model of long term care
for elderly living in inner cities where you will find many of the elderly
poor. *We feel strongly that it could, with minor modifications, be replicated
in many other aaaaa under a variety of sponsorships. The moist important feature
is to have control over all services and to be reimbursed on a capitated basis
with freedom to use these resources as needed.

As a community based non-profit organization, we feel strongly that this sponsor-
ship is the basis for our own success. In order to regicate this experience,
however, it is important that mechanisms be developed which will give other
organizations the opportunity to build up sudh a ystem. On Lok started in 1971
as an idea and slowly with the help of grants (mostly from the Administration on
Aging) and later waivers from Medicare and Medi-Cal, built its present system
and gained the sophistication necessary to operate this cepitated model. There
are community groups and organizations who would be eager to follow in On Lok's
footsteps - there are even foundations anxious to assist in the development of
community based long term care systems, but the federal government has to organize
a rational reimbursement system which will ultimately pay for the services. Based
on the On Lok experience, this system would not involve any new funds on a perma-
nent basis, but it would redistribute what is p ly being spent on the aged
certified for institutioaal care.
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On Lok Senior Health Services began a now long-term care demonstration In
November of 1983. Celled the "Risk-pased Community Care Organization for
Dependent Adults," or RB-CCODA, this project extends earlier On Lok efforts to
develop a comprehensive solution to long-term care service delivery and cost
problems. Specifically, the RB-CCOOA has added a new financing strategy --
prospective capitation payments from Medicare, Medicaid and the individual --
to the successful consolidated service delivery model creatgd by On Lok
between 1978 and 1983. Thus, with the RB-CCODA On Lok has assumed full
linanclal rlsk for deliverjng its comprehensive service package to an
ekclutIvely nursing-home-certified population. This report addresses the
impact of the new financing approach; as evidenced by the first 12 months
e xperience under the RS-COCOA.

ELSCISCIRC012

In the past decade, a rapidly growing aged population, escalating health
care costs, and public concern with the quality of care have stimulated a
number of innovations In the long-term care field. Some innovations relate to
developing community-based services as alternatives to institutional care
(e.g., adult day health care, home health care, In-home supportive services,
e tc.), others focus on structuring service delivery to improve efficient use
of resources (e.g., the national Channeling Projects, California's
.Multipurpose Senior Service Programs, etc.), and a few incorporate new
financing mechanisms, the most notable of which Is prospective capitation.

Capitated financing, which originated In the 1950s with the health
maintenance organization (HMO), has been credited for increasing program
efficiency and reducing health care cost. However, it has also been
criticized for encouraging health care providers to target the young and
healthy (in other words, the low service need population), to limit services,
and to lower the quality of care In order to reduce cost. Under the current
fiscal crisis: applying this type of financing to health care for the elderly
as a means to control cost has beams appealing.

Capita:tad financing for cari to the elderly Is currently being tested in
a number of areas: Diagnosis Related 0rdups (DM) for Medicare hospital
reimbursement; health maintenance organizations for Medicare benefits under
provisions of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA); the Social
Health Maintenance Organization (5/HM0): and the Risk-Based Community Care
Organization tor Dependent. Adults (RB-CCODA) for comprehensive health and
social services. Among these innovations, OA Lok's RB-CCODA Fs one that
targets exclusively the long-term care population and incorpdrates capitated
financing and a comprehensive approach to service delivery.
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Applying_capItated financing to a iong-tera car. population raises a 4t:
number of questions. Can the RB-CCODA assume financial risk for providing .

care? Will tile coat of care be tower under capIteted financing? Can cost
control be acploved without sacrificing service Integrity? Namely, will the
program shiff-its target population to serve a less needy population to
control service demand? Will it cut beck on needed services? Will it
compromise the quality of care?

11E-1112=BASEDCCIIIIS

/./ On LohIs RB-CCODA vies designed as a comprehensive approach to the

multiple issues of service fragmentation, cost and quality In long-term care.

PARTICIPANT FlIGIRILITY

The RB-CCODA%focuses exclusively on the frail elderly, accepting only
those who are certified as eligible for nursing home care. To enroll In the
RB-CCODA a person must be 55 years of age or older, live In the On Lok
Catchment area (the Chinatown-North Beach-Polk Gulch area of San Francisco),
and be certified by Medi-Cal (California's Medicaid) as requiring an
intermediate or skilled nursing facility level of care (i.e., 24-hour nursing
home care). Enrollees agree to accept On Lok as the sole service provider of
all health and health-related services. That Isp.they are "locked-In" until
they choose to disenroll from the program.

SELLYICLIBMILSH

The RB-CCODA adopts a consolidated model of service delivery. This model
Integrates within one organization all services needed by a frail population
-- from Inpatient and outpatient medical care, to medical specialty services
like dentistry and podiatry, to social services, in-home care, meals,
transportation end housing assistance. These services are under the full
control of On Lok's multidisciplinary team of health and social service
professionals who assess periodically each participant's needs, develop
treatment plbns, and provide the services or coordinate their delivery.
Figure I summarizes the services provided by the RB-CCODA.

FINANCING

The funding of the RB-CCODA is on a prospective, per capita basis and
Involves the three major funding sources for long-term care -- Medicare,
Medicaid, and the private sector. All-Inclusive rates are negotiated annually
with Medicare and Medicaid; the private share-of-cost is adjusted yearly,
also. Each lunding sburce pays a monthly capitation rate based on the
individual's entitlement/eligibility. That is, If the individual has both
Medicaid and Medicare coverage, these sources pay :the full monthly capitation
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rate, ',If the individual is.not eligible for Medicaid, he or she must share
the Cost with Medicare by paying the balance. A subsidy or scholarship
Program has been established for those who have difficulties meeting their
share. Currently there Is no participation by the private insurance Industry
(although some participants have private health care coverage).

With Section 222 (Medicare) and Section 1113 (Medicaid) waivers, On Lok
Is free to use the monthly capitation rate as Is deemed most eppropriate for
participani'care, without regard for the usual restrictions and rules.
However, In return, Dn Lok bears 100% financial risk to provide all care
needed by its participants. If care Is provided at a cost below the
negotiated capitation payments, On Lok is free to keep the savings. On the
other hand, On Lok Is also responsible for absorbing all cosi overruns.

A Thus, on one hand, the financing mechanism reflects more realistically
:and equitably the current cost responsibility of the traditional funding
sources. On the other hand, and more importantly, the mechanism creates an
.explicit financial .1qcentive for On Lok to control service utilization arid the
cost of care. Since the participants are "locked-in" with the program, the
only means avatiab4 towards cost control Is to maintain their health and
functional independence:

.511111168X

Taken together, the RB-CCODA Is different from traditional long-term care
In which services are fragmented among individual service providers and under
different funding and administrative structures. It also differs from some of
the current Innovations In capitated financing. Table 1 compares the RB-CCODA'
with current Innovative programs:

e The RB-CCODA focuses exclusively on the very frail and dependent
elderly, a population In need of long-term care. Whereas, HMOs
funded under the TEFRA authority and the S/HMOs target the general
63t population.

e The RB-CCODA provides a comprehensive care package covering all
health and social.services In out- or inpatient settings and
involves Medicare. Medicaid and private funding.. Whereas, the
ORGs cover Medicare hospital utilization and the TEFRA HMOs cover
Medicare Part A and Part B benefitsvneither covers long-term care
services or has Medicaid involvement.

e The RB-CCODA assumes full Onancial risk and sets no limits on the
amount of chronic care services that can be given but relies on
Its multidisciplinary team to target and control service
utilization. Wh . the S/HMO limits benefits and attaches
surcharges to services to control use.

59-807 0 86 6
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Table I

COMPARISON Of SELECTED PROGRAMS
KITH CAPITATED FINANCING MECHANISM

COST CONTAINMENT
M411400/PRCGRAM

CLIENT
POPULATION

SERVICES
COVERED

SERVICE
INTEGRATION

FINANCING
SOURCES

PAYMENT
NECHANISM

DIAGNOSIS
RELATED GROUPS
(ONO

o

All **leers
admIssions

. '

Inpatlent

hospital
servIcall

None beyond
Inpatlent

services

**leers
.

predetermined

rate et dis
charge. based
on dlegnoels

HEALTH ..

MAINTENANCE 0 °.
ORGANIZATIONS
UNDER TURA

o

,Midlcare e
(AU covered
dr 0-only)!
hel( of enrol-

. lees must sal
be Medicare
or Medicaid
entitled

Medleare
covered der-
vices 048
or 0-only, as
contrectedh
additional
benefits In
ome COSO8

Limited.
verles depan-
dlng on non.
trect fA48
or 0-only)
end provider

**leers

.

Prospective
capttatIon
based on 9SS
adjusted
average per
capita cost!
full risk or
reasemable
COSI. tontroct

SOCIAL/HEALTH
MAINTENANCE
ORGANIZATIONS
(S/10131)

Over 01 end
covered by
Medicare AO
end Medicaid

inpatient.
outpatient
medical (with
sem limits)
home health.

limited.
chronic 4
mantel health

Physlcisns
arrange for
mute care.
case managers
for chronic

**leers.
Medlcald,
Individuals

ProsPoRTI"
capitation
premiums add
(*payments
for same
servIcesp
full risk or
contracts

ON LEK'S
RISK-EASED
COMUNITT CARE
ORGANIZATION .
FOR IEPENDENT
ADULTS
(RE-COODA)

.

Over SS 4
state.certl.
fled es need.
log nursing
home care

All health/
health re.
leted--In 4
odtpatlent,
In-homis. sup.

portly% oil
chronic care

Complete;
assessment
tapm delivers
earvices

.

Medicare.
Medicaid.
Individuals

.

Prospective
capItationi
assumption of
full risk
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'HE STUDY

This study provides an initial assessment of the fiscal viability of the
RB-CCODA and the impacts of the assumption of financial rlsk on service
delivery and quality of care. The specific issues addressed Include:

e Fiscal viability

- Can the RB-CCODA reduce the service needs of participants and
thus cost of their care?

- Can the cost of the RB-CCODA remain relatively stable and
comparable to thecapitatIon rate?

- Is the cost of the RB-COODA competitive with thatincurred by
Medicare and.Mbdicald for a similar population?

Impacts.ori'service. delivery

- Has the M3 -CCODA Increased census as a result of efficiency
concerns?

.

DONIS RB-CCODA admit individuals who are relatively healthier
.(1.0., "cream") to lower service demand?

- Has the RB-CCODA cut back on the medical, therapeutic, and social
supportive'services provided?

- Has +he RB-CCODA's quality of care been compromised as measured
by the mortality rate and functional improvement of participants?

- Is the RB-CCODA acceptable' to the elderly population, particu-
larly to those non-Medicald eligible who must pay a share-of-cost?

Because the RB-CCODA has been In operation for onry a very short time
period, it Is premature to assess change over time within the population or to
gauge the relative impacts of the service and financing mechanism vis-a-vis a
comparison group.1/ Nevertheless, much can be learned from information
about the population being serqied, Its service utilization pattern and the
costs, of its care. As a preliminary assessment of the impact.of risk on the
service population and program, thls Information will be compared with similar
data collected from On lokis previous project, the CCODA.

From 1979 through 1983, On Lek developed and operated the CCODA, which
was similar to the RB-CCODA In every respect except its financing mechanism. .

The CCODA was rermbursed on a cost basis entirely by Medicare. Its service
model was proven effective In Improving the health and functioning of its
frail, elderly clients and In maintaining them In the community. At the same
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time, the cost of their care was lower than that of their counterpart who
received traditional long-term care (Zawadskl, Shen, 'ford!, 6 Hansen, 1984).
The RB-CO30A continues this successful servILe model. only under prospective
capitations from multiple funding sources. Ely comparing the two projects, the
impact of cepitated financing on service delsvery can be assessed.

All individuals (371) enrolled In the RB-CCOOA tor any length of time
during its first viler of operation (November I. 1983 through October 31, 1984)
were included to describe tho participant population end the services used, to
analyze RO-CCODA's fiscal viability, end to assess the program's
accaptability. However, to assess the impacts of capitated financing on the
service program end its participants, a sample of the 1114000A study
population -- the new enrollees -- vas compared In terse of health and
functional status, service utilization, and health outcomes to a similar

i.saillPie of COODA intakes.2/

Table 2 summarizes the demographic, health end functional status
characteristics of the PB-CCODA participants. A typical participant Is 61
Year old widowed woman, living alone with an annuel Incas of $5500. She hes
five medical conditions ansi needs help In activities of doily living like
bathing, grooming,pand dressing.

Most of the services On Lek participants receive are provided in one of
:the three adult day health care (ADHC) centers. Many other services are
provided to participants. In their own home. Figure 2 shows the RII-CCOOA
group's most hinny used outpatient and in-home services. Use of inpatient
care in 1113-CCODA differs considerably from that In the traditional long-term
care system. The hospitalization rate of the NB-CCOOA study population was
lower then that of the general noninstitutionalized 65+ popuistiom (365 versus
411 admissions per 1000 per ennum) and the average length of stay was also 20
percent shorter (8.3 versus 10.4 days per admission) (USONNS, 1981). While
all were certified to need nursing home care st intake and the majority still
required such care, only 2 percent of On Lok's participants ere in nursing

.

homes on any one day; this utilization rate is less than half that of the
general 65+ population, 4.7 percent (1.1u 6 Palesch, 1981s 19).

BNALYSIS OF RB-CCCOAIS FISCAL VIABILITY

Lincsi 11.221-eallstellatlammooa..Seralcas

During the first 12 months of the RB-CUIDA, total program expenditures
were $4.7 million, or an.average cost of $1352 per participant per month.
Over half (57$) of the R8 -CCODA's cost vas spent on scelal supportive services
but only 16$-of costs 'tint far hospital and,nursing home care.
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Table 2,

DOMACTERISTICS Of IRE RISK-SAUD CCOOA POPULATION

1100NAPHICAL DATA

PAI

58 811

60 611

70 70
80 81

NOM

SIX

Ns le
/IMMO

MARITAL STA1US,

111WNIG117

Chinese
Csoceslam
Other

USUAL LIVING SilUATION

Alone
11111 eve* only
WIth spewas and/or relatives
elth nonrelatIve
la sepervIned hemslag
la board mod sere foollIty
in earned nursing tesillty

MEDIAN ANNUAL HMI

INCOME SOURCES

Social SocwrIty
SSI

Pension
Investment
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0lgqiials4-21-1att-Ammo-tar-tici52alts

,. While the RB-CCOOA enrolls e relatively homogenous population of
institutionally certified elderly, its financial viability depends on the
ability mf the program to rehabilitate end then maintain some participants at
A 10~ care level (i.e., the "social health maintenance" and "adult day
health* levels rather than tho "Intermediate" or "skilled" nursing care
levels). The savings incurred can then be applied to participants who remain
at higher and costlier utilization levels ("Intermediate" and "skilled").
Figure 3 shows a relative frequency and cumulative distribution of the average
monthly cost of care of all participants during the first year of the
RB-COODA.

The median cost of care for each participant was $1090 per month, ranging
,from as low as 1200 to as'high as over $10,000 per month. Over 00 percent of
ho participants incurred monthly costs et or below the capItation rate of
11400. The remaining participants had costs higher than the capitation rate,
with approximately 10opercent hawing costs twice the rate.

Average participant costs correlated significantly with their assessed
levels of care. Participants assessed to need care at the social health
maintenance level Incurred an average monthly cost of only S531, those at
adult day health kevel SI000, those a+ intermediate care level SI405, and
those at skilled nursing care level $2571.

Financial viability also requires that the program cost remain relatively
stable around the capitation rate In order to avoid any cash flaw problems.
Figure 4 shows the month-to-month variation of program costs as compared to
the capitation rate during the first year of RB-COODA. The mean monthly
'program cost was 11312 per month with standard deviation of SI64 and a range.
between $1039 and $1587. Cost fluctuations corresponded to hospital.and .

nursing home utilizaflono the higher the inpatient utilization, the higher
the.cost emirs.

. During four of the 12 months, costs were slightly above the average
capitation rate ($1400). Substantial savings In the remaining months more
than covered the losses and allowed the accumulation of a rlsk reserve to
cover future Fost overruns.

Cast-Canfulasizutthar-Adalailai-Un

Fcg; the RB-CCODA to provide a reasonable alternative to traditional
long-term care, It must be cost competitive. In examining the relative cost
efficiency of the RB-CCODA at thls early stage, rough comparisons must serve.
Information on the cost of care for a similar frail population using
traditional long-term care Is not readily available and On Lok's Comparison
Group Study Is not yet completed.
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Figure 4

PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES COMPARED

TO PER CAPITA REVENUE

(11/83-10/84)

----- Per Capita Revenue (Avg. $100)

Per Capita Expenditures (Avg. $1352)
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Note: The capitation rate was readjusted In July. 1984.
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4i the RB-CCODA were funded through traditional sources and the
foe-for-servIce mechanism', the federal-state breakdown would be 233 for a
typical Medicare and Medicaid eligible elderly.3/ For such participants,
Medicaid would pay 42 percent of the cost; Medicare 33 percent; Title XX 18
percent; and Title ill of the Older American Act 7 percent (Figure 3).

Two estimates of the cost of traditional long-term care which.can be used
for comparison purposes are Medicare's Adjusted Average Per Capita Cost
(AAPCC) and Medicaid's nursing home rate. The AAPCC reflects average cost per
Medicare beneficiary; for the San Francisco Area In 1984, the rates were
estimated to be between $564 (female) and $610 (male) for a 75+
Institutionalized population. Comparing the federal share of the RB-CCODA's
cost (40$ of $1352 or $541) with these rates showed On Lok's cost to be lower,

.between 89% end 96$ of the Institutional AAPCC.
P.

- Comparison of RB-CCODA and Medicaid cost Is difficult.primarily because
there Is no estimate similar to Medicare's MPCC. The closest approximat4on
was the cost of care estimated for an Institutionalized population In San
Francisco In 1981, $1207 (Satten, Brusstar, L O'Rourke, 1981). Although this
estimate Inciuded.differeat services than the RB-CCODA's (e.g., housing In the
nursing home but wily partial hospital and physician services), It probably Is
a fair cost benchmark. The statels share of the RB-CCOOA's cost (60% of $1352
or $811) Is considerably lower than this benchmark. The California Long-Term
tare System Development Project (1982) provided another Medicaid cost
indicator; their 1982 estimate of the monthly cost for an aged, long-term care
population, was $1383, a figure also substantially higher than the Medicaid
share of the RB-CCODA's cost.

IMPACT OF CAPITATION ON SERYLCE PROGRAM AND PARTICIPANTS

Impact nn the intako Preirma

Outreerh affnr+.6 Under the RB-CCODA, program financing rests on
rAntnw, not on actual costs as In the CCODA. Thus, increasing program
census became a more salient Issue in the RB-CCODA. However,., comparison of
the first 12 months of the CCODA.and RB-CCODA showed no statistically
significant difference In the mean number of new enrollments each month (5.8
per month in.the CCODA versus 6.1 In the RB.CCODA).

Intake health and functional /tags. Capitated financing crestes the
incentive for the progrmito target a healthier population, 1.e., to "cream,"
to curb the demand for services. However, on the whole, the RB-CCODA's new
enrollees were as frail as Intakes In the CCODA. No statistically significant
differences were found between the two groups for these health and functional
characteristics: sensory Impairment, upper and lower extremIty'impairment,
Incontinence, cognitive Impairment, dependency in activities of daily living,
and Instrumental activities of daily living (Table 3). Furthermore, or the
most part, the proportions of CCODA and RB-CCODA new enrollees having various
functionally disabling diagnoses were the same. However, the RB-CCODA group
had a significantly higher proportion of fractures.and other medical
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Figure' 5

PROPORTION OF COSTS
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Table 3

MEAN FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT AND DEPENDENCE INDEX SCORES
FOR CCODA AND R8 -CCODA GROUPS AT INTAKE'

i4

INDEX RANGE
CCOOAMome...

MEAN

RB-CCODA
NNW/OM/N.1N.

N MEAN

Sensory Impairment o - 6 62 1.79 70 1.84

Extremity .impayment 0 - 8 62 1.97 70 2.04

Continence Impairment 0 - 8 62 1.06 69 1.20

Cognitive Impiirment 0 - 15 63 5.13 68 .4.07

Behavior impairment 0 - 6 62 1.85 69 1.5'

Mood impairment 0 - 6 64 3.91 70 2.64**

Activities of Dalir
Living Dependence 0 - 21 62 7.27 69 5.28

Homemaking Activities
Depenclence 0 - 12 61 9.84. 69 9.90

&Is: A score of zero Indicates no functional Impairment or indepen-
dence In activity. Lover scores indicate less impairment or dependence;
higher scores, greater impairment or dependence.

**P < .01

1 71
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condfiions (congenital, accldent, skin and ill-defined), while the CCODAls new
enrollees hadae sIgnifiCantly higher proportion of individuals with conditions
'related to thi nervous system/sensory organs (stroke, blind, deaf, etc.) and
endocrinal/nutritional/matabollc systems (diabetes, gout, malnutrition, atc.)
The RB-CCOD/C new enrollees were also found to be less Impaired In terms ot
mood disturbance (anxiety, depression and social Isolation).

Capitated financing creates an incentive for the service program to cut
costs by reducing services. Comparing the utilization patterns of newly
enrolled 88-CCODA and CCODA participants revealed no.significant differences
,in the use of outpatient therapy services (physical therapy, occupational

iy.lherapy, speech therapy, recreational therapy, and nutritional counseling in
:. the ADHC center). Hospital and nursing home utilization rates were low for

both groups -- too low for thelr differences to be tested 4tatistIcally.
However, there were significant differences In the utilization of
social/supportive services. The RB-CCODA group'used more ln-home services
(attendant.careu hothe-delimered meals, personal care, and home chore
services), whereasAthe CCOOA group used more outpatient soclal/supportive
services (personal care, home chore services, meals and 4ocial work services
in the ADHC center, and transportation). There was'also a significant
difference In the utilization of outpatient medical care; tho RB-COODA group
used more of the services In this category (physician and nursing carein the
ADHC center, drug prescriptions, lab work, x-rays, visits with the
audiologist, dentist, optometrist, podiatrist and psychiatrist in the ADHC
center, visits with other consultants In the community).

Figure 6 presents the findings on service utilization in the CCODA and
RB-CCODA programs.

ItipArt on +ha Qualify of Care

A major-issue In capitated financing Is quality of care. Quality In
health care delivery can be measured by a range of indicators, focusing on
either. structure (physician qualifications, rings of services, facilities,

.

staffing), process (e.g., accessibility, continuity of care, appropriateness
of care, utilization of specific'services), or outccme (health outcomes,
patient satisfaction outcomes). In this study, two health outcome measures --
functional improvement and mortality rates -- and one proxy measure of
satisfaction -- enrollment and disehrollmant -- were used.

functional'Improvement- Intake assessments for RB-CCODA and CCODA new
enrollees were compared with their first three-month re-assessments to
evaluate chanos In health and functional status.A/ On the one hand, both
groups showed improvement In the major health and functional measures,
particularly In independence In activities of daily living, instrumental
activities of daily living, and in mod disturbance.. On the other, the
RB-CCODA enrollees showed a deterioration In continence whereas the CCODA
enrollees improved slightly. However, the only significant difference In the
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COMPARISON OF CCODA AND RB-CCODA
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changes experienced by the t/o groups related to mood disturbance; the CCODA
enrollees Improved pore teen the RB-CCODA Intake group. Tables 4 summarizes
,these findings.

Hortallty. The MOrtaltty rJti for CCODA participants was 86 per 1000
per annum, approximately 1.6 times that for the general 65+ population (54 per
1000 per annum), but less ther IlLit that for the elderly nursing home
population (186 to 276 per 1000 pv'annum). The mortality rate for RB-CCODA
participants was 80 per 1000 v.,' annum or 1.5 times that for the general 65+
population.. There was no sivifigant difference between the CCODA and
RB-CCODA. mortality rates.

IiseattasiLiCOGCAMACOSIILVII..21'

Enrollment has always been uied 415 as one indicator of the appeal of a
service program to its targeted colisamers. A new feature of the RB-CCODA Is
theintroduction of a private-shore-of-cost for the non-Medicaid eligible
'elderly equivalent to what Medicaid would 1,therwise cover. Although this
feature reflects ibb current public and private share of responsi:Ality In
long-termCcare, lt,iasoanticipated to hays a profound Impact on the
acceptability of the program to theca non-Medicaid eligible eidorly.

During the lirst year of RB-CCOUA, tht program operated at its maximum
capacity of 300 participants at any one time. However, a much higher.
proportion of the new enrollees In the RB-CCODA than in the CCOOA were
Medicaid eligible (70.8$ versus 44.7%). Moreover, of the 27 voluntary
disenroliments in RB-CCODA, 20 disenrolled due to the imposition of,a private

.

sharerof-cost. Although these disenrollees constituted only 17 percent of the
120 participants required to make out-of-pocket payments, many of the others
OOP received a temporary Medicare and United Way subsidy to help pay'their
share.

The health status of payment-related disenrollees was compared with that
of enrollees who chose to stay and pay a share of the cost. This comparison
showed that those who left were younger, consistently showed less Impairment,
and required lower levels of care. The disenrollees also had more resources
and more potential informal supports available to them as indicated by total
monthly income, number of children and marital status.

SUMIORY AND DISCUSSION

Curing the first year of the RB-CCODA, the program remained financially
solVent. The average cost of care was lower than the capitation rate. Both
the cost and rate were highly cost competitive with the traditional long-term
care system. Most of the cost savings resulted from-the program's ability to
rehAbilitate nd maintain participant health and thus prevent costly
institutional care.
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Table 4

MEAN CHANGES IN FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT AND DEPENDENCE INDEX SCORES
OF CCODA AND RB-CCODA NEW INTAKE GROUPS AFTER THREE MONTHS' ENROLLMENT

INDEX
CCOOA

N Mean Change

RB-CCODA
----------------
N Mean Change

Sensory Impairment 52 -.08 63 -.14.

Extremity Impairment 53 .42 63 .10

Continence Impakment 51 .06 60 -.13

Cognitive Impairment 54 .02 60 .30

Behavior Impairment 54 .04 61 .20

Mood ImpairMent 56 1.39 63 .73 *

Activities of Deily
Living Dependence 54 1.94 39 .68

Homemaking Activities
Dependence 52 ..70 61 .69

',Irate. A positive value Indicates a change to lesser impairment or
dependency; a negative value indicates a change to greater impairment or
dependency. For the scales for these jndlces, see Table 3.

*p < .05
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..Furthermore, such solvqncy was not accomplished by compromising the
service integrity of the program. The program had not "creamed" for healthier
elderly In order to reduce the demand for services. Nor had It increased
program census to secure more revenue, nor cut.back on services to reduce
.cost. There had not been significant changes In mortality rate, nor
deterioration In participants' health when compared to the outcome of the
successful CCOOA program. However, because of the private share-of-cost, the
program gradually shifted through the enrollment process to having a primarily
Medicaid population. Adverse selection among those with a share -'-cost was
also evident.

The 1114-CCOOA represents a prototype of a new approach to . di .Ivery and
financing of long-term care. The first year of operation has been 1, period of
adjustment from annual slpgle-source funding to monthly multiple-source

',payments. It has also been a period of adjustment to risk-based financing In
.which administrative and service staff have'contInuously juggled quality and
cost to ensure appropriate care.to participants. Although It Is too earlyto
maks conclusive statements about the program, It Is appropriate to review and
dIscuis two major Issues of capitated financing for a long-term care
population --,feasIbility.and acceptability.

FUSIBILITY

Is capitated financing feasible for a long-term care population? Unlike
the HMOs which serve tens of thousands of relatively young and healthy people,
the RB-CCODA not only has a higher cost of care, but also fewer enrollees and,
because of the homogenIty of the population, less leeway to spread the cost of
care. The financial risk assumed by On Look Is considerable.

. Nevertheless, OA Lok's wiperience has been positive. However, the
success has not depended on the capItated financing mechanism alone.
CapItated financing creates the Incentive to improve efficiency and to control
cost but the consolidated service delivery provides the means to the end. The
multidisciplinary team, the availability of resources tt the team's disposal,
the continuous monitoring of the participants and the experience gained
throUgh the CCODA In targettIng services are kby Ingredients. Together these
have rehabilitated and maintained the participants' health, reducing hospital
and nursing home utilization to a rate lower than that of the general 65+
pOpulatIon.

The development of such a service delivery approach takes tImo and
effort, but can be achieved. To On Lok, thls service model Is now considered
as'a prerequisite to the assumption of financial rlsk through capitated
financing. Today the RB-CCODA Is a complete long-term care service system
Integrating a service delivery and a financing model. Therefore, It can be
concluded that it Is feasible to apply capitated financing to a long-term care
population

1 76
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ACCEP.I.Afilld.0

. Is the RB-CCODA'acCeptable to the long-term cars population? The program
maintained a full census of 300 participants at all times during the first
year of the RB-CCODA. For most participants and their families, the RB-CCODA
Is a welcome alternative to institutional care. They seem to appreciate the
program, support It, and choose to remain with It. However, the findings
suggest that the private share-of-cbst has Aiscouraged participation of the
non-Medicaid-eligible lderly.

The implementation of a share-of-cost for the non-Medicaid eligible
.participeats reflects the current two-tier financing for health care of the
elderly. On the one hand, Medicare, an entitlement program covering acute
care for all 65+ elderly,.does not pay for long-term care services. On the

',ti.other, Medicaid pays for'medical services, including long-term care, for low
.:income elderly. Non-Medicaid eligible elderly must pay for long-term care
either out of pocket or through private insurance policies, most of which
provide limited coverage beyond Medicare benefits. The private insuranci
Industry has traditiónally considered long-term care as uninsurable and
unprofitable,.primshily because of the long-term, custodial nature of care,
the potential for Overse selection, and the availability of Medicaid as a
safety net. However, the growing elderly market has stimulated recently many
lnsuranco carriers to review their positions, and innovative insurance

-Instruments are biting developed and tested. As insurance coverage for
long-term cambecomes more available the participation of the
non-Medicaid-eligible elderly In the 6-CCODA will likely Increase.

On LOkts RB-CCODA represents one alternative: a comprehensive,
coordinated long-term care system designed with philosophical and financial
incentives to maintain people In their own homes and communities as long as It
Is medically, socially, and oconomically feasible. Although not conclusive,
thia study suggests some advantages of tho model. Studies of On Lek
complement those of other long-term care demonstration projects. The lessons
learned frcte these demonstrations need to be shared and ultimately used to
change health care policy and law, In order to move toward a more rational and
effective long-term care systole.
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Mr. WYDEN. We would, indeed.
Before I go to any questions I would like to recognize the gentle-

man from 1.Jtah who has a great interest in health care matters if
he would like to make a statement at this time?

Mr. Ninsori. As the oldest member of this committee in age, and
one whose mother died at age 91 last November. My father only
survived to 83. In my father's case we were able to care for him in
his home.

In my mother's case she completely lost her memory and in the
last 4 years didn't know any of her family, so I am interested in
what happens in home care.

Ms. Ansak, you say that you deal with the very frail ones who
normally woulcl go to custodial care or institutions, and yet you
have less hospitalization use from your patients and they stay
shorter periods.

How do you do that?
Ms. ANSAK. I think the clue to it is that we work through an

intake and assessment team. We have a multidisciplinary intake
and assessment team. When a person comes in he is totally as-
sessed.

All the assets and the problems are assessed and evaluated; what
can the family contribute; what additional supportive services does
this family need; what kind of medical care does the person need;
every aspect.

Then a treatment plan is established and everything is aranged
forwe don't need to go for prior authorizations.

So, in other words, if you are talking about a very frail person,
who on Friday night, all of a sudden has a breakdown, and we are
not sure whether this might develop into something serious, in the
traditional system generally speaking, these people have to go to
an institution and be hospitalized.

We can, say instead of putting that person in a hospital, hire a
home health aide or nurse and right away put that person into the
home or we take the older person and put him into one of our res-
pite care units, observe him and see what is happening. Usually
with the proper kind of care we are able to cover this crisis.

That is one of the reasons why we don't send people to hospitals
when they don't have to go. Frequently people are hospitalized not
for medical reasons but because of uncertainty of what is going to
happen.

If you have a hip fracture, traditionally you go to the hospital
and have the operation for the fixing of the hip. Then you stay in
the hospital a few days and then comes this mtermeffiate period
where you have to go either to a nursing home or a rehabilitation
facility. At On Lok we take them home. If it is possible we put
them in their own home. If not possible we put them into a respite
care unit. They are brought to the centers daily for the rehab serv-
ices.

You are preventing the real breakdown, the emotional and psy-
cholo.gical breakdown, so you don't have to start again after they
have been institutionalizei for 3 or 4 weeks, we start earlier and
that break down doesn't occur.

Mr. Mawr/. Mr. Lewis mentioned it usually requires additional
down payment of several thousand, do you require any major

178
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Ms. ANUS. No.
Mr. NIEJPON. What is the payment per month?
Ms. Aratax. This past year- the cost was $1408. This includes ev-

. This includes the acute hospitalization, the nursing home,
whatever the person needs. Out of thb--

Mr. NUMMI. You take the risk of how much it might cost?
In other words, you take him for a fixed fee regardless of what

the medical cost could be?
Ms. AMAX. Correct. Medicare presently pays us different rates

for different people but it is on the average 6560. The rest is paid
by Medicaid.

If the person does not have Medicaid then the individual has to
make that copayment, which presently is up to $1,000. We have
some subsidies through United Viay.

Mr. NIMIJON. Mr. Lewis, I just caught the tail end of your com-
manta.

You made a comment that Mr. Waxman apparently had said
that yours was a high-cost alternative, the 14h-income alternative.
How many people on the average have $28,000 and up available to
them when tlleir turn 65 or 70you said the average is 75?

Mr. Lewis. I am not a good statistican so I am being cautious,
because I want you to understand I can become a little anecdotal
about some of this. I understand about 50 percent of the population
of America over 65 own their own homes and the sale price of a
home average is over $80,000.

Assuming that for older people the value of those homes is less,
that affords them the opportunity and this is what generally hap-
pens in communities l&e ours is that the individual sells their
home and uses a substantial portion of the sale price to enter a
community.

Mr. NIZIACIN. But they can't always get that much money in
cash.

Mr. Lewis. A high percentage of older people own their own
homes outright.

Mr. NIZUJON. But in selling them don't they have to finance
themselves?

They don't get that much downpayment. You work with them?
Mr. Lewis. Yes.
Mr. NIZISON. If they get $10,000 down payment due you allow

them to pay later?
Mr. Lewis. We do that on rare occasions, but not on any grand

scale.
Mr. WYDIZI. Would the gentleman yield?
You said you had some low-income people in your program.
What percentage of your people are low income?
Mr. Lewis. I don't know what you consider low income.
Mr. Wilzig. What do you consider low income?
Mr. Lavas. I would consider low-income for our community,

where someone is making less than $12,000 a year. It would be
hard to make it anywhere and get affordable long-term care.

Mr. WYDZN. What percentage then
Mr. Lewis. I would say in our communities today, probably,

maybe 10 percent to 15 percent have incomes around that level.
Mr. WIMEN. I appreciate the gentleman yielding.

1 7 j
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Mr. NIELSON. One other question. In the notice about the hear-
ingI apologise for not being here earlier, I was taking care of
things that needed to be taken care ofI wondered, there is a ten-
dency for Medicaid, for people to spend all their assets so they can
qualify for Medicaid.

I know my mother visited us in Europe in 1978, had a chance to
go to Israel for $400, a beautiful tour. She refused to do that be-
cause she wanted to leave something for the kids so when she
needed to igo into a hospital, she had too much income, partly be-
cause she had saved all her life, so the five children took care of all
the bills.

Do you have any provision for that if the children of the people
can help pay for it themselves, do you have a provision for letting
the children pa), for it?

Mr. Lewis. They don't have to in our communities because we
cover those hospital bills.

Mr. Nnuoll. He may not be able to come up with the $28,000.
Would you allow the family members to pool their money and take
care of that, as well as the monthly cost?

Mr. Lewis. We have.
Mr. NIZIAON. How often does that occur?
Mr. Lewis. Not too often. Generally our residents are determined

to make their own affairs. We do have an aid fund.
The way our communities operate generally, is that it is a group

of people who really want to pool the risk of getting older. They do
not want to fall back on their children and be a drain to them.
That is almost one of the highest goals of people coming into our
communities.

Mr. Niziaori. I guess I take a different attitude. I don't think a
parent with children willing to help is being a drain on them. If
she has sacrificed for them

Mr. Lewis. I agree; but I am telling you what the older people
coming into our communities, what their attitudes are. They do not
want to be a burden to their children.

Mr. NIELSON. Do you think there needs to be some change in the
legislation for Medicaid to prevent people from squandering their
funds so they can't have funcls to take care of themselves.

The incentive now is to get rid of your assets, put the home in
somebody elses name so you qualify for Medicaid. Those who refuse
to do that end up without much help.

Is that fair?
Mr. EBELER. I don't know that when people spend down to

become eligible for Medicaid whether that is the result of squan-
dering their funds. I think think the evidence is that most people
who do spend down and have to deplete their resources to become
Medicaid eligible have done so because they are going to hospitals

-and nursing homes. There are specific cases of abuse, but the vast
majority are elderly people who have ptten caught in a financial
bind. Not many of us can afford a nursing home today.

Mr. NIELSON. I can give cases where the opposite happened,
where families with the same circumstances, one will deliberately
waste their assets so they can qualify, the other will hug their
assets because they don't want to be dependent.
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Is there something we could do about the law to encourage the
latter?

Mr. EIMER. It is always appropriate if you can construct legisla-
tion that only deals with those individuals who may be consciously
squandering assets. The difficulty is that you end up punishing the
vast majority of people who are in that situation because they have
encountered methcal costs that they can't deal with.

It is a very difficult policy for the Congress to deal with. -
Mr. Ishmem. Perhape I haven't made my point clear. I think

that the laws in the various States encourage people to become de-
pendent on Medicaid when they wouldn't need to if they were care-
ful, and there ought to be an mcentive to have them be careful so
there is less wear and tear on the financial system.

I think we need to start perhaps encouraging that kind of ap-
proach.

I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WYDEN. I thank the gentleman.
This reconciliation package, I point out, does include some efforts

to try to deal with the matter the gentleman is talking about, of
setting up trust funds and that kind of thing, in effect, to get
around some of the restrictions on Medicaid. S'o there is a lot of
concern that we get the benefits targeted to those who are most
needy.

One general_question for the entire panel. Each ofyou offer up a
unique and different kind of approach in trying to meet long-term
care needs to older people. Do each of you thinIc that your particu-
lar model, starting with social HMOs and going down the table, do
you think it could be expanded into a larger system that could be
part of a national strategy for long-term care for older people?

Ms. AMAX. I think so. We have different models, and different
communities, and dilerent needs; and I think we need to have leg-
islation which allows for diversity.

Whether you are going to a rural area or intercity area, I know
we are trying at this point, with the help of the Johnson Founda-
tion, to replicate On Lok in other places, perhaps under some dif-
ferent spoi.isorship. But I think On Lok is not an answer to long-
term care in the whole United States.

I think there need to be different models. I think we need to kind
of decide what long-term care is. I am not sure we even know that.

Mr. Lavas. I sb.are what Marie-Louise Ansak said. I don't see
that continuing care is the answer for everyone. I think there is a
common thread, though, that runs through our three presents-
dolls, and that is that we offer the older person who comes to be
involved in our programs a managed health care plan which I
think is the key to our success of all three of our systems, and the
person who gets into it has the opportunity for getting in this coun-
try an extraordinary quality of care which is not otherwise avail-
able on any kind of affordable basis.

Mr. Emma. We are excited about the SHMO concept, but we
don't have enough information yet to know whether this is the
answer. We see it as a very important contribution to your knowl-
edge base as you develop long-term care policy. I would emphasize
something people have said throughout the hearing this morning:
the key is not to come up with one model that works nationwide,
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but to try to identify different options that we can make available
to the elderly.

Mr. WYDEN. Let me just ask each of you a couple of questions
about your particular model. Mr. Ebeler, I am very excited about
the promise of the social health maintenance organization. In Port-
land in my district under the leadership of Mitch Green lick, we
have had a tremendous early success with our social health main-
tenance organization. It has been a chance to keep a lot of people
out of long-term health care facilities, produce real savings to
people, and we are very excited about it.

I know are doing the same kind of work in Minnesota, and I
want to ask you a couple of questions so we know a bit more about
how your social HMO is worldng. You include Medicaid patients in
your 13HMO?

Mr. EBICLER. Yes; we just began marketing to them.
Mr. WYDICN. What proportion of your target population is going

to be on Medicaid in the near future?
Mr. EULER. The target would be 20 percent.
Mr. WYDEN. And the SHMO provides an integrated approach to

long-term care. We know that, but we would like to know how
nursing home benefits fit into the SHMO?

Mr. EBELER. The long-term nursing home care is included in the
lone-term care package, subject to the same annual and lifetime
limits that the other community-based forms of long-term care
services are subject to. If a member needs long-term care, the case
management unit would identify that need and could place that
person in a nursinp home.

I think the key is that nursing home care is but one of a number
of delivery alternatives available to the case manager and provider
at the time the elderly person becomes disabled.

Mr. WYDEN. What happens if the SHMO member needs extended
institutional care?

Mr. EBELER. If the member exceeds the limits of our coverage
and is not a Medicaid-eligible person, we fry to arrange for financ-
ing of that care from other providers in the communities. We have
had excellent support from other providers to piece together an
even more extensive benefit package.

Mr. WYDEN. Tell us a little bit more abolt how your services are
fmanced. We are interested in whether you needed waivers from
Medicare. If so what was the reason given for needing a waiver?

Mr. EBEIZR. The services are financed from a variety of sources,
which is the nature of a demonstration like this. We get Medicare
prepayment for the Medicare enrollees, MedicaH payments from
the State apncy. We collect the $29.50 monthly premium from the
Medicare eVbles. We have gotten excellent foundation support for
the planning and pre-operational phases of the project. The spon-
sors finance the initial operating losses zubject to upper limits with
risk sharing from the Medicare program. Finally, other agencies in
the community help to finance some of the care when the coverage
limits in the program are exceeded.

We needed a number of waivers to_ put this package together,
and it took a long time to get them. This subcommittee was very
helpful in getting us those waivers. They viere held up for 10
months at OMB, and finally, in the Deficit RMuction Act, the Con-
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gress mandated that the Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices grant those waivers so that we could become operational last
Jan uary.

Mr. WYDEN. This subcommittee has been red hot in its anger
about the waiver issue because it seems to me that exactly what
the President said we ought to be doing is trying out experimental
approaches, new approaches. Go slow. We are starting huge new
entitlement programs, but try new things to try to determine what
works, programs like yours and Mitch Greenlick's and others.

Chairman Waxman has been able to put together an approach
using things that Senator Bradley and I introduced on a bill. Chair-
man Waxman took a variety of these. You need to let us know
what happens in the years ahead. I think you will try other inno-
vative approaches and ideas. We want to make *sure we have a
waiver program that works for trying out new experiments and not
one that is ensnarled in red tape in bureaucracy.

We thank you. You are missed here on the subcommittee. Minne-
sota's gain is our low. Thank you.

A couple questions for you, Mr. Lewis. Is there any interest
among organizations like yours in designing programs that could
serve a larger number of the poor population? We are pleased that
you have got a 10- to 15-percent number right now. Is there any
likelihood that your kind of program is going to be available to
larger numbers of the poor?

Mr. Limns. Two of the different organizations that I am involved
in, one is a subsidiary of our operation, we are trying to design the
lowest possible cost community contained within a campus setting1
such as our own, and we have been spending the last 3 or 4 months
examining each component that is a part of our operation and
seeing how we could do itwhat will be the lowest cost for each
component and trying to put them together with the essential
health care plan and health care program being the one we are
least willing to gi-a, up dollars on, because we think that that is
where we must not pinch.

But we expect to finish that particular study by the end of this
year, and we hope that we would be able to extend this program to
a wider group. I am nct terribly optimistic about reaching down to
lower middle-income people with our concept without additional
support from the Government.

Mr. WYDICN. You don't think there is a real likelihood, say, that
there will be a target on the group that we were talking about?
The $12,000, $15,000, $16,000, that is not in the future?

Mr. Laws. We are trying to serve that group. I think there is a
real possibility we could, but I will also anticipate considerable
market resistance because we would be asking people who would
have relatively few dollars and had spent their life earning those
dollars to pay out for a health care planthey are going to be get-
ting a lot of other services, their home and a lot of other social
services that go with living in a community, but we are asking
them to pay that out in a lump sum at the outset, and that is a
hard concept for someone who does not have a lot of dollars to grab
hold of.
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Mr. WYDEN. They are very interested in knowing about any kind
of financing arrangement that is going to work. It is not as if they
are going to stay away if there is a supply.

Mr. LEWIS. Vie have been trying to market, this is another pro-
gram we are work ing on that we call a continuing care plan. This
is where we are trying to, very similar to the two programs we
have been talking about, delivering services to a group of people in
a much larger defined geographic area, but not a single campus.
Again, we have run into constantly this number of 60 to 70 to 80
percent of the population believing that long-term care is going to
be covered by Medicare and, therefore, why should I bother? That
is a constant barrier that you hit.

Mr. WYDEN. Is nursing home service covered through your
monthly fee schedule?

Mr. LEWIS. Yes. The people in our skilled nursing care center,
where they are getting that highest level of care, pay the basic
monthly rate of $928.

Mr. WYDEN. Maybe it would be helpful for me to understand how
your various kinds of financing arrangements interact. Medicare or
private health insurance covers the resident's acute health care
needs?

Mr. Lzwis. That is correct. Not all of it, because the deductible is
covered by us out of the moneys that we collect from the residenth.

Mr. WYDEN. Which is the monthly fee schedule?
Mr. LEWIS. That is correct, and the entrance fee.
Mr. WYDEN. So you have got an entrance fee, a monthly fee

schedule, and then Medicare or private insurance?
Mr. LEWIS. Yes; that is correct. Medicare and private insurance,

though, the total that we receive in any one year, we always keep
within manageable reach should the program never be not avail-
able to us for some reason that we could survive without it, and
our levelwe probably are drawing somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of $400,000 or $500,000 for our communities from the 111edi-
care system. We couldby raising rates a very modest sum, we
could cover that if we ever had to.

Mr. WYDEN. Are your facilities associated with the Quaker
Church, Mr. Lewis?

Mr. LEWIS. All the members of our board of directors are mem-
bers of the Relieous Society of Friends, Quakers.

Mr. WYDEN. One of the things we are very concerned about, be-
cause it has been a trademark of every area where older people
have been in need of private services, is that there is always, at the
outset in particular, a small minority who try to take advantage. It
has happened in virtually every area, for example the immediate
gap policies for filling in the gaps for Medicare.

Do you think that there is any danger of fraud and abuse and
marketing kind of high-pitch sales techniques?

Mr. Lzwis. There has been considerable danger in my field for
the past 7 or 8 years. There have been a lot of abuses. Those abuses
have been rather noisy, and most people hear about them, but the
bulk of the industry is sound. Like anything else, there are people
that try to take advantage of it. I don't think they come in with the
idea of failing, but we have had failures that have been painful for
bondholders and investors and residents.
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Mr. WYDEN. I would say if the Government is today more in this
area and would there be good, solid consumer protection?

Mr. Lions. In Pennsylvania, we have legislation in place which
would preveht further things like that happening in our State. The
American Association of Homes for the Aging is now developing an
accreditation program for our industry which will, with State legis-
lation, will I think prevent that kind of thing in the future.

Mr. WYDEN. The other thing we were interested in knowing, Mr.
Lewis, is what would happen when a resident dies in terms of the
assets. How is this handled?

Mr. Lewis. If a resident dies within the first year, and in our
community, and this will differ from place to place, in our commu-
nity 50 percent of the entrance fee would be remitted to that per-
son's estate. Otherwise after that--

Mr. NIELSON. Would the gentleman yield? After what period of
time?

Mr. Limas. After 1 year.
Mr. NIELSON. Just one time?
Mr. Law's. That is just one time. If a resident dies within the

first year. If they chose to leave, we give them all their entrance
fee hack in the first 3 months. Thereafter, if they choose to leave, it
is amortized on the basis of 2 percent per month, so in 50 months,
if they choose to leave, they would have lost their entrance fee.
Anyone who dies after the first year, the entrance fee is forfeited
and is part of the program, part of the insurance.

If I couldit is very hard for a lot of people to grasp that initial-
ly. I could sometimes explain it by using the reverse, that it is the
same kind of thing that if you bought a life insurance policy and
you died in the first 6 months and th.e life insurance company said,
"We didn't expect you to do that, so, therefore: we would like not
to pay on the policy." It is the same principle involved, just in re-
verse.

Mr. WYDEN. Did the gentleman want to ask any more questions?
Mr. NIELSON. I wanted to ask Mr. Ebeler, do you believe that

your proposal would fitI know the chairman asked this question,
but I wasn't satisifed with your answerdo you believe your pro-
posal would work in other parts of the country?

Mr. EULER. It appears to be working in the other three sites. I
don't think we know enough to know whether one would want to
expand it at this point. I am excited about it, but I think from your
perspective, you should wait and see. The Health Care Financing
Administration is funding this as a demonstration and it is going
to attempt to be able to answer that question for you in 2 or 3
yews

Mr. NIELsoN. The basic difference between yours and the other
two seems to be that they are for certain fee or requirements, then
they cover the costs, whatever they might happen to be, whereas
yours varies with whatever you come up with. Miat is a basic dif-
ference.

Have you considered going to something like a guaranteed type
care for certain risk involved on your part, in other words, to a
DRG approach that Mrs. Ansak talked about, have you considered
that?
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Mr. EBELER. We have considered a variety of those things. We
are at this point committed to fulfilling this demonstration because
of the variety of commitments we have made to the Federal Gov-
ernment LIM our need to complete the demonstration protocol.

Again, I think there are a variety of options. The On Lok pro-
gram has a history of success that is phenomenal, and I think all
those options need to be evaluated.

Mr. NIELSON. Apparently the DRG type program is set sufficient-
ly liberal that On Lok is able to come out of it all right on a finan-
cially sound basis and still provide care that is remarkable in the
sense that they have less hospitalization, shorter hospitalization.
Wouldn't the fact that they knew their bills were going to be taken
care of give them sort of a peace of mind and actually keep them
healthier? Do you think some aspect of that helps her program?

Mr. Eazur.a. I am sure that helps her program. We offer a great
deal of that coverage. If you are enrolled in Senior's Plus, more
long-term benefits are covered than in traditional plans. I think it
is one of the important advantages of any of these approaches.

Mr. NIELSON. In the last Congress, we discussed health insur-
ance, the person who is unemployed through no fault of his own,
and the first thing that happens, he has to pay the individual rate
rather than the group rate. Many of them drop the insurance to
save money, and the fact that they are without insurance increases
their possibility of getting sick.

I would think the approach of Mrs. Ansak and Mr. Lewis would
have people in a better frame of mind. They know they are taken
care of. I think that would strengthen your program, if you could
borrow from their taking the risk and sayinq "We will cover the
risk", set the fees high enough to cover the risk or get good fund-
ing, I bet you would have a healthier, happier group. I just recom-
mend that.

Now in the case of Mr. Lewis, maybe they can't all afford the
entry fee. I still feel that you are cutting out a good many people
that need to be served although I commend you for what you do. I
commend all three of you for being here today. Thank you very
much.

Mr. WYDEN. I thank the gentleman.
Just a couple questions for you, Mrs. Ansak. We understand that

On Lok serves only the frail elderly, those who are essentially most
vulnerable to institutionalization. We would be interested in know-
ing whether the program is also workable for those who are a little
less vulnerable but still in need of some type of long-term care as-
sistance. I guess the question that comes to mind is, is that doable
and could it be cost effective if you did both?

Ms. ANSA& I think so. I think actually, you know, we are W aft-
ing at the other end. The SHMO starts with the people who are
better off, and we could expand into that group. For x numbe7 of
reasons we didn't want to do this, partly politically in the commu-
nity and partly because when you deal with a frail elderly, if the
program gets too large, you then have a factory. We have 300 par-
ticipants, and I think that is all we can deal with basically.

I think one could expand the idea and perhaps set up something
concurrently to serve the less frail. I thmk one could ultimately
save money, no question, if you can prevent, because we are saving
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money with the very, very frail. I think if you would have a similar
system for those who are less frail, I definitely think we could save
some money.

Mr. WYMAN. We are also interested in how we can stimulate
more programs like yours around the country.

Ms. ANssx. We will come back to you shortly. We are trying,
with the help of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to stimulate
the replication of On Lok in other areas, particularly in Albuquer-
que, NM there is a group interested, one in Denver, one in Boston
and one in New York. It will be ver interesting to see whether the
program can be replicated. We v411 need waivers, so we will be
back before the committee, I suppose.

Mr. WYDICN. We are always happy to see you and your associates.
If my colleague doesn't have any further questions

Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Chairman, I think I would like to ask the same
question of Mr. Lewis, do you think you could expand your pro-
gram to the less frailshe says you start with the choice ones,
could you move more to the middle and more to the lower-income
group and still be suctassful?

Mr. Lams. We think we are serving the middle-income group,
but we are trying to reach a lower income group. Give me another
year, year and a half, and I will tell you how it goes.

Mr. NIELSON. Thank you.
Mr. WYDEN. We thank all three of you. We started this hearing

about Si hours ago, or something along those lines. I started off by
saying that I have recently seen the movie "Cocoon" and thought
about those spirited seniors who took off to the other planet where
they never had to worry about bill colleztors and had the promise
of perpetual life.

You and our other witnesses have made it clear to us earthlings
that it is not that simple. You have given us innovative ideas and,
more importantly, I think we have been able to build a record
which I know Chairman Waxman wants to use to develop a nation-
al strategy for delivering long-term care services in this country.

What we have been interested in is not an abstract sort of ses-
sion where we gather information and it is filed away in some kind
of report. Our chairman wants to develop a solid long-term care
strategy that includes a variety of different pieces. The Govern-
ment very definitely has a role to play particularly in serving the
low income and those who cannot pay for their own care. We think
there is an opportunity for the private sector to play a role and
have moved toward that in our reconciliation package.

I imagine there will be a variety of approachings ranging from
SHMO's to the life care kind of arrangement, or continuing care as
it is called, to the very fme work of On Lok which we wish to dupli-
cate elsewhere as well. So keep us supplied with fresh innovative
suggestions that we can consider for this national strategy. We
must go after what I think is a great unmet need in this country
for our older people, long-term care. Unless you have any further
comments, we will excuse you.

The subcommittee is adjourned.
[The following were supplied for inclusion in the record:]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The projected growth of the elderly population, combined with large and

increasing Federal and other public expenditures for long-term care services,

and especially nursing home services, has generated substantial Interest in

altering the way in which long-term ,care services are financed and delivered.

In the past, legislative interest has focused in part on coordination of existing

Federal programs financing long-term care in order to offer more consistent and

adequate protection for the potentially catastrophic expenditures the elderly

.can incur es the result of chronic illness. In addition, policy-makers have

also sought ways to expand community-based services to correct what some per-

ceive to be a bias in the current system in financing institutional lodg-term

care. This report provides an overview of selected policy issues on long-term

care financing, including information on characteristics of the elderly and

their need for and utilisation of long-term care services, and a review of

public sector programa and private sector approaches to financing long-term

care services.

The phrase "long-term care" refers to a wide array of medical, social, per-

sonal, and Supportive services needed by individuals who have lost some capacity

for self-care due to chronic illness or physical or mental conditions which

result in both functional impairsent and physical dependence on others for an

extended period of time. Major subgroupc of individuals needing long-term care

include the elderly and non-elderly disabled, the developmentally disabled

(primarily the mentally retarded) and the mentally ill. This report focuses

principally on long-term care services required by the elderly, generally those
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persons 65 years and older. Elderly persons, by virtue of their high risk of

Chronic Illness that results in disability and functional impairment, are the

primary recipients of long-term care in this country.

The range of chronic ilnesees and conditions resulting in the need for

supportive long-term care services is extensive. Unlike acute ill Which

occur suddenly and are 'wally resolved in a relatively short period of time,

chronic conditions are of an extended duration and may be difficult to treat

medically except to maintain the statue quo of the patient. Although chronic

conditions occur in individuals of all ages, their incidence, especially a, they

result in disabiliiy, increases with age. These conditions may include heart

disease, strokes, arthritis, and vision and hearing imparimente. Dementia, the

chronic, often progressive loss of intellectual function, is also a major cause

of disability in the elderly. At least half and perhaps as many as 70 percent

of patients with dementia.have Alzheimer's di a chronic, progressive,

primary neurologic degeneration of unknown cause, which int eeeee s in prevalence

with advancing age and for which there is currently no effective treatment.

Long-term care services include a wide variety of health and social eery- .

ices provided in an institution, in the community, or in the home. Services

range from medical and therapeutic services for the treatment and management

orchronic illness provided by skilled personnel to assistance with basic acti-

vities of daily living, such as housekeeping and personal care services, pro-

vided by family member., nurses, an4 social workers. By far, the majority of

long-term care services are previded by family embers.

Based on the,projected growth of the elderly population and current utili-

sation patterns of institutional and community long-term care services, major

incr eeeee in the demand for long-term care 4an be anticipated for the future.

Today approximately 1.2 million elderly persons are residents of nursing homes.
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This Le about five percent of the total elderly population. With current util-

isation, the National Center for Health Statistics has estimated that the

number of elderly nursing haat, residents will ia by 58 percent from 1978

to 2003 when constant mortality is assumed and by over 115 percent when declin-

ing mortality is assumed. In addition, for every person 65 years of age and

over residing in a nursing home, there nre twice as many persons living in

the community requiring the various kinds of care provided in an institution.

At least 80 Federal programs assist persons with long-term care problems,

either directly or indirectly through cash assistance, in-kind transfers, or the

provision of goods and services. Among these 80 programs, five are generally

considered to be the major programs of Federal support for long-term caret

.Medicaid, Medicare, the Social Services Block Grant, the Older Americans Act, and

the Supplemental Security Income program. No one program, however, has been de-

signed to support a full range of long-term care services on a systematic basis.

For example, the Medicare program is intended to address the acute medical

care needs of the aged and disabled. To the extent that is provides coverage

for certain long-term care services, it does so with the intent of reducing the

need for more intensive and expensive acute care serivces. The program was not

designed to rempond specifically to the chronic care needs of the elderly, for

instance those with Alzheimer's di , over a sustained period of time.

The Medicaid program on the other hand, does support long-term services,

principally nursing home care, but only for certain low-income people or for

persons who have depleted their income and assets. Many persons become eligible

for Medicaid's nursing home benefit only after they have depleted their income

and assets nn sizable out-of-pocket expenditures for long-term care.

The Social Services.Block Grant program, by way of contrast, is generally

limited to the provision of community-based social services selected and defined
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by the State. This program may cover nedical care only when it is integral

but subordinate to the provision of a social service. Funding under title III

of the Older Americans Act is used for the development of a service delivery

system for older persons, focusing on social and nutriiional services. The

Supplemental Security Income program provides cash assistance to needy aged,

blind, and disabled individuals.

In addition, varying eligibility requirements, service benefits, service

i definitions, and reimbursement policies among these five major Federal programa

suPporting long-term care have resulted in a fragmented and uncoordinated long-

term care policy at t'he Federal level. This lack of coordination among Federal

programs has also presented major implementation challenges to the States, es-

pecially where certain of these programs delegate administrative responsibility

to State governments.

The following chart summarizes some of the major differences among Federal

programs which support institutional and community-based care.

1 3
59-807 0 86 7
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Major Federal Programs Supporting Long-Term Care Services%
Sermices Covered, Eligibility, and Attain iiiiii ng Agency

Program Services covered Eligibility

Adel ii ing agency

Federal State

Medicaid/
Title XIX
of the Social
Security Act

Medicare/
Title XVIII
of the Social
Security Act

Social Serv-
ices Block
Grant/Title
XX of the
Social Secur-
ity Act

Skilled nursing fa-
cility e/

Inter...di:le care

facility b/
B oas health c/
Adult day ca-r-e b/

2176 'waiver serv-
ices.

management, boom -
maker, personal
care, adult day
care, habilitatioa,
respite, and
other serivcee at
State option. d/

100 days of skilled
nursing facility
care

B oor health
H ospice

Various social serv-
ices as defined by
the State includ-
ing homeu:ker, home
health aide, personal
care, bona -delivered
meals

Aged, blind, disabled
persons receiving cash
assistance under SSI;
others receiving cash
as iiiii nce under AFDC.

Aa State option, per-
sons whose income ex-
ceeds standards for
cash asiiiiiiii under
SSI/AIDC, i.e., the
'medically needy."

Aged, blind, disabled,
or mentally ill Medi-
caid eligibles (includ-
ing children) living in
the community who would
require nursing hose
level care. At State
option, persona living
in the community with
higher income than
normally allowed under

State Medicaid plan.

Generally Social Se-
curity status. Per-
sons GS years and
over; persons under
65 iiiii entitled to
Federal disability
benefits; and
pe with end -

stage renal disease.

NO Federal require-
ments. may
require means teats.

Health Care FL- State Medicaid

naming Adain-
iiiiii ion/MIS

stency

In some
the 2176 'waiv-
er' program say
be adal i -
ed by another
agency, e.g
State agenmy
on aging.

Health Care ri. N/A
naming Adain -
!titration/HES

Office of Human
Development
Services/HOS

State social
services/hu -

men reltOurCes
agency. Io
sow cases
other State
'agencies may
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Major Federal Progroas Supporting Long-Term Care Services:
Services Covered, Eligibility, end Administering Agency- -Continued

Program .Services covered Eligibility

Administering agency

Federal State

Social Serv-
ices Block

CrantfTitle
XX of the

Social Security
Act (cont'd)

Older
Americans
Act/

Title III

Supplemental
Security
Income/
Title XVI
of the Social
Security Act

Variety Of.social
services as deter-
mined by State and
area agencies on
aging, with priority
on in-hbme services.
Also case management,
day care, protective
services. Separate
appropriation for
home-delivered
meals.

Federal income sup-
port. Maximum Fed-
eral payment for
person with no in-
come is $325 per
individual and $488
per couple in 1985.
Supplemental payment
for non-medical hous-
ing and/or in-home
services, as deter-
mined by State.

F. 60 years and
over. NO means tests,
but services are to be
targeted on those with
social or economic
need.

Aged, blind, disabled
persons who meet Fed-
erally established in-
come and resources re-
quirements. States
may make payments to
other State-defined
eligibility groups.

Administration
on Aging/Office
of Human Devel-
opment Services/
BIS

Social Security
Adeinistration/
RHS

administer
portion of
title XX funds
for certain
groups, e.g.,
State agency
on aging.

Stets agency
on aging

State supple-
mental payment
program may be
State or Fed-
erally admin
!stored.

af Required for individuals ovei age 21.

b/ At option of Stets.

c/ Required for individuals entitled to skilled nuring home care.

d/ May be offered under waiver of Medicaid State plan requirements. if requested by the
State and approved by EMS. May include waiver of Medicaid eligibility requirements and stipula-
tion that services be offered on statewide basis.
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.Folicymakers have also been concerned about striking the right balance

between nursing home care services and hoe& and community-based long-term care

services. By far the largest portion of public expenditures for long-term

care is for nursing home care, with the Medicaid :woven accounting for 43

percent of total national spending for nursing home care. Other programs,

such as the Social Services Block Grant and the Older Americans Act, while

providing a range of community-based long term care services, have limited

ability to provide a balance to the enormous institutional support provided

through the Medicaid program. Long-ierm care reform in the past, therefore,

has included efforts to reduce inappropriate institutionalization of the

chronicalli ill by creating programa to assure that those referred for institu-

tional care actually need such care and by increasing the availability of

community,based care services, such as home care and adult day care services.

Various Federal research and demonstration projects have attempted to test

new ways of providing and coordinating long-term care services. These have in-

cluded projects to develop case management and sssss sment procedural to better

target services to those most at risk of institutionalization, and to create .

new community-based service options. Some of these projects have led to the

it.iitiation of the National Long-Tera Channeling Demonstration program by the

Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). The Channeling Demonstration

was designed to test whether a carefully managed approach to the provision of

commonity-based long-term care services to frail elderly population living

outside, institutions could hel0 control overall long-term care costs while

maintaining or improving the well-being of clients. Another major r aaaaa ch

and demonstration initiative of DIDIS currently underway is the social/health

maintenance organization (5/HM0). This project builds upon and extends the

health mataenance organization model, where health care services are offered
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to a defined population on a pre-paid capitation basis. The S/HMO provides

not only conventional health care secvices to a group of elderly persons but

also provides a range of long-term care services including nursing home care,

home health, and homemaker services. Among the questions to be addressed by

this demonstration are whether a consolidated pre-paid system of acute and

long-tericare can produce greater savings than conventional HMOs already

serving Medicare beneficiaries, and whether the long-term care services offered

:through the program' will reduce nursing home admissions end the number of per-

sons who become eliile for Medicaid's nursing home benefit after they have

depleted their income and assets on expenditures for long-tera care.

' Uncertainty about the potential costs of expanded community-based care,

and intervening cOncern about budget deficits and increasing expenditures

under entitlement programs which currently finance long-term care, have shifted

the focus of the long-term care debte to consideration of private sector in-

itiatives which might relieve fiscal pressures on public prograas and which,

at the same time, might improve the elderly's ability to finance long-term

care. Some of the private sector options advanced as feasible alternatives

for financing long-term care include private health insurance, life care

communities, and hoae equity conversion. Not discussed in this report are

other options often suggeated ae Alternative financing mechanisms for long-

term care, including the various tax code amendments proposed to encourage

families to continue providing long-term care services.

gurrently, relatively few insurance companies (studies indicate 16 to 25)

write long-term care insurance policies which are substantially more comprehen-

sive than standard policies supplementing Medicare coverage. It is estimated

that only about 50,000 elderly persons are Presently insured under such plans.

A number of barriers have been cited as impedimenis to the development of

meaningful lonvterm care insurance policies, such as the potential tor adverse

ielection (where only persons more likely to need long-tera care buy insurance)

and induced demand (where individuals decide to use more services because they

have insurance and/or will shift from non-paid providers, such as family am-

bers, to paid providers of care). Recent r eeeee ch, however, suggests that

19/
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some of these barriers may be resolved in a number of ways, including expanding

the pool of the insured by encouraging people to buy at younger ages.

Life care communities, also called continuing care retirement communities,

are living arrangements available to.a limited but potentially growing number

of older persons. Such communities are established to provide housing, meals,

housekeeping, and certain long-term care services, as necessary, to older per-

sons for the duration of their lives. Older persons enter into a contractual

agreement which sets forth the services to be received by the resident in

exchange for financial payments, including an entrance fee and monthly payments.

The number of existing; life care communities is estimated to range from 300 to

600, but this number is expected to more than double in this decade. Supporters

of this concept indicate that'a life care contract provides financial protec-.

tion against the future costs of long-term care and offers protective living

arrangement for persons whose needs will inc eeeee over time. However, because

of the substantial fees required for entrance, soon analysts believe this option

may be available to only a limited proportion of the elderly population.

Home equity conversion contracts, In which older persons use the equity in

their homes to finance certain expenses, have also been advanced as a means to

finance certain long-term care services. While substantial nuebers of elderly

persons have accumulated equity in their homes, to date only very limited

number (estimates of about 300-400 mt most) of home equity conversion Contracts

have been negotiated.

Diservers have pointed out that the economic status of future generations

of the elderly may Improve to the extant that they will be able to finance,

through risk pooling arrangements, at least a portion of their long-term care

expenses themselves, without resorting to the impoverishment currently required

under Medicaid to qualify for titat program's nursing home benefit. In addition,

others have noted that public programs will simply not be able to support ex-

panded long-term care services in the future as the ratio of workers to retirees

.1.declinas and as the number of the very oldest segment of the populiktion increa-

ses'. For the time being, however, these options appear to provide only limited

. .

opportunities for alternative financing schemes for long-term care. In addi-

tion, they seem to have only limited applicability for the large numbers of

elderly who are popr or may be poor in the future.

196
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FINANCING LONG-TERM CARE SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY

I. INTRODUCTION

The phrase "long-term care" refers to a wide array of medical, social, per-

sonal, and supportive services needed by individuals who have lost some capac-

ity for self-care due to chronic illness or physical or mental conditions which

result in both functional impairment and physical dependence on others for an

extended period of time. Major subgroups of individuals needing long-term care

include the elderly and non-elderly disabled, the developmentally disabled (pri-

marily the mentally retarded) and the mentally ill. This report focuses princi-

pally on long-term care services required by the elderly. Elderly persons, by

virtue of their high risk of chronic illness that results in disability and

functional impairment, are the primary recipients of long-term care in this

country. 1/

The range of chronic illnesses and conditions resulting in the need for

supportive long-term care services is extensive. Unlike acute illnesses, which

occur suddenly and are usually resolved in a relatively short period of time,

chronic conditions are of an extended duration and may be difficult to treat

medically except to maintain the status quo of the patient. Although chronic

conditions occur in individual's of all ages, their incidence, especially as they

result in disability, increases with age. 2/ These conditions may include heart

1/ Doty, Pamela, Korbin Liu and Joshua Wiener.. An Overview uf Long-Term.
Care. Health Care Financing Review, v. 6, no. 3, spring 1985. p. 69.

2/ Rice, Dorothy and Carroll Estes. Health of the Elderly: Policy Issues
and Challenges. Health Affairs, v. 3, no. 4, winter 1984. p. 29.
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, strokes, arthritis, and vision and hearing impairments. Dementia, the

'chronic, often prog ssss ive loss of intellectual function, is also a major C411180

of disability in the elderly. 3/ At least half and perhaps as many as 70 per-

cent of patients with dementia have Alsheimer's (I* , a chronic pros

primary neUrologic degeneration of unknown cause, which inc ssssss in prevalence

with advancing age and for which there is currently no effective treatment. 4/

The presence of a chronic illness or condition alone does not nee sssss ily

1. result in a need for long-term care. For many individuals, their illness or

condition does not result in a functional impairment or dependence and they are

able to go about their daily routines without major hindrance or need for assis-,

tence. 5/ It is when the illness or condition results in a functional or activ-

ity limitation tkat long-term care services may be required. Limitations can

vary in severity and prevalence. For example, a chronic condition may result in

depende e in certain basic self-care functions such as bathing, d g, eat-

ing, toileting, and/or mobility from one place to another. These are referred .

to as limitations in "activities of daily living" (ADLs). A second set of meas-

ures reflecting lower levels of disability in the performance of a daily routine

are often referred to as limitations in "instrumental activities of daily living"

(IADLs). 6/ These include such functions as shopping, cooking, droning, manag-

ing money, and taking medicine. For example, certain individuals may not have

3/ Rowe, John. Health Care of the Elderly. New England Journal of Medi-

eine,v. 312, no. 13, Mar. 28, 1985. p. 831.

.4/ Rowe, p. 831.

5/ Long Term Care: Background and Future Directions. Health Care Financ-
ing Administration, Department of Health and Human Services, Jan. 1981, HCFA

81-20047. p. 4.

6/ Liu, Korbin and Kenneth Manton. Disability and Long-Term Care. A

papei-presented at the Methodologies of Forecasting Life and Active Life Expec-

tancy Workshop. Bethesda, Maryland, Juns 25-26, 1985.
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limitations in basic self-care functions, but may not be able to clean or shop

without some kind of sss i s tance. Other individuals may suffer from a chronic

condition or multiple conditions resulting in limitations in both ADLs and IADLs

and therefore require a number of specific long-term care services.

Long-term care services include a wide variety of health and social serv-

ices provided in an institution, in the community, or in the home. Services

. range from medical and therapeutic services for the treatment and management

of chronic illnesses and conditions.to assistance with basic living services

associated with shelter and meals, Juch as housekeeping and shopping, to per-

sonal care sss i s tance, such as bathing, grooming, and toileting. Such aerv-

ices are generally provided by nurses, social workers, therapists, and a wide

variety of unskilled personnel, such as homemakers, nurses aides, and volunteers.

Community-based services can be provided formally by agencies or organizations

that are paid for their services, or informally by family or friends vho offer

assistance without compensation. By far, the great majority of long-term care

is provided informally by family or friends.

The projected growth of the elderly population, combined with large and in-

creasing Federal and other public expenditures for long-term care services, and

especially nursing home services, has generated substantial legislative interes.

in altering the way in which long-tersi care services are financed. This re-

port discusses the financing of long-term care services, and especially the ex-

tent to which various Federal.programs cover and fund these services. It also

describes various proposals that have been advanced as alternative private

financing schemes for long-term care.
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II. SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF TRE ELDERLY AND MEASURING
111EIR.NEED FOR LONG-TERM CARE

Tte need for long-term care services in the future vill depend on a number

of factors, including demographic changes in the Nation's population, economic

1. conditions which affect an individual's ability to pay for services, levels of

disability, and medical advances in the prevention and treatment of chronic con-
. .

ditions. Estimating the dimension of the need for long-term care is a difficult.

but critical task for policymakers. It is critical since large and inc aaaa ing

amounts of publia donate finance long-term care services. It is difficult be-

cause the impact of certain of these factors cannot be predicted with certainty.

For example, medical advances may result in the prevention of certain chronic

conditions, or simply in incremental improvements in their management. Medical

and scientific advances can also lead to reductions in g 1 mortality which

would result in inc eeeeee in the size of the potential long-term care population.

This section provides information about certain demographic and income charac-

teristics of the elderly population.

A. Growth of the Elderly Population

The aging of the Nation's.population has dramatic implications for projec-,

tions of need for long-term care services. The elderly population has grown

much more rapidly in this century than has the remainder of the population. As

table 1 shows, from 1900 to 1950, the total population doubled.in size while the

population aged 65 and over increased by four times; from 1950 to 1980, when the

total population inc eeeee d by 50 percent, the aged population doubled in size,
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to 25.5 million. Between 1980 and the year 2020, the total population is pro-
.

jetted to increase by slightly more than 30 percent, while the elderly popula-

tion is projected to more than double again. By 2020, the projected elderly

population will be 51.4 million, 17.3 percent of the total population.

TABLE 1. Site of the Elderly Population, 1900 to 2020
(in thousands)

Year
Total

U.S. population

65+ 85+

Aged support
ratio*No. 2 No. 2

1900 76,303 3,084 4.0 123 0.2 7.6

1950 0,697 12,270 8.1 577 0.4 13.7

1980 226,505 25,544 11.3 2,240 1.0 18.6

2000 267,955 34,921 13.0 4,926 1.8 21.6

2020 296,597 51,422 17.3 7,081 2.4 29.3

I.

* Ratio of 65+ plus population to working age population, 19-64 years.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. Decennial
Censuses of Population 1900-1980 and Projections of the Population of the United
States by Age. Sex, and Race: 1983 to 2080 (Advance Report). Current Popula-
tion Reports, Series P-25. No. 952. May 1984. Projections are middle series.

As a result of the rapid increase in the elderly population, their propor-

tion of the'population increased from 4.0 percent in 1900 to 11.3 percent in

1980; this is expected to inc r p aaa to 13.0 percent by 2000. At the same time,

the number of elderly in comparison to the number of persons in the working age

population (persons aged 19-64) has increased substantially. The aged support

ratio (that is, the ratiu of the 65+ population to the working age population

19-64 years) increased from 7.6 in 1900 to 18.6 in 1980 and is expected to

inc eeeee to 29.3 by 2020.

2 3
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Despite the overall growth in the 65 plus group, the most critical demo-

graphic factor with implications for the future of long-term care service utili-

zation is the startling pace of inc eeeee in the oldest segment of society. The

"old-old,".persons 85 and over, are currently the fastest growing age group in

the U.S. population. This group represented only 0.2 percent of the total popula-

tion in 1900, but inc eeeee d to 1.0 percent in 1980; by 2020, they are projected

to be 2.4 percent of the population, and nearly 14 percent of the elderly popu-

lation (up from about 9 percent in 1980).

%

B. Economic Characteristics of the Elderly

1. Income

In 1984, the median income of families headed by persons 65 or older was

$18,215; the median income of an unrelated individual in the same age group was

$7,296. (There were 9.8 million such families and 7.3 million such unrelated

individuals.) 7/ This compares to $24,433 for all families and $11,204 for all

unrelated individuals. Data from the 1980 Census of Population and Housing shoW

that the cash income of the elderly is lower in each older age group. 8/ Mar-

ried couples with a head aged 65-69 had median incomes of $18,400, compared to

$11,200 for those 85 and over. Men aged 65 to 69 and living alone had median

incomes of $8,200, while those 85 and over had incomes of $6,000; the comparable

figure, for women living along,were $6,800 and $5,200, respectively. In 1983,

the after-tax, disposable income of eldeely households, adjusted for family size,

7/ U.S. Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports. S P40,
no. 1Z9. Money Income and Poverty Status of Families and Persons in the United
States: 1984 (Advance Data from the March 1985 Current Population Survey). U.S.

Cove. Print. Off., Washington, D.C., 1985. p. 12.

8/ U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1980 Census of Population and Housing.
PubliF Use Microdata Sample. Special tabulations.
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was less then that of households with heads seed SO to 64, but higher thee ell

ether Aeosehelds. 11./ deems the ;meager e14, sad particularly amens these Who

will Weems eld in the next decade, pension coverage le higher then wee the case

for the eldold. AC the ease tie*. early retlreeent le en Lewes:daily coulee

pheeeemncee.

2. Mort, Rates

The poverty rotes for the elderly %eve shown a dramatic decline over the

teat 23 leers. Is 1939, the poverty rate wee 33.2 percent for the elderly and

by 1964 the rate had fallen to 12.4 pe.cent, the lowest rote ever recorded for

that group. Is oddities, from ISM to 1914, the poverty rates among the elderly

popeletiew is gemerel have been lower then those of the rest of the population.

le 1964, 12.4 pereeet of those 63 and over were poor in comperison to 14.4 per-

:met f the satire population. (In 19114, the estimated poverty threshold for

peremis 65 years and over wee $4,619, and for two person families whose heed

was 63 years sad over, it wee $6,2112.) These eggregete figures, however, mask

important differences within both the elderly end the remainder of the popula-

tiee. Ilse poverty rate swag other edults (persons 22 to 64), for example,

wee 11.1 percent la 1964; the rate for the entire population le inflated by

the very high rates of poverty anong children. 101

there are specific groups omong the elderly that are at substantially

greater risk of poverty. Poverty rotes increase sharply with age; in 1980, the

9/ U.S. Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports.
no. 131. After-Tax Motley Iacome tetimatee of Households: 1963.
Print. Off.. hoeltiegton. D.C., ital. p.

10/ Homey Income and Poverty Status of Paullies and Persons
Stetiii: 1964. p. 26 and p. 31.

Series P-23,
U.S. Coot.

in the United
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rates varied from 13.6 percent among those 65 to 69 to 27.3 percent among those

85 and over. Women have rates that era two to three times as hig I en; women

85 and over had poverty rates of 34.1 percent compared to 17.2 percent among men.

Finally, elderly who live alone have much higher rates than do persons living

with a spouse or with children. People aged 85 and over living alone in 1980

hod a poverty rats of 36.8 percent, in contrast to a rats of 12_4 percent among

those living with a spouse. 11/ In all cases, the poverty rates ars much lower

among the young-old (parson. 65-74 years of age).

3. Assets

In 1979, the assets of the elderly, including equity in their homes and au-

tomobiles as welfas other financial assets, also varied by age group. House-

holds with heads aged 65 to 69 on average had more assets ($89,200) than house-

holds with heads 70 and over (873,800). The age group that will become elderly

in the.next decade, those 55 to 64, had a higher level of assets ($110,200) than

their immediate seniors, and also a higher level than younger age groups ($77,600

for those 45 to 54 and 868,500 for those 35 to 44). 12/ Beginning with those

aged 55 to 64, an increasing share of assets ars in the form of home equity.

This ranges from just under 40 percent of assets among those aged 55 to 64 to

nearly 50 percent among those 70.and over.

11/ The 1980 Census of Population and Rousing. Ibid.

12/ Torrey, Barbara Boyle. The Visible Costs of the Invisible Aged: The

FiscaT-Implications of the Growth in the Very Old. A paper presented at the

annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
May 1984.
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4. Future Resources

A number of sources indicate that in the future, the new elderly will have

increasingly higher incomes and assets. These predictions may have implications

for the ability of the elderly to finance long-term care. Median income among

the elderly as a whole has been projected to rise (controlling for inflation)

from 10 to 20 percent from 1980 to 1995 (assuming 1.0 to 1.5 percent average an-

nual growth in income among the general population). 13/ Undar the same growth

assumptions, income among persons 55 to 64 is projected to inc from between

15 and 20 percent in the same 'period. Asset levels are even more difficult to

project, but because of the improved historical personal economic experiences of

the future aged who have lived through the post-World War II prosperity, some

anticipate that their levels of resources will be condiderably greater than past

generations of elderly. 14/

Although the relative well-being (measured with income and assets) of the

future elderly may on average be greater than that of recent generations of eld7

erly, there will also continue to be large differences among the various groups

of the elderly. Some of the eifferences will be the same as those described'

above, based either on lifetime differences of individuals or on sudden or grad-

ual changes in family status or available sources of income and assets. Even if

poverty rates are substantially lower than they currently are, there may be more

poor elderry than there are now, because of the inc aaaa ing numbers of elderly

people. For example, if poverty rates among the elderly drop 20 percent by the

13/ U.S. Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports. Series P-60,
no. 122. Illustrative Projections of Money Income Size Distributions for House-
holds; 1980 to 1995. U.S. Govt. Print. Off., Washington, D.C., 1980. Series C.
1.0 and 1.5 percent growth in household income. .

14/ Etheredge, Lynn. An Aging Society and the Federal Deficit. Milbank
Memorisa Fund Quarterly/Health and Society; v. 62, no. 4, 1984. p. 527.

2 9 /
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year 2000, to 10.0 percent (from the current 12.4 percent), there would still be

3.5 million poor elderly--compared to 3.3 million in 1984. It poverty rates

were to remain constant, there would be 4.3 million poor elderly in 2000. These

factors wiI1 continue to exert pressure on public sector long-term care programs.

C. Utilization of Institutional and Community-based
Long-Term Care Services

Based on the projected growth of the elderly population and current utili-

zation patterns of institutional and community long-term care services, major
. .

inc eeeeee in the demand for long-term care can be anticipated for the future.

Today approximately 1.2.million elderly persons are residents of nursing homes.

This is about five.percent of the total elderly population. With current util-

ization, the National Center for Health Statistics has estimated that the number

of elderly nursing home residents will inc eeeee by 58 percent from 1978 to 2003

when constant mortality is assumied and by over 115 percent when declining mor-

tality is assumed. 15/

The rates of nursing home utilization wre most dramatic when broken down by

age group. The old-old (those 85 years And over) show much higher nursing home

utilization rates than their younger counterparts. As table 2 shows, for women

85 years and over the rate of nursing home use per 1000 population is 251.5 as

compared to only 15.9 for females 65-74, and 80.6 for females 75-84. A similar

pattern exists for men, althnugh their nursing home utilization rates are lower:

15/ Changing Mortality Patterns. Health Services Utilization and Health

Care ExpenJitures: United States 1978-2003, Analytical and Epidemiological Studies

S 3, no. 23, National Centers for Health Statistics, Department of Health and

Human Services, Pub. No. (PHS) 83-1407, Sept. 1983. p. 20.
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TABLE 2. Age-Specific Rates of Nursing Home Utilization per 1,000
Population, by Sex

Sex and

Rates per 1,000 population

age Nursing home residents

Male
65-74 12.7

75-84 47.4
85+ 140.0
Total 65+ 30.7

Female
65-74 15.9

75-84 80.6
85+ 251.5

Total 65+ 59.7

Source: Rice, Dorothy and Jacob J. Feldman. Living Longer in the United
States: Demographic Changes and Health Needs of the Elderly. Milbank Memorial
Fund Quarterly/Health Society, v. 61, no. 3, 1983. Table 6. p. 376. Data are
from the National Nursing Home Survey of 1977.

For every person 65 years of age and over residing in a nursing home, there'

are twice as many persons living in the community requiring similar levels of.

care. 16/ The 1979 National Health Interview Survey found that 12 percent of

the population age 65 and over needed the help of another person in carrying out

everyday activities and managed to live in the community despite chronic disabil-

ity. 17/ Preliminary analysis from the 1982 National Long-Term Care Survey found

approximately 4.6 million non-institutionalized elderly Americans, or 18 percent

16/ Doty, Pamela, Korbin Liu, and Joshua Wiener. And Overview of Long-Term
Care.--Health Care Financing Review, v. 6, no. 3, spring 1985. p. 70.

17/ Feller, Barbara. Americans Needing Help to Function at Home. National

Center for Health Statistics Advance Data, no:92, Sept. 14, 1983. p. 7.
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of the over 65 population, had limitations in ADLs and IADLs. 18/ A. dis-

cussed above, limitations in ADLs reflect dependence in certain basic self-

care functions such as bathing, dressing, eating, etc., and limitations in IADLs

refer to lever levels of disability in the performance of a daily routine, in-

cluding shopping, cooking, and cleaning. The 1982 Long-Term Care Survey found

that two-thirds of the 4.6 million disabled non-institutionalized elderly living

in the community ware moderately impaired with one or two ADL /imitations or only

IADL limitations. About 850,000 elderly individuals were residing in the commu-

nity with severe lfmftations (five or six ADLs).

This same preliminary analysis found that most of these disabled elderly

received personal.assistance in activities of daily living from spouses, chil-

dren or other informal sources of support. 19/ Of the 4.6 million disabled eld-

erly in the community, almost 70 percent relied exclusively on nonpaid sources.

This finding corresponds to other r eeeee ch that has estimated that between 60

and 80 percent of the care received by the impaired elderly is providedby rela-

tives and friendk who are not compensated. 20/

It should be noted that the aging of the Nation's population has important

implicatiOns for the availability of informal family sources of support for long-

term .:are. Because of differences in mortality at all ages, older women are much

more likely to be widowed than older men and are, therefore, at g eeeee r risk of

institutionalization. In 1983, 9.0 percent Of men aged 65 to 74 were widowed

18/ Liu, Korbin, Kenneth Manton, and Barbara Liu. Home Care Expenses for
Non-institutionalized Elderly with ADL and IADL Limitations. Unpubliehed paper,

Apr. 23, 1985. p. 9.

19/ Liu, Manton, and Liu, p. 9.

20/ Long-Term Care: Background and Future Directions. .Health Care Financ-
ing Admini ion, Department of Health and Human Services. Jan. 1981, HCFA

81-20047.
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in cOntrast to 39.2 percent of women. The difference inc eeeee d with age: among

persons 75 and over, 21.7 percent of men and 66.6 percent of women were widowed.

In addition, the ability of children to support disabled parents may dimin-

ish. As the population ages, very old chronically ill parents with children who

themselves are retired or chronically impaired become more common. 21/ Re-

searcher. hove noted that the probability of young elderly (aged 65-69) women

having at least one surviving parent aged 85 or older will more than double over

the next 60 years. 22/ In addition% inc eeeee d participation by women in the la-

bor force may also dee eeeee the amount of time they can spend on informal care

3f their relatives. Gerontologists have also noted the stress experienced by

certain caretakers who have multiple roles--participation in the labor force and

.caretaker, of children as well as disabled relatives.

21/ Long-Term Cara: Background and Future Directions. p. 12. .

22/ Saldo, Beth J. and Kenneth G. Manton. Health Status and Service Needs
of the Oldest Old: Current Patterns and Future Trends. Milbank Memorial Fund
Qoarterly/Health and Society, v. 63, no. 2, spring 1985. p. 310.

2 1. 1.
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III. PUBLIC SECTOR PROGRAMS FOR FINANCING AND DELIVERY OF
LONCTERM CARE SERVICES

Implicit in any discussion of long-term care policy I. the fact that large

amounts of public dollars currently finance long-term care services, and that

even greater amounts will be spent in the future as the elderly population, espe-

cially the very old, increases. Aggregated data on spending for all nursing home
. .

and non-institutional long-term care services under the complete array of Federal,

State and local programs are not easily available. Al least 80 Federal programs

alone assist persons with long-term care problems, either directly or indirectly

through cash assistance, in-kind transfers, or the provision of goods and serv-

ices. In addition, differences in definitions of services to be included in

long-term care and inconsistent reporting across programs make aggregation of

expenditure data very difficult.

However, it is generally agreed that most of the public sector's expendi-

tures for long-term care services are for nursing home or other institutional

care. In 1983, nearly $29 billion was spent nationally for nursing home care,

accounting for 8.5 percent of total personal health care expenditures. Almost

50 percent ($14 billion) of nursing home expenditures was financed by Federal,

State, and local governments.

By far the largest portiOn of public expenditures for nursing home care is

financed by the Medicaid program for the poor and medically indigent. In 1983,

Federal, State, and local Medicaid expenditures for nursing home care amounted

to $12.4 billion. This represented 43 percent of total national spending on

nursing home care and 89 percent of public spending for nursing home care in
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1983. Medicaid's expenditures for nursing home care also represented ignifi-

cant portion of total Medicaid spending. In 1981, Medicaid nursing home expen-

ditures amounted to about 41 percent of total Medicaid spending for all health

services covered under the program. In addition, an analysis of Mediaid expen--

ditures found that 27 States spent 50 percent or more of their Medicaid budgets

on nursing home care in 1982. 21/

By way of contrast, the Medicare program for the aged and disabled accounts

ft''r only a small portion of the Nation's expenditures for nursing home care.

Medicare's expenditures amourted to $500 million and represented less than 2

percent of national spending and 1.6 percent of public spending for nursing

home care in 1981.

Expenditures for non-institutional community-based services are relatively

small compared to spending for nursing home services. Wh eeeee nursing,home care

accounted for about 41 percent of total tedicaid expenditures for health care

services in 1981, home health care accounted for only 1.8 percent of total Medi:-

caid spending in that year and amounted to approximately $600 million. In only

11 States did home health benefits constitute more than one percent of total

Medicaid expenditures. One States(New York) alone accounted for nearly 80 per-

cent of total Medicaid home health expenditures.

Medicare's expenditures for'home health benefits are also a small propor-

tion of total expenditures. /n 1981, they amounted to $1.5 billion, or 2.7 per-

cent of total program expenditures.

It should be noted that while its share remains small, home health care has

become one of the fastest growing components of both the Medicare and Medicaid

budgets. Between 1974 .and 1981, home health care expenditures under Medicare

21/ Short-Term Evaluation of Medicaid:. Selected Issues. Department of
Health and Human Services, Health Care Financing Administration, Office of Re-
search and Demonstrations, no. 84-9. July 1, 1984.
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inc eeeee d from $119 million to $1.5 billion. This represented a 32.3 percent

annual compound rate of growth. Medicaid expenditures for home health also in-

d rapidlyfrom $31 million in 1974 to $600 million in 1983, a 39 percent

annual compound rate of growth.

While the Medicaid program is the predominant Federal program supporting

long-term care services, a variety of social service programs provide community-

based services which may prevent or delay institutionalisation. Chief among

:these are the Social Services Block Grant program and the Older Americans Act.

While their total resources are small n comparison with total Medicaid exiendi-

tures devoted to long-term care, in many communities they represent an important

soOrce of service to the frail elderly or fill gaps in services not met by either

the Medicare or Medicaid programs.

Virtually all States provide a number of home and community-based long-

term care services for diverse client groups, including children, disabled, and

the elderly, through the Social Services Block Grant (SSBG) program under title

XX of the Social Security Act. Such services may include homemaker, home

health aide, chore, and adult day care services. In some recent years expendi-

tures for homemaker services alone have represented the second or third largest

service expenditure category under the program. In addition, the inc eeeee in

homemaker service expenditures from 1979 to 1980 (from $391.6 million to $410.9

million) was attributed to expanded use of funds for the elderly. For FY 1980

the average number of persons receiving this service was over 275,000 per

quarter. Because Federal reporting requirements for services supported by

the Program have been eliminated, more recent national data on total expendi-

tures and persons served are unavailable.

Home care, including homemaker, chore, and personal care services, is one

of the major servic categories under title III of the Older Americans Act.

For FY 1984, it was estimated that the program would .m,ort over two million
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home care visits to the elderly. The Older Americans Act also authorises a

home-delivared meals program, with $62 million appropriated for FY 1984. An

estimated 67 million home-delivered meals were served under auspices of the

program during FY 1984.

A. Major Federal Program Supporting Long-Term Care Services

As noted above, at least 80 Federal programs assist persons with long-term

care problems, either directly or indirectly through cash aaa i s tance, in-kind

transfers, or provision of goods and services. These programs often respond in

manner that is problem-specific, categorical in nature, or targeted at speci-

fic client groups. For example, certain programs provide health services while

excluding social services; others are oriented to the elderly to the exclusion

of the younger disabled. Soma programs carry income eligibility requirements,

others do not.

This section describes selected Federal programs--Medicaid, Medicare, the

SSBG, Older Americans Act, and Supplemental Security Income (SSI) programs--

which address the health and social services needs of the elderly population.

Taken togXther, these programs constitute the major focus of Federal financial

support presently available for both community-based and the institutional long-

term services. The differing characteristics of these programs reflect what

some obserVers point out to be the uncoordinated nature of Federal support for

long-term care services.

Not discussed hers are a host of other Federal programs dealing with

such components of the long-term care spectrvm as housing, transportation, tax

policy as well as services provided through the Veterans Administration (VA).

It should be noted, luxiever, that numerous Imng-term care benefits are offered

to veterans through the A, including nursing home care, domiciliary care,

21 5
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outpatient clinics, and adult day health services, as well as cash payments far

aid and attendance for certain severely disabled veterans. Services are offered

directly by the VA end are also provided on a contract basis in non-VA hospitals

and community nursing homes, and on a grant basis ill State veterans' home facili-

ties. Issues surrounding the financing and delivery of long-term care services

to the veteran population are of inc aaaa ing concern to the VA because of the

growing number of older veterans. By the year 2000, approximately tvo out of

every three males age 65 or older will be veterans and the VA is predicting

di:emetic inc aaaaaa in the need for and utilisation of various long-term case

services by the veteran population.

The discussion immediately below summari..as some of the major differences of

the Medicaid, Medicare, Social Services Block Grant (SSBG), Older Americans Act,

and SST programs in their approach to health and social services in general and

long-term care in specific. This discussion is followed by a more detailed de-

scription of each of these programs.

PROGRAM GOALS. Medicaid is the major Federal program financing
iiiiiiTrai77erviariFirg certain low income persons. While it
provides health care benefits, and to a limited degree, medically
related social services, to certain eligible persons with chronic
care needs, it is not designed to support the full array of long-
term care services on a systematic basis. Its principal form of
support for long-term core services is for nursing home care.
Medicare, on the other hand, is a nationwide health insurance pro-
irainWi the aged and disabled and is intended primarily to ad-
dress acute medical care'needs. To the extent that it provides
coverage for certain long-term care services, it does so with the
intent of reducing the need for mori intensive and expensive acute
care services; the program was not designed to respond specific-
ally to chronic care needs of the elderly over a sustained period
of time. The SSBG program is designed to assist families and in-
dividuals in maintaining self-sufficiency and independence; how-
ever, the program is generally limited to the provision of
community-based social services selected and defined by each State
and does not support institutional care. The Older Americans Act
is intended to foster the development of a broadly defined, com-
prehensive and coordinated aging service ystem; however, it is
limited in its ability to have a significant impact on longr
term care due to its small level resources as compared to other
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programs. The BSI program's purpose is to provide an income floor
for needy aged:Wind, and disabled individuals; it provides cash
payments but not services.

' ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY AND FINANCING MECHANISMS. The Medicare
program is administered and financed at the Federal leven111---
uniform national standards. The Medicaid, SSW, and Older Ameri-
cans Act programa are shared Fede7E-TaTe programs 147071inaliii-
WaFgalble for implementation of Federal legislation and regula-
tions. The SSI program is administered by the Federal level but
allows States to augment the Federal SSI payment and this portion
of the program may be federally or State-administered. The Medi-
caid and Older Americans Act programs carry specific requirements
ristates to match Federal funds, whereas the SSBG does not. By
virture of their statutory obligations to beneficiaries, Medicare,
Medicaid, and BSI represent.uncontrollable expenditures fral-Tcd-
Tiiii=get. 1;7Contrast, the total funding available for programs
under the Older Americans Act ia subject to an annual limit imposed
through the appropriations process. Although the SSBG is considered
an entitlement program to States, it carries a stalitniily imposed
Federal expenditure ceiling.

SERVICE BENEFITS, DEFINITIONS, AND STANDARDS. A. a general rule,
'medicare and Medicaid provide reimbursement primarily for medical
7172RaTeh ca7777177,17ces: however, in certain instances Medicaid
reimbursement is available for social service components of health
care services, e.g., under State options for personal care or
adult day care service and under home and community-based waiver
provisions. The SSBG program provides reimbursement for social
services only but-;111 provide coverage for medical care when such
care is "integral but subordinate" to the provision of a social
service. Funding under title III of the Older Americans Act is to
be used for the development of a service delivery system for older
persons, focusing on supportive and nutritional services. Recipi-
ents of SSI receive a cash payment Which is federally determined
bUt States may decide how much and for what purpose to supplement
the Federal payment. Definitions for similar or complementary
services vary among programs and sometimes among programs within a
single State. Certain seroice definitions. are established at the
State level, or at the local level by individual service providers.
Similarly, standards for services may be established upon legisla-
tivb specifications.

ELIGIBILITY. Entitlement for Medicare is generally based on So-
rilirieCT,Erty status. 'EligibilliTlgiMedicaid is linked to ac-
tual or potential receipt of cash aaa i a tance under the federally-
assisted Aid to Families with Dependent Children program and the
SSI program for the aged, blind, and disabled. The SSW does not
require that applicants or recipients meet income ellinility
guidelines, although States may set standards. The Older Americans
Act program prohibits income testing for seryices; however, funds
under the program must be directed toward those with the greatest
social or economic need. Eligibility for the Federal payment por-
tion of SSI is based on federally established income and asset rules.

21 /
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I. Medicaid--Titlel XIX of the Social Security Act

The Medicaid program is a Federal-State matc-ing program providing medical

assistance for certain low-income persons. Each State administers its own pro-

gram and, subject to Federal guidelines, determines eligibility and scope of

benefits. In general, each Spate also determines the payment rate for services

provided to Medicaid recipients. The Federal Government's share of medical ex-

4penses is tied to a formula based upon the per capita income of the State. As a

minimum, the Federal Government will pay 50 percent of the costs of medical care;

this amount ranges upwto 78 percent in the lower per capita income States.

The States vary greatly with regard to services they.include in their plans

and groups eligible to receive these services. For example, major long-term

care services provided under Medicaid include intermediate care facility (ICF)

services, skilled nursing facility (SNF) services, and home health services.

Other Medicaid services sometimes associated with the needs of long-term care

patients include: private nursing services, clinic services, physical therapy

and related services, inpatient care for patients 65 years of age or older in

institutions for mental di $$$$ es or tuberculosis, inpatient psychiatric services

for individuals under the age of 21, personal care services at home, and adult

day health services. However, not all States cover these services equally. /n

addition, States may cover certain other home- and community-based services

under special waiver programs reviewed and approved by the Secretary of Health

and Human Services.

"Medicaid law requires that States cover under their programs the "categori-

cally needy"--all persons receiving aaa i a tance under the Aid to Families with

Dependent Children (AFDC) program and most persona receiving aa si s tance Under
.1

the SSI program. States may also cover additional persons as categorically

needy. These might include persona who would be eligible for cash assistance,
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e ssept that they are residents in medical institutions, such as skilled nursing

et intereediste oars facilities.

In addition to the categorically needy, States may at their option cover

the "medically needy," persons 'dose income and re eeeee es are large enough to

sower daily living expellees, ccording to incase levels set by the State, but

sot large enough to pay for medical care. It the income and resources of the

"medieelly needy" individual ere above State-prescribed level, the individual

'must first incur OOOOO ia amount of.medical expense which lowers the income

to the medically needy levels (so-celled "ependdown" requirement). Thirty -four

States eed jurisdictions cover the eedically needy. As a result of State varia-

tions such ea these, persons with identical circumstances may be eligible to

.receive Medicaid benefits in one State but sot in another; even individuals in

the same State with similar incomes may not be equally eligible for benefits

dee to welfare rules.

Observers have noted that Medicaid's eligibility policies and kenefit strucZ

tura have actually crested financial incentives to use nursing homes rather than

community services. In general, Medicaid support to the chronically impaired'

e lderly living is the community has usually.bten quite limited. In addition,

certain elderly poor who ere ineligible for Medicaid while living in the commu-

nity may become eligible once they enter a nureing home because the State has

higher income eligibility standard for nursing hcos residents. Others become

e ligible for Medicaid once they deplete their re eeeeee s after entering the nurs-

ing hom:e as privately peyieg patients. The 1983 GAO report on "Medicaid and

Nursing Moms Care" noted studies showing that one-quarter to two-thirde of Medi-

caid patients in nursing.homes initially entered as private paying patients end

.
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aubsequently converted tO Medicaid. 24/ Another analysis completed for the House

Plect Committee on Aging found that in Massachusetts 63 percent of elderly per-

sons aged 66 and older living alone in the coOmunity will deplete their assets

after only'13 weeks in a nursing home, and for married couples aged 66 years and

older, 37 percent will do so within 13 weeks if one spouse requires nursing

home care. 25/

In order to allow States to broaden coverage for a range of community-based

services and to receive Federal reimbursement for these services, Congress in

1981 enacted new authority for the Department of Health and Human Services (DBMS)

to waive certain of.Medicaid's requirements. Specifically, section 2176 of the

Onibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (P.L. 97-35) authorises the Secretary

of DURS to approve "2176 waivers" for a variety of home and community-based

services for individuals who, without such services, would require the level

of care provided in a skilled nursing facility or intermediate care facility.

Under the 2176 authority, the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), the

OHMS agency which administers the Medicaid program, is allowed to waive two

specific Medicaid requirements: (1) a requirement that Medicaid services be

available throughout a State and (2) a requirement that covered services be equal

in amount, duration, and scope for certain Medicaid recipients. By allowing the

Secretary to waive these requireients, States are given flexibility to offer se-

rather.than in all geographic jurisdictions as would be required absent tha

24/ Medicaid and Nursing Home Care: Cost Increases and the Need for Serv-
ices are Creating Problems for the States and the Elderly. U.S. General Ac-
counting Office, GAO/IPE-84-1. Oct. 21, 1983. p. 25-26.

25/ U.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Aging. America's Elder-
ly at Risk. Pub. No. 99-508, July 1985, Washington, D.C. Research analysis
completed for the Committee by Dr. Laurence Branch, Dr. David Friedman, and
M. Elinor Socholitzky.
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waiier, and to offer selected services to certain State-defined individuals

eligible for Medicaid assistance, including the aged, blind, disabled, mentally

retarded, and mental y ill, rather than offering such services to all persona in

particular.groups. In addition, States have been able to extend to waiver parti-

cipants the more liberal Medicaid income eligibility rules that may be applied to

persona in institutions.

The expanded services which States may offer under an approved waiver in-

clude medical and medical-related services ae well as social services. Prior to

.the implementation of the 2176.waiver program, Medicaid services available to

chronically ill or disabled individuals living in the conmunity were generally

icted to medical and medical-related services. The waiver authority ac-

.knowledges that a wide y of services may be needed in order to prevent

or avoid institutionalization. For this , services traditionally.con-

sidered to be social services are covered in the waiver authority. These in

elude case management (commonly und od to be a system under which responsi-

bility for locating, coordinating, and monitoring a group of services sssss

with a designated p sssss or org ), homemaker and chore services, adult

day health, and respite care.

The additional flexibility Congress authorized under the waiver as to

services, eligibility, and geographic sssss to be covered was qualified by a

concern about the costs of home and community-based care to be provided under

the amendment. Therefore, the law included a requirement that States demon-

hat the costs of services for individuals receiving home and community-

based services not exceed the cost to Medicaid of care in institutions.

As of June 30, 1985, RCFA had approved 107 waivers in 46 States. For more

information about the 2176 waiver program, see CRS white paper, Mediceid 2176

Waivers for Rome and Community-Based Care, 857817 EPW.
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2. Medicare--Title XVIII of the Social Security Act

Medicare i a Federal health insurance program with a uniform eligibility

and benefit structure throughout the United States. The program covers most

individuali entitled to Social Security benefits, persons under 65 entitled

to Federal disability benefits, and certain individuals with end-stage renal

di . Coverage is available to persons without regard to their income or

4 assets

Medicare is generally not regarded as a program intended to provide support

for long-term care: 'Its coverage is focused primarily on acute care, particu-

larly hospital and surgical care and accompanying periods of recovery. For ex-

ample, Medicare covers up to 100 days of skilled nursing facility (SNF) services

following a hospital tay of at least three consecutive days. The benefit is

further limited in that the patient must be in.need of skilled nursing care on

a daily basis for treatment related to a condition for which he or she wee

hospitalized. The SNF benefit is subject to a daily patient copayment after

the 20th day of care. The program pays for neither intermediate care facility

services nor custodial care in a nursing home.

Medicare does pay for some community-based long-term cars services, prima-

rily home health services. Nome health services covered under Medicare include

the following:

- -part-time or intermittent nursing care provided by, or under the
supervision of, a registered professional nurse;

- -physical, occupational, or speech therapy;

--medical social services provided under the direction of a physician;

- -medical supplies and equipment (other than drugs and medicines);

--medical services provided by an intern or resident enrolled in a
teaching program in a hospital affiliated or under contract with a
home health agency; and
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--part-time or intermittent services provided by a home health aide,
as permitted by regulations.

To qualify for home health services, the Medicare beneficiary must be con-

fined to hisfher home and under the care of a physician. In addition, the per-

son must be in need of part-time or intermittent skilled nursing care or physical

or speech therapy. Services must be provided by a home health agency certified

to Participate under Medicare, according to a plan of treatment prescribed and

.:reviewed by a physician. There is no statutory limit on the number of home

.health visits covered under Medicare. Nor is the patient subject to any cost-

sharing, e.g., deductibles or coinsurance, for covered home health services.

In addition to theXe SNF and home health care benefits, Medicare covers

a range of long-term care services, and especically home care services, for

terminally ill beneficiaries. These services, authorised in 1982 and referred

to as Medicare's hospice benefit, are available to beneficiaries with a life

expectancy of 6 months or less. Hospice care benefits include nursing care,

therapy services, medical social services, home health aide services, physician

services, counseling, and short-term inpatient care. For FY 1985, the Health.

Care Financing Administration estliates that Medicare expenditures for hospice

cars will amount to $15 million.

3. Social Services Block Crane Program--Title XX of the Social
Security Act

.
Title XX of the Social Security Act authorizes a block grant to States for

a wide range of social services to diverse population groups, including the aged,

disabled, and children. .States are allowed considerable discretion in their sup-

port of social services As long as the services are structured to meet the fol.:

lowing goals of the program: achieving or Maintaining economic self-support

and self-sufficiency; preventing or remedying neglect, abuse, or exploitation;
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preventing or reducing Inappropriate institutional care by providing for community-

based care; and securing referral or admission for institutional care when other

forms of care are not appropriate, or providing certain services to individuals

in institutions (excluding room and Ward). The SSRG provides reimbursement

for social services only, but will provide coverage for medical care when such

care is "integral but subordinate" to the provision of a social service.

States receive allotments of SSBG funds on the basis of the State's popula-

':tion, within a Federal expenditure ceiling. There are no requirements for

use of title XX funds--States are provided relative freedom to spend Federsa

social service block grant funds on State-identified service needs. Legislation'.

in.the 98th Congress permanently increased the expenditure ceiling to $2.7

billion, effective.in FY 1984; in FY 1985 the appropriation level is $2.7

billion.

The title XX program was significantly changed by provisions of P.L. 97-35,

the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, effective in FY 1982. Through

FY 1981, the program contained certain limited requirements regarding the popu-

lation to be served and the kinds of services to be provided to families and in-

dividuals. Under provisions of P.L. 97-35, States have been given much more dis-

cretion in determining the service population and services to be offered. The

law eliminated requirements that.States expend a portion of funds for welfare

recipients, that services be limited to families with incomes below 115 percent

of the State median income, and that fees be charged to persons with specified

income levels. While previous 'State planning requirements mere lessened, the

law continues to require. States to develop and make public a report on how funds

are to be used prior to the State plan period, including information on the types

of activities to be funded and the characteristics of individuals to be served.
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The 1981 law also eliminated State reporting requirements; therefore, only

very limited data are available as to the extent to which title XX suports

long-term care services. According to a DRHS analysis of the States' FY 1985

pre-expenditure reports under title XX (a report on States' intended use of funds),

home care services, which may include homemaker, chore, and home management serv-

ices, were to be provided by virtually all States (to adults and children); adult

day care by 26 States; and adult foster care by 16 States.

According to data compiled by the American Public Welfare Association for

a limited number of States, home-based services were provided in 1983 to 11

percent of.total title XX recipients, or about 307,000 persons of all ages.

Home-based services accounted for about 14 percent of total expenditures, or

$555 million (out of a total estimated amount of Federal and State funds of $4

billion). 26/ It should be noted that these data are for total title XXre-

cipients; national data specific to the elderly and disabled population and by

service are unavailable.

Although the SSBG represents the major social service program supported by

the Federal Government, its ability to support significantly the long-term care

population is relatively limited. Because it provides a variety of social serv-

ices to a diverse population, the program has competing demands. Community care

programs such as those supported by title XX are minimal when compared to pro-

grams which eupport institutional care. For example, Federal funds available

for all title XX activities in .1983($2.7 billion) were approximately one-third

the total Federal nursing home expenditures in that year ($8.1 billion).

26/ Data were compiled by the American Public Welfare Association under its
Voluntary Cooperative Information System under which States voluntarily report
data on their social seivice programs. Data for recipients are for 32 States
and expenditures are for 31 States. Total expenditures including a combination
of State and local funds,.Federal title XX funds, and other funds for 31 States,
were an estimated $4 billion in 1983.

59-807 0 86 8
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4. The Older Americans Act

The Older Americans Act carries a broad mandate to improve the lives of

older persons in the areas of income, emotional and physical well-being, housing,

employment; aocial services, civic, cultural, and recreational opportunities.

The purpose of title III of the Act, which authorises formula grants to

States for services to older persons, is to foster the development of a compre-

hensive and coordinated service system for older persons in order to (a) secure

and maintain maximum independence and dignity in a home environment for older

persons capable of'self-care; (b) remove individual and social barriers to eco-

nomic and personal independence for older persons; and (c) provide a continuum

oi care for the vulnerable elderly. Under title III, g r a nnn are made to State

agencies on aging, which in turn award funda to 664 area agencies on aging, to

plan, coordinate, and advocate for, a compreh nnn i nn service system for older

persons. Title III supports a wide range of supportive services, as well as

congregate and home-delivered nutrition services. Certain supportive services

have been given priority by Congress, including in-home services, such as home-

maker and home health aide, visiting and telephone sssss urance, and chore. Each

area agency is required to spend a portion of its supportive services allotment

on these services. Other coemunity-based long-term care services which may be

provided under title III include case management, assessment, adult day care,

and respite care, among others. Services under the title III program are to be

provided to older persons without regard to income, although conce ssssss d on

those with the greatest social or economic need. Older persons are to be given

the opportunity to contribute to the cost of services, but failure to do so can-

not be a basis for denial of service.

Unlike the title XX program in which States receive a block of funds for

unspecified social services, Congress makhs sep pprop r i rr ions of title iII
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funds for supportive services, for congregate nutrition services (in which older

persons receive meals and other services in a group setting), and for home-

delivered nutrition services. States receive allotments of these funds accord-

ing to the number of older persons in the State as compared to all States. The

law gives States and area agencies flexibility to define the supportive services

to be provided and to transfer funds among the three service categories. Total

FY 1985 appropriations for title III are $669 million, with 50 percent, or $336

million, for congregate nutrition services, and 40 percent, or $265 million for

supportive services. Only about 10 percent of the Federal appropriation, or $68

million, is devoted to home-delivered nutrition services. 27/

In-home services clearly represent an expenditure priority for the title

III program. According to the National Data Base on Aging, in 1964, about one-

quarter of funds controlled by area agencies (including Older Americans Act

funds as well as non-Older Americans Act funds) was directed at in-home serv-

ices. While a substantial portion of these funds was spent on the home-deliverid

meals component, which receives a separate appropriation under the Act, almost

an equal proportion of the total spent on in-home services was devoted to house-

keeping, personal care, and chore services. 28/

The ability of the Older Americans Act to have a significant impact on the

long-term care system is limited due to its relatively small level of resources

as compared to other programs. However, many State and area agencies have

made strides to improve long-term care services through coordination activities

27/ Title III funding also includes appropriation: for U.S. Department of
Agriculture commodities or cash-in-lieu of commodities; $120.8 million is avail-
able in FY 1985.

28/ Data are from a random sample survey of 121 area agencies on aging in
1984.--Supplied by the National Data Base on Aging, a service of the National
Association of State Units on Aging and the National Association of Area Agen-
cies on Aging.
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with health and other.soclal service agencies, and through the development of

a social service infrastructure for the elderly at the local level. Some State

agencies on aging have also acted as catalysts to reorganize community-based

health and pocial services systems at the State and local levels so as to serve

more effectively the long-term care population. For example, State agencies have

developed case management and assessment systems through area agencies on aging

and have supported services otherwise unavailable to the frail population. In

:other cases, State agencies on aging have been given responsibility for the

administration of tbe.section 2176 home and community-based.waiver program Under

Medicaid. Although the amount of funding which title III devotes to home care

setvices may represent a mall fraction of the amount spent for home health

services under Medicare and Medicaid, the title III program has the flexibility

to fill gaps in services for persons otherwise unserved. Since Older Americans

Act services may be provided without the restrictions required under Medicare

and without certain income tests specified for by Medicaid, in some cases title

III funds may be used to serve persons whose Medicare and Medicaid benefits

have been exhausted or who are ineligible for Medicaid.

Although the home-delivered nutrition program receives less Federal funding

than the congregate nutrition program, in recent years States have increaaingly

shifted funds from the congregate program to the home-delivered and supportive

services components. In FY 1984 States shifted over $41 million from the con-

gregate nutrition appropriated amount of $321 million to the other service cos- ,

ponents. Reasons cited for this trend include the increasing age of the older

population and increased demand for home-based services by a more frail and older

population. A recent evaluation of the Older Americans Act nutrition program

performed for the Administration on Aging has shown that recipients of home-

delivered nutrition services tend to be older, poorer', and in worse health than

congregate nutrition participants.
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Another long-term care activity required under title III is the operation

of a statewide long-term care ombudsman program. This authority requires State

agencies to conduct the following activities: investigate and resolve complaints

relating to the health, safety, welfare, and rights of institutionalized persons;

monitor Federal, State and local laws, regulations, and policies with respect to

long-term care facilities; provide information to public agencies regarding prob-

lems of older persons in long-term care facilities; and establish procedures for

access to facilities' and patients' xecords, including protection of the confi-

dentiality of such records. Ombudsman activities are to take place not only with

respect to policies and.practices of nursing homes but also activities in board-

ing homes. State agencies responsible for the ombudsman program have created

sub-State programs to carry out these activities; in 1984 there were about 400

sub-State ombudsman programs. In FY 1983, about $12.1 million was expended for

ombudsman activities under the Older Americans Act ($8.9 million in Federal

funds and $3.2 million from State and local funds). 29/

5. Supplemental Security Income Program--Title XVI
of the Social Security Act

The Supplemental Security Ihcome (SSI) is a federally administered income

assistance program authorized by title XVI of the Social Security Act. Enacted

by the 1972'Social Security Amendments and implemented in 1974, it replaced pre-

vious programs of State income.assistance for the aged, blind and disabled. The

SSI program provides a minimum income level for aged, blind, and disabled persons

whose countable income does not exceed the Federal maximum monthly SSI benefit.

29/ Data are from Administration on Aging testimony at a hearing before the
House Select Committee on Aging, Sept. 10, 1985. Unpublished hearing record.
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In 1985 the monthly Federal SSI benefit is $325 for an individual and $488 for

a couple with no other income. SSI payments are made to individuals under uni-

form, nationwide rules with respect to income and.assets, and definitions of

blindness apd disibility. In 1985 an estimated 4 million individuals will

receive Federal $S! payments (1.5 million aged persons and 2.5 million blind

or disabled persons). 30/

The SSI program also allows States to supplement the Federal SSI payment

4
:through.pptional supplemental payments to individuals. All but eight States and

jurisdictions provide.some form of optional State payments.' (These States ire

Arkansas, Georgia, Kansas, Mississippi, the Northern Mariana Islands, Tennessee,

Texas, and Vest Virginia.) Bach State determines whether.it will make a sup-

plemental payment;to whom, and in what amount. These State supplemental pay-

ments, also paid'on a regular monthly basis, are intended to supplement the

basic Federal SSI payment for food, shelter, clothing, utilities, and other

necessities. Some States provide optional State supplemental payments to all

persons qualifying for SSI benefits, while others may limit payments to certain

State-defined SSI recipients, or may extenepayments to persons who would be

eligible for SSI except for excess income.

Because the Federal SSI payment may be insufficient to cover an individ-

ual's service needs which extend leyond room and board, such as non-medical

supervision or other group living gement@ or personal care services, a sig-

nificant number of States provide supplemental payments to support selected cos-.

munity-based long-term care services. These services often include supervision

30/ This number includes persons receiving Federal SSI payments and/or
Federally administered State supplementation.
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of daily living or other protective housing services for the mentally retarded,

chronically mentally ill, or the frail or confused elderly.

An analysis of optional State supplemental programs as of January 1985

shows that.35 States support a diverse range of community-based long term care

services through their optional State supplementation programs. 311 Payments

are made.to individuals to support their residence in a variety of housing ar-

rangements such as adult foster care homes, domiciliary care homes, congregate

r.

aerie facil , adult residential care homes, and shared homes for adults. In

addition to providing payments.for specialised housing arrangements, some States

also provide supplemental payments to pay for personal care, home health and

other home care services for eligible individuals.

8. Federal Research and Demonstration Initiatives

Over the last decade the Federal Government has supported a wide range of

research and demong;tration activities designed to test new ways of providing and

. coordinating long-term care services af II as to achieve costs savings in the

provision of care. Federally funded demonstrations have been sponsored princi-

pally by the Department of Health and Human Services (DM), and within DNS, by

the Health Care Financing Admini ttttt ion (HCFA) and the Administration on Aging

(ADA). In some cases, HCFA has waived Medicare or Medicaid service or eligibil-

ity requirements so that a fuller Tense of services may be provided to persons

who would not ordinarily benefit un.der the existing programs.

31/ Information was compiled by CRS from The Sapplemental Security Income
Program for' the Aged, Blind, and Disabled, Characteristics of State Assistance
Programs for SSI Recipient', Social Security Administration, SSA Pub. No. 17-002.
Jan. 1985.
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Research ind demo ion projects have ranged from those in which ystem-

wide changes have been made in the provision of community services to those in

which the existing service system has been modified by the addition of previ-

ously unavailable ervices. The organisation, adainistration, auspices, funding

ource, IRO ervice packages have differed across demonstration projects;

however, certain common features exist. Many projects were seared toward the

development of procedures to provide ant, case anagement, and follow-up

of clients with long-term care needs in order to assure cre in the least re-

strictive setting. Multidisciplinary teams (generally composed of edical,

health, and sociar sbrvice professionals) were established to accomplish this

objective. Most projects aimed to provide or access a range of health and

health-related social services for specified client groups, including homemaker,

home health, chore, home-delivered meals, adult day health, and transportation.

Most of these projects have terminated as Federal demonstrations, but most

have been viewed as precursors to the DRRS National Long-Term Care Channeling

Demonstration Program funded for the first.time during FY 1980. Another more

recent research and demonstration initiative is the Social/Health Maintenance

Organisations (S/RHO) project.

1. National Long Term Care Channeling Demonstration

In 1980, three units within the Department of Realth and Human Services, the

Health Care Financing Administration, the Administration on Aging, and the Office

of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, initiated the National

Long-Term Channeling Demonstration. This project was designed to test whether a

carefully managed approach to the provision of community-based long-term care

services to a frail elderly population liVing outside institutions could help

control overall long-term care costa while maintaining or improving the well-

being of its clients.
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The term 'channeling" refers to organisational structurea end systems which

coordinate available long-term care resources end manage them effectively on be-

half of clients. Channeling wee expected to achieve its effects principally by

substituting less costly community or informal servicem for more expensive insti-

tutional core. Ten States received multi-yemr demonstration funds, and, me of

March 1983, all States had terminated the demonstration phase. The program, de-

signed with treatment end control groups, wee devised to answer questions which

previous demonstrations had not totally answered, such as the cost of case man-

sgement systems end how best to target community-based services on those who

would otherwise be institutionalised. Other questiona to be a eeeee ed by the

demonstration included: Does channeling reduce institutionalisation end hospi-

lmlisation? Is use of formal health and social services in the community la-

d? Do formal services substitute for services of families and friend.?

Whet impact does channeling have on public end private costs of long-term care,

on longevity, improved health status, and overall client well-being?

Final results of the demonstration will not be available until March 1986.

%waver, results of a preliminary analysis of 3,000 early enrollees in the pro-

gram indicate that the demonstration identified a very frill population with

limited income living in the community. Of this early sample, 32 percent were

incontinent, 22 percent were unable to perform activities of daily living, and

81 percent wilts restricted in mobility. A large majority needed assistance in

preparing meal., shopping, and other housekeeping activities. In addition, 37

percent of the sample had income below $300/month.

2. Social/Sealth Maintenance Organisation Demonstration

In 1960, the Health Care Financing Administration. DHIIS, and private foun-

dations began funding the development, planning, and operation of the.S/HDO
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concept for financing.acots.and long-term care services for an elderly population

eligible for Medicare and/or Medicaid. The 8/HMO concept builds upon and ex-

tends the health maintenance organisation (H(0) model for financing acute, medi-

cal care services. Specifically, an HMO offers health insurance coverage for

specific health care services on a pre-paid, capitation basis (the premium

charge for enrollment) and either provides directly, or arranges to have provided,

the health services covered under the insurance contract. The HMO is at risk

for the costs of the services it covers; that is, it will experience some level

of profit or loss on the basis.of its ability to estimate in advance its revenues

and the utilisation and costs of services it provides.

. The success of conventional HMOs in managing acute medical cars services

and costs suggested the possibility of expanding the concept to include long-

term cars services. Under the three-year NSA 8/11140 demonstration, four test

sites across the country will assume responsibility for financing and providing

a full range of medical and long-term care services under a fixed budget which

is prospectively determined. The four 8/HMO sites will serve an elderly popu-

letion eligible for'lledicare and/or Medicaid. These persons will range from .

the ambulatory well Aged to the impaired elderly. Medicare, Medicaid, and pri-

vate premiums will finance the services.

Long-term care services covered by S/HMOs will Include nursing home serv-

ices, home health services, homemaker/home health aids services, personal cars,

adult day care, respite care; and home-delivered meals. Each S/HMO site will

have.its own defined long-term'care benefit. Because of limited experience

with long-term care insurance and utilisation, long-term care services will be

covered up to a maximum dollar amount per year and Will require a copayment.

The limits range from $6,500 per year to $12,000. In addition, S/HMOs will grad-

ually assume full risk for the utilisation and costs of covered services.
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'The four demonstration sites began providing services in 1985 and will con-

tinue to do so through June 1988. An independent contractor will evaluate all

four sites. In general, the S/HMO demonstration is intended to provide informa-

tion about the cost effectiveness of providing services in an integrated and man-

aged system of cere, its impact on the utilisation of health end long-term care

services hy the elderly, and its effect on the quality of care available to the

eligible population. Among the pecific questions DIMS expects this demonstra-

tion to address are the following:

Whether comprehensive long-term care insurance can be marketed to a
significant number of elderly:

Sher combination of benefits, eligibility criteria, premium and
marketing techniques 7roduce a viable long-term care insurance
plan;

Whether a consolidated, pre-paid system of acute and long-term tare
services can produce greater system savings than HMOs serving Medi-
care beneficiaries with acute care services only;

Whether the new privately financed long-term care benefits will
significantly reduce nursing home admissions and Medicaid "spend-
down":

Whether quality of care, service continuity and access can be im-
proved by consolidating acute and long-term care in a single man-
aged system; and

Whether informal support (i.e., care provided by family members,
friends and community volunteers) of chronically impaired elders
is enhanced in a pre-paid, risk-based, case-managed health care
system offering both acute and long-term care services.

C. State Level Initiatives

The fragmentation and Lack of coordination among major Federal programs

which support long-term care services have provided the States with major imple-

mentation challenges. The Medicaid, Social Services Block Grant, and Older

Americans Aci programs all delegate administration and implementation responsi-

bility to the States, and, in so doing, require the States to deal with problems
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inherent in the different.goals of these programs, as well as their varying eli-

gibility requirements, service benefits, and reimbursement policies. These im-

plementation problems have also resulted from the fact that fragmentation at the

Federal level has been mirrored in State admini ion, with major long-term

care programs being admini d by different State agencies.

Many States have responded to these challenges by enacting legislation and/

or creating initiatives to reorganise and rrrrr ucture benefits offered through

the Federal programs. Also, some States have consolidated the admini ion

of various long-term care programs in a single State agency.
. .

State initiatives to alter and coordinate theCr long-term care policies

have been inspired, in part, by federally sponsored demonstration projects begun

in the 1970s. Foc example, demonstrations funded under Medicaid and Medicare

waiver authorities and the Older Americans Act h and demon rrrrr ion au-

thorities have served as models for State-mandsted case management systems and

nursing home preadmission screening programs. Demonstration initiatives have .

also served as a testing ground for new community-based service models. For ex-

ample, adult day care demon ttttt ions which took place during the 1970. encouraged

State and local agencies to merge existing health and social service funds avail-

able under Medicaid, title XX, and the Older Americans Act to create the now more

than 000 adult day care programs in existence.

Certain parallel activities have been initiated by States without the bene-

fit of Federal demon ttttt iod funds and without any changes in Federal legisla-

tion. A number of States havi attempted to reduce the need for institutional

care by redirecting existing Federal program funds or by using existing Federal

and complementary State funds in new ways. For example, the Virginia State Medi-

caid agency op ttttt a nursing home pre-admission screening program through

local public health departments for persons likely to be admitted to a nursing
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home but whose needs could be addressed through community-based services. The

Massachusetts State agency on aging has established community-based organiza-

tions to manage certain key home care services for older persons through crea-

tive use of'title /// Older Americans Act funds and State funds. The Utah State

agency on aging has established a program to identify persons et risk of being

institutionalized and has developed alternative community-based service plans

/using personnel of the State's area agencies on aging network.

The objective of reducing institutional care coats and diverting potential

'users to other formm of care has been the impetus behind much of the State ef-

fort to alter long-ters.care systems. Despite unclear evidence about the cost-

effectiveness of substituting various forms of community-based care for institu-

'tional care, an enormous amount of State effort has been directed at developing

community care options.

Some of the themes evidenced in State level initiatives include the

following:

Control of institutional access through screening/a sssss ment proce-
dures. Many States have initiated screening and comprehensive
medical and social a sssss ment procedures of those "at risk" of
long-term care services in order to ascertain the most effective
and least costly care option, given the client's needs. Such
screening and a sssss gent procedures are generally applied to per-
sons about to enter a long-term care facility. A review of State
Medicaid programs in 1981 showed that 28 States had mandatory
preadmission screening programs for Medicaid patients prior to
nursing home admission. 32/

Reorganizing access to community services. Some States have de-
vised projects aimed at.reorganizing access to community services
by providing case management services or "gateway" procedures for
clients. This concept has been developed to overcome problems as-
sociated with multiple providers and duplication of services that
have resulted in client confusion as to source of care and unneces-

32/ Knowlton, Jackson, Steven Clauser, and James Fatula. Nursing Home
Pre-Admission Screening: A Review of State Programs. Health Care Financing
Review, v. 3, no. 3, March 1982. p. 78. )1
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eery administrative costs among agencies. The availability of Med-
icaid funds under the 2176 home end community-based service waiver
program has recently spurred the development of many more case
management systems but perhaps not on a statewide basis. Of the 93
2176 waiver programs.approved as of April 30, 1985, 66 programa
offered case management.

Cost control mechanism. Some States have eliminated the 'mese-
tainty of whether community cars will exceed Institutional cars
costs by pre-establishing upper cost limits on such cars; for ex-
ample, community ears may be provided only when such care does not
cost more than a certain percentage of institutional cars. An ex-
ample of this concept Is contained In New York's Nursing Home
Without Walls program. This cost control concept has been Incorpo-
rated into the National Long-Term Cars Channeling Demonstration
program and Is. a basic element of the Medicaid 2176 home and commu-'
nity -based iervice waiver program.

Tax Incentive for dependent cars. Many States permit favorable tax
treatment for families or other caretakers who cars for dependent
older persons. According to a survey of the National Association
of State Wilts on Aging, 27 States and the District of Columbia
have adopted sose form of dependent care tax credits, generally de-
signed to assist in the cars of dependents by adults who ars work-
ing or seeking work. Of these 27 States, five have enacted tax
provisions specifically designed to assist caregivers with the ex-
penses of caring for older persons. These States ars Arizona,
Ldaho, Iowa, North Carolina, and Oregon. 33/

33/ National Association of State Units on Aging. State Tax Policy Op-
tions for the Elderly: A Colds for Aging Advocates. May 1985. Washington,
D.C. p. 46-47.
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IV. PRIVATE SECTOR APPROACHES TO FINANCING AND DELIVERY 01
LONG-TERM CARE

Budgetary constraints resulting from growing Federal deficits and increas-

j.ing expenditures required under various entitlement programs which currently

finance long-term care have served t; shift the focus of the long-term care

debate from reform of Federal programs to consideration of private sector

initiatives which might relieve fiscal pressures on public programs and which

at the same time may improve the elderly's ability to finance long-term care.

Observers have also noted that the decline in the ratio of workers to retirees

and the growth in numbers of the very oldest segment of the population may

have a marked impact on the ability of public programs to support long-term

care in the future. In addition, others point out that the economic status of '

future generations of the elderly may improve significantly and that they will

therefore e able to pay for a larger portion of the cost of certain long-term

care services.

The improvement in the economic status of certain groups of elderly may

lead policy-makers to target public sector long-term care programs on the most

needy income categories of elderly, while at the same time to encourage various

private sector financing approaehes which could assure greater protection against

the cost of long-term care services for those who are .eiatively better off.

However, at the current time, most elderly do not have the resources to pay

for the catastrophic expenditures associated with certain long-term care serv- .

ices over an extended period of time. For many, depletion of assets and income

for the cost of care and subsequent Medicaid eligibility is the only remedy.
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A number of private Uector approach.. have recently been euggedted as po-

tentially feasible alternatives for financing long-term care service.. These

range from ways to pool risks associated with long-term care need through pri-

vate insurance an'd life care communities to conversion of an elderly.homeownee.

equity into a aource of fund. to pay for care. A discussion of these approach..

and their feasibility for financing long-term care follow.. It should be noted

that theae private sector alternatives may have only nutted applicability for

the large number of elderly who are poor or may be poor in the future. Another

method of risk pooking, the social/health maintenance organiaation, was di.-

cuaeed expve in the section on public training and delivery. This report does

noi discuss etill other options auggeeted a. feasible alternatives for enhancing

the elderly'. ability to finance long-term care expenses, including the various

tax code modification. proposed to encourage familia. to continue providing

long-term care service.

A. Private Health Insurance Coverage for Long-Term Care

Among the Private sector approach.. receiving Inc eeeee d attention recently

a. a potential alternative,for financing long-term car. services is private

health insurance. Thia alternative ha. been suggested not only becauae of

growing fiscal constraints on public program expenditure., but more basically

because private insurance coiferage is currently available for a wide variety of

health care aervicee and catastrophic Dineen, but generally not for long-tem

care services or the cataatrophic coats associated with long-term care.

Expenditures for long-term aervices, end especially for nursing home care,

not only strain the budgets of public programs; they are also a burden on

private resources. In 1983, total.national nursing home expenditure. of $29

billion were financed about equally by public program. =I peivaLe sOurcee of
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payment. Public programs financed $14 billion of the total and private sources

$15 billion. Of total private spending for nursing home care in 1983, only

two percent was paid by private insurance coverage. Ninety-seven percent of

the total private spending for nursing home care was psid directly by the

consumer out-of-pocket. The ge annual cost of nursing home care exceeds

$20,000 O'er year', representing-a catastrophic eipenditure beyond the financial

reach Of most'elderly.'34/

4
In addition, private insistence coverage has been viewed as a feasible al-

ternative become of general interest among the elderly population in purchasing

private insurance to sUpplement their Medicare benefits. Nearly two-thirds, of

the elderly currently puichase such "medigap" policies. While these policies

.generally pay.only-certain deductible and coinsurance amounts for which Medicare

beneficiaries are liable and.do not cover long-term care, the widespread.interest

of the elderly in this broader coverage suggests to Bowe observers that a market

for long-term care coverage can and does exist.

Furthermore, evidence indicates that the elderly will have higher incomes

and assets in the future which will enable them to afford premiums for coverage.

One.study has estimated that.given future income levels and.growth of pensions,

approximately 93 percent of all married couples at age 65 and almost 60 percent

of all single-perions at that Age would be able to purchase long-term care in-

surance with.less than.five percent of their cash income by the year 2005. 35/

34/ Doty, Liu, and Wiener, p. 74.

. 35/ Private Financleg of Long-Term Cares Current Methods and Resources.
ICF, Inc., Final Report Submitted to the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Planning and'Evaluation, Department of Health and Heman Services, Phase I,
Jan. 1984. p. 79.
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*Currently, relatively few insurance companies (studies indicate 16 to 25)

write long-term care insurance policies which are substantially more comprehen-

sive than standard medigap policies and which go beyond restrictive Medicare

definitions.for skilled nursing care to include intermediate and custodial care.

It is estimated that about 50,000 elderly persons are presently insured under

such plane. 36/ Premiums for most of the available policies increase wi';F: age

of initial purchase. The plans vary by length of time benefits are covered,

;waiting periods before benefits can begin, and the conditions upon which benefits

will be paid. Most.plans provide indemnity benefits, paying a fixed amountfor

each day of covered service, thereby limiting the insurers' liability. In addi-

tion, most have utilization controls to further limit an ,.nsurer's liability and

to protect the inducer against unnecessary utilization of benefits. These in-

clude medical acreens and physical examinations for utilizuion of benefits,

preexisting condition restrictions, prior hospitalization requirements, exclusion

of mental and nervous disorders, and renewability limitations. Home care

benefits, especially those related to custodial or personal care, are included

in even fewer long-term care insurance policies. Often plane that cover.any

home care at all require a prior stay in a skilled nursing facility in order

to reduce the large potential demand for home care among the majority of the

covered population that has never been institutionalized. 37/

36/ Private Financing of Long-Term Care, p. 12. For a review of plans,
see also, Meiners, Mark. The State of the Art in Long-Term Care Insurance.
Long-Term Cara Financing and Delivery Systems: Exploring Some Alternatives.
Conference Proceedings. Health Cara Financing Administration, Department of
Health and Human Services, Jan. 24, 1985.

37/ Increasing Private Financing of Long-Term Care: Opportunities for
Collaborative Action. SRI International, Aug. 1985. p. 14.
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*A number of barriers have been cited as impediments to the development of

meaningful long-term care insurance policies. 38/ Traditionally, insurers have

been concerned about the potential for adverse selection in long-term care in-

urance, whore only persons more likely to need care actually buy insurance.

In addition, insurers point to the problem of the induced demand for services

that can be expected to be generated by the availability of new long-term care

insurance. With induced demand, individuals decide to use more services because

'. they have insurance and/or will shift from non-paid to paid providers for their

.care. This is especially critical in long-term care with 60 to 80 percent of

disabled or impaired persons receiving home care services from family or friends

who are not compensated.

Still other factors are mentioned as problems inhibiting the development

of long-term care policies. Many long-term care services that are felt to be

critical in enabling frail elderly persons to remain in their homes are custo-

dial, non-medical services. Traditionally these services, such as personal care;

homemaker, and nutritional services are considered noninsurable because of dif-

ficulty in confining eligibility to a limited number of people. In addition,'

observers.have noted that, ilven the nature of many chronic conditions, many

people who need long-term care will need it for the remainder of their lives,

resulting in an open-ended liability for the insurance company. Moreover,

evidence exiits that the elderly do not understand their insurance coverage or

their potential need for long-term care. Soma elderly believe they are already

adequately covered for such services under Medicare while others think they

38/ LOng-Term Care: The Challenge to.Society. Health Insurance Associa-
tion T America, 1984.
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have coverage for long-term care with their purchase of a medigap policy. 39/

Therefore, they do not demand specific coverage for long-term care.

According to a study of the Health Insurance Association of America (HIAA),

one of the most s1geficant barriers to the development of private insurance op-

tions is the major role played by Medicaid in financing long-term care and espe-

cially nursing home services. According to the HIAA report, Long-Term Care:

The Challenge to Society, Medicaid is already viewed by many as a national cow-
1,

:erage program for long-term nursing home care, used by far more than the low

income population upually thought of as Medicaid's primary clients. In addition,

the ability of individuals to plan for the transfer of assets expands the number

of'persons eligible for long-term care benefits under the program. According to

HIAA's report, public programs are viewed as a safety net providing protection

against the catastrophic costs of care. The report calls for reduced Medicaid

involvement in financing nersing home care so that fewer middle income individuals

can view the program as a viable option for their long-term care needs.

As noted above, the number of long-term care insurance policies providing

meaningful protection for the at-risk elderly population is very limited. How-

ever, recent aaaaaa ch suggests that many of the barriers that are commonly

thought to preclude the development of long-term care insurance are subject to

resolution by careful policy specification, including limitations on number of

days covered, waiting periods before benefits can begin, and maximum amounts

payable. 40/ In addition, aaaaa rch has found that significant reductions in

annual premium rates could be offered if persons were encouraged to buy at young-

er ages and to accept longer periods before coverage begins and shorter length

39/ Meiners, Mark. The Case for Long-Term Care Insurance. Health Affairs,
v. 2, no. 2, summer 1983. p. 57.

40/ Meiners, The Case for Long-Term Care Insurance.
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of coverage for benefits. 41/ Others have suggested that allowing families

to purchase protection for their elderly parents could make long-term care

insuranas a more feasible option. Adding adult children, who have a much

lower riek'of incurring long-term care expenses for themselves, to the pool of

the insured could expand premium collections and at the same time make a

policy more affordable. The adult children could pay for the premiums on behalf

their elderly relatives am well am themselves, but presumably they would

not begin to slake claims for long-tdtm care Services on their own behalf until

'moms future tiles.

Non-ttaditional health insurance alternatives have almo been advanced am

viable options for long-term care financing. Some have suggested that long-term

'care services can be controlled only in aanaged care system, much as au HMO.

The mocial/SHO demonstration project described above will provide information

about the feasibility of this approach. In addition, soma have pointed to tax-

preferred cash accuaulation plant, such am individual retirement accounts (IRAs).

d for loag-term Care costs, am possible approaches to be considered. SOme

have suggested that cash accumulation instruments are perhaps most appropriate

when there is a very high probability that a person will need a service at some

point in time end when the costs of the service are not beyond the means of a

person's life-time savings capacity. 42/ Home care services might be more

likely candidate for this fora of financing than a long nursing home stay.

It should be noted that while insurers remain reluctant to enter the market

for long-term care insuranie, States, faced with mounting MAdicaid nursing home

41; Meiners, Mark.and Gordon Trapnell. Long-Term Care Insurance: Premiva
Estimates for Prototype Policies. Medical Care, v. 22, no. 10, Oct. 1984.

42/ Increasing relate Financing of Long-Term Care: Opportunities for
Collaborative Action. SRI International, Aug. 1985. p. 10.
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expenditures, are expressing increasing interest in having such coverage.more

widely available. According to the American Health Care Association, which re-

presents nearly 8,000 nursing homes in the country and which is a leading advo-

cate of private long-term care insurance, 24 Riates are currently involved in

some activity related to options for enhancing private insurance for long-term

care. 43/ Legislatures in a number of States have introduced bills that would

mandate long-term care insurance coverage for group policies sold in the State.

4
:In addition, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners currently haa

underway a study grpup to assist State insurance commissioners in evaluatink

the increasing number of reveries by insurers to establish policies.

S. Life Care or'Continuing Care Retirement Communities 44/

One long-term care living arrangement available for financing long-term

care services for a limited but potentially growing number of elderly persons

is the life care community. Life care, also called continuing care retirement

communities, are organizations, usually situated on a campus-like setting, estab-

lished to provide housing, meals, housekeeping, and social activities, to older

persons for the duration of their lives. In addition to these basic services,

life care communities provide a range of long term care services offered on

the grounds of the facility.

The distinguishing characteristic about life care communities is the guar-

antee that residents will be provided with a range of services as long as they

are residents of the community. Rights and obligations of the resident and the

43/ Lewin, Marion Ein. Reported in preliminary eeeee rch findings on pri-
vate Insurance for long-term care.. American Enterprise Institute, forthcoming.

44/ Portions of this section mere drawn from a forthcoming CRS report on
life care communities by Evelyn Howard.
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community are defined under the COMM of life care contract. The life Cars

contract sets forth the ervices to be received by the resident in exchange for

financial payments, imluding an entrance fee and monthly charges. Because the

life care contract la intended to provide financial protection against the f uuuuu

cost of long-term care ervices for each resident, it may be viewed In part as

fors of insurance.

Long-teem care ervices provided in life care community may include

killed sad intermediate nursing hose care, personal care, and other health care

asralaas slab as 80ma amain& and physical, occupational, or speech therapy.

Life care Gomm:Mos may differ in the amount of prsvaid nursing care offered

under the terms of the contract. Acute care and hospital care are not provided,

,and ems communities may require the resident to share in the cost of health/

long-tem care services they receive fros the community. Residents continue to

use Medicare and/or private 1 plans to cover.the coats of acute and

long-teem care services.

0emerally residents who enter life care communities are relatively healthy

but as their health/lone-tem care needs increase, they are provided with in-.

creased services as stipulated under the terms of the life care contract.

The number of life care communities is currently very small. Two ssjor

studies of communities have provided ranse of estisstes of the numbers of cos-

muftis. - -from about 300 to 600, depending upon the definition used. It is es -

tissted hat there are at least 90,000 persons residing In nearly 300 such fa-

cilities. According to.the American Association of Retired Persons, the

45/ Mem estisatsa are from the following sources. A 1984 study, Con-
tinuing Care Retirement Communities: An Emirical, Financial and Legal Analysis
(by] Reward R. Vinklevoss and Alwyn V. Powell estimated that there yore about
275 life care commities serving about 90,000 elderly persons. Another survey
of the life care industry in 1984 by Laventhol and Horvath, estimated about 600
communities.
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number of life care communities doubled in the past 10 years and is expected to

more than double in this decade. 46/ Nbst of the life care facilities in exis-

tence are operated by private, non-profit organisations, especially religious

organisations, although there has been increasing interest on the part of corp,-

rations in developing such facilities.

In order to gain access to a life care facility, a resident is required to

pay a lump sum entrance fee with monthly payments thereafter which are usually

:adjusted for inflation. Pees are generally based on the size and type of living

unie (e.g., studio, one-, two-, or three bedroom apartment).. In addition, Sees

are based on some actuarial assumptions, such as life expectancy rates and pro-

jected future health care needs.

Some analystrhave observed that the entrance and monthly fees may make

the life care community option inaccessible to large numbers of elderly. A

1984 study by Laventhol and Horvath of 600 communities found Jul the range of

entrance fees was between $4,000 to over $100,000 depending upon a number of

factors, such as location, size of living unit, and age of facility. 47/ Some

analysts, however, dispute the claim that life care is only for the relatively

well-off elderly. A study of communities by Winklevoss and Powell indicates

that although the range of entrance fees is wide, the average fee is moderate.

According to this survey, the average entrance fee for 275 communities in 1981

46/ American Association of Retired Persons. National Continuing Care Di-'
rectory, edited by Ann Trueblood Raper. Washington, D.C., 1984. p. 5.

47/ Laventhol and Horvath. Life Care Industry, 1984, Philadelphia, Pa.,
p. 7.--This report makes a distinction between facilities which are "principally
life care facilities" and those which are "oriented toward nursing care." The
former refers to facilities where there are two or more apartmeits per nursing
care bed, and the latter refers to facilitiel where there are fewer than two
apartments per nursing care bed. The range of fees cited here include both
types.
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was 'about $35,000 for one person and $39,000 for two persons, with average

monthly payments of $562 and $815, respectively. 48/

Analysts have pointed out that the life care concept can be viewed as a

form of long-term care insurance in that residents pool their resources and

hare the riek of future costs of long-term care services. A portion of the en-

trance fees end monthly fees paid by all residents is used by the community to

pay for the health and long-term care costs of a mall number of residents need-

ing more extensive care at any given time. Because only a small number of resi-

.dents would be expected to need intensive services at a given time, the fees

could be considered like insurance premiums paid by the entire group but used by

only a small group at a given time. In some cases, participation in a life care

community may be viewed as a form of income redistribution when some portion of

the fees paid by all residents are used to subsidise the costs of residents who

can no longer afford to pay for their care. 49/

Supporters of.life care communities indicate that there are a number of ad-.

vantages, in this mode of long-term care. Life care communities offer continuous,

and in large part pre-paid health and supportive care in a protected setting

with personal and financial protection Against the costs of future health/long-

term care needs. Residence in such a community may offer increased opportuni-

ties for residents to maintain their relatively healthy status upon entry since

professional oversight is available on a regular basis, as compared to completely

independent living in the community where older persons may not actively seek

tealth promotion opportunities. Residence in a protective community which of-

fers a range of care situations may allay the fears that many elderly face of

48/ Winklevoss and Powell, p. 12.

49/ Winklevoss and Powell, p. 13.
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making a sharp transitiod from their homes to permanent residence in a nursing

home When they become nuddenly disabled. The pooling of health and long-term

care risks may reduce the uncertainties of future costs of care, and the care

provided under the terms of the life care contract can supplement coverage of

acute care provided by Medicare and private health insurance.

While life care communities may offer an option to some elderly, and even

increasing numbers in the decades to come, they may not be able to serve a

large proportion of the elderly population in general. Life care is not an op-

tion for the poor elderly or those with relatively intense pre-existing hellth/

long-term care needs. The idea of signing over a large portion of accumulated

in one lump sum to an organization in return for protection against fu-

ture costs may not be acceptable to large numbers of elderly persons. Turning

over assets in such a way may eliminate inheritances for children.

While some elderly miy not be able to afford the relatively hefty entrnnce

fees, analysts have pointed out that the equity older persons have in their

homes may be emPloyed for this purpose. The proportion of elderly persons own-

ing their homes is large and they have substantial equity as a result. Of the

17.7 million households headed by older persons in 1983, 75 percent were owners.

In 1980, about 84 percent of older home owners owned their homes free and clear,

and in 1981 the median value of homes owned by the elderly was $44,000. SO/

One study points out that the high level of.net home equity held by the elderly

is not held only by those with.higher income. About 65 percent of all elderLy .

poor.are homeowners, with 22 percent of the poor having more than $50,000 in

50/ American Association of R d Persons and the Administration on

Aging. A Profile of Older Americans: 1984. p. 11.

Wa
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net Moe equity. 51/ Other analysts indicate that because future generations

of elderly will be better off than those of the past, the elderly may be in

more advantaged positions to afford this kind of care in the future. Inflation

adjusted retirement income under Social Security combined with private pensions

and with IRA income may'make the inflation adjusted monthly fees associated

with life care communities poyable by inc eeeee d numbers of future generations

of elderly.

'Experience with life care communities is limited as aro data about their

effect on costs of organising an integrated, pre-paid approach to long-term care

Service delivery. While it has offered an attractive option to a small number

of elderly persons in the past, there have been problems. Some communities have

experienced financial problems due in part to poor actuarial assumptions about

the projected longevity of residents and their future health care needs, result-

ing in depletion of funds to cover costs. In view of these considerations,

there has been interest on the part of Federal and State officials in more over-

sight and regulation over the development of these facilitiea in the iOterest

of consumer protection. 52/

51/ Jacobs, Bruce and William Weissert. Home Equity Financing of Long -
Term MC* for the Elderly. Long Term Care financing and Delivery Systems:
Explaining Some Alternatives. Conference Proceedings. Health Care financing
Administration, Department df Health and Human Services. Washington, D.C.
Jan. 1984. p. 83.

52/ In 1978, the Federal Trade Commission began investigating management
and afkating practices of some life care communities. See U.S. Senate. Special
Community on Aging, Life Care Communities: Promises snd Problems. S. Hrg.
98-276, Washington, D.C. Hay 25, 1983. As of August 1985, 13 States have en-
acted statutes to regulate life care communities.
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C. Home Equity Conversion

The search for alternative approaches to long-term care services hes led

some eeeeee chars to analyse the feasibility of using tha ingle largest eeeee

most older persons have--the equity in their home. A. pointed out in the

previous section, about 75 percent of elderly headed households are owner oc-

cupied, and in 1980 about 84 percent of owners had no mortgage debt. The

overall homeownership equity held by elderly is substantial. It is estimated

that the total equity held by elderly homeowners with no mortgage debt is about

$548 billion. Thksligure may und imate the total equity available to the

elderly since elderly homeowners with some remaining mortgage debt are not in-

cluded. 53/ Some observers believe that, if converted into a source of cash,

homeowner equity could be a tangible means of financing long-term care services

for some elderly who are "house rich, but cash poor."

There are two major types of mortgage instruments Which may be used to con:

vert equity into income: reverse mortgages, and sale/leaseback contracts. 54/

Under the reverse mortfage, the homeowner enters into a loan agree-
ment with a financial institution which uses the property as se-
curity for the loan. The older person retains ownership rights to
the home, receives a regular stream of income based on the loan, and
accumulates a debt on the loan amount. The loan may be calculated
so as not to exceed some proportion of the property value. When the
loan becomes due the owner has the option to convert the debt into a
regular first or second mortgage, to sell the property to pay off
the debt, or obtain a new reverse mortgage. The time period for the

53/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Special Committee on Aging. House Select.
Committee on Aging. Home Equity Conversion. Issues and Options for the
Elderly Homeowner. Testimony of Kenneth Beirne, General Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Policy Development and Research, Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Briefing Document. House Pub. 99-513. Jan. 28, 1985. Washing-
ton, D.C. p. 58.

54/ Reverse mortgages are also sometimes described as "reverse annuity
mortgages" or "loan plans." For further information, see Converting Home
Equity Into Income for the Elderly: Issues and Options, by B. Ellington
Foote, CRS Report No. 84-42. Apr. 5, 1984.
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reverse mortegage may range from 7-10 years or for the remainder
of the individuals lifetime depending upon the terms of the contract.

Under the sale/leaseback contract, the homeowner sells the equity in
the home but retaine the right to reside there, usually for life.
The buyer of the equity provides the elderly homeowner with a down
payment and pays the balance in regular monthly install/ants. The
seller, then, In effect becomes a ranker of the home which he/
she formally owned.

In one extensive enalysis of the potential for application of homeowner

equity toward payment of long-term core expenses, researchers concluded that

.there is evidence thee a large proportion of older persons could use some of

!heir home equity to finance long-term care needs. This analysis showed that

about one-third to one4lalf of all elderly homeowners at high risk of need for

home care could finance 'a portion of home care needs out of homeowner equity.

.The analyeie aleo found that homeowner equity could be used to pay for long-term

care insurance premiums as well as for nursing home care. 55/ Another analyeis

which reviewed the potential for use of homeowner equity to purchase private

long-term care insurance showed that home equity conversion could int aaaaa the

ability of some elderly homeowners to pay for long-term cars insurance, but

concluded that reverse annuity mortgages and sale/leaseback arrangements do

not easily. provide for long-term care financing. Since these arrangements

provide for payments to individuals for longer periods of time then usually

needed to finance certain long-ters care expeneee, they may not have wide ap-

plication for certain expenses requiring lump sums of cash over a short period

of time. This report suggseted that home equity conversion could be more

55/ Jacobs, Bruce and William Weissert. Home Equity Financing of Wag-Tent
Care ni the Elderly. In lAng Tars Care Financing and Delivery Systems: Explor-
ing Some Alternatives, Conference Proceedings, Health Care Financing Administra-
tion, Department of Health and Human Services. Washington, D.C. Jan. 24, 1984:
It should bd noted that these findings were.besed on a model of probability of
using home equity for'this purpose, not on actual experience as to application
of equity toward long -tart& care expenses.
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useful if financial institutions permitted owners to use their homes as lines

of credit, as necessary, to psy for long-term care expenses. 56/

While the idea of using home equity for payments of on-going expenses of

the elderly.has appeared in the literature for number of years, the actual

number of home equity conversion contracts is very limited (estimates range

from 300 to 400 contracts at most). Lenders in only handful of States have

, offered home equity loans and these loans may not be made on a regular basis.
t.

:57/ Therefore, the sctual experience is relatively meager and its specific

application to lOng,term care mey be tentative.

Thus far, there appears to be lack of consumer demand. A number of ob-

i:tidies have been cited as barriers to the future development of these arrange-
..

ments. Many of the elderly may be reluctant to enter into these agreements be-

cause they wish to pass on some inheritance to their heirs. Also, even if this

strategy were more widely evailable, some question whether the elderly would

actually use the funds to pay for long-term care Services. Other elderly may

not participate because they may feel that services available from public

sources will be dee eeeee d if they use their home equity. Also, they may feel

that if they outlive their equity they may be forced to move. A number of

other issues have been raised, including possible depreciation of homes, and

concern that the elderly would not receive fair market value for their homes

.56/ ICF Incorporated. Private Financing of Long-Term Care: Current Meth-

ods aFid Resources. Phase II. Submitted to the Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Planning and Evaluation, Department of Health and Human Services, Jan. 1985.

pp. 25-26.

57/ According to an information paper of the U.S. Senate Special Committee
on Aging, lenders in the following States have offered loans: Arizona, Califor-
nia, Maine, Minnesota, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. See U.S.

Congress. Senate. Special Committee on Aging. Tnrning Home Equity into Income

for Older Homeowners: An Information Paper. S. Rept. 98-216. July 1984. p. 12.
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or that the lenders may default on the loans. These issues would require con-

sumer protection measures.

There has been reluctance on the part of financial institutions to offer

these instruments, particularly due to the current lack of mortgage insurance on

the loans. Also, if the elderly homeowner lives beyond his/her equity, lending

institutions say lose money because they may be reluctant to evict an elderly

homeowner When the equity is exhausted. Finally, institutions may not want to
Y.

4: enter into agreements in cases where the home is not expected to appreciate.

Other issues with respect.to the tax implications of home equity conver-

sions remain to be resolved. According to the Department of Housing and Urban

Development Ouno, the status of sale/leaseback arrangements under the Internal

. Revenue Services (IRS) code is unclear. Questions in need of resolution in-

clude the right of the seller-lessee to take advantage of the one-time homeowner

capital gains exclusion, and the ability of the purchaser-lessor to depreciate

the rental property like other rental property. 58/

In 1983, Congress required HUD to develop a report evaluating the use

of home equity conversion mortgages for the elderly, ircluding the impact on'

financial.institutions, the potential for acceptance of this concept in the

private market, and any recommendations on the establishment of a Federal in-

surance program for insuring home equity mortgages. 59/

While home equity conversion is not extensively availsble, such arrange-

ments say be attractive to some elderly for targeted long-term care expenses

58/ U.S. Congress. Senate Special Committee on Aging and House Select
Committee on Aging, Home Equity Conversion: Issues and Options for the Elderly
Homeowner. Testimony of Kenneth Bairns, p. 59.

59/ This provision vas included as part of P.L 98-181, enacted Nov. 30:
1983. The 'report vas due in Nov. 1984. As of Oct. 1985 the report is receiving
HUD clearance.
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if the market became ufficiently developed and loans were devised to be respon-

'sive to individual needs. Conversion of home equity into cash to be applied

toward the down payment for life care facilities was discussed above. Conver-

sion of home equity to remain in one's own home may be more attractive in the

long run than using equity to finance a life care facility down payment. Be-

C411110 this option allows house rich, but cash poor elderly to remain in their

own homes by drawing upon a ready flow of funds, it may ultimately appeal to

many more persons than life care. It may particularly appeal to those with-

mit heirs who would benefit from the sale of the home upon the death of the

. .

homeowner. Advocates of this concept indicate that this strategy could gener-

ate a significant amount of funds which, if directed toward payment of long-

term care servicu paid for by public sector programs, could reduce pressure

on these programs.

2513
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V. ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED IN FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR LONG-TERM CARE

In the past, debate on Federal long-term care policy has focused on s

number of issues which policy-makers still seek to resolve: how to offer

more consistent and adequate protection for long-term care expenses; how to

strike a balance between institutional and community-based care; and whether

.community-based care is more cost-effective than institutional care. Whereas

in the past these issues were discussed principally in the context of proposals

to reform Federal programs of support for long-term care, today questions

arising from these issues are applied as well to a new dimension of the debate:

the extent to which private sector alternatives, such as private insurance,

life care communities, and home equity conversion, can improve the elderly's

ability to finance the long-term care services they need and want. Although

the debate may have widened to include private sector approaches, it is likely

that reform of current Federal benefit programs will continue to be an area Of

consideration due to the large Federal investment in long-term care as well as

the large numbers of elderly who depend upon these programs for sss is tance.

Some of the questions to be reviewed in the future may include the following:

What are appropriate roles for public programs and private
sector options to play in the financing of long-term care?
Can comprehensive long-term care coverage be provided with-
out public mandate andior subsidy? For example, the health
insurance industry, has been reluctant to offer comprehen-
sive long-term care coverage, suggesting that adverse
selection and induced demand for services will result in
an insufficient pool of premium income to cover anticipated
expenditures. What measures are necessary to obtain an
adequate population base for long-term care insurance cover-
age that is affordable? Is some kind of public mandate
required?

Even if the economic status of future generations of the
elderly improves significantly, it is likely that they will
continue to have differentiated needs and abilities to pay
for long-term care? Mow should public programs and pri-
vate sector options respond to the needs of a diverse popu-
lation? Mow can they most suitably complement each other?

59-807 0 86 9 25 /
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Can private sector alternatives begin to improve the ability
of the elderly to finance their own long-term care expenses
without reform of Federal programs of support? Currently
many elderly persons have no other choice but to incur sizable
out-of-pocket expenditures for long-term care, depleting their
incomes and assets to become eligible for Medicaid's nursing
home benefit. For these persons, Medicaid offers protection
of the last resort. Others have pointed out that Medicaid is
used by far more than a low-income population and that many
middle income individuals are transferring their assets to
relatives in.order to qualify for Medicaid's nursing home
benefit before actually incurring catastrophic long-term care
expenditures. The Health Insurance Association of America
has suggested reducing Medicaid's involvement in the financing
of nursing home care so that fewer middle income individuals
can use bhe program as a viable option for their long-term
care needs. However, little is known about the number o'
persons who actually transfer assets in order to qualify lor
Medicaid's nursing home benefit. Out-of-pocket expenditures
for nursing home care, on the other hand, amount to half of
total national expenditures and are this high because private
sector coverage is very limited and elderly persons must de-
plete their incomes and assets. Given these considerations,
how should reform of public programs proceed?

Public programs and limited private insurance currently pro-
vide more support for institutional forms of long-term care
than for community-based care. Uncertainty about the costs
of expanded community-based care has inhibited the broadening
of coverage for these services. There appears to be consensus,
however, that regardless of the cost of community-based serv-
ices as compared to institutional care, community care is the
more desirable option for most persons with chronic disabili-
ties. Despite the prevalence of chroAic conditions, most older
persons are in reasonably'good health and most chronically ill
persons want to be ts self-sufficient and independent as possi-
ble. There is also suOstantial evidence that family members
would prefer to continue providing support services if some form
of assistance were available to make their continued efforts
possible. What kinds of controls must be in place for home care
coverage to be more extensively included in public or private fi-,
nancing programs for long-term care? Can expanded home care
covnrage be included only in a managed care setting much as a
social/health maintenance organization or life care community?
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[Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned sub-
ject to the call of the Chair.]
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ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE AND RELATED
DISORDERS

MONDAY, JANUARY 27, 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT,
Palm Harbor, FL.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in the
chapel, St. Mark Village, 2655 Nebraska Avenue, Palm Harbor, FL,
Hon. Henry A. Waxman (chairman) presiding.

Mr. WAXMAN. The meeting will please come to order.
I would like to welcome everyone here today for this official

hearing of the House Subcommittee on Health and the Environ-
ment, which is a subcommittee of the Energy and Commerce Com-mittee. I wish to thank Congressman Bilirakis for inviting us to
this hearing on Alzheimer's disease.

Today's hearing is on aging and Alzheimer's disease, on support
groups and coping, and on families and frustration. Two and a half
years ago our subcommittee held its first hearing on Alzheimer's
disease and related disorders. We heard from families and physi-
cians about the tragic results of the disease. And we heard from
researchers and caretakers about lack of knowledge regarding the
cause, cure, or costs. We learned what was being done for patients
and what work remained. We came away from that hearing con-
vinced of the magnitude of the problem and committed to seeking
solutions.

Two and a half years later, much of the information provided at
that Washington hearing has become common knowledge. Symp-
toms of the condition have become well known: forgetfulness, dis-
orientation, and restlessness. And so have its consequences: Alzhei-
mer's disease means progressive disability for victims and despair,
and in many cases, financial destruction for families as they watch
their loved one slip away.

Some progress has been made since the subcommittee first met
on the issue. Because of our efforts, the National Institutes ofHealth are funding research projects at 10 Alzheimer's disease cen-
ters throughout the country. In years ahead this research could
lead to the discovery of both the cause and cure of Alzheimer's.

Yet, while research tui causes and cures continues, the clinical
needs of current patients and their families cannot be forgotten.
For them, the causes and potential cures for this devastating dis-
ease are irrelevant. They need help now.

(257)
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So while we await the research breakthroughs, work must still
be done to secure finding for services for Altheimer's disease vic-
tims and their families. Most of America's 2 million Alsheimer's
patients and their families simply cannot pay for the services that
are required.

And little help is available. Like all long-term care services,
those to address the needs of Alsheimer's patients are not ade-
quately covered by either private or public programs.

For those who can afford private health insurance, limited serv-
ices are given. Public financing offers almost nothing.

Medicare doss not pay. Medicaid requires impoverishment before
benefits are available. And social service programs continue to be
slashed. The frail and vulnerable, the confzsed and disoriented, are
left behind to cope as best they can.

Such callousness is wrong. Such policies are wrong. It is wrong to
restrict coverage for services that are appropriate. It is wrong to
cut the few programs that do offer some assistance. And it is wrong
to force those who need help to go broke in order to get it.

It is frustrating for all of usvictims, families and policymakers
alikethat more progress has not been achieved in resolving thane
'rues over the last 244 years. So we come here today with a re-
newed sense of the problems of an even greater commitment to
find the answers. We need your help to do thatthose of you who
are going to participate in this hearing todayand we neecl it now
more than ever before.

I want to call upon my colleague, Mr. Bilirakis, to make an open-
ing statement at this hearing. But I first of all, I want to maM a
note of the fact that we have a statement submitted for the record
by Congressman Roybal, who is the chairman of the Select Com-
mittee on Aging, and another one by Congressman Pepper, who I.
the former chairman of the Select Committee on Aging. And with-
out objection we will enter their statements in the record at this
time.

[Statements of Representatives Roybal and Pepper follow]
STATRARNT Or EDWARD R. ROTBAL, CHAIRMAN, MUIR BMA= COMIIHMIR ON AGING

It is with deepest regret that I am unable to participate in today's most critical
hearing as I have been breed to return home to IA. Angeles. However, I want you
to know that the fight against Alzheimer's diesme and the tremendous burden it
places on millions of Americans is one to which I am deeply and personally commit-
ted. Unfortunately, it I. a fight we have only just begun.

Fortunately, the fight has a major ally in the person of the chairman of the sub-
committee on health and the enAmmimt, Henry Waxman. I can amure you that
he and I have much in common, whether it be a commitment to the health of all
Americans or the common home base of Los Angeles. Today we share another
common bonda commitment to helping the victims of Alzheimer's climes.

In the difficult battles shoed, we are truly fortunate to have another strong ally
and your Representative, Mike Bilirakis. Mike is a long-time friend, former member
of the Aging Committee, and a committed partner in of our effort against Alzhei-
mer's.

How to care for the victims of Alzheimer's climes and related disorders is an im-
portant issue just because so many people suffer from these diseases. The issue be-
comes even more important when _you =eider that the cost of their care to families
and the Nation Is more than 20 billion dollars annually. Though the financial cost is
grriclvhe greatest fre I. still the human cost for the victims and their families.

you will be hearing testimony from those who most immediately suffer the
=caring for a father, a mother, or a spouse who suffers from these dreaded

Every day these family members deserve our deepest respect and apprecia-
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tion for having shouldered this heavy burden. Today they deserve our admiration
again as they share their experiences in caring for a family member afflicted by
these deadly diseases.

However, Congress must go beyond simply understanding this enormous tragedy
to take immediate, additional action. I am convinced that Alzheimer's is an excep-
tional disease which requires exceptional handling by the Congress this year. In
1985, we spent only 48 million dollars on Alzheimer's related research. With the ex-
ception of 111edicalci, virtually nothing is being done to help the victim or the fami-
lies.

Though 1986 is known as the year of "Gramm-Rudman," Alzheimer's disease
clearly demrnds special attention. In my own "CARE" Bill (H.R. 2280), I am propos-
ing a substantial step forward in funding for research and a beginning step in sup-
port for the families. Fortunately, there are also other important pieces of Alzhei-
mer's legislation which should be considered. One ill a bill by Mike Bilirakis. An-
other bill is by Representative Claude Pepper, my esteemed predecessor as chair-
man of the Aging Committee and the current chairman of the Rules Committee.
Both of their bills deserve support as well.

Again I want to express my great appreciation to Chairman Waxman for holding
this hearing today. I look forward to his return to Washington where all of us can
assist him in his effort to enact a significant and supportive piece of Alzheimer's
legislation.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAUDE PEPPER, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITM ON HEALTH AND
LONG-TERM CARE, House SELECT COMMIT= ON AGING

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Billeakis, and other guests. I wish I would be
with you for your hearing on one of the most important issues facing today's elder-
ly, and those who will grow old in the Mare, AUheimer's disease. I want to com-
mend the subcommittee on Health and the Environment for holding this hearing
today. I know it will be an interesting and informative session.

I also applaud my distinguished colleague from Florida, Mr. Bilirakis, who is an
active member of the Aging Committee, too. He has devoted considerable energy to
seeking relief for Alzheimer's victims and their families.

Alzheimer's disease was barely known outside medical circles 20 years ago, but
today we recognize it as one of the cruelest and most wideseread of illnesses. By
progressively causing its victims brains to degenerate, Alzheimer's Disease deper-
sonalizes them, robbing them of their humanity, their emotions, and their ability to
think.

I'm pleased to say that Alzheimer's research projects are being conducted in some
of the greatest medical and scientific institutions in America. Of course, we have a
long way to go but progress can be seen. I do hope with all my heart that the cure
for that monster, Alzheimer's disease, will be found in the near future.

In the meantime, an artimated 1.2 to 4 million Americans currently suffering
with Alzheimer's disease cry out for help nowl What can we do to alieviate the
sorrow and suffering of those individuals and their families?

Nowhere in our society are individuals left to unassisted and exposed to the haz-
ards of a catastrophic illness as are the victims of Alzheimer's disease. Federal cov-
erage under Medicare and veterans' health programs is minimal. Private assistance
and other health insurance policies are almost non-existent.

Mr. Bilirakis has introduced two bills to improve the situation, H.R. 66 and H.R.
67. These would create family support groups for Alzheimer's victims and establish
a Medicare demonstration project for treatment of Alzhebner's.

I share his goals and have myself introduced legislation, H.R. 524, to create 20
regional centers for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease and similar disorders.

I know that Mr. Waxman and Mr. Bilirakis believe, as I do, that the time has
come to recognize and begin to address the enormous problem of Alzheimer's dis-
tal/ie.

I look forward to reading the proceedings of this important hearing.

Mr. WAXMAN. The reason we are here is because of Congressman
Bilirakist who has shown such great leadership in this whole area
of Alzheimer's disease and aging problems. I think he and I are
among the few members of both the Select Committee on Aging
and the health legislative committee which is our Health Subcom-
mittee.
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The Aging Committee is looking at options, is looking at ways to
deal with this problem, and is giving us ideas. But when legislation
is acted upon, it will have to go through our committee. Congress-
man Bilirakis has shown leadership and commitment to trying to
find some solutions, some answers to this very difficult problem.

He has introduced legislation which is before our committee and
I am pleased to join with him in attending this field hearing today
so that we can develop a record of the testimony that we'll be able
to share with our colleagues in Washington as we try tc move legis-
lation along.

Mr. Bilirakis.
Mr. &mums. Thank you Mr. Chairman. Ladies and gentlemen,

good morning.
I wish to express my sincere gratitude and appreciation to my

distinguished chairman, Congressman Henry Waxman of Califor-
nia, for agreeing to come to our district so that we can discuss the
issues of long term care and Alzheimer's disease. I want to com-
mend my chairman, for without the compassion, concern and fore-
sight that he has exhibited progress would be a long time coming.

I also want to take a moment to thank our generous hosth here
at St. Mark and this morning's witnesses. They have all demon-
strated a great deal of concern and commitment. And I would also
like to thank Mr. Joe Kutner and Mr. Ed Geasa for their invalu-
able assistance.

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, let us begin by looking at
the facts. Long-term care refers to health and social services that
are provided to the chronically ill and functionally impaired. An
estimated 6.6 million Americans age 65 and older need long-term
care today. What is more, as the baby boom generation ages and
individuals live longer the desire and need for long-term care will
become even greater.

In fact, it is projected that the number of elderly in need of long-
term care will increase to 9.3 million by the year 2000, to 12.9 mil-
lion by 2020 and to almost 19 million by 2040. As individuals live
longer they become more susceptible to developing chronic health
conditions that require medical assistance over extended periods of
time.

Care for debilitating chronic conditions, or long-term care, is not
covered by Medicare. Long-term care is expensive and can rapidly
deplete a lifetime savings. In fact, studies conclude that nearly two-
thirds of the persons who enter nursing homes become impover-
ished in just over 3 months.

This statistic is, I am sure you will agree, truly shocking and
frightening. Long-term care financing is one of the most serious
challenges confronting our society. The elderly and their families
have few alternatives for reducing their out-of-pocket expenditures
for long-term care.

Most elderly lack the financial resources to pay for such care and
private insurance is virtually nonexistent. Medicaid, which pays for
the health care of the financially needy, has become the only mech-
anism for financing long-term care. The Medicaid program, howev-
er, primarily covers services rendered in institutional settings,
rather than home or community-based services.
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Furthermore, it poses an additional problem in that one must
become impoverished, as our chairman has indicated, in order to
become eligible. Yet, unless financing mechanisms change, more
pressure will be brought to bear on the program. Medicaid alone
cannot shoulder the burden of long-term care. The demand for al-
ternatives will, no doubt, continue to grow as the population con-
tinues to age.

Solving the problems of financing long-term care and efficiently
providing long-term care services will require innovation and the
cooperation of everyone affected: Government, health care provid-
ers, health insurance companies and consumers.

Among the debilitating health conditions requiring long-term
care today, as you know, is Alzheimer's disease, and it has certain-
ly got to rank among the most prevalent and severe.

The fact is that this deadly mental disorder currently claims 21/4
million Americans and has the sad distinction of being the fourth
leading cause of death among our elderly. The deadly illness has
been known to take as long as 20 years to run its course, eventual-
ly leaving its victim unable to recognize his family or perform even
the most basic daily functions.

As many of you are probably aware, I have had a great interest
in the area of Alzheimer's disease since first being elected to Con-
gress and have introduced the Alzheimer's relief package in order
to assist the victims of Alzheimer's disease and their families. The
package consists of two billsH.R. 66 and H.R. 67which are in-
tended to provide emotional and financial assistance to the millions
of Alzheimer's victims and the affected families.

I am pleased to report that H.R. 66, which calls for the Secretary
of Health and Human Services, through NIMH and the Adminis-
tration on Aging, to promote the establishment of a national net-
work of family support groups in university medical centers and in
other appropriate health care faclities receiving Federal funds, has
been passed by the Energy and Commerce Committee, thanks to
the help of the chairman, Mr. Waxman, and is awaiting passage by
the full House.

The second bill in the Alzheimer's relief package, H.R. 67, is the
Alzheimer's demonstration projects for Medicare bill. The purpose
of this legislation is to create 10, 1-year demonstration projects to
determine the feasibility of Medicare assistance for Alzheimer's
disease.

The need, my friends and neighbors, for financial assistance for
victims of Alzheimer's disease and their families cannot be stressed
strongly enough. The exhorbitant costs of nursing home caro today,
some as high as $16,000 or better a year, coupled with the longthy
duration of this illness clearly illustrates how Alzheimer's disease
can easily financially devastate entire families.

Hearings such as this one are important in that they bring to-
gether the different parties, legislators, health care providers, and
so forth, that are in a position to effect changes in current policy. I
am hopeful that today's meeting of our Health and Environment
Subcommittee will help us fmd some solutions to addressing the
long term care needs of our elderly.
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Enough from me, however. I am certain that everyone is anx-
iously awaiting the testimony of our distinguished witnesses, so I
will not delay any longer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Bilirakis. We have a lengthy list
of people that we want to hear from today and, after that, Mr. Bili-
rakis has asked us if we would hold the record open and have an
opportunity for people to get up and make any comments they
wish, who are here in the audience.

Because we have a long schedule of witnesses we are going to
have to ask each person who is going to testify to be a few minutes,
2, 3, 4 minutes, no more than 5 minutes in length for their testimo-
ny.

We will have a chance for questions and answers and then com-
plete the hearing today. I might just mention the fact that Mr. Bili-
raids mentioned the bill he introduced which would set up the Alz-
heimer's family support groups in institutions.

It has passed our committee and, as a matter of fact, one of the
reasons we will have to curtail the hearing this afternoon is we
have to bring that bill on the floor this week. I did not know if you
were aware of that, but we are going to bring it to the House floor
and we hope it will pass then through the House and get the
Senate to go along with it as well.

Our first panel is a group of very special people. Each of them
has felt the pain, the frustration, that accompanies Alzheimer's be-
cause each one of them has had to live with or take care of a
victim of this disease. They all have first hand knowledge of what
this disease does to individuals and to families.

I would like to ask them now to come up to our witness table and
simply tell us a little about their experience with Alzheimer's. Mrs.
Dee Ann Foster comes from Clearwater. Mr. James Kelly is from
Palm Harbor. From Tampa, we'll be hearing from Mrs. Ada Pyles
and Mrs. Della Cury. And finally, we have Mr. Max Patton from
Safety Harbor.

Would you please come forward and take a seat? We would ap-
preciate it. I want to thank each one of you for coming to our hear-
ing today. It is important, as you are aware, but I want to empha-
size it, that we as Congressmen hear about your personal experi-
ences. It is important not just for the two of us, but for all of those
members of Congress that we are going to share your testimony
with. Your thoughts and comments are really very helpful and
they are going to be helpful in trying to shape Federal health poli-
cies that will meet the needs in the most cost effective way.

I know that some of you have prepared statements for today's
hearing. Those statements will be put into the record.

For now, what we want each of you to do is to take a few min-
utes to summarize your thoughts and then we will have some ques-
tions for you.

Mrs. Foster, why don't we start with you. If you'll pass the
mikeI hope it will reach, if not maybe we can trade seats during
the time of testimony. Your full statements are going to be part of
the record so if you have a written statement we will have that all
in the record.
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STATEMENTS OF DEEANN FOSTER, CLEARWATER; JAMES G.
KELLY, PALM HARBOR; ADA PYLES, TAMPA; MAX PATTON,
SAFETY HARBOR; AND DELLA CURY, TAMPA
Ms. FOSTER. My name is Dee Ann Foster. I am a professional

guardian and member of the Guardian Association with Pinellas
County. At this time I am taking care of 22 wards, 6 of which are
confirmed Alzheimer's disease.

The first thing I do when I take a case, Health & Investigation
has usually investigated the case and they will very often give me
an idea that Alzheimer's is suspected. I try at this time to get CAT
scans so that we actually know what we are dealing with. It is very
important, right at the beginning, to know if we are dealing with
Alzheimer's because it will affect every decision being made in
behalf of this ward.

I have been helped a great deal by Community Care for the El-
derly which is a State and private donation. I am often able to
keep the wards in their own homes for a period of time with the
help of these agencies. Meals on Wheels is often a great help. How-
ever, Alzheimer's patients are not easy to work with.

They are belligerent and very frightful people. As I have found
them to have been hardworking, usually in one career choice their
whole lives, have contributed generously to society and, therefore,
their pride and independence is very important to them.

So it is a very hard thing to get them to accept outside help.
Amongall of mine are beyond the 65 year age limit usually by
the time I get them, so they have had the disease for many, many
years. Placing them is a big problem. Few congregate living facili-
ties are prepa:ed to deal with the specialized care of the Alzhei-
mer's patient.

Even our nursing homes have trouble dealing with a hands-on
situation. Where there is money available we put extra help in
with them. For instance, yesterday morning a man in a nursing
home, we had to insert a food tube into his throat because he sud-
denly can no longer remember to swallow. This type of care cannot
be provided unless we have outside help.

At this point it is all private and as long as the funds will last we
can get them whatever care they need and I intend that their
money be used to give them whatever they need until it runs out.
All six patients have had a good retirement. They are all looking
at, if they live another 2 or 3 years, to be back on public aid.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Foster follows.]
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As a profesoional guardian, it is interesting to note that 20%
of my wards have a confirmed C.A.T. Scan diagnoein Alzheimer's
Disease.

When I was asked to be guardian in each of these oases, Alzheimer's
was suspected but not diagnosed. It is important to know as soon as
possible if the patient has Alzheimer's Diseaee as it will affect all
discussions made in the ward's behalf.

Charlie R. is a childless 85-year old Caucasian man living with
his 82-year old wife in a nursing home. When I accepted this case in
May 1985, Charlie and Mary were living in a beautiful, well furniehed
mobile home in Clearwater, Florida.

They were helped by part-time aids through Community Care for
the Elderly which is supported by the State and private donations.
They were also helped by Meals on Wheels. Charlie was having periods
of violence often foroing the aids out of the hose. Mary, who suffers
with Lukemia and Dementia, was weeping most of the time. Charlie
would be found wandering often dragging Mary along the busy streets
of Clearwater, oometimes appearing in public places demanding money.
There were long periods of paranoia, and hallucinations were exhibited.
Somewhere along the lino their jewelry had disappeared. Anyone could
have removed it from them in their etate of confusion.

In August of 1985 tt was necessary to place Charlie and Mary into
an Adult Congregate Living Facility for 24-hour supervision. This
proved unsatisfaotory as Charlie could not be kept from wandering
away, again dragging a weeping Mary along. There were also violent
episodes unually occurring in th^ middle of the night. Before the
onset of the dieease, this had been a very happy and oongenial marriage.
The faoi/ity Linked that Charlie and Mary be moved in September 1985 as
they could no longer accept them as reeidente. Charlie was too upsetting
to the other people in the home.

During Charlie's working yeare he was with Rochester, New York,
Gas Company, working until retirement, saving and investing his money,
and consotentiously preparing for retirement. When he and Mary retired
to Florida, he secured their futures with a trust arrangement, and they
enjoyed a nocial and prooperous retirement.

Charlie'e ftrat problems involved traffic accidents, and he re-
luctantly volunteered to give up his automobile. Thie is always a
turning point i retirement, en/eel/illy in Pinellas County where
public traneit is very limited. Since September 1985 Charlie and Mary
have 3ivod in a nursing home. Both have had to be in a hospital and
are fast depleting thotr savings. In relecttng a nursing home, groat
care was usad to mourn that whnn their money runs out, the facility
accepts Medinade.
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As Charlie'e dissect) progrennes, more problems are encountered.
His behavior is getting more out of control, medication is more
expensive, and the violence towardo hin wife may aeon force them to
be eparated, causing additionnl expenoea. Another throe years of
life will force both partners of this marriage on to public assiotance.

Sally W. is a childless, Caucasian 74-year old female living
alone in her modest mobile home. She and hor husband both hold
responsible jobs all of their working years. Her husband died a
year ago leaving Sally without his pension. She cannot live within
her Social Security income and pulls from savings, which are under
110,000. With the help of Community Care for the Elderly three times
a week, and private visits twice daily, she is able to stay in her
own home. This is a day-to-day atate. Any day may bring the call
that may force us to place her in a nursing home. An Adult Congregate
Living Facility doeo not look like a viable alternative. Everything
ahe owns will he oold. Thin will provide about a year as private pay
in a nursing home. Then nhe would be placed on public assistance.

Sally has some days she cannot remember the mmes of very common
things, such an chairs, telephones or even rooms. Other days she
functions well, but medication and meals are increasingly becoming
a problem to living alone. She will not accept Meals on Wheels.

If savings are used up, oho in not eligible for Medieade
assistance in her own home, an Social Security income falls over the
limit but under dhat it takes to sustain her.

Harold F. in a 71.-year old male Caulasian. He Met his wife to
heart disease eight months ago. He hae a cencrous estate including
a home. In addition to Alzheimer's, ho has just fallen and broken a
hip.

Due to the fact that Harold'n ehildron are out-of-state, most
of his persona] property has been sold. The home in now being rented.
Ho is severely depressed and needed rrivate-duty nursing in the
hospital, and we are continuing this in the nursing home. One of
Harold's real problems is that he can't remember to chew or swallow
food. Juot this morning we have had to order a tube placed in his
throat. We are hopeful that he will respond to this "hands on" care.
It has worked well in one other case. At 00.00 a day for aid attend-
ance plus the cost of nursing home care, even a generous estate will
run out, and he can expect to end up on public aid. The kind of
individual care that is needed by Alzheimer's patients does not seem
covered as regular care by nursing homes.
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As you oan ace, each Alzheimor's case is as individual ao the
person himoelf.

From the profoacional guardian's viewpoint, whon you accept u .

suapeoted Alzheimer's mem, you realize they take speoial and addi-
tional time. / have never had an meaoy" case. They are usually
un000perative, unreasonable and demand five timou as muoh time au
other wards. Plaoing them is alwayo a problem, and moot Adult
Congregate Living Facilitieo are not equipped to deal with thom.
In working with Community Care for the Elderly, / have found tranu-
portation to bo a major finanoial =mem.

Alzheimer'o pationts are usually vory Intelligent, have had
interesting careeru, have contributod generously to 'moiety, and
have lead productive lives. With Alzheimer's Diaeaoe, no amount of
money is oeourity.

Reopectfully submittod,

DeeAnn Foster
Profesoional Guardian

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Foster.
Mr. Kelly.

STATEMENT OF JAMES G. KELLY
Mr. KELLY. I would like to introduce my testimony by reading

the first paragraph of my prepared statement. When Juliamy
wife Julia Kellyfirst showed signs of personality change and for-
getfulness in 1970, she was 55 years of age. It was a very gradual
thing and not immediately recognized.

Inasmuch as we were both going through job-related problems I
attributed these changes to emotional upset that would be alleviat-
ed by the passage of time. I would like to inject that Julia was a
very bright individual, graduated from college at age 20, a very ar-
ticulate and outgoing person.

It was not until the mid-1970's, after she was subjected to exten-
sive tests, that her illness was diagnosed as Alzheimer's. Some-
where about this time she lost the ability to know the day of the
week, tell time, cooking skills, interest in reading, ability to con-
verse, et cetera. She avoided people, including close friends, prefer-
ring to sit alone in a darkened room.

Eventually I had to deny her the use of the car and restrict her
to the home as best I could. When she did get out she frequently
got lost in our neighborhood where she had resided for 30 years.
Alzheimer's destroys the whole person. Too much is said about the
memory. It is a serious thing but I found you could cope during the
early stages with the memory problem.
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The biggest thing I found that was hard to accept was the per-
sonality changethat was immediately noticed. I recognized that
before I recognized the memory problem. I continued to work, for
my own peace of mind, I worked u otil my 67th year. Fortunately,
though, as a result of my job change i only worked 3 to 4 miles
from home, I had good neighbors who watched over her.

If they saw her in the street, they would either get her back into
the house or call me at work. We lived in a small community, we
enjoyed our own police department and they all knew me, knew
her, they would bring her to the house, call me at work.

Fortunately, I had an understandiag company who recognized
my necessity to run in and out, sometimes twice a day, sometimes
maybe only three to four times a week. The task of trying to disci-
pline myself was a hard thing to cope with.

I was behind the door when God gave out patience and just look-
ing back in retrospect I am sort of proud of myself how I learned to
cope with her for 10 years at home. I eve.dually moved to Florida
because I had to get out of a large home. The staira were very dan-
gerous for her.

I had to turn off the gas sl night. I had to turn off the water. I
had to put locks on the refrigerator. All these things in order to
control her. I put straps around my bureaus, dressers, anything
where she could disrupt things. Alzheimer's victims are up 24
hours a day. They catnap, 10 minutes at a time.

When I moved to Florida I bought a small home here in Palm
Harbor. I had to double lock all the doors. Of course, I had to go
through the same exercise of turning off the range at night, turn-
ing off the water, and despite that I was exhausted and would fall
asleep. Sometimes I would forget to lock the door and the next
thing a neighbor would be bringing her home.

Sometimes I had to bathe her two or three times a day and while
I was looking for a change of clothes she would get out of the house
and many a time there was stark naked Julie running down the
street. These things, you know, are a little humorous now that I
look back but, believe me, living with it is hell on Earth.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kelly follows:]
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My wife, Julia R. Kelly first showed signs of personality change and forget-

fulness in 1970. She was 55 years old. It was a very gradual thing

and nut immediately recognised. In as much ns we were both going through

job related problems, I attributed these changes to emotional upset that would

be alleviated by the passage of time. I would like to inject that Julie

was a very bright individual, graduated from college at age 20. A very

articulate and outgoing person.

It was not until the mid-seventies after she was subjected to extensive

tests that her illness was diagnosed as Aleheimers. Somewhere about

this time she lost her ability to tell time, cooking eking, interest in

reading, ability to converse, etc. She avoided people, including close

friends, preferring to sit alone in a dark room. Eventually, I had to

deny her use of a car and restrict her to the house as best I could.

When she did get out she frequently got lost in our neighborhood, where

we resided for thirty years.

For my own peace of mind and a little diversion from house-hold chores

and patient care I continued working until my sixty-seventh year.

Although, Julie was affected with terminal di , her doctor continued

to marvel at her otherwise good health and predicted that she had a long

life ahead of her. I anticipated that the Alxheimers could progress to the

point that I would no longer be able to cope with the situation and that I

would be faced with the tremendous financial burden of nursing home care.

In 1981 I recognixod that our Long Island home was too large for me to

physically maintain and too dangerous (stairs) for her.

After much deliberation I decided that I could best function in a warm

area so I retired and moved to Florida. It proved to be the right decision.
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Pag 2

Unfortunately, Julie continued to 44Zeriorate rapidly and after a very

serious accident at home I had to face reality, no alternative but.to

place her in a nursing facility.

Her life sustaining functions continued to bo strong and the doctor reiter-

ated a projection for many more years of life.

During the first few months that she was confined to the Nursing Center

I was able to forecast what my assets would cover. I was "hocked to learn

that the quarter of a million dollsr medical plan included in my retirement

package contained an exclusion for those suffering from mental disorder'.

Using our basic estimate of $25,000/year plug SS yearly escalation it was

easy to see financial devastation on the horizon.

I attended Alzheimer's support group meetings sponsored by MRS. They were

an excellent source of information and offered the opportunity to cty on

one another's shoulder. It was during one of these meetings that I heard

the greatest news and encouragement regarding financial matters. Ms were

told by the speakers that those carrying a nursing hcme burden ahould

investigate Medicaid, and thai only the patient's assets woke considered in

making a determination as to eligibility. Here-to-fore I had teen adviied

that a spouie was responsible for a partner's care. In my particular case

the major percentage of assets were in my name. This was not the result of

any planning or deliterate action on my part. It occured simply as a result

of my wife's.inability to make any decisions or to sign her name during the

preceding six years.

I filed for Medicare. In support of this twelve (12) page application the

Health and Rehabilitative Services requested complete financial disclosure

or all our assets going back a few years prior to date of application. It

was necessary to identify each individual asset, current status and if dis-

posed of, how and when. This exercise 'required a considerable amount of

effort and at times it could be difficult to show the continuity from one

transaction to another.

I'm not suggesting that this request for supporting data was unreasonabln.

The people at MRS were very cooperative and understanding of all
submissions I presented. Some of the clarifying data they requested

was sometimes difficult to obtain from ot''er souxces.'

Subsequently, Medicaid was approved for. wife. Unfortunately, or cerhaps

I should say fortunately, Julie died less than a month later.
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STATEMENT OF ADA PYLES
Mr. WAXMAN. MM. Pyles.
Mrs. PYLES. My name is Ada Pyles. I live in Tampa, FL. I am a

working wife and mother. My husband is an Alzheimer patient. We
have three children. I am the primary caretaker of my husband. I
have not yet reached the stage where institutional placement is
necessary. ,As the disease progresses I know I will have to quit my
job to care for my husband.

I would like to keep and care for my husband myself at flame.
Once I quit my job I will have no income except what he gets from
Social Security and disability. As this disease progresses so will my
medical bills.

My husband first began showing signs of Alzheimer's at the age
of 45. My husband is 49 now. At the age of 45 we had two sons at
home, one a senior in high school and the other a freshman in col-
lege.

The first signs were that he was not being able to remember the
role of his supervision job. In January 1982, after some extensive
testing, my husband was diagnosed. He was put on disability from
his job in February.

We then applied for Social Security and were denied. Our sons
were still dependents. We later applied again and were denied
again. So we had to hire an attorney and again some extensive
testing by different doctors, all at our expense.

In January 1983, 1 year and some great expense later, my hus-
band was granted disability. At present I am able to work and keep
my husband at home. What would happen if I became disabled and
can no longer be the caregiver? With no work, no pension, how
long could I keep him at home?

Although we have private insurance, what would happen when
we cannot afford the expense not covered by our insurance? Our
plans for the future are gone. All the years we have worked and
hoped to enjoy retirement, gone. How long before my husband and
I would have to depend on welfare to survive?

What would happen to our family? My support group has been
my support. Answers do not come easily, especially in this day and
age when the battle rages with regard to trimming the budget. I
am encouraged by the fact that you took the initiative to come to
the people and hear first hand the devastation caused by Alzhei-
mer's disease.

Now that you have heard, I respectfully request that you act
quickly, responsibly and purposefully to alleviate this growing fi-
nancial devastation. I thank you sincerely for your interest and
support in helping us to ease the burden.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Pyles.
Mr. Patton.

STATEMENT OF MAX PATTON

Mr. PATTON. My association with Alzheimer's disease came as
the result of my mother acquiring the disease. Looking back now,
the initial symptoms began in the 1970's and as symptoms pro-
gressedshe was diagnosed as having Alzheimer's disease and we
had gone through a progressive deterioration whereby we tried
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hiring saak with the house, taking care of her, going through re-
tirement homes, with the aid of day care centers, nursing homes.

Finally she was brought to our home where we had done some
extensive remodeling and slie 4nished the last year or year and a
half of her life at our house, pia-ding away this last September.

If I have any expertise in this field it is probably in the relation-
ship of young children with the Alzheimer's victim and Perhaps I
can answer some questions in this regard with you. Thank you.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Patton.
Mrs. Cury.

STATEMENT OF DELLA CURT
Mrs. Cuiw. My name is Della Cury and I live in Tampa, FL. I am

34 years old, married with one daughter. I am a graduate of the
University of Louisville, KY, and I have been employed hy a mort-
gage banking firm for the last 10 Tears.

In 1978, after 28 years of marriage, my father died from cancer
and left my mother alone. She had been a mother of two and a
homemaker all those years and she was devastated by his death. In
1979, my daughter was born. Mother came for 2 weeks to help. She
had turned 54 that summer.

She could not cook nor help with the laundry. She was scared
and cried a lot. She was changing and we did not know why. In
1980, my brother and myself helped my mother move to Tampa.
We emptied the house into the garage and had a huge sale in Prep-
aration for the move.

During that sale, I learned that mother not only had trouble
with her checkbook but she could no longer count change. At this
point she was still covering up problems with excuses of being
nervous or tired. Many of these observations could only be under-
stood many months later.

In an effort to maintain her independence, my mother Purchased
a condominium in 1981 which was about 5 minutes from my house.
That same year, I took her to a family doctor, psychiatrist, a clini-
cal psychologist and finally to a neurologist. In 1982, itly mother
was diagnosed as having Alzheimer's disease.

Within the last 12 months we have searched for a place that
would afford mother 24 hour care, comfort and companionship. The
facilities that I have found would not take mother because she was
younger than 62 years of age and also because of her existing dis-
ease.

In this area, now the most populous in P. la, nursing home
costs average from $1,800 to $2,000 a mon We are presently
paying over $1,700 a month for live-in care. Because of mother's
fig% this amountwhich will accelerate when she moves to a nurs-
ing home facilitycould rapidly eliminate her savings.

How can families of Alzheimer's patients handle these COMA
without assistance? This disease, which has become so feared and
so preval-, is not going to disappear.

VVe mucl, in something now to help find a cure, to a/Mid those
families i are presently dealing with an emotional and financial
crisis, and also to plan for the future. Much evidence indicates that
Alzheimer's disease is hereditary. Should I become an Alzheimer's
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victim my husband and my daughter may become the main care-
givers.

I hope at that time there will be more financial assistahce and
quality caregiving facilities available. I am aware of the current ef-
forts to balance the budget and that Medicare and Medicaid are se-
verely strained. There is great competition for each and e-ery tax
dollar. I would suggest some middle-of-the-road solutions be found.

As an example, most caregivers wish to keep their patient at
home as long as possible. Perhaps a service delivery system could
be established to assist caregivers. A service of this nature would
allow the Alzheinier's patient to stay at home in a more familiar
setting for a longer period of time and certainly would delay the
devastating costs or a nursing home.

I would like to thank youand certainly my mother would if she
couldfor the opportunity to tell her story to a committee that is
so influential in the matters affecting our aging population. Thank
you.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you.
Let me thank each of you for your testimony telling us about

what -fit have been and continues to be for some of you a very
difficu. me for you and members of your family. Your stories are
represenwtive of what happens to millions of families who have
been and will continue to be affected by this devastating disease.

The treatment, whether it is at home or in an institution, sounds
like it I. obviously very, very expensive. How have you managed to
pay for these costs? Does Medicare help? Have any of you looked to
Medicaid? Does your private insurance help }mu at all? Do mem-
bers of the family help? How do you cope with the costs, the finan-
cial costs, of Alzheimer's? Yes, sir.

Mr. KILIAN If I may read from my prepared statement, I have
had some experience. During the first few months that Julie was
confmed to a nursing center I was able to forecast what my assets
would cover. I was shocked to learn that the $250,000 medical plan
that was a part of my retirement package had an exclusion for
mental disability.

Using a basic estimate of 625,000 a year, plus the 6-percent
yearly escalation, it was easy to see fmancial devastation on the
horizon. I attended Alzheimer's support group meetings sponsored
by HRS. They are an excellent source of information and offered
the opportunity to cry on one anothers shoulder.

It was during one of these meetings that I heard the greatest
news and encouragement regarding financial matters. We were
told by the speaker that those carrying the nursing home burden
should investigate Medicaid and that only the patient's assets were
considered in making a determination as to eligibility.

Heretofore, I had been advised that a spouse was completely re-
sponsible for the partner's care. In my particular case the major
percentage of assets were in my name. This was not the result of
any planning or deliberate action on my part. It occurred simply as
a result of my wife's inability to make any decisions or to sign her
name during the preceding 6 years.

I filed for Medicare. In support of a 12-page application, Health
and Rehabilitative Services requested complete financial disclosure
of all our assets going back a few years prior to date of application.
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It was necessary to identifY each individual asset, current status,and if disposed of how and when. This exercise required a consider-able amount of effort and at times it could be difficult to show thecontinuity from one transaction to another.
I am not suggesting that this request for supporting data was un-reasonable. The people at HRS were very cooperative and under-standing of all the submissions I presented. Some of the clarifyingdata they requested was sometimes difficult to obtain from other

SOLWCes.

Subsequently, Medicaid was approved for my wife. Unfortunate-ly, or perhaps I should say fortunately, my prayers were answeredand Julie died three weeks later.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mrs. Pyles, are you getting any help fmancially

from Medicaid or any other care?
Mrs. PYLES. Right at present my husband is on Social Security

disability so Medicare does cover some of his doctor's expense. But
the other is covered by my insurance. But when my husband getsI Ito a stage where he might need extensive care, my insurancedoes not cover that.

Mr. WAXMAN. And how about Medicare? Will Medicare coverhim if he needs to be in a nureing home?
Mrs. PYIXS. No sir.
Mr. WAXMAN I. knew the answer to that but I wanted that to beon the record. I cannot tell you how many of my colleagues in theCongress, voted these laws, think Medicare is going topay for eve Medicare will take care of it.
Of course, 111 care, as wonderful as that program is, is very lim-ited when you get into a long-term care situation. With a nursinghome, particularly, or some type of long-term facility, Medicare's

coverage is very, very lmitedone of the great inadequacies in thelaw today.
Mr. Patton, what kind of financial help have you been able toacquire?
Mr. Plerrotr. We were very fortunate in that my mother had sub-

stantial savings and she did pass away before her savings were ex-hausted. However, the difficulty with Alzheimer's is that you donot know the course of the disease. You cannot predict how longthe person is going to live.
So whenever you take into consideration what you have to dealwith and how it is going to be paid for, you do have to kind of setthings aside and plan a little bit. But that was one of the reasonswhy we had, in the last year or year and a half of my mother's life,

moved her to our house.
We found that this was less expensive. We could go ahead andhire some people to come in and help. Medicare did take care ofsome of the supplies, some sickroom needs and also some of thedoctor bills that we ran intoa portion of it, very little though.We were just plain fortunate that she did acquire the disease

later in life. She was in her early seventies when she was diag-nosed and she away when she was 76. Had she lived several
years longer, w , yes, we would have had some difficulties.

Mr. WAXMAN. . CM?
Mrs. Cuay. My mother is very fortunate to have savings which

are covering her financial needs at the time. Because she is only 59
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now and, as Mr. Patton said, you do not know how long it is going
to last, her savings could be depleted totally. I am receiving no fi-
nancial aid now but I anticipate it could happen that I would need
that.

Mr. WAXMAN. Other than from your physician, how did you get
information about Alzhemer's disease and its treatment? Did you
get help from any community-based support groups? Would it have
been helpful tolave a central place to go to or a special number to
call to:get information? Any of you want to comment on that?

Mr. Patton.
Mr. PAITON. Yes. If anybody is faced with the situation of having

someone that they are in question about or needing some help
right now, what I would suggest would be that you go to the front
of your telephone directory and find the number for your Division
of Family Services.

From this you can get direct help, you can get referrals and,
most important of all, you can get in touch with support groups.
Support groups are the backbone of the situation right now. Your
day care centers are of great value in initial stages of Alzheimer's
disease, they really are.

They were a lifesaver to us on several occasions. You have your
churches and various community groups that are becoming inter-
ested now in Alzheimer's. Thank God for this. And there are pri-
vate profit organizations that you can contact also that were of
great help to us also.

Mr. WAXMAN. Anyone else want to add to that?
Mr. Bilirakis.
Mr. BILIRAXIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, would like to ex-

press my appreciation and commendation to all of you for your
courage. I know it is very difficult for you to have to come up here
and tell us your sad stories. But without it we cannot learn and we
cannot help to educate the public.

It is very important that the general public be educated as far as
this dreaded disease is concerned. So I do commend you. Yes, I will
try to talk a little louder. It is just that I have got a virus in my
tongue and I just cannot talk too well right now, which is probably
just as well for a politician.

Mrs. Pyles, this private insurance that you had told us about,
you are saying that the provisions of the policy allow coverage as
long as you have your husband at home?

Mrs. PYLn. Well, as long as he is under a doctor's care, but no
long term in a nursing home, no sir.

Mr. BILIRAIUP. So, if you were to put him in an institution there
would be no coverage?? You ere satisfied of that effect?

Mrs. PYLES. Yes, sir.
Mr. &mums. The insurance man has explained that to you, is

that correct?
Mrs. PYLEs. Yes, sir.
Mr. Built/am Well, Mrs. Pyles, also, your husband is certainly

one of the youngest Alzheimer's victims that I have heard of. Al-
though I will tell you and for the benefit of the audience, a few
months ago I received a lettera letter was shared with me from a
mother, I think from the Tampa areawhose, I believe it was a 25-
year-old, son had been diagnosed with Alzheimer's.
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We are not trying to put the fear of God into anybody as far as
this disease is concerned but it is part of our real world and the
elderly do not have a monopoly. I t'hink we have already heard of
forties and fifties. The elderly certainly do not have a monopoly as
far as this dreaded disease is concerned.

How is Mr. Pyles progressing, ma'am, and also how have your
children responded to his illness?

Mrs. Plaza. Well, my childrenwe are a very close family. My
children are responding real good as far as we !mow that we are
going to take one day at a time. My children have their lives to
live but they still include their father in it.

I understand that he is not really right now, you know, as far
advanced as others, but you look ahead. You just, you know, we
take one day at a time but you look ahead. Through my support
group, which has been of good support to me, I see the stages he is
going into. I have not reached those stages but I try to prepare
myself now for those.

Mr. Drumm. Thank you, ma'am.
Mr. Patton, I understand you had your mother in a nursin

home and then you chose to bring her home. Can you tell us wh
Mr. PxrroN. For two purposes, really. As I said before, t e

length of a person's life with Alzheimer's disease is unpredictable
and there is also a great feeling of guilt that goes along with the
people who are caring for people who have Alzheimer's.

You try very hard and yet it does not seem to be enough. It is
hard to accept the fact that what you see today is the best it is ever
going to be and it is never going to be any betterit is always
going to be a little bit worse tomorrew. And when you have a
person with Alzheimer's they really are totally helpless. They are
not able to fend for themselves at all.

They are very vulnerable. As a businessman, I know how diffi-
cult it is to hire someone who is absolutely and completely honest
and capable. But I feel that the retirement home and the Lursing
home that we had contact with were probably the very best that
we could possibly have had.

However, there is always the feeling that there could be some-
thing happening in the way of personal thefts and abuse through
nothing but frustration or whatever. It k totally unknowing to the
family because the person that is affected, the Alzheimer's victim,
cannot remember. They totally are absolutely helpless.

For unscrupulous individuals there is just an endless source of
income in the Tampa Bay area if they wish to prey on these
people, people who have no immediate family members who are
taking care of them. It is not difficult to spot someone with Alzhei-
mer's disease after you have lived around them or tal.en care of
them.

So I think that was a very important aspect in our decision to
bring my mother home. That plus the financial end of things. Also,
I had a son who was going away to the University of Florida and
there was just a room that was available in the house. We were
able to remodel it in such a way that it disrupted our lives as little
as possible.

Basically, that is it. I mean, we just plain felt better about it. We
thought there would be less of a feeling of guilt when her life was
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over. If things reached a point where we could not cope with the
situations, we could always go back to a nursing home. But it
worked out that that was not necessary. My mother passed away at
our house.

Mr. Bum' Axis. Thank you, Mr. Patton.
Very quickly, at least for a couple of you, I wonder if you could

share with us your opinion in terms of the knowledge, if you will,
of the physician or physicians that you contacted as far as your
loved one was concerned?

Were you satisfied that they had adequate knowledge? The
reason I ask that question, I guess it is fairly obvious, isand we
have heard this directly from the medical professionthat they are
starting now to orient and educate physicians as far as this disease
is concerned.

Even though it is something that has been with us a long time,
we really have not learned much about it until just the recent
years. But, of course, that also follows for the medical community. I
wondered if you have any quick comments as far as that, any of
you.

Mrs. Cury.
Mrs. CURY. At the beginning, my mother was treated for a good

while for depression and I believe possibly because of her age it
was not considered. It was not until we finally visited the psychia-
trist and then the clinical inychologist that we were eventually di-
rected to the neurologist. At that point, I felt very comfortable that
he knew what she had and that the diagnosis was correct.

I think when you go to support groups you hear the same things
that you are familiar with and you know about and you know that
there is not too much question about what you are living through.
You know it is Alzheimer's.

Mr. BiLutrutis. Thank you. Any more comments toward that?
Yes, sir.

Mr. KELLY. Back in 1970 when my wife firut experienced trouble
my family doctor sort of threw up his hands because he suspected
something and he referred me to a neurologist. After the CAT scan
and some elaborate blood work Alzheimer's was confirmed.

When I asked the neurologist what w3f1 it all about he referred
me to an article that had been published a year prior in the New
York Times. Because he himself admitled that he had so little ex-
perience with Alzheimer's, that New York Times article of 1970,
1971 was the source of great information.

Subsequently, when I came to Florida the first neurologist I con-
tacted said he knew about it but time proved he was not an experi-
enced man. I had to change doctors because I learned at the sup-
port group that some of the treatment or some of the drugs being
administered were not adequate because I had a wife at home
climbing the walls. I thought it was Alzheimer's and I found out
later it was the drug that was aggravating the condition.

So I say you have to be selective or very carefully try to find the
best neurologist you can. But once more, I would like to add em-
phasis to the support groups. They are an invaluable group.

Mr. BILMAKIs. They are wonderful.
Mr. KELLY. They are wonderful. You will come out of them some-

times devastated because you hear some of the stories that is only
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a forecast of what you are going to go through, But, without the
knowledge, when your day comes you are lost. So you take it day
by day and attend as many support group meetings as you can.
Thank you.

Mr. Minims. Thank you, Mr. Kelly. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you Mr. Bilirakis. We appreciate very

much your testimony and your being with us today. Thank you
very much.

Our next witness is Dr. Eric Pfeiffer of the Suncoast Gerontology
Center for Health and Long Term Care. Dr. Pfeiffer has long been
involved in the care and treatment of Alzheimer's patients as well
as the medical research that is being done on the disease. I would
like to welcome you to our hearing and thank you very much for
being with us.

Any prepared testimony you wish to submit to the subcommittee
will be made part of the record in full. Now, what we would like to
ask you to do, if you would, is to summarize your testimony. Please
try to keep it within 5 minutes so that we will have a full opportu-
nity to question you.

STATEMENT OF ERIC PFEIFFER, M.D., DIRECTOR, SUNCOAST
GERONTOLOGY CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
MEDICAL CENTER

Dr. PFEIFFER. Chairman Waxman, Congressman Bilirakis, it is
indeed a pleasure to be here. I do commend both of you for your
vigorous efforts on behalf of Alzheimer's disease victims and for re-
search on Alzheimer's disease.

We have, several days ago, submitted a full copy of our testimo-
ny to be included in the record but I simply would like to summa-
rize some of the main points and then be available to you to com-
ment on any remarks that you have or to respond to your ques-
tions which I think will be the most useful role that I could play.

Alzheimer's disease, of course, is a devastating disorder. It runs
its course anywhere from 2 to 20 years and therein lies a great deal
of uncertainty and a great deal of financial implications for plan-
ning.

It is caused by premature and progressive death of brain cells. In
other words, Alzheimer's disease attacks the* brain, the overall
organ of adaptation. It is anywhere from the fifth or the fourth
leading cause of death and accounts for half of the people in nurs-
ing homes.

Only about 10 percent of the population will get Alzheimer's dis-
ease, but 100 percent of our population have to face the fear of Alz-
heimer's disease. So that anyone who makes progress in conquer-
ing this disease will, indeed, deserve not only the thanks and grati-
tude of that part of the population that is affected but that part of
the population which must fear it.

At the Suncoast Gerontology Center at the University of South
Florida Medical Center, we have made Alzheimer's disease our No.
1 priority. We are involved there in promoting education as well as
the direct services of prompt recognition and treatment of Alzhei-
mer's disease.
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We counsel very strongly the avoidance of hospitalization where
this is not absolutely necessary since the hospital is frequently a
very hostile environment for a person affected by Alzheimer's dis-
ease. We minimize against the use of medications because, as you
have heard, they cart contribute to additional problems.

In our view, the best place for Alzheimer's disease patients is at
home for approximately 90 percent of those victims for 90 percent
of the time.

However, that indicates that some persons from the beginning
cannot be cared for at home and the vast majority of patients will,
towards the end of their illness, in the last 6 months to 1 year, re-
quire institutional care.

There are a number of services that are available not only to pa-
tients, which include diagnosis and ongoing medical care, but also
to caregivers. Unless caregivers are provided these services, they
cannot continue to care. These include family support groups, adult
daycare and respite care.

We, at the center, are currently embarking on a major attack on
Alzheimer's disease that looks at both research, at the underlying
causes of the disease, and what to provide to patients and care-
givers now. We have a number of recommendations that include
publicly funded daycare services for Alzheimer's disease patients.

We recommend further that Medicare cover psychiatric and
counseling service for both patients and family members in order
to assist them in the process of caring for such patients.

We recommend limited coverage of respite care services, both in-
home respite care services and short-term respite care services in
nursing homes. It is quite possible that all of these might possibly
be funded through a voucher system in which the individual may
make the choice as to how to apply such services.

Further, we ask your support in the restoration of Federal fund-
ing for the support of the national system of long-term-care geron-
tology centers which has greatly advanced the understanding of
Alzheimer's disease on a national basis. I would be glad to respond
to your comments and questions.

[Testimony resumes on p. 301.]
[The prepared statement of Dr. Pfeiffer follows:]
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Testimony

given by

Eric .A.eiffer. N.D., Director
Sur,'cu.st Gerontology Center

University uf South Florida Medical Center

Chairman Waxman. aopresentative Bilirakis and distinguished

members of this Subcommittee. my name is Eric Pfeiffer. I am a

geriatric psychiatrist and Director of the Sunnoast Gerontnlogy

Center. which is a part of the University of South Florida

Medical Center in Tampa, Florida. It is certainly an honor and a

privilege to have this opportunity to present my statement on

lzheimer's disease to this House Subcommittee on Health and

Environment.

lepresentative Bilirakis, I am aware of your keen under-

standing of the plight of Alzheimer's disease patients and their

tamilies. and I praise your leadership role in the area of

.stablishing familv support groups through the National Institute

f Mental Health And the Admtnistratlon on AAne.

7hAirman *axmaa. my staff and I know very well and *urk very

oioselv with the Lone-ferm Care Center at hCLA/USC in Los

Ingeles. CAllfrirnia. Dr. John aeck. the Director ot that Center

Is both a close .olleague and personal friend of mine. Ur. ogclt

has lone much tn alvanee the field of geriatri,:s and long-term

health ,are for the eiderly.

The Suneoast '.lerentology Center is located in a four county

area that represents one of the highest concentration of the

ein.:rly in the Cnited States. ri Paseo and Pinellas eounty

0.91e. Inericans aee 65 and over ropresont 40% of the population.

fhe Snnroast ileohtcloey Center and the University ot South
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Florida are concerned about the state of long term health care

for the elderly. As Director of the Suncoast Gerontology Center,

which was originally established under Title IV-E of the Older

Americans Act of 1980 and funded by the Administration on Aging,

I have a particularly strong interest in the federal government's

role in .the long-term care system for the elderly. As a ger-

iatric psychiatrist, I am intimately involved in the diagnosis

and treatment of Alzheimer's disease patients and their families.

Representative Eiilirakis, you have asked me to discuss my

experience in treating the Alzheimer's patient and what the

Center's research activities are in this area. Therefore, I will

in my statement cover the following:

1) the nature of Alzheimer's disease,

2) the research activities of the Suncoast Gerontology

Center. and

3) my recommendations for the federal government's most

appropriate role in the research, treatment, and cure

of Alzheimer's disease.

THE NATURE OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE

Alzheimer's diseaae is a devastating disorder in which brain

cells die prematurely and progressively, causing progressive

memory decline and general intellectual deterioration.

Alzheimer's disease is the fifth leading cause of death in

America and it constitutes a major health and tong-term care
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problem in that it accounts for over 50% of all persons admitted

to nursing homes. Some 6.5 to 7% of all persons over age 65

suffer from it, so that 2 to 2.5 million people in the United

States have Alzheimer's disease. As America grows older this

number will increase due to the fact that the prevalence of the

disease increases with advancing age. Thus, at age 66 1._

incidence of the disease is about 1%, while at 75 it has

increased to 10-15%, and at age 80-85 it has increased to 20 or

even 25%, resulting in the average figure of 6.5-7% for all those

persons age 85 and over. Alzheimer's disease is not simply a

manifestation of old age. It is a disease, whose course can run

from 2 to 20 years after symptoms are first recognized. The

impact goes beyond that of the afflicted individual; it

constitutes an enormous burden to individual families and to the

entire health-care system. It is the number one destroyer of the

quality of life in the later years.

Recognition and Diagnosis

Alzheimer's disease begins like rain in the night. It

begins gradually nod often it is months or even years before a

correct diagnosis can be made. While Alzheimer's disease is a

disease which primarily destroys memory, its initial

manifestations are often more subtle, less frank, and they occur

in the area of feelings and of changed behavior, rather than in

overt memory loss. Depending on the personality of the

3
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individual affected by the disease, the symptoms may include

depression, irritability, social withdrawal, decreased work

performance, and c..casionally isolated acts of inappropriate

behavior. Sometimes a spouse notices difficulty in the marital

relationship and may seek marital counseling. At other times

work performance becomes so poor that the patient may be tt risk

of getting fired or retired prematurely. When any of thess

symptoms occur in persons in their 50s, 60s and 70s, it is

important to be alert to the possibility of Alzheimer's disease.

The diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease can be made by any

properly trained physician. This could be an internist, family

practitioner, a neurologist, or a psychiatrist. Unfortunately

the actual diagnosis is not often made during the early stages

the disease but rather when memory deficit has become obvious and

has already reached considerable severity. Diagnosis of

Alzheimer's in an individual still living comes about through a

process of elimination: the ruling out of any other forms of

dementia that can be brought on by a stroke, excessive alcohol

and drug use and many other things. A biomedical diagnosis of

Alzheimer's can only occur through an autopsy. As a result, it

Ls very common to see people diagnosed with Alzhelmer's disease

inappropriately by a well-meaning physician who has not been

trained in diagnosis and assessment.

What is necessary to make the diagnosis of Alzheimer's

disease? First, a history of gradual personality change, social

withdrawal, lessened work performance and evidence of memory

4
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deficit. Second, there must be formal documentation of memoiy

and lntellectual deficit using anything as simple as the Pfeiffer

Short Portable Mental Status Questionnaire, the Folstein

Minimental Status Examination or a more complex battery of

neuropsychological tests. Third, there must be a thorough

physical and neurological examination, including appropriate lab

tests to check for liver, kidney, vitamin or other metabolic

abnormalities which could cause reversible memory loss. Finally,

there may be value in specific neurophysiological test procedures

such as the CAT scan, the NMR scan, the electroencephalogram and

where available, the PET scan. Unfortunately, in the early

stages of the disease most of these tests are likely to be

normal. The most important method is still a very, very careful

history taken from the person who most closely lives with and

observes the affected person. Most often this is a spouse.

Impact of Alzheimer's Dior ie on the Patient:

Primary Symptoms and Accessory Symptoms

Alzheimer's disease has an increasingly harsh impact on the

Affected patient. Initially only some mild personality changes

occur. As the disease progresses, frank memory deficit occurs

And the ability to make decisions decreases. As the lisease

progresses further, the persoa's capacity for managing his own

affaIrs, his own household as well as caring for his own body, in

terms of activities of daily living, also becomes impaired. Still

later, the abl'ity to speak, to find words and to respond to the

5
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communications of others first decreases, and finally disappears

altogether. In the end, some of the automatic bodily functions,

like swallowing and toileting functions, also disappear and the

person becomes entirely dependent on someone else. All of these

manifestations are the primary symptr is and the direct result of

Alzheimer's disease. However, in addition many patients develop

depression, anxiety, agitation, delusions and paranoid ideas in

response to their illness. These secondary or accessory symptoms

further complicate the disease, increasing the patient's own

suffering as well as the burden to the caregivers.

Medical Care of the Alzheimer's Patient

Because we don't yet understand the cause, we can not cure

Alzheimer's disease. We can only relieve the symptoms, educate

the family and help them prepare for the inevitable. The

provision of ongoing medical care includes a number of elements,

among them:

prompt recognition and treatment of other medical

problems

avoidance of hospitalization whenever possible,

inasmuch as hospitals constitute a hostile environ-

ment for patients with Alzheimer's disease

utilization of simplified diagnostic procedures,

preferably at home or in an outpatient setting, when

these are required

6
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minimization of medications, especially of cardio-

vascular and psychotropic medication

maintenance of physical and social activities

While the basic cognitive and intellectual symptoms associ-

ated with Alzheimer's disease are not yet responsive to any

specific form of treatment, a variety of associated emotional

symptoms such as depression, paranoia and delusions, agitation,

hostility, and belligerence are highly responsive to treatment.

In regard to patients with delusions and those with hostility and

belligerence the use of low doses of the major tranquilizers,

including such drugs as Mellaril, Haldol, etc., often times in a

single bedtime dosage, are highly productive. Somewhat more

controversial and complex is the issue of using antidepressant

drugs to treat severely depressed patients with dementia. In the

early stages the use of the antidepressant drugs may very well he

just.fied when hiological symptoms prevail. On the other hand

one must be very careful to monitor possible side effects from

these drugs. The use of psychological interventions, including

assisting the patient to cope with the occurrence of the illness,

the provision of ongoing tender loving care, including extensive

physical contact on the part of primary care givers and continued

extensive social interaction opportunities, may be more helpful

than antidepressant drugs. Also the use of physical exercise,

aLci such activities as dancing or involvement in music activities

may also be helpful.

7
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The best place for patients with Alzheimer's disease is in

their own home. It is my opinion that with appropriate support

apprnvimately 90% of patients with Alzheimer's disease can be

cared for at home for some 80-90% of the duration of their

illness. However, this is not the current situation.

Alzheimer's patients are more often than not being institution-

alized earlier than is necessary. If this continues the eventual

cost, first to the family and subsequently to the state and

federal government, largely through Medicaid payments for nursing

home care, will constitute a "budget buster" at both the state

and the federal level. As you know state legislatures and the

federal government have already begun to experience the dramatic

impact of the coming increases of these expenditures. Unless we

make it more feasible for families to care for patients with

Alzheimer's disease at home for longer periods of time, the

results will be both humanly and fiscally irresponeible.

In this reRard the families of Alzheimer's disease patients

are a precious resource which we can ill afford to exhaust or to

stress to such a degree that they themselves become patients.

Criteria for Institutionalization. For those that must be

institutionalized we have established a number of criteria to

assist families in determining when a patient should be admitted

to an institutional care setting. These include:

inability of the patient to participate in his own

self care

8
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tnability of the patient to cooperate'in his own

self care

paid caregiver quits or becomes disabled

the primary caregiver, for whatever reason, can no

longer continue to provide care

There are many reasons for the difficulty in determining the

appropriate time for institutionalization. The possible views of

others in the family about such a move, like feelings on the part

of the caregiver of guilt and failure in being unable to continue

to care for the patient at home and fear that the patient may not

receive good care in a nursing home all affect the decision-

making process. Some of these fears can be overcome by coun-

seling the family about the wisdom of making such a decision late

in the disease and of carefully choosing an appropriate nursing

home for the patient.

Alzheimer's Special Care Units. Some experimentation is

ourrently beginning to develop in the area of specialized nursing

home units for Alzheimer's disease patients. A number of nursing

homes have established specialized units in which only

Alzheimer's disease patients are cared for. These generally

require less in physical care of the patient and much more

intensive interpersonal interaction and some increased staff to

patient ratios over those provided for othe nursing home

patients. Again training of staff is vitally important. Such

specialized units may cost slightly more than standard units to

operate but I think are very worthwhile to be considered.

9
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The Impact of Alzheimer's Disease on the Family Ciregiver

Alzheimer's disease really produces two victims, the patient

and the primary caregiver. Caregivers must make enormous

adjustments to the occurrence of Alzheimer's disease. They must

gradually assume increasing responsibility for their affected

relative. I often refer to this situation as having to live with

a "siege mentality" in which they must constantly be alert to

further changes in the patient's behavior as the disease advan-

ces. Rabins and Mace have referred to this state of affairs as

experiencing a "36-Hour Day." The lives of thany family care-

rivers become severely restricted to providing care for their

relative and nothing else. Many times an Alzheimer's patient

will out-live their caregiver, due to the health problems

brought on by stress and the increased burdens of the day to day

activities.

Services Provided to Family Caregivers

In an effort to ease the burde. of being an Alzheimer's

patient caregiver and to ease the cost by providing alternatives

to institutionalization, the medical and social services

communities have devised a number of services that are available

to the caregiver.

As a result of a conference that the Center conducted in

Atlar,-a, Georgia last August, a manual on "Issues in Long-Term

Care: Case Management, Elderly Abuse and Protective Services,

Guardianship, and Respite Care" is now available from tte Center.

10
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Tbe manual.addresses issues that every caregiver should under-

stand and provides helpful up-to-date information that is vital

to being a healthy, successful caregiver.

Case-Management Services. Given the complexity of this

disease and its impact on many areas of functioning in both

patient and family caregiver, the need for r:ase-management

services is obvious. Case management is a service which assesses

the functional status of both patient and caregiver, and on the

basis of this assessment,.designs and arranges for the most

appropriate package a services suitable to that family in a

specific community. Case management is an ongoing function which

reassesses the family's status and redesigns the appropriate and

needed services as conditions change. Several excellent manuals

on case-management services are now available (see list of

references).

Family Support Groups. Family support groups constitute

a most important service for family caregivers. Family support

groups accomg:iska number of goals for family members:

.the y. provide understanding of the disease, including

its diagnosis, oUgoing medical management, long-term

outcome and prognosis

e they can provide emotional support for individuals

coping with the impact of the disease

ab they can provide practical solutions and specific

coping strategies for the various stages of the

disease

11
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they can provide information about available

community services to lighten the caregiver burden

of the family member

A member of our staff at the Suncoast Gerontology Center,

Lillian Middleton, U.S.S., has written a valuable manual entitled

"Alzheimer's Family Support Groups; A Manual for Group Facili-

tators." This manual provides assistance for the development,

organization, and maintenance of support groups for family

members of Alzheimer's disease patients and is available from the

Suncoast Gerontology Center.

Respite Care. Caregivers participating in family support

groups have identified the various forms of respite care as their

most important unmet need in permitting them to continue to care

for their affected relative at home. Respite care can be

provided in a variety of settings. For the most part it provides

respite from the caregiver duties to the family member. Some

forms of respite care also offer specific services directly to

patients.

The three most common forms of respite care being developed

but not yet available in every community, include:

(a) adult day care, including day-care programs special-

izing in the care of Alzheimer's disease patients;

(b) in-bome respite-care services, utilizing either trained

or untrained respite-care workers to provide episodic

or regular periods of relief to the family caregiver;

and

12
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(c) short-term institutional respite care programs in which

patients are admitted to a specialized nursing home,

hospital, or congregate living facility, while the

primary caregiver is able to go on vacation, attend to

business or to medical care problems.

Grief Support Groups. Care of the family caregiver does not

terminate with the death of the patient. It is important to

provide some opportunity for grief support and for grief resolu-

tion for these patients who have been in an intense caregiver

situation for many years. Often the process of grief resolution

is complex because of feelings of guilt and anger on the part of

the family caregiver and because the almost all encompassing role

of caregiver gives way to a relatively "roleless" existence. As

part of such grief support, group explorations are then begun on

how to best resume life and what alternativls the family member

has for "life after Alzheimer's disease." Some family members

wish to continue to work with the issue of Alzheimer's disease.

The Impact of Alzheimer's Disease on the Health-Care System

The impact of Alzheimer's disease on the health-care system

is also a massive one. Alzheimer's disease and related dementing

disorders account for approximately 5(N. of persons admitted to

nursing homes. The cost to government, both state and federal,

has increased massively for nursing home care; a large proportion

is for care of the Alzheimer's disease patient. Up until this

time, care for the patient is paid almost entirely by Medicaid,

13
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through both federal and state sources. Medicare does not make

any significant contribution to the long-term care of Alzheimer's

disease patients. I will address this again in my recommenda-

tions.

A Perspective on Research Efforts in Alzheimer's Disease

Despite the fact that tbe press and tbe electronic media

report "breakthroughs" in Alzheimer's disease research with some

frequency, giving tbe impression that the problem Is almost

totally solved, the actual facts are otherwise. What is

happening is that Ilgnificant advances in our research under-

standing of Alzheimer's disease are misinterpreted as break-

throughs in either the clinical cause or clinical cure of

Alzheimer's disease. Unfortunately this often produces high

hopes and deep disappointment for many patients and families.

For this reason I would like to offer a somewhat more balanced

view of what progress is being made in Alzheimer's disease

research.

It is my interpretation of the various biomedical research

efforts that substantial and encouraging advances have been made

in understanding the pathological processes involved in

Alzheimer's disease, but %his understanding is far from complete.

In terms of arresting the further death of brain cells, only

minimal progress has been made so far. I would estimate that

full understanding of the Alzheimer's disease procesi is some

5-10 years off, while successful efforts to arrest the disease

14
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may be some 5-15 or even 20 years off. Research in this area is

extremely complex, expensive and challenging. Support is needed

for long-term research efforts from botb governmental and private

resources.

The five most promising resuarch ideas currently being

pursued include:

(a) tbe acetyl choline theory which assumes that the

neurotransmitter substance (acetyl choline) is defi-

cient and is either causally or concomitantly related

to tbe disease;

(b) the viral theory wbicb assumes a virus, virus-like, or

sub-viral particle infects brain cells and causes

eventual deatu of these cells, thus causing the

disease;

(c) the immune deficiency theory which assumes that

.ficiencies in the aging immune system contribute to

the body attacking its own cells, specifically brain

cells required for memory and intellectual functioning;

(d) the heredity tbeory which assumes that complex heredity

mechanisms (genes) are responsible for at least some

cases of disease; and

(e) the toxic effect theory nich assumes tbat as yet

unidentified toxic suustances from tbe environment

reacb the involved brain cells and cause their death.

15
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Each of these theories has a significant body of research

findings to support it, and of course combinations of these

several theories are also distinctly possible.

The Suncoast Gerontology Center's "Attack on Alzheimer's Disease

Alzheimer's disease is the Suncoast Gerontology Center's 01

priority. We are committed to finding a cure and improving our

understanding of how to care for patients and families alike.

Currently the Center is conducting research in the following

areas:

1) the improved diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease,

2) the effect of experimental drugs on symptoms of

Alzheimer's disease,

3) the effect of day-care and in-home respite care

services.

4) the underlying biomedical causes of Alzheimer's

disease,

5) the collection of epidemiological data on Alzheimer's

patients to establish an Alzheimer's Disease Registry,

and

6) the utilization of neuropsychological computer tests in

early diagnosis of the mild to moderate stages of

Alzheimer's disease.

16
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We have just completed the establishment of a $1 million Endowed

Chair on Alzheimer's Disease which we hope to have filled by the

end of 1986. It is the second of its kind, the first being

located at the University of California at San Diego.

The Suncoast Gerontology Center also provides a range of

services for both the patient, the family and the health-care

professionals that serve them. For the patient, we conduct a

Memory Disorder Clinic to diagnose Alzheimer's disease and to

provide treatment of symptoms which are associated with the

disease, such as depression, agitation, hostility, and delusion.

For the family, the Center provides the following services:

1) support and practical planning

2) family support groups

3) advise on available community resources including

day-care, respite care, and guardianship

4) assistance in maintaining patients at home for as long

as is beneficial to both the patient and the family

5) assistance to families in making decisions ahout

institutional care, and

6) grief counseling and grief resolution programs.

For health-care professionals and other service providers

the Center provides training in the diagnosis and management of

the disease to practicing primary-care physicians, information on

available community resources and research developments

concerning the disease, and training to respite-care and day-care

workers.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

My recommendations for the federal government's role in

long-term health care, particularly in tbe diagnosis, treatment

and cure of Alzheimer's disease changes in the financial coverage

of services under Medicare that will maximize tbe ability of

family members to continue to care for their afflicted relatives

in the homes, and a biomedical research program that will

ultimately allow us to understand and stop the disease.

Recommendation 01

The Establishment and Funding of Day-Care Programs

Famil. ,Iembers of Alzheimer's disease patients have

indicated to us both locally and nationally that the availability

of specialized day care programs for Alzheimer's disease patients

in local communities constitute one of the highest priorities.

This would give family caregivers a mucb needed respite and would

provide a stimulating and varied environment for patients

affected by the disease. At the present time no public funding

for such facilities exists and only a very few programs of this

nature are available, even tbougb tbey are mucb needed. There

obviously is a reciprocal relationship between tbe availability

of funding for such programs and the establishment of such
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programs and it is our recommendation that such programs be both

established and funded through nubile programs for the benefit

of patients and families afflicted by Alzheimer's disease.

Recommendation 02

Medicare Coverage of Psychiatric Services to Treat Secondary

Symptoms

We recommend that the physical barriers to the utilization

of psychiatric services to treat the secondary or associated

symptoms of Alzheimer's disease (depression, agitation,

delusions) be removed, so that family members will have ready

access to approprie.te treatment of these behavioral manifes-

tations. If this is provided, many more patients with

Alzheimer's disease can remain in their homes for longer periods

of time.

Recommendation 03

Medicare Coverage of Limited Respite-Care Services and Nursing

Home Care for Patients in the Late Stages of the Disease

We recommend that federal legislation be amended to make

available a new covered benefit under Medicare to provide a

limited number of respite-care days in nursing homes as well as a

limited period of time for intermediate care in nursing homes for

patients in the late stages of Alzheimer's disease. Such

benefits, to be awarded only when idequate assessment and
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diagoosis has bees mode ehich cosftrm the patient's suffering!

from Alsiteimer's disease and having entered the late or near

final stages of the disease.

52111110411112_14

liliatjAILUthiLasLitttjankTimitt, Ogrostolos, Cantors

The altersate solutioss to Alabeimer's disease lie in

reeearcb. be Nave, over the past five years. built a network of

research sod development miters tbat were stablished to

Isitiate cost fficient systemic chimes that would address the

soggy* sad rosion needs of the lderly. The witbdraeal of

support, by the Admisistratios os Aging, cam. at a time when

isveetmest was Just lionisation to bear fruit. The discontinuation

came is spite of Congressional actios to include specific report

language is the Wealth mod Sumas Services Appropriations bill,

that specifically mandates eaintaining ...the presently funded

long-term care gerontology centers." (Mouse of Representatives)

and directs the AoA ...to continue to fund the eleven presently

funded losg-tere care gerontology centers." (Senate)

Oe Jesuitry 3, 19$4 1 sest letter to Ns. Carol Fraser Fisk,

Action Commissioner of AoA, inquiring as to the time frame and

simmer for the implemostatioe of the provisions of the 1986 Labor

-NN8- Iducatios Appropriations Act (N.R. 3424). I have not

seceived response from Commissioner Fisk as of today.
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Hy the year 2,000 there will he 40 million people over age

65 In America. The need for Improved long-term health care and

research solutions that will address the health problems of

old age will continue to grow. We appreciate that in an arena of

budget constraints very careful and prudent calculations of the

potential cost of any or all of these programs must be made prior

to any attempt to implementation. However, we similarly

belieie that the research and development being conducted by

the Long-Term Care Gerontology Centers will result in the

eventual reduction of long-term care public costs.

We are grateful to you, Chairman Waxman and Congressman

Bilirakis, for your vigorous support of our efforts at the Long

Term Care Gerontology Centers to improve the lives of older

persons in Florida, California and the nation. I am especially

grateful for your dedicated effort on behalf of patients and

families affected by Alzheimer's disease. We again wish to thank

you very much for the opportunity to participate in this

important hearing.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. Thank you for those very
specific recommendations.

You know, we usually think of treating disease based on a medi-
cal model or what is called acute care. 'You have a medical prob-
lem, you go to a doctor. You go to a hospital if necessary, take your
medicine, and recover.

But, Alzheimer's does not fit into that category and our Medicare
system is based on that model, based on paying for those services
where acute care is needed to recover. So, we do not have Medicare
paying for what are called social services like adult daycare. And,
of course, we know Medicare does not even pay for the prescription
drugs and we have limited, extremely limited, mental health bene-
fits.

Now, Alzheimer's patients need medical services but they also
need these other types of services.

I would like to hear from you what type of services, if we are
looking at expanding Medicare, that we ought to have Medicare
pay for, and maybe a voucher system or some other way, that
would be related to some of the care needed by Alzheimer's pa-
tients

Dr. PFENFER. Well, I would like to respond to that because you
are certainly right that this is a long-term care problem which
probably epitomizes long-term care issues in general in this coun-
try.

It is probably the largest of the long-term care problems. Medi-
care does cover some of the costs of direct care of Alzheimer's dis-
ease patients in hospitals and a minimum amount in outpatient
settings.

What is totally not covered are any services which essentially
allow family members who currently provide fully 80 percent or 90
percent of the service to Alzheimer's disease to continue to do their
job, because we see the other side of that.

If families are not supported in this, they will, much earlier on,
be unable to continue to care and have the person go into a nurs-
ing home, downs ipend their dollars, which, n the average Ameri-
can middle-class mcome, may be somewhere between $10,000 and
$20,000 that somebody has in their accounts, downspend it and
then become a public responsibility when they go onto Medicaid
coverage.

We wish to support a system of services to families that will
allow them to care for Alzheimer's disease longer for two reasons:
One is because it is the best place for the patient, and second, be-
cause it is probably the least expensive place to provide long-term
care.

These services that we have found useful have included faculty,
family support groups. We have been very active in stimulating the
growth of family support groups. In this area, there are now about
30 support groups, about 25 of which we have taught how to do it.

When we talk to the people in family support groups, the next
thing they need is daycare and respite care. And I think this is
coming out of their own pocket. In addition, I think there are not
enough services available as yet.

The State of Florida has taken a stand and recently created a
small amount of money for State-funded daycare services. The
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State has further developed a number of Alzheimer's disease
memory disorder clinics at its three medical schools, and one asso-
ciated medical center, and some respite care services.

But this is a ininiscule step in the total magnitude of the number
of patients with Alzheimer's disease in this State and in the Nation
as a whole.

As we examine various options of support, these options for day-
care services and for in-home respite care services, and for informa-
tion dissemination in which we are very active and very strongly
support, are at a minimal cost compared to years and years of in-
patient nursing home care at the public expense.

I think it will need some small additional commitment in order
to avoid longer costs down the road coming out of both the State
and the Federal public purse.

Mr. WAXMAN. So, if we as policymakers are going to decide how
to approach this problem and where to put the money, if we think
only about paying for that nursing home care and nothing else, we
are going to be putting more people in the nursing homes probably
earlier than otherwise would be the case. What you are suggesting
is, we put money into services that will allow patients to stay at
home. %Ve need to have daycare centers and respite care and help
the families through support groups to learn how to cope with this
whole thing and not push people into nursing homes.

Dr. PFEIFFER. Yes. 'Nell, you have heard some of the heroic state-
ments of some of the caregivers. In my human experience I have
never found such heroics as those families you have taking care of
Alzheimer's disease patients. It is really a tribute to human
strength and courage to see that.

But, they can only do this so far and I think rather than wait
unt;1 their last dollar has been spent and then throw them on the
public purse, I think to support them while they still have their
own resources will make those resources go further and oftentimes
will not require, as you have heard in some of the examples cited,
any lengthy nursing home care at the public expense.

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me ask you this, as a medical expert who
deals with Alzheimer's. Very often we hear about Alzheimer's as if
there is virtually nothing that can be done to help these patients.
Many people believe the best we can do is simply put these pa-
tients in some kind of setting and let the disease take its course.

But, I would like to know, are there things that can be done?
Can depression be treated? Is treatment available to overcome
some of the conditions associated with the disease? Is there some-
thing that can be done medically, first of all, that can improve the
quality of life for Alzheimer's patients? Second, where something
medically can be done, does Medicare pay for it?

Dr. PFEIFFER. A very cogent question. 'Yes, there are a number of
things that we can do. First of all, as I said, an accurate diagnosis,
and second, a humane way and a hopeful way of communicating
that diagnosis, and third, trying to set up a system of support.

In addition, while current knowledge in medicine does not
permit us to reverse the brain cell deaththis will come only
through researcha number of patients with this disease simply
experience memory loss without significant changes in their per-
sonality structure.
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Others do experience very disturbing additional symptomsdelu-
sions, hostility, aggressionmuch of it stemming from the frustra-
tion of not being able to do mhat one used to be able to do. It is not
that they become hostile. They become frustrated in the process,
hit out at other people.

Oftentimes, counseling and medication can diminish this so it be-
comes a momentary incident, also blissfully to be forgotten by the
patient, rather than a change in personality toward a hostile
status. Similarly, depression in response to the fact that one can no
longer do what one used to be able to do.

Can we treat it both psychologically and through medication?
This rNuires very close supervision of medication, however, be-
cause Mzheimer's disease patients are very sensitive to some of the
side effects.

Does Medicare pay for it? It currently pays 40 cents on the dollar
for such services with a total limitation of $250 per year on an out-
patient basis. This is inadequate. I think this benefit should be
made on an equal basis with general health care aspects, not treat-
ing this as a mental disorder only, almost as if though this was the
patient's own responsibility.

I think this is shortsighted and in the long run too expensive. I
would recommend that we place the psychological counseling serv-
ice on a par under Medicare coverage with general health care
services.

Mr. WAXMAN. SO, in other words, if you go for medical care for
Alzheimer's there is a limit on it because it isunder the law
categorized as a psychiatric problem? But if you went to a doctor
and wanted medical help for a kidney stone you would get reim-
bursed for the care there in a different way?

Dr. PFEIFFER. That is correct. I think the system is prejudicially
arranged as it relates to mental disorder. Alzheimer'EJ disease is
under this for reimbursement purposes, not for our understanding.
Alzheimer's disease is

Mr. WAXMAN. Medically, it is not any different, is it? It is a dete-
rioration of bodily functions; it is a physical problem or disability.

Dr. PFEUrFER. It stems from this, Chairman Waxman, that Alz-
heimer's disease is a physical disease affecting nerve cells but one
of its manifestations is changes in behavior. This fact, at times,
gets interpreted that this is a mental disorder.

It clearly produces changes in behavior such as changes in
memory and depression and hostility. But it is caused by death of
brain cells that are in no wise the responsibility of the individual
who has the disease or his family.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bilirakis.
Mr. MURMUR. Thank you Mr. Chairman. Dr. Pfeiffer, it is good

to see you again. Thank you so much on behalf of all of us for the
great work you do on this subject.

Sir, with the increase in the rate of elderly in this country, we
will have a continued growth in the number of Alzheimer's victims.
I think we can safely assume that. And with that will come the
need for trained health professionals to care for these people.

So I ask you, do we now have a shortage, in your opinion, of
health professionals who can accurately diagnose and treat Alzhei-

3 u
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mer's? And, if we do, what in your opinion, could be done to correct
the situation so that we can better meet the needs of the future?

Dr. PFEIFFER. Several years ago relatively few physicians were
very knowledgeable about this disease. This has begun to change
and now I think in every community there is a handful of individ-
uals who make this an area of special competence and expertise,
while it is not yet a generally well known illness.

What we can do about it is to invest in training of health care
professionals and associated health professionals such as nurses,
doctors, social workers, at our schools of medicine, to assure that
this gets taught, not only fbr the next generation of health care
professionals, but for those generations who, like myself, never had
any training in geriatrics when we went through our schools.

I think it needs to be included in continuing medical education
programs and I think the medical schools and health centers in
Nneral have a responsibility in this, but I think they need stimu-
us both in terms of reward systems as well as mandates that this

be done.
Mr. &mums. What sort of stimilus or reward systems?
Dr. PFEIFFER. Well, I think the national network of long term

care and gerontology standards has probably been the most re-
markable of the efforts that the Administration on Aging has sup-
ported in widening the understanding about this disease.

It has on a regional basis created a network of one regional
center per region and that regional center then has been mandated
to provide education and training in the surrounding States in the
region.

We have had that mandate and have carried this out until re-
cently when AOA funding for this was discontinued*

Mr BILutAxIs. Should we, in some way, tie in some of the Federal
fundingthe Medicare funding, for instance, that goes into resi-
dencies, things of that naturesomehow tie some of that in to basi-
cally encourage and motivate more study in this area?

Dr. PFEIFFER. The mechanism for doing so, I believe, should be
added on, not substituted, in order to show that we are serious
abou1. this. My own view is that for every dollar invested in train-
ing I think the payoff is going to be greater than almost anything
else we can do, actually, in terms of service delivery. I think the
multiplier effect of training is extraordinarily high and I think the
stimulus at the Federal level would be very important in this.

Mr. BILIRAKIs. Tbalk you. Pbctor, it is my understanding you
have dose some w - in assessing the status and functioning of
Alzheimer's patients. If we were to develop a Federal policy, as we
have been discussing here, that would target payments or pro-
grams to Alzheimer's patientsyour voucher system concept, if
you will, or whateveris there a way to determine who would be
eligible and how to assess the progress of the disease and the need
of services?

Dr. PFEIFFER. Yes, sir; there are. But it is not a simple mechani-
cal solution. There are a number of psychological tests, some of
them very brief, some of them very reliable. But there are also in-
dividual personal factors that really require a case-management
strategy to assess what is needed at a particular given point in
time.
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This in^ludes not only assessment of the patient but, important-
ly, asser aent of the caregivers that are available and the ability
of them to take on the burden, whether they have a job or not,
whether they have the psychological makeup, whether they can be
taught to take on this responsibility.

There are assessment mechanisms but I would counsel against
any mechanical application of an assessment procedure without-
the intervention of a clinician to integrate these findings from as-
sessment procedures.

Mr. BILMAXIS. Well, anything that takes place toward that end
hopefully would include your input, Dr. Pfeiffer. I might add, Mr.
Chairman, that certainly we, Members of Congress, are also learn-
ing about this disease. I know Dr. Pfeiffer furnished my office with
a film a few months ago on Alzheimer's and we sent out notices to
the Members of Congress to congregate at one particular location
and take a look at the film. There were a few Members or staff
that attended.

Actually these hearings and the things we are doing up there in
our hearings are basically not only educating us and educating the
general public, but also a need as far as Members of Congress are
concerned. That is the only way we are really going to be able to
tackle this.

I appreciate, again, your coming, sir. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Dr. Pfeiffer.
Our next panel will focus on the issue of fmancing of services for

Alzheimer's disease victims and their families.
Ms. Lorene Szumski is director of Social Services at the Bay Tree

Nursing Center which serves many Medicaid patients with Alzhei-
mer's disease. Mr. W.B. Mackall is Special Assistant to the Director
of the Veterans' Administration Medical Center in Bay Pines. That
center treats veterans with many dementing conditions including
Alzheimer's disease. And representing the Health Insurance Asso-
ciation of Amerca is Mr. Henry Arnold who is vice president for
Sales of the Gulf Group Services Corp. in Jacksonville. Mr. Arnold
will discuss what the private health insurance industry is doing to
cover services for Alzheimer's patients. I would like to ask this
group to come forward, please.

We want to thank the three of you for joining us here today. The
testimony you have submitted to the subcommittee will be included
in full in the formal record of today's hearings. I would like to ask
you to please take 3 or 4 minutes to summarize your comments
and then we will have some questions for you. We would like to
hear from each of you before we begin with questions.

Ms. Szumski.

STATEMENTS OF LABELLE A. SZUMSKI, SOCIAL SERVICES DI-
RECTOR, BAY TREE NURSING CENTER; WILTON B. MACKALL,
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR, VETERANS' ADMINIS-
TRATION MEDICAL CENTER; AND HENRY A. ARNOLD, ON
BEHALF OF HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

MS. SZUMEMI. Thank you. Representative Waxman, I am very
honored to be here. I tolsi, in my lengthier testimony, some of the
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stories of the victims of Alzheimer's and other kinds of long-term
illnesses with which I deal daily.

My testimony, however, could never equal the honesty, the cour-
age, and the poignancy of the stories you have heard already today.
Long-term care is a difficult problem hnd something we must all
look at very carefully. It is in all of our futures. It is everyone's
responsibility to be a part of the cost of long-term care.

We have a larger aging population. We have a population that
will grow and need help. I am going to be one of those aging baby-
boomers. I am going to need help. How many young employed tax-
payers will we have to support that? We must rethink oul atti-
tudes toward who is going to pay for us. I think it is a moral re-
sponsibility. I have witnessed decreasing financial support for gov-
ernment programs in the years I have been in this field.

Sometimes people feel they are being sold down the river. They
come in my office and they lay their Medicare card out, then lay
down all the other insurance cards they have and I have to tell
them I cannot help them, they cannot use that.

I have to tell them, people who are proud, that they will spend
their money and they will apply for Medicaid. They will be on wel-
fare. I have to tell wives, yc.i will have to survive on as little as
$84.42 a week so that your Ir sband can receive care.

I will search, I will call, i will beg, I will borrow, to find answers
to help the problems. But I do not have Ill the answers. I need help
and I am very glad you asked me. I love my work very much, but I
cannot fix it. We need custodial care insurance. We pay for every-
thing else. We pay to prevent fire and floods, in case we get injured
in auto accidents. We need to pay in case we need long-term care.

If there is only 10 percent, as Dr. Pfeiffer just told us, I think the
other 90 percent of us would be able to support a program like
that. We are at a crossroad. Alzheimer's disease is not the only
chronic long-term devastating illness. I have spoken of many of
them in my testimony.

There are a lot of ways to try and solve the problem. I do not
have all the answers but I know we need help. I think we must
realize we cannot save for inheritances any longer. But we must
save to care for ourselves. We must develop creative, cost-effective
ways to provide long term care in the home and perhaps intermedi-
ate facilities, and in long term facilities.

I care very much about every one of you and I hope that this
hearing will solve problems. I am really glad that you asked me.

[Testimony on p. 326.]
[Ms. Szumski's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEKENT OF LARELLE A. SZUMSKI

The time for action is overdue. Thanks to the publicity attached

to the financial devastation associated with the long term care

needs for victims of Alzheimer's Disease, the plight of our

nation's elderly who need long torm care and who lack the

resources for that care has come to our attention. The assistance

programs in existence today are efFective, but they do not

encompass many of the cases with which I must deal on a daily

basis. I am a Social Service Director in a long term care

facility end I witness the ignorance, embarassment, coofusion,

disillusionment, and devastation which faces the victima and their

families. The action I am calling for need not come solely from

you, our elected representatives, nor must it come from yet

another government program for which we have dwindling sources of

revenue. There is a moral issue involved in seeing that each

citizen receive adequate health care throughout life and it is

everyone's responsibility.

In order to understand the problems, we must first examine the

progress as they now exist. They are as follows:

MEDICARE

Medicare is the federal health insurance program offered to

individuals who are over 65 or disabled Americans. In the long
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term care setting, it provides up to 100 days coverage with the

following criteria: You fault

1. Have a minimum $ day hospital sta,.

2. Require skilled nursing care in a long term care setting

within 30 days of discharge from the hospital.

Part A benefits provide 20 days of full coverage far room, board,

and nursing care. On the 21st day, the patient is currently

responsible to pay $61.50 per day toward his care. This amount

car be paid by a supplemental insurance, if the person has it.

Part B pays BOX across the 100 days far therapy, medication,

physicians, labwork, and equipment.

This will be helpful ar Aang as the patient remains at a skilled

level. Most victims of chronic illness like Alzheimer's Disease

or Parkinson's Di eeeee never use their Medicare bene4its in a long

term care setting. On admission, they are normally not at a

skilled level of care. Even if they suffer a hip fracture or

stroke, coverage cannot be substantiated for long. They are

unable to follow the instructions of a physical therapist and

cannot be rehabilitated. H.M.O.'s are covered under the same

criteria and offer even less benefits, at times.

/ could go into another testimony entirely regarding H.M.O.'s and
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the changes in Medicare coverage for even short term care, but

that will be saved for another hearing. Medicare coverage in the

long term care facility has markedly decreased. More and more

e lderly are having to pay far the cost of even a two month

rehabilitative stay at $4000 - $5000 par stay.

Medicare pays far one hundred days. What about the hundreds of

days that these patients will require care?

PRIVATE INSURANCES

The bulk of medical insurance policies today are designed to

supplement Medicare or to provide far skilled care patients. If a

patient is admitted far custodial care, the most help he can

e xpect will be for his medications and physician. Sometimes

medications are not covered. Even one of the most compehrnsive

employee insurance programs - General Motors UAW Blue Cross - will

only pay far care in a long term care facility after Medicare

e xhausts and if the patient continues to require skilled care.

However, insurances can place other restrictions on patients. A

skilled terminal care patient who had paid premiums on an extended

care policy could not get bene4its because our facility was not

J.C.A.H. (Joint Commission far Accreditation o4 Hospitals)

approved. We are a skilled nursing facility with a superiar

rating from the Florida Department o4 Licensurs. We are Medicare
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:43Prompd, VA approved, and Medicaid approved for skilled and

intermediate care. We have an excellent reputation for

rehabilitation. Vet, because we chose not to pay $1500 $2000

for an inspection by J.C.A.H., this patient received no coverage

from her insurance. She chose to stay with us because her

daughter lived five minutes away, and she did not want to make

another change at the end of her life. Luckily, she died and only

had to pay for three months care after her Medicare exhausted.

I receive frequent calls from older people asking about an

insurance policy someone is trying to $4.11 them. They want to

know if it will pay for long term care. 99% of the policies with

which I am familiar, do not cover custodial care. The smart ones

are the ones who call. Many older Americans are being cheated by

promises of "nursing home coverage" or "we pick up what Medicare

doesn't". Most of the people I have had contact with are willing

to pay for insurance for custodial care. Very few policies are

available. Due to the recent request from our government for

custodial care policies, some companies are beginning to offer

them. This will help the future. What about those who need help

now?

MEDICAID

Medicaid is a state regulated financial assistance program for

long term care. Federal guidelines are set for the program, but
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state is allomed to run the program as it sees fit. Florida,

to its high concentration of elderly, has income limits lamer

the Federal guidelines. The financial qualification for long

term care are that an individual have assets less the $1700, and a

monthly income less the $870. (Federal guidelines for income are

currently $1008.00).

'Nis program works

are many cases who

$1100.00, he cannot

term care can run

well for those who fit the criteria but there

do not. If a patient has a monthly income of

qualify for assistance. Yet the cost of long

from $1500.00 to $2000.00 a month or more,

depending on the cost of medications, room, board, ancillary

services, and physician fees. The person becomes lost in the

injustice of the systee. If the patient is lucky, I will find a

placement for him with a long term care facility that will accept

him for his monthly income. Although my facility accepts Medicaid

patients, they will not keep these pecple because doing so would

increase the amount charged for private pay. Usually, I do not

admit them and attempt to direct them to a facility who will keep

them, so they do not have to suffer yet another change.

If the patient qualifies for assistance, he or she must pay all of

his monthly income, less $30.00 far personal expense, each month

for care. Then Medicaid covers the rest. However, there are many

costs for patients which are not covered by Medicaid such as

haircuts, over the counter medicines which are ordered by the
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physician, clothing, personal toietries, etc., and must come from

their personal resources. Families help out or the nursing home

gives the patient donated clothing. Somehow we manage.

If the patient is serried, thore is another side of the coin. The

well OVOUSO say keep the home they share, car, end whatever

money he or she can protect before applicatior for Medicaid.

Then, he or she must live on one incoee insteod of two. They must

continue to pay for electricity, mortgage payeents, repairs and

upkeep on the home, their own heolth care needs, food, clothing

end other bills. In the case of a wife who never worked outside

the home, currently her income can be raised to $366.00 per month

through contribution from her husband's income. When she meets

that income, she is not below the poverty line, so she qualifies

for no assistance programs. She must survive on 144.46 per week.

Lot us examine typical exaeple of the custodial care patient in

long term care facility. Mr. J. is in his mid 70's. He has

been living at home with his wife who is also in her 70's. He has

Alzheimer's Disease and, for the past five years, has had

dwindling mental and physical function. His wife is no longer

&Ole to care for him at home and the cost of 24 hour hoes care is

prohibitive. On adeission, Mr. J. is ambulatory but he will

wander away if not monitored. He has a short attention span, so

he must be fed because he forgets to eat. He has poor muscle

control and is incontinent of bowel and bladder. He becomes
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easily impacted because he forgets to drink enough water and his

body does not digest food well. He appears to be confused, but

some 04 the canfusion stems from the fact that he cannot remember

the word for what he wants. H. becomes frustrated and combative

at times, so h must be approached gently and carefully by staff.

Sometimes safety restraints must be used to prevent injury to him

and others. HO frequently feels lost, and the anxiety he

experiences must be controlled carefully by medication. He cannot

dress himself, clean his teeth, comb his hair, tie his shoes, and

all o4 his needs must be anticipated. Mr. J. was a salesman in a

company and has Medicare, insurance from his employer, and a

supplement for which he has paid high premiums far ten years. He

has a monthly income o4 $1150.00 not including his wife's social

security check. They have saved S40,000.00 from which they

receive an interest check to augment their income. They jointly

own a home. Mr. J. is not eligible to receive bene4its from

Medicare or his private insurance because he is considered a

custodial care patient. If Mrs. J. used all the assets they have,

Mr. J. would never qualify for Medicaid assistance. Even if he

became a skilled care patient in a year, because a tube Sas

inserted to food him, his insurances would not cover him because

it is not necessary to be hospitalized for this procedure and it

would be initiatod after the 30 day limit used by Medicare and

most insurances.

Each day, his wife will visit. Shm will leave in tears and pray
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far his death - not only due to his illness, but because the

spectre of poverty hovers above her with no help in sight.

Miss E. was teacher during her lifetime and never married. She

worked hard and invested her money so that she would be

comFortable in her old age. She developed Parkinson's Di eeeee and

had been living at A.C.L.F. (Adult Congregate Living Facility)

until she could no longer live independently and required nursing

home placement. She has monthly income of $970.00 and her

assets are dwindling. She faces a dilemma. She cannot qualify

for Medicaid due to her income level, her insurances will not pay

for her care, she has no home or family except an equally lderly

brother who is trying to help her. She requires 24 hour care and

could live another 5-10 years. I will have to find another long

term care facility for her that will accept her for her income. I

have worked with the brother for over a year and have offered him

several solutions, but he has not acted. H. never thought she

would live this long. Perhaps he will decide to augment her

income. If not, disaster is sure to come. If I am very lucky, I

will find a placement for her. If not, what will I do? It seems

unfair that one who devoted her life to educating America's

children, cannot get assistance from the country she helped to

Mr. M. has been fighting the deterioration Of his wife from

Alzheimer's Disease for 30 years. Onset of symptoms, which were

31 /
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violent rages, began when Mrs. M. was 45 years old. H. has taken

her to the Mayo Clinic and to many experimental programs in his

e ffort to help her. He has used much his personal funds to do

so. About 10 years ago, a trust was established by an attorney.

P . M. is the executor of the trust which allows him to give his

wife whatever income he wishes. He expressed concern about using

all of their assets for her care and he would be left without

anything to provide care for him in the future. Because of the

nature a4 the trust, I suggested that he apply far Medicaid and

say he would give her the income limit allowed by the program.

When he applied, he wanted to be fair and offered to pay half the

cost, which is more than the income limit. H. was, of course,

refused. H. looks bewildered and will not reapply. He cannot

understand why there is no help far someone who is willing to

share some of the burden. H. only wanted to save some monies for

himself. If, at a later time, Mr. M. needs long term care, his

monthly income will exceed the current Medicaid level, but will

not be enough to pay the coot of long term care. What will he do

when his assets are gone?

Mrs. P. came to our facility with a diagnosis of Leukemia. She I.

a widow who has adequate funds to pay for her care for some time

and will qualify for Medicaid should she need it. She has

Medicare, a supplemental insurance, and insurance through her

husband's retirement. None of these will cover her. Her family

feels they should have hid money before this so she could get
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Medicaid like the "other smart people do". They do not see that

this money was saved to provide comfort for old age and not as an

inheritance for them. They cannot help that they think this way

because this type of thinking has been ingrained in certain people

for a long time. Success has meant that when one dies, one leaves

an inheritance. No one d d of the phenomenal cost of long

term care or the inc eeeee d life span we now have due to medical

advancement.

Mrs. H. is a proud lady. She has been in the cars of her daughter

for many years, but her daughter is getting old and can no longer

provide care. Mrs. H. has worked hard to provide for herself in

her old age through farming. She held a great deal of property

which some years ago her son stole from her. Her daughter has

protected the remainder of her money, but it has run out and they

are now applying for Medicaid. Mrs. H. is devastated that she

must rely on charity in her old age and has been crying a great

deal. Her daughter is angry with the attorney who set up the

original contract with her brother and mother. She believes he

purposely set out to cheat her mother. In order for her mother to

get the money, she must travel to her home state, and testify at a

trial. Her attorney feels that because of the technicalities in

the contract, the jury will want to question Mrs. H. Her

physician rightly feels Mrs. H. cannot stand the strain of the

trip or a trial. Her daughter estimates that the brother owes

her mother $75,000.00 in interest and payments. There is nothing
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that can be done to get her money and she must get assistance far

her care. She does not see how deserving she is of this

assistance. She paid her wa- throughout 92 of life,

supported this country, and helped to give all of us the lifestyle

we enjoy today. Due to the negative perceptian associated with

the Medicaid Program, she and her daughter feel less than they

are. What can I say to them?

Mrs D. is 48 years old. Her husband has Huntinton's Chorea and

she has cared for him at home far 6 years. H. has been with us

for 3 years and could live another 6-7 years with goad care and no

complications. They have five children. Mr. D. was a veteran so

they are getting some assistance through the VA. Mrs. D. works

full-time as a school secretary to help augment her income.

Things were very tight until about one and a half year* ago when

her 21 year old daughter was killed by a drunk driver. She

received an insurance settlement. She cries that her daughter had

to die for her to afford the cost'of her husband's care. If he

lives long, most of that money will be gone. What will she do

when she needs help later in life? Her future looks very

insecure.

mes. S. came to my office about her husband. She is an 82 year

old frail, sickly woman who looks ton years older due to the

strain she has been under far five years. Her husband has

Alzheimer's Disease. H. had been driving their car to Georgia and

59-807 0 - 86 - 11 32
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Disney World, turning on stove burners in their mobile home during

the night, and giving away money 04 which they had little. She

did not place him in the nursing home because she did not have the

money. On the night Mr. B. was finally admitted to us from the

hospital, he destroyed a geri-chair in a combative rage and had to

be sedated. This had been normal for him at home this past five

years, and Mrs. 8. lived in fear. Mrs. 8. discussed their

finances with me and I suggested she apply for Medicaid. Mr. B.

died this past weekend. Mrs. B. had been.living on an income of

$250.00 a month which was to be increased this month. She was

frequently ill, unable to drive, and received help from her family

to survive. She spoke frequently about the fact that she was

unaware 04 the Medicaid program or she would have placed him

sooner in the nursing home. There are many Mrs. B's in the

community who are trapped in their homes, unable to provide care,

having little family support, and ignorant 04 the way out.

One day, an old woman called me on the telephone crying. She said

she wai 86 years old and trying to take care of her 84 year old

sister. She told me her sister wouldn't eat and she had a bedsore

that was getting worse. I asked if she had been to a doctor and

she said she could not get her to one. After I got hor doctor's

name, I called him. That same day he went to their home and

decided to admit Mrs. B. to the hospital. Her sister, Miss T.,

came to see me about olacement because the doctor said sh could

no longer provide care for her sister. 'She told me that she had
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been taking cars of hur sistur as part of an agreemont. Becausm

shm only had a social security check and her sister had a hoes and

savings, it was decided that Miss T. would providm cars in

Exchangs for a placm to livs. Mrs. B. was diagnosed as an

Alzhsimer's victim. After admission to thy facility, Miss T.

visited hur sister daily. She would cry after her visits and I

tried to determinm thy causm. She finally told me that shm

should have put her sister in thy nursing home long before shm

did, so shm could bm comfortable and recsivs appropriatm cars.

Shm also said shm could nsver forgivs herself because shm lost her

temper with Mrs. B. and sometimes hit her because shm refused to

do what shm askmd. Mrs. B. died and her sister carries thy guilt

with her to this day.

How many peoplm arm liks Miss T.? How many arm old, isolated in

this community, dmaling with this stress of providing 24 hour cars

for an Alzhmimer victim, fmaring this loss of income and security

that would accompany long term cars placement, and living with the

guilt, when their human tolerancm level is surpassed? Who can

blame Miss T.? Whoss fault is it? The daughter up north had no

idma how badly conditions had deteriorated and perhaps, was

foolish to think Miss T. was capable 144 providing care. An aids

had bemn hired to help with the bathing and cars and was at this

home two times a mask. Neighbors later stepped forward and said

they suspected problems. Thu priest who visited a4ten suggested

long torm cars placement. Yet, no ono reported these conditions
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to agencies who could have helped - before this sweet, fragile

woman had to live with the guilt from her very human reaction to a

life of hell. Would the existence of a custodial care insurance

policy have helped to make a better decision? Would public

awareness programs have helped?

I have given you a representative sample of the cases With which I

deal. My role in a long term care facility is as an advocate far

families and patients. I am employed in the health'care field, a

free enterprise, profit-making industry. I represent the patients

I serve today and I fear for y own future as a member of the

ever-aging Baby Boom. What does our future hold? With the shift

in population that is occuring, will we have an adequate tax base

to support the growing number of older peaple in this country and

the cost of their health care? The theory behind supporting a

profit-making health care industry is that doing so makes health

care cost effective. However, costs are rising each day. The
1

nursing home industry quotes an average profit margin 424 6 -7%

which is certainly not exorbitant. Salaries for the majority of

health care workers are low in comparison to other industries. Do

we deviate from a basic premise of the free enterprise system and

support socialized medicine as is done in other countries? Will

the American people accept the loss of choice involved with this

system or pay the high taxes which go hand in hand with socialized

medicine? Is Florida showing us what the future holds for our

nation as predicted in ilmeatz_encis?

3 23
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Whose responsibility is it to fix these problems? I stated it was

e veryone's responsibility and I would like to make suggestions

which elaborate my point.

First, we must make a massive effort to educate the public. We

e ach have the responsibility to Shoulder the cost af long term

care. We must advise Americans to do financial planning. Married

couples should divide assets prior to illness so that each person

is protected. They should use those funds for care, if needed,

then apply for assistance. Sons and daughters should no longer

think in terms of inheritance, but should use monies their parents

saved far their old age to provide care. This will ease the

burden to all taxpayers and let us care for people who were not

fortunate enough to have money at the end of their life. When the

money is gone, the stigma of being on Medicaid should be erased.

Each and every person in this country deserves help when their

resources are gone. The community should be made aware that this

help exists to prevent some of the misery that is now happening.

When I speak to most families, they are unaware of the programs

in existence today.

Secondly, we must educate the professionals who are trying to help

these patients. This includes, hospital social workers, nursing

home social workers, attorneys, physicians, and home health care

agencies. I have spoken to representatives of each area and none

3 ?4
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of them - no matter the number of years in the business -

completely understand the system and help that is currently

available. A resource book should be prepared by each state's

health department with all of the private, federal and state

financial assistance available to long term care patients. This

book should include criteria for participation, amount of

financial assistance and contact people for each resaurce. Most

social workers find out about this information haphazardly through

word of mouth, or hundreds of phone calls. If such a book now

exists, I am unaware of it and so are the people with whom I have

spoken.

Thirdly, we could consider the elimination of clauses , i.e. "3

day hospital stay", *within 30 days of discharge from hospital" in

Medicare and insurances so that whenever a patient requires

skilled care during his illness, the insurances'can begin helping.

Skilled care is skilled care. Why should Medicare have to pay for

another hospitalization if the procedure can be done in a long

term care setting? Why should a patient be penalized because he

doesn't deteriorate within 30 days of leaving a hospital? Also,

we should eliminate clauses requiring approval from agencies other

than state and federal. In this way, some of the insurance for

which people have been paying will be used.

Fourth, we should offer incentives to private insurances to

provide custodial care policies. They could pay a portion or all

326
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of the bills. Insurance companies ars for profit also, and the

cost of long term care is expensive. However, premiums could

support a custodial cars program due to the low probability of

need for long term cars in relation to the general population who

would be willing to pay these premiums.

Fifth, we must increase the income limit for Mmdicaid assistance,'

so that those who fall in the grey area between qualifying for

Medicaid and affording the cost ol long term cars ars given the

help they need. Any person whose income falls below the average

cost of long term care should receive finanacial assistance.

Florida's income limit does not even meet the federal limit due to

our high concentration 04 needy elderly. Perhaps states should be

federally subsidized on the basis of need and statistical

projections so that they can at least afford to meet federal

guidelines, which I might add are too low.

Lastly, in Florida at least, the days of the "County Old Folks

Home" are gone. This has been hailed as a major achievement in

health care. However, we have no place for the peopl who do not

have the resources to get cars. I do not advocate shipping these

people off to a facility for the poor, hut perhaps the system we

have now can be utilized. Incentives could be affered to existing

long term care facilities to keep these people. /f we can affer

incentives to other industries in this country, why not to the

industry which will eventually affect every American?
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I used to be bank teller. The pay was low, but I served my

customers. I always came up with the right answer, my work was

done at the end of the day, and if I had a problem, I could easily

find an answer - everything balanced. Today, my work is

exhausting. I deal with problems that have no answers. I can't

always serve my customers, There is no balance - no fai I

could probably make more money eltewhere, but I love my work. I

steer people through some of the most devastating crises of their

lives by offering support, understanding and guidance. I need the

tools to fix their problems. You have the power to give me the

tools. I do not presume to understand the economic structure of

this country, nor do I presume to have all the answers. I do not

rep t anyone except the people I am trying to help - the

families, the patients, and the other professionals who are

frustrated and in despair. I fear : their future and I fear for

my own.

3 2 /
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Footnotes

1. Steve Rogers, "Creating th Continuum at Care Enterprises,"
Contemporary Lona Term Care, January 1986, p.30

2. John Naisbitt, Neqatrends: Ten New Directions Transformino
Our Lives, (New York, Warner Books, 1983), p. 207-259
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. Macke II.

STATEMENT OF WILTON B. MACKALL
Mr. MACKALL. Chairman Waxman, welcome to the sunshine

State of Florida.
Mr. WAXMAN. Now wait a minuteI am a Californian where it

is 80
dprescatiMr. m.. That is why I was welcoming you to Florida. And

Congressman Hi lirakis welcome home from your trip to Viet Nam.
My name is W.B. Mackall. I am a special assistant to the director

of the Medical Center at Bay Pines. On behalf of the patients, the
employees, and the volunteers at the Medical Center I wish to ex-
piry" my appreciation for the invitation to be with you this morn-

"'bur testimony addresses programs at Bay Pines and does not
represent the entire VA system. Having been involved with veter-
ans' programs and eligibility for the put 40 years, I am also aware
generally of the medical care and benefit programs of the Veter-
ans' Administration.

The VA Medical Center at Bay Pines consists of 670 beds, 240
nundim care beds, 200 domiciliary beds and an outpatient clinic at
Fort Myers, FL It serves 10 county areas of Florida's west coast
with a vetwen population of approximately 260,000. Bay Pines
treats over 10,000 in-patients per year and accomplishes 160,000
outpatient visits. The outpatient clinic in Fort Myers performs an
adthtional 85,000 outpatient visits annually.

The medical center provides comprehensive medical, inimical,
and psychiatric and rehabilitative services and has speciali pro-

Min alcohol treatment, mental hygiene, respiratory care, and
tal-bassd home care. The medical center also provides commu-

niq nursing home care and other community health care services
siW serves as a clinic of jurisdiction for the entire State of Florida.

In recent years, because of a =dor replacement hmital con-
struction P4Kt, nursing, domiciliary, and medical eurecal facili-
ties at Bay Pines have been added or replaced. The third phase of
this project will be completed within the next few months and in-
cludes the remodeling of two existing buildings to replace psychiat-
ric beds and administrative office space.

This MI range of acute and extended cars programs is available
to all eligible veterans in established priority order. In general,
wovWons of law and regulations require the administrator to sat-
isfy the medical needs of patients in descending order of priority
from the treatment of a service connected dility to the treat-
ment of medical conditions of patients whom service connection or
eligibility have not yet been established.

Victims of Alsheener's disease are afforded the same degree of
access to medical care at Bay Pines as are those suffering from
other debilitatizig disease. Placement in institutional or nonmetitu-
tional care is determined through physical examinations and as-
sessments of many factors, such as ftgnosis, prognosis, stage of
the disease, degree of disability of the patient, availability of care
providers, and so ibrth.
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Once the level of medical care needed is determined the legal re-
quirements of VA service are applied to establish eligibility for
care by the VA. As there is no cure or prevention for Alzheimer's
disease, Bay Pines provides evaluation and diagnosis for the pa-
tient and support and education for the patient and family in man-
aging the social problems that arise.

A hospital home care program and community services assist in
maintaining the patient in the community. It is generally held that
it is best for the patient to be maintained at home in a familiar
environment or in the least restricted environment for as long as
possible.

As the disease progresses, either hospital or VA nursing homes
or community nursing homes may be required and appropriate
placements are made, again, depending on eligibility and available
resources. It should be noted that the VA is not authorized by law
to provide unlimited care.

For example, we can only place nonservice connected patients in
community nursing homes for a maximum of a 6-month period fol-
lowing VA hospitalization. Over the next 10 or 15 years steady in-
creases in the need for both inpatient and outpatient care is pro-
jected because of the rapid growth in Florida's veteran population
and because of the increasing age of that population.

Through the department of medicine and surgery medical dis-
trict initiated program planning process, there are local, district
and regional efforts to objectively identify and plan for the current
and future medical needs of this elderly patient population.

Dementia, including Alzheimer's disease and other disorders, is
one focus of the VA's planning to meet the needs of the geriatric
patient. During recent years the VA has sponsored several initia-
tives in research, education and clinical care that specifically ad-
dresses the challenge of Alzheimer's disease and related dementing
illnesses.

These initiatives include programs of basic biomedical and ap-
plied clinical research and development of specialized clinical pro-
grams, and the presentation of education ...nd training programs
that focus on the diagnosis and treatment of Alzheimer's disease.

In fiscal year 1984 the VA funded 124 studies of Alzheimer's type
and other dementias. Clinical care programs, including the VA's
geriatric research, education and clinic centers, known as
GRECC's, some of which have developed special units for the diag-
nosis and treatment of Alzheimer's disease.

In addition, approximately 50 VA medical centers have devel-
oped geriatric evaluation units, GEU's, that provide comprehensive
assessment for elderly patients, including patients with dementia
illnesses.

Please be assured of the VA's continuing commitment to meet
the needs of our growing elderly veteran population. I and the
members of the medical staff want to thank you and the conges-
sional committee for your support of the Veterans' Administration.

I will be glad to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mackall follows0
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STATEMENT

OF

WILTON B. MACKALL

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

TO THE

DIRECTOR

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CENTER

My none is W. B. Mackall and I'm the Special Assistant to the

Director of the VA Medical Center, Bay Pines, Florida. Cm behalf

of the patients, employees and volunteers of the VA Medical

Center, Bay Pines, Florida, I wish to express miti appreciation for

the invitation to be with you this morning. My testimony

addresses programs at Bay Pines and does not represent the entire

VA systan. Having been involved with veterans programs and

eligibility for the past forty years, I an also aware generally

of the medical care and benefit programs of the Veterans

Adminixtration.

Ihe VAIdedical Center, Bay Pines, oonsists of a 870-bed hospital,

a 240-bed nursing hame care unit, a 200-bed daniciliary and an

outpatient clinic in Fort Myers, Florida. It serves a 10-county

area on Florida's west coast with a veteran population of

approximately 250,000. Bay Pines treats over 10,000 inpatients

per year and accomplishes approximately 180,000 outpatient

visits. The outpatient clinic in Fort *ere performs an

additional 95,000 outpatient visits annually.

The medical center provides canprehensive medical, surgical,

psychiatric and rehabilitative services and has specialised

3ALprograms in alcohol treatment, mental hygiene, respiratory care

and hospital based-hdpe,care. The medical gaiter, els!) provides
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cammunity nursing hame care and other community health care

services, and serves as the clinic of jurisdiction for the entire

state of Florida.

In recent years, because of a major replacement hospital

construction project, nursing home, domiciliary and

medical/surgical facilities at Bay Pines have been added or

replaced. The third phase of this project will be completed

within the next few months, and includes the remodeling of two

existing buildings to replace psychiatry'beds and administrative

office space.

This full range of acute and extended care programs is available

to all eligible veterans in established priority order. In

general, provisions of law and regulation require the

Administrator to satisfy the medical needs of patients in

descending order of priority fram the treatment of a service

connectrsd disability to the treatment of medical conditions of

patients for wham servica connection or eligibility has not been

established.

Victhns of Alzheimer's Edsease are afforded the same degree of

access to medical care at Bay Pines as are those suffering fram

other debilitating diseases. Placement in institutional or

non-institutional care is detenmined through physical examination

-2-
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and assessment of many factors, such as diagnosis, prognosis,

stage of the disease, degree of disability of the patient,

availability of care providers, etc. Owe the level of medical

care needed is determined, the legal requirements for VA service

are applied to establish eligibility to care by the VA.

As there is no cure or prevention for.Alisheimeris disease, Bay

Pines provides evaluation and diagnosis for the patient and

support and education for the patient and family in managing the

social problems that arise. A hospital based hams care program,

and community services assist in maintaining the patient in the

community. It is generally held that it is best for the patient

to be maintained at hams, in a familiar environment or in the

least restrictive environment for as long as possible. As the

disease progresses either hospital, VA nursing home, or

community nursing hammy be required and appropriate placements

are made, again depending on eligibility and available resources.

It should be noted that the VA is not authorized to provide

unihmited care. For example, we can only place non-service

connected patients ln community nursing hamss for a six-month

period 24:allowing VA hospitalisation.

Corer the next 10 to 15 years a steady increase in the need for

both inpatient and outpatient care is projected because of the

-3-
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rapid growth in Florida's veteran population and because of the

increasing age of that population. Through the Deparbnent of

Medicine and Surgery's Medical District Initated Program Planning

process, there are local, district and regional efforts to

objectively identify and plan for the current and future medical

needs of this elderly patient population. tementia, including

Alzheimer's Disease and other disorders, is one focus of the VA's

planning to meet the needs of the geriatric patient.

tering recent years the VA has sponsored several initiatives in

research, education and clinical care that specifically address

the challenge of Alzhehner's disease and related danenting

illnesses. These initiatives include programs of basic

biamedical and applied clinical research, the development of

specialized clinical care program, and the presentation of

education and training programs that focus on the diagnosis and

treatment of Alzhehner's disease. In FY-1984 the VA funded 124

studies of Alzheimer type and other danentias. Clinical care

programs include the VA's Geriatric Research, Education and

Clinical Centers (3REOCI), same of which have developed special

units for the diagnosis and treatment of Alzhehmer's disease. In

addition, approximately 50 VA medical centers have developed

Geriatric Evaluation Units (GM's) that provide comprehensive

assessment for elderly patients including patients with

dementing illnesses.

A

Please be assured of our continuing cammittment to meet the

needs of our growing elderly veteran population and,

I and the members of our medical center staff went to thank you

and the Camgressional Cbmmittees for/your iupport.

Thank Xon.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Macke 11.
Mr. Arnold.

STATEMENT OF HENRY A. ARNOLD

Mr. ARNOLD. Good morning Chairman Waxman, ladies and gen-
tlemen.

I am Henry A. Arnold, a senior vice president of Gulf Group
Services. You may know the company better as Gulf Life Insurance
Co. I appear before the subcommittee today, however, as State
chairman of the Health Insurance Association of America.

The HIAA is a national trade association comprised of 355 insur-
ance companies which underwrite approximately 85 percent of the
health insurance currently sold in the country. The health insur-
ance industry is very concerned about Alzheimer's disease, its
impact on its victims and their families and its financial implica-
tions to the health insurance industry and the insurance-buying
public.

We are especially sensitive to the need for long-term custodial
care. Now the HIAA is grateful for the opportunity to share with
you today our views and concerns with regard to Alzheimer's dis-
ease, particularly as they relate to cost and financing.

Most of the insurance industry recognizes that Alzheimer's dis-
ease is in fact a progressive organic brain disorder, and while it af-
fects memory, mood and personality, we do not categorize it as a
mental disorder under the mental and nervous provisions of most
insurance policies.

Our statistics show that over 11/2 million Americans are victims
of Alzheimer's disease and that it contributes to approximately
100,000 deaths per year in this country.

HIAA members recognize that caring for the Alzheimer's victim
is very stressful and can lead to frustration, anger, confmement
and depression for both the victim and the caregiver. Althouch the
home is the preferred caregiving setting, sometimes a family be-
comes unable to continue home health care.

The decision that a loved one must be placed in a long-term care
facility is a difficult one to make and the fmancial responsibility
can be catastrophic. Long-term care can mean more than just a
protracted stay in a nursing home.

It is a complex area of need which includes a variety of medical
and nonmedical services. The cost of these services an emerging
concern of the elderly in the wake of heightened senPitivity to their
potential risk of requiring some type of long care services.

Presently, most members view the issue of payment for
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders in the same manner as
any other diagnosis category. Most indemnity polick regular in-
surance policies, allow payment of charges for physician's services,
drugs, covered medical supplies and routine outpatient care.

In fact, over the last 2 years there is an emerging concentration
on outpatient care and paying outpatient care at a I+ er percent-
age of reimbursement than inpatient caPe. But traVAonally, how-
ever, basic health insurance policies specifically e- ude custodial
care and therein lies the problem.
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While insurance companies have been responsible for reimburs-
ing somewhere around 70 percent of inpatient care in this country,
we recognize that the insurance companies have paid something
less that 2 percent for nursing care coverage.

This long-term custodial care is excluded for a number of rea-
sons, or has been traditionally in the past. It is very expensive. It is
very difficult to project costa for long-term custodial care. It is very
difficult to assess risk. It is not a well-defined expense in many
cases.

However, in the last 2 years insurance companies have made sig-
nificant strides in providing coverage for long terra care to combat
the rising cost of inpatient care. Most of this effort has been direct-
ed toward coverage in lieu of inpatient care.

However, our activity in this area has provided us with protocol,
with administrative procedures to deal prospectively with these
kind of costa. For example, in my own company we conduct utiliza-
tion review prospectively, in advance of a claim being incurred.
One of the problems that we are encountering is finding alterna-
tive delivery systems.

For example, home health care. We typically use nonskill facili-
ties whenever we can to discharge patients from the hospital early.
One of our problems is finding home health care services to fill
that need. Our other problem is a certificate of need requirement
in the State of Florida which extends to home health care agencies
as well as to the acute care facilities.

We think that there should be some mitigation of that bureau-
cratic process. The long-term nature of getting a certificate of need
filed probably should be eliminated for these kinds of agencies so
they can be licensed as home health care facilities so that the in-
surance companies, prospectively, when a physician submits a plan
in advance, will be able to find the resources to bring into the
home, where we think the care should occur, those unskilled or in-
termediate skilled people who can assist the family in care of the
patient.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Arnold follows:]
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STATEMENT

of the

HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Good Morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. I am Henry A.

Arnold, Regional Vice President of Gulf Group Services Corporation, a wholly

owned Subsidiary of the hwerican General Corporation, which is headquartered

fn Texas. I am the Florida State Chairman of the Health Insurance Association

of America (HIAA).

I appear before this Subcommittee today on behalf of the Health Insurance

Association of America (HIAA). The HIAA fs a national trade association

comprised of 335 companies which underorfte approximately 85% o# the private

health insurance currently sold fn this country.

The health insurance industry fs very concerned about Alzheimer's Disease,

fts impact on fts victims and their families, and fts financial implications

to the health insurance industry and the insurance-buying public. We are

especially sensitive to the need for long-term custodial care. The HIAA fs

grateful for the opportunity to share with you today our views and concerns

with regard to Alzheimer's Disease, particularly as they relate to health care

costs and financing.

OVERVIEW

Alzheimer's Disease fs a progressive organic brain disorder affecting

memory, mood, personality end, eventually, physical functioning. Over 1.5

million Americans are victims of Alzheimer's Disease and it contributes to

more than 100,000 deaths annually.
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NIAA members recognize that caring for the Alzheimer's victim is very

stressful and can lead to frustration, anger, confinement and depression for

both the victim and the caregiver. Although the home is the preferred

caregiving setting, sometimes a fluidly becomes unable to continue hone health

cars. The decision that a loved one must be placed in a long-term care

facility is a difficult one to make and the financial responsibility can be

catastrophic.

Long-tens care can mean more than just a protracted stay in a nursing

home. It is a complex area of need which includes a variety of medical and

nonmedical services. The iost of those services is an emerging concern of the

elderly in the wake of heightnned sensitivity to their pemntial risk of

requiring some type of long-tene care services.

COVERAGE FOR ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE AND RELATED DLMDERS

Presently, most NIAA members view the issue of payment for Alzheimer's

Disease and Related Disorders in the same manner as any other diagnosis

category. Most indemnity policies allow payment of charges for physician's

services, drugs, covered medica l. supplies and routine outpatient care.

Traditionally, basic health insurance policies specifically exclude custodial

care.

Long-tens custodial care is excluded in most contracts because it is

extremely expensive. Simply put, no one wants to allocate enough scarce

resource dollars to pey for the projected expense.

-2-
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Nursing home expenses are the largest single out of pocket health care

expense faced by the elderly. It has become increasingly clear in recent

years that neither federal nor state government will be able to provide the

long-term care services needed by our nation's growing elderly population.

Medicare and Medicaid, the two programs that would normally assist the

elderly, are already being restricted as part of federal deficit reduction

efforts, and will not be significantly expanded. Consequently it has fallen

to the private sector to undertake the difficult task of underwriting expanded

and different forms of long-term care coverage.

WHAT IS LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE?

Long-term care insurance is private insurance which supports a variety of

health and social services for older Americans, including nursing home care.

Long-term care policies provide different lengths of coverages and different

types of nursing home benefits. Some policies provide coverage only for short

stays in nursing homes. Other policies provide coverage for longer stays of

up to three or four years. These insurance policies usually provide different

benefit levels in terms of dollars or days of coverage, depending on %%tether

the insured is receiving skilled, intermediate, custodial or home care.

(Benefits are designed this way for several reasons. It costs more to receive

a higher level of care than to receive a less intensive level of care, and the

benefit levels reflect this pricing structure of providers. By providing

benefit levels at a fixed amount for each day of covered service, patients and

their families are given a reason to find efficient providers who can supply

needed care within the benefit level. Thus, limits are placed on an insurer's

liability under any one policy, and the risk of providing insurance is

somewhat reduced.)

-3-
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Statistics indicate that in 1982, non-government sources paid for 70% of

Americans' hospital costs, whereas private insurance paid less than two

percent of nursing home costs. Some feel this indicates that private

insurance is not supporting its share of this service.

Many earlier tones of long-term care insurance policies emphasized nursing

home coverage over home care for a variety of reasons. Insurance must clearly

define the risk covered and should provide coverage designed to avoid

anti-selection. Entry into a nursing hose is an event which is more easily

identifiable and is less within the subjective control of the insured than in

the caie of home health care. Due to the difficulty of distinguishing among

levels of care, some companies limited coverage to skilled and intermediate

nursing care. Other companies required custodial or unskilled care to be

preceded by a period of skilled nursing care in order to assure that the care

received was due to medical necessity. Innovations in the levels of care

covered by long-term care policies are now underway, with the offering of

benefits for less than skilled nursing care.

Also, it is virtually impossible to predict what the cost of nursing home

care and home health care services will be several years in the future when

benefits might be used. By focusing on indemnity type benefits, carriers are

able to make projections based on a fixed benefit level. In most cases,

claims experience under a particular policy takes several years to develop.

As a result of a growing aging population and the escalating costs of

public health care programs, there is increasing pressure on both goverment

and industry to play a significant role in providing long-term care benefits

to the public.

-4-
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WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

With the costs of long-term care escalating, fewer people will be able to

finance such services from their own personal resources. The Medicare nursing

home benefit, as with private coverage, was designed to pay for acute episodes

of illness and is limited to only a 100 day stay. Medicare supports about 45%

of all nursing home care in the country.

Because of these factors, it is anticipated that there will be increasing

demand for private long-term care products. If the private sector dries not

respond voluntar1ly, the federal government or states nay mandate the offer1ng

of long-term care products and unilaterally define the parameters. One

alternative may well be complete government control over long-term care.

Under such a scenario, the political demands at that Om would determine a

lifestyle for those needing lohg-term care. It is reasonable to expect that

long-term care will be perceived as a market opportunity by carriers. Onerous

regulation and legislation would inhibit market expansion.

Pressures from the federal and state governments, providers and aging

groups have catapulted long-term care Into the forefront of health policy

issues. There has been extensive coverage on national television networks, in

newspapers, professional journals, and in periodicals directed at the business

conmunity and the general public. The issue is with us now and will become

more pressing.

-5-
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HISTORY OF HIAA POLICY AND ACTIONS

In 1983, the HIAA completed a two-year study of the social and economic

impact of long-term care. Since then, the HIAA has developed a set of

principles for the financing and delivery of long-term care services.

Industry activity reflects a heightened level of concern among providers,

government and aging groups regarding the potential explosive demand for

long-term care servizes as the population ages.

Our industry task force is working hand-In-hand with the National

Association of Insurance Commissioners and its advisory group to develop the

best environment to actively promote such products. Several meetings have

already been held by the NAIC with public and private sector groups, including

the Department of Health and Human Services, the nursing home industry, senior

citizens groups, and insurers.

The Senate Special Committee on Aging held hearings on the issue in

September, 1984, at which HIAA testified. In addition, industry

representatives have participated in a variety of public forums. And, a 1984

industry conference cn long-term care explored long-term care issues and their

relationship to the private health insurance industry.

-6-
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CAN PM INDUSTRY NAVt AN IMPACT ON 7Mt ISSUE?

Government, the nursing hose industry, home health agencies, and the aged

have a vital interest in the development of private long-term care products

amd stretegies. If the industry is responsive, there is a strong possibility

that it can leed in the development of regulations and legislation that would

sepport the Industry.

In lOSS, more than a dozen bi Is were introduced in the states relating to

same aspect of lomg-tere care. At the federal level, there is heightened

Comressional interest, particularly resarding Alzheimer's Disease.

There are a number of bills which would address various aspects of the

long-tem care issue. The federal legislation falls into three major

categories: 1) tax incentives, in the form of refundable tax credits for

long-tem care expenses; 21 proposals to institute new hone health care

services, such a block -grant funding to the states proposed by Senator Notch

(N. Utah); and 3) proposals to expand Medicare/Medicaid coverage for acute and

long-tens care services for the elderly.

CCNCLUSIM

Long-tem care can require an interrelated array of health and social

mrvices. Thus, the issue involves all sectors of the health care delivery

system, as well as other sectors providing social support services. It

cross-cuts all levels of government and private industry. A tremendous amount

of coordination is necessary in order to develop solutions to the problem.

Financial considerations are the largest barrier to solving this issue. The

fact that mew lom -tem care services are custodial in nature, and that their

services my be most in &mend, complicates the issue for insurers.

1
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. We'll start with you Mr.
Arnold. When you talk about private insurance it does not soundlike there is too much available now for people to insure them-
selves privately for the costs that would be incurred should a
family member have Alzheimer's disease. Is that a fair statement?

Mr. AR Now. Currently, and in the past, there has not been too
much available other than for the traditional medical coverage
which has not been extended for Alzheimer's disease. The problem,of course as I said, is custodial care. It is a problem of scarce re-
sources, Mr. Chairman.

We recognize that there are many requests for coverage that
must be included in one package. There are over the last 5 years,last 10 years, many mandated coverages. For example, pregnancy
is a mandated coverage for employers plans. Now, that was a Fed-
eral law, Public Law 95-555, which requires that the employer pay
for pregnancy.

There are some States that just recently passed laws that require
coverage for, I guess it is called in-vitro fertilization. There are
laws that require coverage for vasectomies. So

Mr. WAXMAN. Are you saying that unless we pass a law to man-
date coverage there will not be coverage? Or are you saying that
because we mandate coverage in other areas that we cannot

Mr. Aarrow. No, sir; I am saying that part of the problem is
there are some mandated coverages that I Inlieve and the HIAA
believes were ill-advised. In other words, coverages were for, not forillnesses, but certain

Mr. WAxmAN. But if we do not mandate coverage for Alzheimer's
disease, if someone were willing to pay for coverage and said, look,
I am worried about this disease and I want to be sure that my
family is protected from being wiped out economically, I want to
buy a policy from you, can you buy the policy from the private
sector?

Mr. Antow. There are policies available in the private sector for
long-term or custodial care. They are, by their very nature, limited
because of the difficulty you have already heard in testimony, the
difficulty of projecting what the expenses will be.

They are limited benefit policies for a certain period of time. You
can buy policies from 8 to 5 years that range anywhere from $25 to
$85 a month, depending upon the age of the insured.

Mr. WAXMAN. Are companies looking to change their policies to
provide better coverage for home care, respite care and other types
of services needed by Alzheimer's patients?

Mr. ARNOLD. Absolutely.
Mr. WAXMAN. What will be the cost of this additional coverage of

long-term care?
Mr. ARNOLD. Here are some examples of annual premiums from

various insurance companies for long-term care: Age 60 to 64, $250
to $500, that is per year; age 70 to 74, $700 to $1,300. Now, that
pay seem costly but the alternative, paying out of pocket for nurs-
ing home care for private day patients, average costs $2,000 to$2,500 per month.

Mr. WAXMAN. So we are talking about limited coveme from the
private sector. And whatever coverage can be purchas is 'very ex-
peneve and even then limited. We really do not have an adequate
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way, through either government programs or private programs,
unless you have your own personal means: to deal financially with
the loss that people are going to have in their family's budget
should Alzheimer's strike a member of their family. Is that a fair
statement?

Mr. ARNOLD. That is a fair statement, Mr. Chairman. We would
agree with that. We are, as the insurance industry, we believe,
taking giant steps and starting in 1985 and continuing in 1986 to
find a way to underwrite this risk, to get a handle on what the
costs are.

We firmly believe that the proper setting for this care is in the
home. We have got to find ways that we can project what those
costs are. We must have the resources to go to.

We feel that we must go to those in a managed health care envi-
ronment, either through health maintenance organizations, the
provider organizations, where there is a strong relationship be-
tween the physicians and the underwriters of the coverage, so that
we can look at this care prospectively and make the best possible
estimate of what those costs will be.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Mackall, we do not have jurisdiction in our subcommittee

over veterans affairs, and I am not as knowledgeable as Mr. Bili-
raids, who happens to be on both the Veterans Affairs Committee
and on our committee. But, as I recall, there are some illnesses
that, if they are not service-related, the Veterans' Administration
has much more limited coverage.

Now, I would think Alzheimer's would not be a service-related
disability. Does that mean that the health care coverage for some-
one in the VA system is more limited and what kind of limits are
there on the VA coverage?

Mr. MACXALL. Yes, Mr. Chairman, there are some limitations.
The service-connected veteran has number one priority but in the
case of Alzheimer's, which is non-service-connectecl, as my testimony
indicated, they get the same type of treatment when they come into
the hospital.

The hospitalization is open to all veterans whether they are serv-
ice-connected or non-service-connected. It is the outpatient care
where we run into the problem.

However, the veteran that comes to the hospital for hospitaliza-
tion can be treated on an outpatient basis if it is medically deter-
mined that home care treatment might obviate hospitalization.
You can apply that to any condition, whether it be a heart condi-
tion Alzheimer's, or whatever.

One thing that we can do with the Alzheimer's patient who is
admitted to the hospital, and the law says they must be admitted
to the hospital before we can take the next step that I am going
into, is that after a period of hospitalization we are permitW
under the law to outplace the patient either in a skilled nursing
home if that is the level of care that the patient needsand we
have 220 of those type beds at Bay Pinesor, if it is custodial type
care that the patient needsand that again is a medical decision
we can outplace that patient into a community nursing home.

We can pay the bills up to 6 months. Now, you say, what hap-
pens after that 6 months?
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Mr. WAXMAN. What happens? That would seem like a fairly
short period of time.

Mr. MACKALL. Well, when you are paying $1,500, $1,800 a month
for some 100 125, 180 patients from your own facility that are in
the community nursing home, it is a lot of dollars. However, the
Veterans' Administration, through the Department of Veterans'
Benefits, has a pension program and assigned to this program is a
thing called housebound or A&A. Now, A&A means ai4:1 and assist-
ance.

A veteran that has limited income and is drawing pension can
draw, with one dependent, up to $642 a month. However, if this pa-
tient becomes ill with Alzheimer's and is placed in a VA facility fbr
care and treatment and then is outplaNd into a community nurs-
ing home for up to 6 months, the Veterans' Administration Depart-
ment of Veterans' Benefits is allowedbecause he or she is a
member of that nursing hometo increase that amount to $986 a
month.

In many cases, the average income of a couple with Social Secu-
rity and possibly a small annuity is around $1,200 or $1,800, maybe
$1,400 a month. That in itself would almost take that veteran out
of the picture of being eligible for this A&A benefit.

But bwause the House Veterans Affairs Committee, on which
Mr. Bilirakis serves so capably, has made it possible that the nurs-
ing home care after the 6 months, where the patientbecomes a pri-
vate pay patient, that a letter from the nursing home to the VA
that he or she is in a nursing home, completelyand that the cost
we will say is $1,500 a month, which I realize is low, but it is $1,500
a month, the $1,500 a month income that they have is wiped out
because it is being paid to the nursing home for the care of the pa-
tient.

On top of that there is $11,240 annually can be paid to that vet-
eran or to the wife, who is the caretaker of the patient, that works
out to $986 a month. Medicallythey say that the patients should be
at home as much as possible. That patient who is at home could be
a housebound patient and that housebound patient would go from
$7,700 annually to $9,000, or $751 a month. The housebound benefit
can continue until death.

The aid and attendant benefit can only remain as long as the pa-
tient is in a nursim home, or if the patient goes homeas the gen-
tleman here said that he took his mother homeif the patient is
unable to feed himself, clothe himself, take care of the necessary
needs of nature, and is so documented by a physician, then that aid
and attendant benefit can continue while the patient is at home.

Mr. WAXMAN. It sounds like the Veterans' Ainistration has a
much more generous coverage for its members than Medicare has
for most elderly people. Is that an accurate statement?

Mr. MACKALL That is a good statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Now, does Medicare contribute to a veteran or isthis
Mr. MACICALL No sir; Medicare does not contribute anything to

the VA.
Mr. WAXMAN. Well, perhaps we might look at the VA to see how

well their coverage might fit in under the Medicare Program. Do
you think there is a model that you all can look at and see if we
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ought to extend coverage for Medicare beneficiaries to be the
same?

Mr. MACKALL. Yes, sir; I really do believe the latter. I feel so
helpless in many, many instances for people who come to our hos-
pital and our office just for advice about what can I do with dad or
mother, or what can I do with my brother. They are nonveterans.
It is devastating, Mr. Chairman, to try, as the lady on my right
you want to cry because there is no answer.

I mean all the evidence is not in and nobody has the answer to
what am I going to do with mother, what am I going to do with
father. The VA, we do have some answerswe do not have them
all. We just have some. And thank God that we do have just some
of those answers, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Szumski, we mentioned earlier that Mr. Bilirakis has led the

recent efforts to include a provision in legislation now before the
Congress that would require the Department of Health and Human
Services in Washington to establish Alzheimer's family support
Foups in institutions such as yours. I supported this effort because
it is clear to me just how important these groups can be in dealing
with the many problems associated with Alzheimer's.

I assume that Bay Tree Nursing Center has an Alzheimer's
family support group. How do they function and what kind of role
do they play in the lives of these Alzheimer's families?

Ms. Summit!. We do not have our own support group at our facil-
ity. The family service centers in the area here have been running
fabulous family support groups and we have been referring to
them. They have more expertise than I could ever have of the ill-
ness.

The biggest support I have been able to give to families who
come to me is informing them of resources, informing them of aid
and attendance programs through VA, informing them of services
that are in the area. People are totally unaware. They hide and
stay in their homes. They are trapped. They do not get out. They
are afraid to ask. They are ashamed. They are guilty, whatever
feelings they have.

We are doing a good job toward getting that information out to
people but we need to work harder and do more.

Mr. WAXMAN. In your experience do these support groups really
make a big difference to the people who use their services?

Ms. Szustsia. Oh, yes; the support I giveI have 120 patients in
my facility I have to give support 1 to 1 to each of those families. I
cannot give them 40 hours a week or 60 or 50, enough support. And
I cannot give them the kind of support they really need. 'They need
to be with others who have the same problems. I can only empath-
ize. I have not been there.

Mr. WAXMAN. So, while we are talking about the great costs of
dealing with the Alzheimer's problem, and we have got to start
tackling it, the least we ought to have available to the family mem-
bers are these support groups to help them through this difficult
time?

Ms. Smilax!. They do a great service to all of us.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bilirakis.
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Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ms. Szumski, I too am
very appreciative of your caring attitude. I am convinced that you
do and we appreciate everything that you do for our people.

Mr. Macke ll, Mack, you have been a great proponent for veter-
ans in the years that I have been involved with Bay Pines and di-rectly with you and we appreciate all your help in so many very
different ways. Your testimony, and I know from my personal
knowledge, indicates that the VA is conducting research on Alzhei-
mer's. Where is this research being conducted, Mack?

Mr. MACKALL. Dr. John Mathers, the ACMD for extended care at
the VA central office, has the center where these are being con-
ducted. As I know, the GRECC's that are going on now, there are
five of those around the country that are working in the geriatric
area and in Alzheimer's.

Mr. Bit.nudas. Are they actually being conducted in VA facilities
or are we talking about VA grants to non-VA?

Mr. MACKALL. No; in VA facilities.
Mr. BILIKAKIS. In VA facilities?
Mr. MACKALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. &MARIS. IS that research, or the results of that research,

being correlated, or shared, with other research facilities, other
non-VA research facilities that might be doing research on this
subject, to your knowledp?

Mr. MACKALL. To my knowledge, I would have to say, yes. I be-
lieve that all medical schools and all of the research that is going
on in this country today is being shared with one another. But to
give you a positive just who is sharing what with whom, I cannot,
Mr. Congressman.

Mr. Bn.ntAxis. Should there maybe be some sort of clearing
house available possibly, Mack, that all these would have to beshared with?

Mr. MACKALL. Absolutely.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you.
Mr. Arnold, what can CAmgresswell, first ofall, you are here on

behalf of the Health Insurance Association of America, so you are
not directly representing your company. In that connection, assum-ing that the healthand, by the way, I express my appreciation for
your willingness to come to testify at this hearing and driving the
distance, I believe you have come all the way from Jacksonville for
it, and we very much appreciate that, sir.

The hearing, I think, would be incomplete were the insurance in-
dustry not included. Can I assume that the insurance industry ac-
cepts the fact that there is going to have to be better coverage for
long-term care and Alzheimer's?

Mr. Aaxow. Congressman Bilirakis, that is absolutely correct.
There are market demands already because we have, as we all re-
alize, an agin4 population. That is going to become the market of
the future, quite frankly, for insurance companies. We are already
feeling those demands and we are developing innovative ways to
project the costs for long-term custodial care.

Mr. Bummus. All right. Now, can Congress be of any help in
sort of speeding up these projections so that we can expand the cov-
erage?
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Mr. ARNOLD. We have already met with Congress in 1984 and we
would like to continue that kind of dialog so that we can express
some of the problems that we are having as an industry in develop-
ing these kind of products, given the scarce resources that we have
to work with.

Mr. Biux Axis. Well, Henry, I think by now certainly the insur-
ance industry and others know that I am a free enterpriser and I
do not think the Government ought to be involved any more than
we might have to be. But where there are needs and free enter-
prise does not, within a reasonable period of time, take care of
those needsand I am talking about needs for people who cannot
help themselvesthen Government supposedly would have to get
involved.

So, I guess basically what I am saying is that I am talking about
catastrophic coverage under Medicare. And I will tell you that
there is talk in the Congress for some sort of a catastrophic insur-
ance type of a situation. In my mind, catastrophic would be includ-
ing long-term care.

I will tell you that the move in Congress, to my way of thinking,
is to basically force this issue, if it is not taken care of somehow by
the insurers themselves. I would like to commend to your atten-
tion, sir, that I would like to see better progress toward that end
from the insurance companies themselves.

I just do not want to see the situation arise where Congress is
basically shoving somehow, if it is within our jurisdiction, shoving
it down the throats of insurance companies, but it may come to
that basically to get results.

No threat. Please do not take it that way. I am just trying to be
helpful.

Mr. ARNOLD. Mr. Congressman, we are realists, we are very prag-
matic, we see that and we see it as a threat, quite frankly. I have
been in the business since the advent of Medicare. We see that a
lot of Medicare coverages have been cut back and it has fallen
upon private industry to pick up the slack where those benefits
have been cut.

We recognize that there is a need and we see that the private
insurer must fill that need. We are finding ways to do that, as I
said. The cost of health care has been ameliorated because of, we
feel, a lot of strategies and tactics that insurance companies have
developed over the last several years to contain costs.

With that flattening of inflation in health care, we see more dol-
lars being released so that those dollars can be put where they are
most needed, hopefully not in vitro fertilizations and those other
unnecessary things that have been mandated by regulatory routes,
but where they are really needed, in long-term care. It is a very
dramatic need and we feel that the insurance industry will fill that
need.

Mr. &MAWS Would you be a good contact for us, sir, should we
need any additional information towards this end, so we can help
one another?

Mr. Alt Now. Yes, sir.
Mr. Bi mums. Thank you, sir. And thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. WAXMAN. I want to thank each of you for your testimony
and your participation in this hearing. You have been very, very
helpful to us. Thank you.

The next panel will discuss what can and is being done at the
community level to help Alzheimer's victims and their families.
Mrs. Josephine Biederman is representing the Alzheimer's Disease
Support Group of West Pasco and Mr. William Roberts is with the
Area Agency on Aging. These organizations and others like them
have been very active as both Alzheimer's resource centers and
service providers.

Mrs. Beiderman and Mr. Roberts, I want to welcome you to this
hearing today. Your prepared statements will be made part of the
record in full. We would like to ask each of you, if you would, to
summarize that statement in no more than 5 minutes so we will
have a full opportunity to question you.

Mrs. Biederman.

STATEMENTS OF JOSEPHINE D. BIEDERMAN, CORRESPONDING
SECRETARY, ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE SUPPORT GROUP OF WEST
PASCO, INC.; AND WILLIAM ROBERTS, AREA AGENCY ON AGING
FOR DISTRICT V, TAMPA BAY REG"ONAL PLANNING COUNCIL
Mrs. BIEDERMAN. Chairman Waxman and Congressman Bilirakis,

my name is Jo Biederman and my husband has Alzheimer's dis-
ease. In 1960, what I thought was the beginning of a nervous
breakdown, my husband'spersonality began to change.

He suffered migraine headaches and in his position of electrical
engineer for Westinghouse Electric for 39 years, he suddenly could
not interpret intricate blueprints and I believe that this was the
formative stage of Alzheimer's disease.

Forced into early retirement at a reduced pension, we still were
able to plan to spend a comfortable and active retirement life be-
cause we were able to save sufficient funds by making sacrifices in
our early married life.

Now these funds are being rapidly depleted, not for a comforta-
ble and active retirement life, but for the catastrophoic expenses of
a nursing home. I was able to care for my husband at home while
he was ambulatory, although he was not capable of performing the
daily normal activities.

I assumed the burdens of daily living for both of us. A hip frac-
ture on October 5, 1984 put him in a hospital and then a nursing
home upon his discharge. Postoperative therapy was unsuccessful
and my husband can no longer walk, must be fed and bathed, does
not talk coherently and seldom recognizes me as his wife of 50
years.

The man I have known and lived with has left me alone. I now
visit him every day to feed him and to comfort him with my pres-
ence and to be sure he is getting proper care with dignity. After 14
months in this nursing center I was advised by the administrator
that my husband was noisy and disruptive to the others and that I
had to take action to resolve this matter the same day.

Already under stress, I now faced the problem of taking my hus-
band out in a short space of time. Fortunately, after talking to my
husband's neurologist he placed him in the hospital to monitor and
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evaluate his medication which was believed to be the cause of his
disruptive manner.

He is now in another nursing home, much improved and the
staff gives time, shows compassion, and are efficient. Nursing home
expenses are about $2,000 per month, but $600 is reimbursed from
his Westinghouse Electric medical plan. These expenses are paid
with 1985 dollars and were funded for retirement and financial se-
curity with 1960 dollars.

I find comfort and social activity as a member of the Alzheimer's
Disease Support Group of West Pasco. It has helped me understand
and how to cope with the problems brought on by his disease. I also
attend seminars locally and have gone to Atlanta, GA, and Orlan-
do, FL, at my expense.

I would like to see Federal funds given to our community to set
up training courses for staff who care for and have personal con-
tact with the Alzheimer's patient, to encourage local nursing
homes to set up special wings used exclusively for Alzheimer's pa-
tients and staffed by trained personnel, and to fund existing or new
daycare centers for Alzheimer's patients to give respite for care-
givers.

I hope that by the testimony you are hearing today you will help
us find a cure and lessen the tremendous burdens we are shoulder-
ing by passage of the legislation you are currently considering.

Thank you Mr. Waxman and Mr. Bilirakis for giving us hope
and thank you for the opportunity to tell you of my experience
with Alzheimer's disease.

[Mrs. Biederman's prepared statement followsl
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SUBJECT, Congressional Hearing on Alzheimer's Disease
PLACE' St. Mark Village, Palm Harbor, Fl.
DATE1 January 27, 1986

TESTIMONY PY1 Josephine D. Biederman, Caregiver
26 Croton Drive, New Port Richey, Fl 33552

I am Josephine D. Biederman and my husband has Alzheimer's Disease.

A imple statement of fact but with complex effects on the lives of
the persons involved. I am gratefUl for the opportunity to testify

about Alzheimeeli Disease and of the devastating impact it has on
the social, economic and emotional health of the victim and the
family.

My husband. Loren, was employed as an electrical engineer at
Westinghouse Electric Corp. for 39 years. In 1960, at the age of
60, he started to have a personality change from a decisive and
calm individual to one who had to exert more effort to make the
decision, suffered from severe migraine headaches and had experienced
difficulty interpreting intricate blueprints involving a segment of
the Niki-Zeus miosile project.

I thought he was on the verge of a nervous breakdown, which I now
believe was the formative stage of Alzheimer's Disease, and I
encouraged him to retire early despite the reduction in hie pension
benefit to 8236.26 per month. Because of our sacrifices in our
early married life we were able to accumulate sufficient funds to
live a comfortable and active life in our retirement years. We
moved to Florida in 1961 and purchased a home and boat and looked
forward to a relaxed and pleasant retirement.

Unknowingly, and unfortunately for both of us, Alzheimer's Disease
crept into our lives and my husband became very critical of me for
no apparent reason, always put me on the defensive, and spoke
harshly and rudely to me privately and in public. His illness had
started to affect our relationship and I hoped hie health would
improve. It did not. Our marriage of 32 years up to that time
had been a pleasant and normal relationship, and then suddenly in
1967 my husband completely rejected me and from then on I was
merely his housekeeper.
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As time went on my husband became more forgetful, impatient,

disoriented and incapable of taking care of himself. He became

aggressive and one time he almost ripped out my eyes when he

scratched my face out of frustration in not being able to under-

stand an explanation about the locking of the door. He was

disoriented when driving the car and I had to direct him. It wae

a blessing when he had an eye operation in 1981 and he voluntarily

stopped driving the car. He wae not capable of performing the

daily normal activities and I had to assume the burdens of daily

living for both of us. To satisfy his urge to wander and to

avoid getting hurt or getting lost, I walked with him several

times a day for approximately one to two miles each time.

During the past several years, starting in 1981, my husband's

medical problems increased, beginning with an interoculary lens

implant in February 19811 prostate operation in April 19811

stroke in March 1983; diagnosed as Alzheimer's in July 19831

diagnosed as having Parkinson's in September 1983 and a hip

fracture on October 5, 1984, Fortunately for us these medical

expenses were largely covered by Medicare, supplemental coverage

and his Westinghouse medical plan. Until the time of his hip

fracture I was able, and capable of, taking care of my husband

at home with a minimum of medical expenses and the costs of

respite care. Now my husband is completely dependent upon someone

else for all hie physical needs and as I am no longer able to care

for him at home he was placed in a nursing home upon hie dircharge

from the hospital where he wae treated for his hip fracture.

Because my husband is a victim of Alzheimer's Disease, post-

operative physical therapy was unsuccessfUl and my husband can

no longer walk or talk, must be fed and bathed and seldom recognizes

me as his wife. The man I have known and lived with for fifty years

has left me alone. There is very little more that I can do for

my husband other than be sure he gets the best of care and to comfort

him with my presence. I visit him at the nursing center every day

to feed him at lunch or I employ someone to substitute for me when

I need a day off.
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While my husband was at this nursing center, when necessary. I
questioned the quality of care that he was getting and made
suggestions and requests for changes that / felt would be help-
ful. Attached to my testimony are two letters that describe
some of my hardships during the fourteen months at this nursing
center. You can't imagine the emotional shock that I experienced
when the administrator of the nursing center came to me in the
early afternoon of December 9 to advise me that X had to take
some action that day because my husband was disrupting the
care center residents by his noisy behavior. I became frustrated
and concerned about what action I could take in that short space
of time. Knowing that my husband had to be removed from the care
center my only recourse was to immediately contact his neurologist
and he arranged to have him admitted to a hospital to monitor and
evaluate his medication which was believed to be the cause of his
disruptive manner. Upon his discharge from the hospital on
December 19. 1985 he was placed in another nursing center and is
improved. The staff gives time, shows compassion and are efficient
in handling their patients.

Mr. Biederman's nursing home expenses are approximately $2.000.00
a month less $600.00 reimbursement

from his Westinghouse Electric
medical plan. All of my husband's expenses are paid for out of
his personal funds which I have set aside in a separate account.
We are more fortunate than others but our funds will shortly be
depleted. Funds that we set aside for retirement and financial
security with 1960 dollars and spending for long term care with
1985 dollars.

When I was told that Mr. Biederman had Alsheimer's Disease I had
no idea what it was and what effect it would have on our future.
I became a member of the Alsheimer's Disease Support Group of
West Pasco and through involvement

with their meetings I got
educated about Alzheimer's Disease. By listening to medical
professionals, social workers, health care providers and most
of all listening and exchanging

information with other caregivers
I was able to cope and adjust my life around this invader to our
lives. I have attended seminars locally and in Atlanta. Ga. and
Orlando. Fl at my expense. Social activity is stressed among the
support group members. I have learned about the care needs of an
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Alzheimer patient but I also learned there is a lack of knowledge

of this special care. Our support group is privately funded by

annual membership dUes, private donationo in memory of loved onee.

donations from the bueiness community and from other organizations

We are a self-help group of individuals, organized and staffed by

non-professionals who call themselves caregivers. Our support

group has underwritten the cost of a self-intructional course,

giving continued education uns to registered nurses and

licensed practical nurses in local nursing homes, which teaches

and explains the needs and care of the Alzheimer patient. The

course is entitled "Whose ConfUeed" by Linda S. Greenfield, RN, BS.

Ironically the practical application of the type and methods of

quality care as enumerated in the couree ie not possible because

the nursing home industm ie not oriented to this approactv.-

I would like to see some of the federal funds funneled to our

community to help set up training courses for the staff who care

for and have personal contact with the Alzheimer patient and to

encourage nursing home management to set up a model Alzheimer's

Disease patient wing to be used exclusively for Alzheimer patients

and staffed by those who have received training in this care.

There is also a need for day care centers who will admit Alzheimer

patients to give respite to the caregiver.

As for myself I just live from day to day trying to cope and to

try to help other caregivers. My world has narrowed down to

coping and living with Alzheimer's Disease.

I appreciate and totally support Mr. Bilirakis' efforts on behalf

of the Alzheimer's Disease victim and family and in the hope that

by the testimony you are hearing today you will help ue find a

cure and lessen the tremendous burdens we are ahouldering by paseage

of the legislation you are currently considering.

Thank you for the opportunity to tell you of my experience with

Alzheimer's Disease and to express my personal feelings.

-4-
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26 Croton Drive
New Port Richey, Fl. 33552
April 17. 1985

Vm.41111111 Administrator
Nursi Center

11111111 MINNEWII
INION111111111

Dear Ms. 111111111111

On Tuesday, April 16, 1985 at 6120 PM I visited my husband,
Loren Biederman in Room 117. I found him in bed, naked and
covered with his excrements. H. was crying "Cot me up.
Cet me up."

I went to the north station and asked Me. MOOR why Mr.
Biederman was still in bed after being pat there for anap at 2 PM. Under this condition he could be left inbed for 20 conseoutive hours.

Her reply was "Dootor's orders". I advised her that I
didn't believe her and I became agitated with her reply.

If Ms. was following the dootor's orders she would
have seen at he retained his dignity and was washed,
dressed and up for his dinner.

When the pool aids came to clean Mr. Biederman she did
not know that a spray was to be used each time he was
cleaned.

Prom previous experiences it is known that Mr. Biederman
will try to clean the excrements away with his fingers and
consequently he has a fungus under his nails which could
cause his nails to fall off.

I am patient and understanding and would like to recolvethese pronsms. I try to advise each aide how to cope
with Mr. Biederman but / cannot contact all of them when
they are constantly changed from day to day. I feel the
nurse in oharge, who keeps a daily log of the patient's
condition and needs, should be responsible for Mr. Bieder-
man's comfort and inform the aides from dly to day how tocare for their patients.

I expeot Kr. Biederman will be a resident for a long time
and I hope we can keep him in a comfortable condition.

Sincerely,

Josephine D. Biederman
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Mr. President
Ilieleranters, Inc.

Dear Mr. Shivel

26 Croton Drive
New Port Richey, Pl.
Zip Code 33552
January 13, 1986

Res Loren T. Biederman
former resident at
41511110451418 Nursing Center
from 10/30/54 to 12/9/85

My purpose in writing this letter is to make you aware of the
conditions that adversely affected Mr. Biederman's stay at
IMMIIMMI0111111.Pursing Center, and hopefully that this informa-
tion may be used to improve the quality of care for other
Alzheimer Disease patients now and in the future giving consid-
eration to a separate wing devoted exclusively to Alzheimer
Disease patients.

My husband, loran. suffered stroke in March 1983 and in July
1983 was diagnosed a victia of Alzheimer's Disease and sub-
sequently was diagnosed as suffering from Parkinson's Disease.
During this period of time I was able to take care of him with-
out outside help so long as he was ambulatory. On October A,
1984 he fractured his hip and was hospitalized until October
30 and and then transferred toall1=111.110 Nursing Center.
At my pre-admission conference with the nursing staff I
thoroughly explained what his oare requirements wore as an
Alzheimer patient and was assured he would reoeive proper care.

During my husband's stay I noticed a gradual decline in his
mental and physical health. I attributed the decline to over-
medication, a constant change of aides which added to his
confusion and with this constant ohange in personnel there vas
no set pattern of care from aide to aide. When a male aide
was attending to my husband with a degree of compassion my
husband responded very favorably to him. But it seems that
an aide who Mowed a little compassion and took time to care
did not remain employed very long. Por examples Lee Shaw
an aido and Jim, an LPN on the 3 to 11 shift. My husband
reacted unfavorably to the many changes resulting from rapid
turnover of aides and the policy of the nursing director to
rotate aides constantly. I believe that the administrative
and nursing philosophy is to get the job done as quickly as
possible with the least amount of effort. My personal observa-
tion also indicated that the high number of intensive care
patients, without an increase in aides, diminished the quality
care of the other patients.

-1-
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Re, Loren T. Biederman, continued

I tried to cooperate with the staff and to make it easier for
them I purchased a commode to make the switch from chair to
commode and then to bed. My husband weighs 165 lbs. and it
took two female aides to transfer him. He was actually
thrown into bed from the chair or the commode, with the aides
falling into bed with him. I think this was uncalled for and
demeaning to my husband. For his comfort I also bought a
reclining chair at a cost of $473.00.

My husband's medication charges were about $200.00 a month
and at times I found items duplicated on my invoioe for the
month. Specifically he was getting Navane 5mg two times a
day. I was billed for 210 pills for the period 9/10 to 10/4/85.
This covers a period of 24 day or 48 pills to be dispensed and
I was billed for 210 pills. This reflects a laxity in ordering
medioation. When I called this to the attention of the staff
I was told to get in touoh with the pharmaoy. I think it should
have been the responsibility of the staff to make this correc-
tion as they have control of the ordering.

On Deoember 9, 1985 at approximately 1100 PM I was informed by
mrsAmlimpolim Administrator, that I had to do something
about my husband that day as he was noisy and disrupting the
other patients. Knowing that my husband was not wanted at
immommillb Nursing Center, Iarranged with my neurologist
to admit my husband to a hospital to monitor and evaluate his
medication as I felt he was being over-medicated and causing
his confusion.

As a result of his stay in tlie hospital my husband's medication
was reduced substantially and my first monthly medication charge
was $56.00 compared to around $200.00 previously. He is now
at Park Lake Village Care Center and he is in a stable condition
and is getting friendly and compassionate care from all the
staff. The aides are permanently assigned and he is treated
with warmth and dignity.

Please accept this letter as a brief history of my unfortunate
experience with the care of my husband at IIIIIIim1111111111 Nursing
Center and is not meant to be vindicative. If it improves the
quality of care for Alzheimer patients I feel I have attained
my objective.

Very truly yours,

Josephine D. Biederman
Certified mail
Return receipt requested

Medical Expenses - Loren T. Biederman

October 5, 1984 to December 9, 1985

Medical Expenses
Hospital, Nursing Home,
Medication, Doctors

Reimbursed by Medicare and
.Westinghouse Medical Plan

Total out of pocket expenses

Plus Insurance Premiums and
Cost of Respite Care

Total Personal Costs

3 5 8

$45,536

30,426

$15,110

1.955

$17,065
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for that testimony.
Mr. Roberts,

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM ROBERTS
Mr. ROBERTS. Members of Congress and ladies and gentlemen, I

am Bill Roberts. I am employed by the Tampa Bay Regional Plan-
ning Council, which is the A.rea Agency on Aging for District V,
including Pasco and Pinellas counties, FL.

You have already heard that Florida's population is as diverse as
any other group and especially the elderly. It is difficult, if not im-
possible, to stereotype them as a particular fgroup.

There is variety m the group. Let me give you some examples:
Eighty percent of Florida's elderly are very active, self-sufficient,
and independent citizens within their community. Another 15 per-
cent require some assistance at some time, either on a temporary
basis or a partial basis and then they move from that 15 percent
back to the 80 percent. The remaining 5 percent do require the
needs and services of long-term care that we have heard about this
morning.

It is estimated that only 2 of that 5 percent is in Florida's nurs-
ing homes. However, nationally we understand 5 percent are in
nursing homes. Therefore, we feel that Florida is doing a fairly
good job of keeping people out of those long-term nursing home in-
stitutions.

However, we want the opportunity to keep adding to our pro-
gram, adding to the strength to the program. I realize this program
is getting along so I will mention only a few of the things that I
was going to cover today.

We need to understand the uniqueness of Florida. In 1980 the
census listed Florida as the State with the highest percentage of el-
derly in the entire United States: 23 percent ofour population was
60 or over. By 1982, that percentage had already risen from 23 to
25 percent.

In the two counties that I just mentioned, Pasco and Pinellas
counties, the numbers increase to 36 percent of their population
that is age 60 or over, with over 129,000 that are over 75. So this is
a uniqueness that we have to take into consideration in planning
the expenditures of the funds of the Older Amercans Act and the
Community Care for the Elderly dollars.

There is another unique factor in Florida that we must consider,
that many, many of our elderly people move here, migrated from
out-of-State. Therefore, they do not have the support system of
family, close friends they have lived by for a number of years. This
is an important fact we have to remember.

I am very happy to tell you that this last year, 1985, the Council
distributed over $6.2 million of Older American Act funds, over
$880,000 of USDA funds, and $3.2 million of Community Care for
the Elderly funds which are Florida general revenue funds.

To give you some idea of what these funds purchase I would like
to give you a few numbers: 322,000 hours were provided in adult
daycare programs; 27,000 hours were purchased for chore services;
91,000 days of emergency alert response was provided; 30,000 hours
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of homemaker service was provided; 516,000 trips to and from
dining sites, shopping centers, and doctor visits were provided.

Title III-C of the Older Americans Act provided 800,000 meals at
congregate meal sites, 611,000 home delivered meals. Now those
were title III funds. In addition to that, the Community Care for
the Elderlythe 3.2 million I just mentionedprovided 50,000
hours for daycare, 81,000 hours in emergency alert response,
160,000 hours of homemaker service and 94,000 hours of personal
care, plus others. These are just examples that I am giving you.

Florida has adopted a policy of providing more long-term care of
the elderly residents. We support that policy. We encourage it.
However, the one thing that we do want to remind everyone, at the
Federal as well as the State level, remember the 15 percent that I
told you that required some service at some time, either partially
or temporarily.

If that group is cut by just one-third, if you reduce the 15 aown
to 10 percent, you could very easily, as Congressman Waxman said
earlier, double those needing long-term care from 5 up to 10 per-
cent. So we do need to continue that support for this group, the 15
percent as well as, support for the group in the 5 percent.

I think for the generations that helped this country survive the
Great Depression, World War II, Korea, and Viet Nam, we must
accept the challenge to provide them with the finest quality of life
possible. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Roberts follows:]
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HOUSE ENERGY AND COMMERCE SUBCOMMITTEE
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT

PUBLIC HEARING
PALM HARBOR, FLORIDA
JANUARY 27, 1986

Congressman Bilirakis, members of the Subcommittee, ladies and gentlemen,
I am William Roberts, employed by Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council/Area
Agency on Aging of District V (Pasco and Pinellas Counties). It is an
honor and pleasure to be invited to participate in this pdblic hearing
regarding some of the concerns of our lderly citisens.

Florida's elderly population is as diverse as any other age group and can
not and should not be stereotyped. Generally speaking, a great ma3ority
(BOO) of older Floridians are self-sufficient, active members of their
communities. Some (151) are or will become partially and/or temporarily
dependent on private or public assistance for basic needs. Many of this
group have been able to move back to self-sufficiency with proper private
and public support. The remaining group (SO) requires the services of
long-term oars programs with only two per cent (211) of the elderly resid-
ing in nursing homes. Nationally, it is estimated that five percent (SO)
of the elderly reside in nursing homes.

Long-term care is an extremely complex sub3ect involving a wide array of
health, social and personal care services ranging across many professional
disciplines. The elderly receive services under a variety of authori-
sations, with different eligibility revirements and administrative struct-
ures, in both pdblic and private sectors. In order to provide older people
with an accessible, comprehensive system of oommunity-based long-term
care, several key components ace necessary. These are integration and
coordination of community services through resource development and manage-
ment, and client assessment through a case management system.

Long-term care has traditionally been interpreted as those services pro-
vided on an extended term basis to the chronically ill or impaired persons
in institutions. Am a result, long term care has been commonly viewed as
being solely delivered by the medics/ profession. HOwever, the excessive
cost of institutional care and the increased demand for non-institutional
community based services by older people and their families have con-
tributed to a growing awareness and acceptance of community based alterna-
tives. Even though the concept of communiy based long-term care is now
beginning to broaden, health professionals still tend to view the aging-
network as providers of services to the well elderly rather than planners
and developers of systems of community based, in-home and institutional
care services. However, the Network on Aging, via its current structure of
State and Area Agencies on Aging, has emerged as the developers and mana-
gers of a negotiable continuum of care for older persons and their families
in many communities. The mission of the Network on Aging remains to
maximise the capacity of older persons to live independently.

1
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At this point it would be appropriate to offer a definition of long-term
care. Long-term care is the entire system of health and social services
necessary for those individuals who as a result of chronic physical and/or
mental illness are experiencing decreased capacity in self-care. It

includes preventive, educational, administrative, home-delivered, office or
hospital based, day care or respite care and importantly, but not
exclusively, institutional care of individuals with impaired capacity for
independent living.

Three important factors must be reviewed in any study of long-term care.
Those are demographic, humanistic and fiscal factors.

The rapidly growing population age 60 and over nationally is a well known
fact and now, one of every nine persons is over age 65. Within 50 years,
the aging population mill grow from 34 million to 55 million with an
especially rapid growth of the very old, those individuals age 75 and over.
Nowhere is this growth more evident than in our own state. Plorida ia the
state with the highest percentage of elderly of any state in the United
States. The 1980 census reports 23 percent of the state's total population
was 60+. The 1982 population estimates have already increased that
percentage to 25. Within our own district over 36 percent are aged 60+
with 128,836 over age 75. The aged, below poverty level and those living
alone or with a non-relative are additional factors that must be given
consideration.

The humanistic factor requires that we recognize that the health care needs
and the health experiences of older persons differ markedly from those of
the young and of the young adult persons. The health care system now in
existence is not geared to the long-term care needs of the elderly. In
addition, elderly persons often require tAe systematic integration of
healtn and social services in order to allow them to continue to function
independently devite some chronic disorder.

The third major and most persuasive factor which has commanded national
attention is fiscal in nature. Projections of health and long-term care
expenditures for the elderly are alarming to politicians, resource allo-
cators and health care providers alike. The cost of nursing home expendi-
tures, some 85 percent of which is for older persons, rose from 7 billion
dollars in 1973 to 18 billion in 1979, but more significantly, is expected
to rise to 76 billion by the year 1990. Medicaid payments for nursing home
care constitutes the single largest and potentiallly controllable expendi-
ture of public dollars.

Community based care, therefore, appears to be the area with the greatest
promise of meeting both improved quality of life concerns and reducing
coats. Among the alternatives to nursing home care are adult congregate
Irving facilities (ACLF), adult foster care, home care for the elderly,
home health, hospice, channeling, communty care for the elderly (CCE) and
various programs funded by Title III of the Older Americans Act.

2
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With the changing structure of the family, lower birth rates and longer
life expectancy, fewer of the dependent elderly will have such persons to
care for them. In Florida, and this district particularly, with the high
proportion of elderly who have migrated from out of the state, the like-
lihood of such support is reduced further.

During 1985 the Council distributed over $6,240,226 in Older Americans Act
funds, '879,670 in U.S. Department of Agriculture cash-in-lieu of commodity
funds and $3,194,688 in Community Care for the Elderly funds to local
agencies for the provision of services to the elderly. Services included
adult day care, chore, homemaker, counseling, legal, outreach, transporta-
tion, etc. The chart below illustrates the service level provided during
1985 for each program funded under the Older Americans Act and Community
Care for the Elderly.

I Funding Sources Older Americans Act

Social Services (January 1, 1985 - December 31, 1985)

Adult Day Care 322,488 hours
Chore 26,835 hours
Companionship 3,538 hours
Counseling 9,428 hours
Emergency Alert/Response 90,613 days
Guardianship 21,298 days
Home Health Aide 3,299 hours
Homemaker 30,355 hours
Housing Improvement 2,483 hours
Legal 15,939 hours
Outreach 12,348 hours
Telephone Reassurance 14,903 calls
Transportation 516,287 trips

Nutrition (January 1, 1985 - December 31, 1985)

Congregate 799,728 meals
Home-Delivered 611,033 meals
Nutrition Education 74,770 hours
Outreach 12,568 hours

II Funding Source: State of Florida General Revenue Funds

Community Care for the Elderly (July 1, 1984 - June 30, 1985)

Adult Day Care 50,280 hours
Case Management 66,533 hours
Chore 13,027 hours
Day Care 50,280 hours
Emergency Alert/Response 81,737 days
Homemaker 160,715 hours
Home Health Aide 2,490 hours
Home Delivered Heals 17,452 meals
Home Nursing 522 hours
Medical Therapeutic 720 hours
Medical Transportation 7,299 trips
Personal Care 94,027 hours
Respite care 15,331 hours

3
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The recently (January, 19115) published, "Pathways to the Future", the
report of the Florida Committee on Aging, recommends two long-term care
policies, as followss Florida will devleop a comprehensive long-term care
program including a full range of community care options and pre-nursing
home assessment for all elderly considered foe nursing home placement.
These programs will be designed to ensure the availability of medical and
social services needed to meet the long term needs of the elderly in the
most come-effective and least restrictive manner possible. Secondly,
Florida will encourage private sector health care provider, to become more
active in the screening and referral of older clients to appropriate
services.

In formulating these recommendations into operating policies, we must not
weaken the support system for the 15S mentioned earlier. A reduction of
one-third to this group could double the more costly services required for
the institutionalised elderly.

For the generations that helped this country survive the Great DeprOltssion,
World War II, Korea and Vietnam, we must accept the challenge to provide
them with the finest quality of life in their latter years.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. You have both given us
very excellent testimony.

Mrs. Biederman, let me ask you this. Your experience now has
been with the support groups. Would it be helpful for your group to
have access to a national clearinghouse so it could get information
on what other organizations like yours are doing to help Alzhei-
mer's patients and their families? What about access to national
information on the places for treatment? Would this be valuable?

Mrs. Biznziussm. It would be very valuable and Ed Geasa of the
Tampa Chapter ADRA is very helpful to us in many ways so we do
accept that we would like some more national information. Yes.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bilirakis.
Mr. Bluassis. Mrs. Biederman, thank you also for your courage

in coming here today. You have had quite a story to share with us.
Of course, you are not sharing with the general public a couple of
letters that you have written--

Mrs. Bignzasual. No.
Mr. &maws [continuing]. To nursing homes here but, we have

read them, and are certainly shocked as a result of some of the
things that took place. And I thank you for your recommendations
as far as Federal funds are concerned.

Mr. Roberts, can we cut from the 15 to 10 percent?
Mr. ROBERTS. No, sir. I am suggesting that if you do cut any of

the support from the 15 percent you could very quickly double the
5 percent up to 10 percent. In other words, if you take one-third
away from the 15 percent, that is 5 percent. But that 5 percent is
not going back into the 80 percent, it is going the other way. It
probably would increase the more expensive long-term care needs.

Mr. Bmntsius. Are there any areas, any of these funding sources
that you are talking about under the Older Americans Act or in
general revenue funds, that if in factlet us say, if there were not
additional dollars availableand what we are going through is ob-
vious to everybody right nowif there were not additional dollars
available, are there any areas which are being funded now which
you feel will be less affected if any of those dollars are shifted?

I am not certainly recommending that but, if something like that
were thrust upon us, basically shifting of priorities if you will. This
is a high priority to my way of thinking. I mean, we are talking
here about an area where people cannot help themselves and fami-
lies, as much as they try, are still being debilitated and in many
cases the spouse, particularly, goes before the patient because of
the agony of it all.

Mr. ROBERTS. Let me give you a couple of examples. We now
have six daycare sites in Pinellas County. We have two in Pasco
County. But one of the six daycare sites in Pinellas County is ear-
marked for Alzheimer's patients. We are very proud of that and, in
fact, the project director for that project is here today. She could
probably give you a lot more information about the day-by-day care
and treatment.

I am also very happy to announce that starting very soon, in
fact, within the next few weeks, this area agency received a $29,000
additional grant from the State of Florida to provide respite care in
Pinellas County for families of Alzheimer's patients
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So we are already doing some Olings for the Alzheimer's clients
with Older Americans Act and certainly with community care for
the elderly. However, when I look at a wagon and you start taking
one wheel off of it, it does not move very well with three wheels.
We need all of the support system to provide for the needs and
meet the needs of the elderly in this area.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you Mr. Roberts. Thank you Mr. Chair-
man.

Mrs. BIEDERMAN. May I make a suggestion?
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes.
Mrs. BIEDERMAN. I would like to see a win4 just for Alzhemer's

patients just to see if it could possibly work ni Pasco County. Ev-
erybody just turns up their hands and says, impossible.

Mr. Bn.fitAxis. A wing where, at the rimming home?
Mrs. BIEDERMAN. At any nursing center, inst to have these pa-

tients cared for in a proper manner. It would be a wonderful ges-
ture.

Mr. BILIRAICIS. Do we have any nursing home administrators in
Pasco County in the audience?

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, rather than have them respond, I think it is
a good suggestion and let us have people think about it and re-
spond to it, not testimony, but see if we can get something done.

MTS. BIEDERMAN. It would be a dream.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you both. You have been terrific people.
For those of you who have seen the agenda for tins hearing, this

concludes the official testimony we have scheduled.
But I understand that Miss Cathy Lester of the Governor's Alz-

heimer's Committee of Florida is here to make a presentation and I
do not know if Mr. Bilirakis is even aware of this. It may be a sur-
prise. Could Miss Lester come forward?

STATEMENT OF CATHY LESTER, GOVERNOR'S ALZHEIMER'S
COMMITTEE OF FLORIDA

MS. LESTER. This little bear, Congessman Elirakis, is a symbol of
the love and hugs that we do not get when we are dealing with Alz-
heimer's and you have to get a hug when I present it.

I lost a husband 4 years and 8 months ago yesterday with Alzhei-
mer's disease.

This little bear is a symbol for Alzheimer's disease. He has a
little keychain on him, for the love and hugs that you do not get
when you are dealing with Alzheimer's disease. And I get to hug
as a widow, I get to hug people.

We certanly appreciate all the help that Congressman Waxman
and Congressman Bilirakis have given the State of Florida in ad-
dressing the needs of Alzheimer's people. I lost a husband 4 years
and 8 months ago yesterday with this disease and have been
through the problems that all of you out there who have a loved
one in your home with Alzheimer's are aware of, the years of
trying to get an accurate diagnosis. My husband died 2 months into
his 63d year and doctors had given me some horrendous diagnoses.

I have done a turnaround. I have gotten past the, why me, to
working with the association. I am also the regional director of the
National Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association
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Board. We have 126 chapters across the country and 800 support
groups. They are invaluable to help families just get through the
day-by day experiences and know that there is somebody else out
there who is dealing with the same thing that you are and has the
same feelings, the guilt, frustration, anger.

We need the education and the family groups to make people
aware of what is going on with this disease. The respite care as you
know, and the daycare centers are really prime targets that we
need. There is one daycare center that I know ofand I will tell
you laterthat has a wing for Alzheimer's people.

Mrs. BIEDERMAN. Pasco?
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Lester.
Let me say that if an award is to be given out it should be given

out to the people in this area for having sent to Congress a man
who has such deep caring and compassion and wants to do some-
thing for Alzheimer's people in this area.

Now, at the request of Mr. Bilirakis, I do not know how you quite
handle this sort of thing. We usually have witnesses and know who
they are going to be. But Mr. Biltrakis said that there may be
people here who would like to come forward and say something
and add it to the record so it will be shared by the Members of
Congress.

If you do have something you would wish to say, I am going to
turn over to Mr. Bilirakis the chairing of this part because I am
not familiar with how you do this sort of thing.

Mr. BILIRAXIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. That is the democratic way.
Mr. BILIRAKI8 [presiding]. It is something that I would like to do

if we can. We cannot always manage to get it in. The chairman
and his staff, Ruth Katz, will have to leave in a short while. They
have a 2 p.m. flight to catch.

I would ask, in the interest of fairness, that the remarks be kept
to a bare minimum. I know we have to get up in Congress and
quite often say what we have to say in 1 minute's time. If we could
maybe limit you to a couple of minutes I would appreciate it.

That is not intended just for you, Colonel, but of course anybody
that would have any comments to make.

Go ahead sir; Col. Pat Imperato.

STATEMENT OF COL. PAT IMPERATO
Colonel IewintATo. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Bilirakis, and the general

public, I have lived in Florida for 85 years and in 34 of them I
chaired 14 retiree organizations. If 3fou want some testimony, you
come to my meetings. The old have been through it. They know the
answers. They do not go to any other source but each other.

In this process I became familiar with a health service agency of
which I was a member for 3 years. We reviewed a lot of requests
for aid. My background, I suppose, culls from having 15 members
of my family with the same name as MDs and surgeons, one of
them past superintendent of the Board of Health, New York City,
one a medical clinical observer for the Federal Government.

I include 3 years myself in a health service agency, wherein, one
day we received a letter from a retiree group that I had chaired 16
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years ago requesting a survey to see if there was room for study
and research in the field of chiropractor nutritionists.

Well, 50 percent HEW funds went toward this research and, be-
lieve it or not, up to one-third of Pinellas County goes to chiroprac-
tor nutritionists and it is in that field that I am addressing thisgroup. I have here

Mr. WAXMAN. Excuse me for 1 minute. Let me suggest this. We
are going to keep the record open so if you want to have a pre-
pared statement, however long it was going to be, we will put it all
in the record. I do not know how many people here would like to
be able to comment because I might be able to divide the time so
that we do not spend all the time with the first person and then
not have a chance for others.

I see one, two, three, four, five. Well, five people and if you each
take 5 minutes, it adds up to 25 minutes. I knuw I am not going to
be able to be here that long.

Mr. BILMAKIEl. I would very much like to have Chairman
Waxman, because this is the committee that covers all medical
matters, Medicare, Medicaid, you name it, medical research and
that sort of thing, indeed, I think it is very critical that Mr.
Waxman have the benefit of the grassroots views here. So, again, if
we can limit these comments to a couple of minutes.

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me suggest this. We will set a timer for 3 min-
utes on each and then when the timer goes you will have to stop. If
you want to add to the record you will be able to do it and then we
will have additional thoughts which we will be able to review when
they are in writing.

I am not going to be able to be here for everyone. And I apologize
to those that I will not be able to hear directly, but I will have a
chance to review the statements that will be in the transcript or
your oral comments or any written points you want to make.

Why do we not start with you for 3 minutes and then we will
have everybody up for 3 minutes.

Colonel IMPERATO. Thank you. The first thing I want to do,
before I forget it, is to recommendand I advise the Congress tolistenthat we put nutrition in every medical college in this
Nation, that we teach nutrition in all our public schools, that we
have consumers on all boards of directors of all tax-supported hos-
pitals.

I know it by heart. We should let loose in our institutions, espe-
cially the tax-supported institutions, chiropractor nutritionists. I
will guarantee that the basis of these observations are predicated
on probably 40 years of the research into health care costs. We are
concerned with a lot of money here.

I will make another statement that you are not aware of. I am
currently president of the State Councii of Condo AssociationL. I
have already geared up, cranked up the machines, that we will
support the Congress' efforts to provide funds for these unfortunate
people.

We have a slight provision. We :d rike a period of time in
which the Congress can honestly 6. mate the worth, if any, of
these nutritional documents in our health care system and divert
some of that money, even if it were in a trial period of time, in
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order to prove my contention, that these people have had literally
hundreds of thousands of people out of our hospitals.

It is a new field, supposedly a new kid on the block, but you are
talking to a person who understands nutrition because three of my
brothers and myself have passed 50 years, married to the same
woman, and that is two of us at a time because we had beans, pota-
toes and fruit and clean air.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your testi-
mony.

Mr. MAUS. Thank you, Pat.
[The statement of Colonel Imperato follows:]
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PAT IMPERATO- 11101/

MI POMO WI
WNW' et1-71144.81 fr...LTR CAlE AS / SEE IT ZIE1 ME= MIS 4410. MAN" RI"

' Credentials; Served three years advisory council health service agency,
20 yrs. head of various retiree ansn's. an important source of health care info.
fifteen members of family, acme name, M.Dge, surgeons, etc.oec.one. past Supt.
Bd.of Peelth, r.Y.c. oneporganiser of federal medical Clinics nationally, one.

Mv concern todcy is the Co/latent referral to medical ources for answers to our
low, term iiia In view af the dismal record compiled by this segment of our
society, it follows we must go elsewhere/1, forkeliefx and I submit that we now go
to the emerging chiropraceor-nutritioniettead that is producing gains in the field
of preventative medicine, especially that this profession has in hand eases of
long term illnisses that have shown progress, ss against the archaic methods still
pursued by the medical doctor, producing a good standard of living for this slice
of our civilization, and very little else.Also a fast approaching bankruptcy an a

'national level.

SinOe 1970echiropractic colleges have inc- eased from ten to eighteen, with 3000
;graduates annually, We bays 23,000 in practise, with almost 23 million patients.
rregen, Cal., Florida led considerable savings in occident cases, when the
attending physician wog a ohiropractor, instead of a medical doctor. It was a
factor in the decision of the Pinellas Cc. School Board to place chiropractor.
an their Medical panel( I made the presentation, personally)The study in Cal. and
Vregon was oonduoted by medical doctors. The Florida study was initiated by my
reouent to conduct survey-50% funded bY BEW money, that revealed that up to 30Z
of Pinellaa going to chiropractors for treatment cy their ills.

We are now addressing "Alsheimers" di Our medical fraternity is totally in
the dark as to a ours, a Coanon conclusion forpost did aim* no progress is
admitted and we are now addressing possible yedtral funding to help these unfort-
unate people,/ ask my Congress to consider placing some of that money in an exp-
eriment whereby the chiropractor-nueritionist team treats all long term patients.'
end over a period of timelcompare the records of the medical doctoplam against
the new kid on the block.MY research in the emerging chiropractor- utritionist
shows considerable evidence that we ghoul definitely go this new roue*, and since
we have gone nowhere. eh* 21A way, it follows; and / advise the Congress not to
refer to any Wallas agency to pass an mY recommendations, as all those groups
consist of medical doctors. Remember theft)* in the hen hcuseleCheck the files in
this area: and there exiate locally two M.D.'who have turned to heavy researoh in
the field of nutrition, making gains treating long term illness, very happy to
provide records showing these gains, namely, Bay Wunderlich, St, Petersburg, and
Donald Darrow M.D., in Largo. There are others, but these two I hsve visited.
I hsve a wealth of material available if needed, to further my position on how to
best treat the long term patient, culled from medical Journals, AMA records, elec.
My unusual use of words are prompted by too many years observance ef the parasites
in our society, and I have to come across differently in order to make a point.
I recommend the following to my Congren.41 Include nutrition in ell Medical colleges,
place nutrition in the school nooms,place consumers on boardjof directors of all
non-profit hospitals,change food intake in hospitals to true nutrition(some do),
-allow chiropractor-nutritionist teams in all tax euPporeed institueiona,and try

0 a two year trial.period by hating all doctors, all levels; accept Medicare Assignment
I have a million:like Jimmie Durante used to say, but I %Wit yield to others.

7P:ZkIryig;zto, speaking gm. the
Fln. council of Condo Assn's Inc.as Pres.
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Mr. BILIRAICIB. Who is next? This lady right here.

STATEMENT OF LINDA BAENADY

Ms. BARNABY. Chairman, I am Linda Barnaby. I am a native of
Florida. My husband has had Alzheimer's disease since 1980 and
the doctors told me it was probably 8 or 4 years before that and he
was 54 years old. I have been to Dr. Pfeiffer. I have been to Bay
Pines. I have been to everyone. I just got a letter Saturday from
the President of the United States.

Why I asked about Bay Pines was, I am not asking for myself. I
work. I am 68 years old. I have been 25 years with my company. I
have an 87-year-old mother. I have a 84-year-old son who is com-
mitted, tried to commit suicide since 10 years old. So you think you
have a problem.

Well, I went to Bay Pines and they told me I make too much. I
wrote the President end I said

Mr. BILMAICM. You! went to Bay Pines for admission of your hus-
band?

Ms. BARNABY. My husbandto get some kind of care. I do not
have the money to go to a private doctor. My insurance will not
take care of all this becasuse he has Alzheimer's. Alzheimer's, to
me, is the same as cancer. It is a disease and Medicare had better
learn that.

What I went there for and I asked the PresidentI am not
asking for myself. My husband served in the South Pacific for 41/2
years. I was not even married to him at that time. Why are they
considering my salary?

When my husband was diagnosed as having Alzheimer's, we had
just signed a home on the 18th of March for a mortgage, $56,000.
On the 28d of March he was declared 100-percent disability. CAT
scan, everything that went with it, my insurance paid for that and
that is it. For 6 years.

I am left with a mortgage, with an 87 year old mother, a son. At
68 I am still working. I do have him in a daycare center. Thank
God for that. He goes to school every morning. He thinks he is
going to school because the bus picks him up.

But this man cannot bathe himself. He can sit there and feed
himself. But if I told him to change his clothes, he would look at
me or walk out the door. This man does not know what to do. I
have to bathe him. I have to put the toothpaste on his toothbrush. I
have to shave him

Tell me that is not 24-hour day care.
Mr. WAXMAN. You are caught in a squeeze. You are not poor

enough to get coverage. They will not cover you and you are work-

Mt& BARNABY. Right.
Mr. WAXMAN. Is your husband a veteran? I know you said
MS. BARNABY. Yes; 41/2 years. Thank God for Dr. Goldberg. He is

the only one that has been very kind to me. I did get in and talk to
him Buttheystilldonothaveanycareforme. I even offered to
give my husband's brain as research to Bay Pines if I could getif
I know that it comes down where I have got to put him into a facil-
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ity I cannot pay for a nursing home. I have got to finish paying for
that home, take care of mother

Mr. BILIRAXIS. Well, Mrs. Barnaby, the quality of the person
shows up and Mr. Macke 11 is still here from Flay Pines. He did not
just give his testimony and leave.

Mack, I do not know whether you have anything to add as far as
this is concerned or will you be willing to talk to Mrs. Barnaby if
she just gives up the mike at this point?

Will you please go over and talk to Mr. Mackall. He is with Bay
Pines.

Ms. BARNABY. Saturday, I got the book for the Vietnam veterans
to get all the rules and regulations of what you have to do. The
President sent me a letter saying go to someone else for Bay Pines
and they would represent me. But they are going to tell me right
now, I make too much.

Mr. Budiamus. That should not matter, should it?
Mr. WAXMAN. Well, what you are saying to us is an example of

why we are here. The problems are that the people just are not
covered.

People talk about the Federal Government's taking care of every-
body, that they are great to them and all thatbut the reality is
that lots of people are caught in the middle. We provide sometimes
for the very poorest and we require people to impoverish them-
selves before we will help.

Ms. BARNABY. I would be on welfare if I quit work.
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes. Thank you.
Ms. BAIMABY. But I have also dealt with Dr. Pfeiffer and because

my husband was too young they would not take him into the re-
search program because the Government says you have to be 65
years and older. So, I do not know where to turn.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. Baia Axis. Will you please step over and talk to Mr. Mackall,

Ms. Barnaby. Thank you for bringing this to our attention.
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes; sir.

STATEMENT OF JOE KUTNER
Mr. KuTNER. My name is Joe Kutner and my wife has Alzhei-

mer's disease. As president of the Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group of West Pasco, I testified last year at a similar hearing. I
hope that my testimony and the testimony of others at that hear-
in? laid a good fmmdation on which this testimony presented at
this hearing can build to fmally bring about a positive response
from Congress to the critical needs of the Alzheimer's disease
victim and the family.

Since September 1984, ray wife is a resident of a nursiag home at
a monthly cost of approximately $1,800 and paid for with our re-
tirement savings. Eventually, we will have to apply for Medicaid to
help to keep her in a nursing home.

Let me pose a question. Suppose her income from Social Security
was slightly higher than Medicaid qualifications? With no funds
available, what do we do? Think about the consequences. It is a
problem faced by iminy. We need an answer now. Thank you.

Mr, &maxis. Thank you, Joe.
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STATEMENT BY PETER REUTER
Mr. REtrrEx. I appreciate this opportunity to speak today, Repre-

sentatives Waxman and Bilirakis. I gave Mr. Bilirakis a written
form that I would like to have included, including the extra arti-
cles. I think they are very beneficial and should be in the record.

Mr. WAXMAN. Without objection not only your statement but
those additional articles will be in the record.

Mr. REUTER. Thank you. I come in the same line that Pat Imper-
ato came here, that in the holistic movement where we use nutri-
tion as a therapy, I belipv.: all Alzheimer's could be prevented, ifthe individual still has, and can be able to do his personal needs
and has some memory of recent activities, he would be able to be
reversed and, at a minimum, stabilized at that point.

But many of them would be able to become completely recovered
with a good nutritional program. This knowledge is here. In these
statements here is a wellness letter from the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley. They say again that prevention is the point and we
do not need a medical miracle. All we have got to do is use the in-
formation that is already available for our nutritional program.

A major problem is our researchers in the medical, agriculture
and nutritionist field have not compared the food with animals or
human beings in the raw state versus that same food in a cooked
or processed state.

Mr. WAXMAN. I want to thank you very much. Mr. Bilirakis gave
me a copy of your article and we are going to put all of this in the
record. Thank you very much.

Mr. Rzum. Correction is the way you are going to reduce costs.
You are never going to cut costs by letting these people degenerate.
They can be stopped and maybe even reversed in many cases. But
whether the cases that these people are talking about today do
not get me wrongI am not going to reverse any of those people.

[Testimony resumes on p. 385.]
[The statement of Mr. Reuter follows:]
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January 27. 1986

Rep. Henry A. Waxman. Chairman
House Mery 61 Common Subcommittee on Health al The Rnvironment
St. Marks Chapel
Palm Harbor. Florida
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Dear Rep. Mucsan and Committee memberss

On May 1984 in this chapel Dr. J. Heil Henderson. Ph.D. presented

the testimony oi Dr. Eric Pfeifeer. M.D. to the House Select Committee

on Aging. The following paragraph is a quote from his testimony.

*Alsheimer's Disease is a devastating disorder. Its cause is not

currently known and no truly effective treatment is yet available. 'It

is a disease' in which brain cells die prematurely and progressively.

causing progressive memory decline and general intellectual deterior-

ation. It is very variable di whose course can run from two to

twenty years after symptoms are first recognised."

In the opinion of the Life Balancing Center (LBC) he is describing

a degenerative disease that is caused by inadequate nutrients reaching

the brain to maintain normal function of the brain. Provide adequate

nutrients in the form of fresh ripe whole foods and brain function will

be improved. Vested interests.have preven.ed the researrls of fresh ripe

whole foods as a'netritional therapy for Alsheimer's or any other diseasel

In fact medical. nutritional and agricultural experts tell us that the

nutritional values of codked food is similar tc fresh. This statement

is based on chemical analysisenly. Animal and human tests are necessary

to determine the nutritional benefits of fresh vs. cooked and processed

foods.
The Coe Ws 1Ws, la.dM miorkwas. bums mem tied MA: held be Ned me Mute of Ws, Nab" end Monet
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Rep. Wamman - 1-27-86 02

Nutritional Value of Ogg Bi Compared with "farm fresh Eggs"

Le the only University level researo study comparing fresh vs. the

processed form of the same food I have been able to locate. (copy is

attached.) The chemical analysis table indicates a alight edge to the

eggbeaters because nutrientn were added to make it better product than

farm fresh eggs. The pictures show the great difference in five week, of

development on breast milk from the mother rat fed eggbeaters vs. the

milk of farm fresh eggs. This is scientific proof that food

processing destroys a large percentage of the nutrients that are in fresh

food.

The most widely utilized diet in the USA is compzsed of mostly

cooked and procemmed foods and is the primary

cause of the numerous degenerative diseases so prevelant in the USA today

and begins with low birth weight. birth defects, and all other degenerative

di afflicting humans at various ages.

We are created to live a long healthful life without di
1 our

responsibility is to fulfill our biological needs of the 100 trillion

cells in the human Wady.

The attached article. Study adds to mounting evidence that brain grows,

develope on Zito old.age..supports the LW viswpoint,that brain !unction

of Alzheimer patients can be improved when they fulfill the biological

seeds of their brain and body by living a healthful natural lifestyle.

The LIIC experience indicates that it is normal to expect the body to heal

!Assaf when its biological need are fulfilled!

This whole body (wholistic) health improvement program would

benefit only the Alzheimer patients who still retain some recent mummary

capability, awl can take care of their personal needs without assistance.

At the minimum the loges of memory would be stabilised and many Alzheimer

patients will improve their memory and brain function capabilities.
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Asp. Waimea - 1-17-66 03

It is not oommon..sense, nor is it econcedcally sound and it does not

benefit the Alsheimar patients to only fund medical research projects for

Alsheimer's disease, when physicians say, they do not know the cause and

know of no care for Alsheimer's disease. & especially when few thousand

wholistic health professionals around the country and world know that it

is preventable and reversible within the above stated limitations.

%.orelore the LSC reauestathat H.S. 67 be amended to include the following:

That three of the ten demonstration programs be designated to

three NTH approved Alzheimer medical research centers to evaluate the

therapeutic effect of three wholistic health care programs, such as:

a. The Nathan Pritikin program. P.O. Sox 5335. Santa Barbara, CA
93106. (Pritikan Program article attached)

b. Ds. Kenneth H. Copper, M.D.. author Aerobics book, Msjor USAF Medical
Corps, Dallaa. Texas

c. Life Balancing Center - Healthful Natural Living Guidelines program.

Specific instructions from the legislators axe necessary because the

Secretary of HHS. departments of NTH and NIA will not approve grants to

research wholistic health care programs.

To obstruct funding non-medical wholistic health cies reseasch is

a discriminatory practice - does not provide equal protection under the

law. Medicare presently does not provide payments for wholistic preventive

or therapeutic programs. Why - when they ars more effective than medical

care and the cost is lower. Sample -the 110 charge for 10 weekly group

meetings is $200. and thirty day live-in program is $4.000.

Prevention and recovery of early stage Ale,.ler's disease will

reduce the pain. suffering and cost to the famiLleg of Alsheimer patients.

This should bo the primary reason to support the s4ggested amendment to

H.S. 67 presently before your committee.

LBC request to amend H.S. 67.

Thank you for considering the

11,02
Additional support articles

attached.tirP.4ar a-actor. Life Balancing center
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The Council of roods and Madder.; In a state.
mein entitled Viet and Coronary Heart Unease:
has recommended that In 'risk &tower' 0 is &-
portent to decrease sateen** the inhee of
saturated fat end to IMO cholesterol nne.aryn
bon. na food industry has attempted to prowl&
high-quality protein food Item and for this pun
Pon a araw Product. Egg Illatatc." tau %Pin
introduced as a oholeeter&free egg rubuirute. It
contains erwording to the label statement on the
COMO Nig wade, own c nonfat dry ma, sand-
silers (meptebi. Wad% mono and dighverides
and piopylen. glycol monestemate), cantos, end
random gums. trimaran and Methyl irate, esti-
Wel teem aluminum sulfate, it012 &emirate, ar.
ideal color, thiamin, riboflavin and vitamin D.
A comparison of the nutrients In 100 gm of Egg
Beaters with the nutrients In 100 gas of lam
fresh eggs* (Table 1) indicates a Int of nutrients
which should be able to wet the growth require.
merle of wombs rats"

10EMMOS
In order to test this Impede& dmw gromm

of Mx bleeders heel rue emh (*ague Cawley
Wren ), approximately IMO gm in weight. ,midAireir
2. ft 34040 pmm (64 ft 65 gm in weed)
were transferred from oonenercial laboratory chow
(Purim) to either Egg %IWO then eSP. or USA
on occomerolal chow ae =Murk The females and
th& rung were hope In Whirled win cages
which contained shredded paper tow& for nerting
materiel. The linen were reduced M: birth to Oa
pqm rear de female wee &weed oxen ft

water ed 1161hom For de oda of mewenhem, 100
shell rip at a thee were ended into a Hoban
ming. ns gm of oda= acetate added, blooded

RoprInIod from PEDIATRICS. Vol. S3 No. 4 Apra 11174
AU *Me mum&

TANA 1
Comm** or Nonfarm m tea Noma og
Sam Wm WITO NUTIIIRT Regsmisonn or

Comm Kos

NuAlgms 100 gm 0 100 gm ItsquImmena 41 crating

all Salon it log OOP

hwtrIn 11 gm Xi gm 173 gm

re 103 en 0 4 gm 11.4 gm

CalmW MMN IN COM0 71 741' 1440 10
(444 wow 'I'M

Como Ill tog NI mg NO mg '

P XIX 71 mg X4 mg 444 mg

40 (441) NI mg 011 me 40 mg

K (mt0 XI rag HO mg XO my
Dimi (410 IA me LI mg MA mg
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MmMn 11. 3 mg 30 MOM gm
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for two &rata end stored at -SO C until reedy
to thaw end feed. as cartons of Egg Beaters were
hewed. 115 grn of calcium acetate added and
blended for two minutes In a Hobart miser. Both
mixture' were scored in a refrigerator, poured into
4-os glen fare end fed &fly ed Witham. The cal-
dum metes was added in order to more adequate-
ly meet the recommended nutritional requirement
for calohnn.

RESULTS
The pups from the modem fed Egg Beaters

averaged 31.6 gm, and those fed whole egg aver-
aged 013 gin In weight at 3 weeks of age m com-
pared to TO gm for pups from &ore fed laboratory
&ow. Both the mothers and pope fed Egg Beaten

continued

Editorial by: - Life Balancing Center (LBO)

Why is it that our laws and regulations do not require all refined
and reconstituted foods to be tested in this simple-cheap manner to de-
termine howwaLlthey support life? They should be tested in accordance
to the cooking instructions on the package to get a true nutrition answer.

The LBC experience indicates raw food is easier to digest, absorb-
and im metabolised to a greater extent by the cells than cooked food.

Raw food has its greatest impact during th embyre and development
stage of life. It benefits all ages, lessons pain and corrects to some
degree the chemical MN:lances of each oell. The degree of improvement,
dramatic or minimal, depends on the biological strengths and weaknesses
of individual cells and organs, coupled with the effort put forth to
fulfill the needs of the biological processes maintaining life!

It is the legislatore'responsibility to provide the ftnds to do raw
vv. ccoluld food tests to provide the nutritional information,so min in-
diVidUal can make an intelligemtdioisionas to the foods they want to eat.
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plemented°. for them. However, it Is evident that
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futon ere no doubt pm* in the common food
items which comprise the diet of human adults
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sprint byo - Life Belanoing Center,
Imo. - non-profit
1950 Sandra Dr.

Clearwater, IL 335N6
(813) 447-6305

Peter Reuter. Director

After reading Prof. Na s is there any wondr, why so
many people are siok with d.gsn.r.tiv. diseases?

Join a LBO Healthful Natural Living_ Class to Look - Think aid
Feel Young Longer! When YOC Prevent Dis-fase, You Promote ;hood Realtht
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Now for our last person.

STATEMENT OF KEN RHODES

Mr. RHODES. Thank you very much. I am Ken Rhodes, a native of
Florida and a resident taxpayer of Palm Harbor. I want to speak
for the people who have had a serious reduction in their quality of
life because of memory problems, but do not have Alzheimer'Et. I
have a couple in my family and I will tell you that it is terrible
because there is no place to turn.

Dr. Pfeiffer, I believe, has gone but I have been in touch with the
Suncoast Gerontology Center, I have been to &lands Hospital, Uni-
versity of Florida, write to the National Council on Aging, write
the American Association of Retired People. Mr. Waxman, you sev-
eral times have mentioned a center of knowledge, but these places
send you back an inch and a half of paper and you can write to
them.

All these articles that are copied out of journals and so forth,
there is no positive action. Meanwhile, there is no placeyou
cannot go to the Suncoast Gerontology Center and get an answer.

You can go through their program. They have very few doctors.
They concentrate on the psychology and you can go through their
program, pay their fee, get their test and when you get through
they will tell you the results of their tests.

They will not tell you what one can do. Is it possible to improve
your quality of life? Can you do this? Can you do that? Can you do
the other?

What we are faced with is something not nearly as spectacular
as Alzheimer's where you need this warehousing for long-term
care. You have these people where you are faced with 5 years, 10
years down the road of saying, ohif only I hadthink of all the
good years they could have had.

But now they do not function. It could be depression. It could be
diet. It could be the 30 pills that various eloctors have given them
to take every day. But nowhere can one go and fmdcome take
our test, come to this center, we will put you through it and we
will tell you what you may do to improve the situation or at the
limits of knowledge today, there is nothing you can do. See, there
just is no way.

Mr. WAXMAN. So, you do not know whether it is the limits of
knowledge or whether somebody has this information and you just
do not know how to get access to it?

Mr. RHODES. Exactly right. Several of the people that have testi-
fied today, that when their loved ones actually wound up having
Alzheimer's, but they told you of the long, tedious yearway over
a yearyou go to this doctor, you go to that doctor

There is no way to start out intelligently and say, I am going to
fmd out the answer. What is the way to go? There must be 100 of
these people for every one with Alzheimer's. If a center of knowl-
edge and I mean truly, you could identify someone, some group in
the State of Florida where we could go, doctors could be certified,
doctor groups could be certified.
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Mr. WAXMAN. One of the things we have tried to do iswe have
jurisdiction over the National Institutes of Healthwe have tried
to push them or some of the people there who do research to get
more application of that work so it would be beneficial to people
right away.

Second, where there is prevention, we want them to let people
know how to prevent the_problems if we can. This is another prob-
lem you are raising that I think we will need to discuss with them
because people are hungry for information.

When you have a family member and you are trying to find out
what is happening, you ought to be able at least to getif not an
answer from your local people who may not know the state of the
art in researchat least they should be able to contact the Nation-
al Institutes of Health and find out what the state of the art is,
what the latest knowledge is so that it can be available. Thank you
very much.

Mr. RHODES. It will not help for them to send back all the arti-
cles that have been written on the subject.

Mr. WAXMAN. That may be all they have. Thank you all very
much. This has been an excellent hearing, I thought we had fin-
ished but apparentlywe are going to have to concludea short
one and then we are going to have to conclude.

STATEMENT BY FRED RITZ
Mr. Rm. Let me get this in here, an excerpt from the St. Peters-

burg Times of Saturday, January 25. My name is Fred Ritz, like
Ritz crackers. I belong to the West Pasco Support Group. My wife
has Alzheimer's.

The head of an insurance industry trade association said Friday
that his group will oppose any Reagan administration effort to
expand Medicare to cover catastrophic illnesses. He called it a
direct slap in the face of the American private insurance industry.

Jack O'Day, head of the Insurance Economic Society, said in a
news conference that the plan drafted by Health and Human Serv-
ices Secretary Otis R. Bowen is curiously contradictory to the ad-
ministration's own free market philosophy.

By various estimates, between 65 percent and 75 percent of Medi-
care recipients now buy so-called 'Medigap insurance policies to
cover hospital expenses not covered by Medicare. But Secretary
Bowen has argued that Medicare beneficiaries buying Medigap
policies get relatively little coverage for a substantial premium.
Thank you, sir.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you.
[The article referred to by Mr. Ritz follows:]

(From the St. Petersburg Times, Jan. 25, 19861

UPDATEINSURANCE OFFICIAL OPPOSES CATASTROPHIC MEDICARE COVERAGE

The head of an insurance industry trade association said Friday that his group
will oppose any Reagan administration effort to expand Medicare to cover cata-
strophic illness. He called it "a direct slap in the face to America's private insur-
ance industry." Jack O'Day, head of the Insurance Economics Society, said at a
news conference that the plan drafted by Health and Human Services Secretary
Otis R. Bowen "is curiously contradictory to the administration's own free-market
philosophy." By various estimates, between 65 percent and 75 percent of Medicare
recipients now buy so-called Medigap insurance policies to cover hospital expenses
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not covered by Medicare. But Bowen has argued that Medicare beneficiaries buying
Medigap policies get relatively little coverage for a substantial premium.

Mr. WAxmAN. Let me make one comment to you in conclusion.
When we get that proposal from the President of the United
Statesand I am anxiously looking forward to itwe are going to
have hearings.

I am going to try to move forward on catastrophic care and we
will be glad to hear from the insurance industry and others. That
is our job. We will see what we can do about getting legislation.
Thank you all very much for attending.

[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[The following statement was submitted for the record:]
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Testimony

MRS. JOHN ASHCROFT

"The Comprehensive Alzheimer's Assistance, Research

and Education Act of 1985"

Submitted for the

Health Subcommittee of the U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Energy and Commerce

THANK YOU, CHAIRMAN WAXMAN, FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY

IN SUPPORT OF H.R. 2280, "THE COMPREHENSIVE ALZHEIMER'S

ASSISTANCE, RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ACT OF 1985." IT IS AN HONOR

FOR ME TO LEND MY SUPPORT TO THIS IMPORTANT INITIATIVE SPONSORED

BY, AMONG OTHER CONCERNED MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, CONGRESSMEN CLAY

AND SKELTON FROM MISSOURI.

AS FIRST LADY OF MISSOURI, I HAVE DECIDED TO LAUNCH A SERIES

OF EFFORTS TO HELP ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR OLDER

MISSOURIANS, INCREASE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THEIR PROBLEMS, AND IN

PARTICULAR, PROMOTE A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE EFFECTS OF

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE.

AS PART OF MY EFFORTS TO PROMOTE THE CAUSE OF THE ELDERLY IN

OUR STATE, I HAVE AGREED TO SERVE AS THE STATEWIDE LIAISON TO THE

'ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE AND RELATED.DISORDERS ASSOCIATION FOR

MISSOURI. I AM CONVINCED THAT THE EMOTIONAL AND FINANCIAL BURDEN

THAT ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE PLACES ON OUR AFFECTED CITIZENS, THEIR

FAMILIES AND THE STATE OF MISSOURI MUST BE BROUGHT TO THE

FOREFRONT IMMEDIATELY.

AS STATE LIAISON, I BELIEVE THIS LEGISLATION WOULD HAVE A

SIGNIFICANT, POSITIVE IMPACT AT THE STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS. IT

MAKES AVAILABLE THE RESOURCES NECESSARY TO IMPROVE THE
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COORDINATION OF ALZHEIMER'S INITIATIVES WITHIN OUR STATE. IT

ALSO PROMOTES POLICY CHANGES WHICH WOULD BENEFIT VICT/MS AND

FAMILY MEMBERS OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE.

OVER TWO MILLION AMERICANS ARE AFFLICTED WITH THIS TERRIBLE

DISEASE -- WHICH HAS BECOME THE FOURTH LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH

AMONG THE ELDERLY. IN MISSOURI, ESTIMATES ARE THAT 61,980 OF OUR

OLDER ADULTS ARE VICTIMS OF ALZHEIMER'S. I AM PERSONALLY

FAMILIAR WITH THE PAIN AND SORROW CAUSED BY THIS DISEASE, AS IT

CLAIMED MY FATHER'S LIFE IN 1985.

NOT ONLY IS ALZHEIMER'S PHYSICALLY AND EMOTIONALLY DRAINING

TO VICTIMS AND CAREGIVERS, IT IS FINANCLALLY DEVASTATING.

EST/MATES ARE THAT 50% OF ALL NURSING HOME ADMISSIONS ARE DUE TO

ALZHEIMER'S OR A RELATED DFMENTIA. THIS WOULD RESULT IN A COST

TO THE STATE OF MISSOURI OF OVER 8100,000,000 ANNUALLY IN

MEDICA J PAYMENTS ALONE, IN ADDITION TO THE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

SPENT BY PRIVATE PAY AND MEDICARE PATIENTS. DESPITE GENERAL

PUBLIC PERCEPTION, THIS DISEASE IS NOT A NORMAL CONSEQUENCE OF

THE AGING PROCESS. IN MY ROLE AS LIAISON, I HOPE TO ENCOURAGE

LOCAL AND STATEWIDE FUND RAISING PROGRAMS WHICH WILL ASSIST THE

NATIONWIDE SEARCH FOR A CURE. UNTIL SUCH TIME THAT A CURE IS

FOUND, I AM WORKING TO SUPPORT, EXPAND AND COORDINATE TPE FAMILY

SUPPORT GROUPS THAT ARE NECESSARY TO HELP EACH OF US DEAL WITH

THIS DISEASE.

I AM ALSO COMMITTED TO ENSURING A CONSISTENT DIRECTION FOR

ALZHEIMER'S EFFORTS IN MISSOURI. TOO OFTEN, A VARIETY OF

OnGANIZATIONS ENDORSE AN ISSUE, AND -- ALTHOUGH DEDICATED TO THE

PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION -- WORK IN DIVERSE DIRECTIONS. AS

LIAISON, I HAVE FOCUSED MY ENERGIES ON THE COORDINATION OF FAMILY

SUPPORT GROUPS. THIS CONCEPT IS MODIED IN H.R. 2280.

A STRONG SUPPORT GROUP NETWORK HAS THE ADDED BENEFIT OF

PROVIDING A RURAL EMPHASIS. OUR RURAL ELDERLY ARE OFTEN
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OVERLOOKED, LIVING ALONE WITH LIMITED CONTACT TO THEIR

SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES. LOCAL SUPPORT GROUPS CAN BRIDGE THIS

GAP, AND PROVIDE VALUABLE SEkVICES TO ALL ALZHEIMER'S SUFFERERS.

STATISTICS SHOW THAT AT LEAST ONE PARENT WILL SUCCUMB TO

ALZHEIMER'S IN ONE-THIRD OF ALL AMERICAN FAMILIES. IT IS

IMPORTANT TO PROVIDE THE TRAINING AND MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING THAT

WILL HELP THE FAMILY MEMBERS COPE WITH THIS TRAGIC SITUATION.

IT IS EQUALLY IMPORThNT FOR US TO EDUCATE THE PUBLIC ABOUT

THE SYMPTOMS -- AND THE EVENTUAL RESULTS -- OF ALZHEIMER'S

DISEASE. AS STATE LIAISON, I AM WORKING TO IMPLEMENT PROGRAMS

WHICH WILL ASSIST IN THIS EDUCATIONAL EFFORT.

THROUGH THE MISSOURI DIVISION OF AGING, AN "INFORMATION

BANK" HAS BEEN DEVELOPED WHICH PROVIDES UP-TO-DATE FILMS,

PAMPHLETS AND BROCHURES ON ALZHEIMER'S TO CHURCH GROUPS, SCHOOLS,

OR INTERESTED MISSOURIANS -- LIKE FAMILY SUPPORT GROUPS -- WHO

NEED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THIS DISEASE. I ENDORSE THE

DEVELOPMENT OF VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS TO EDUCATE PUBLIC SERVANTS --

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS, FIREFIGHTERS, SOCIAL WORKERS -- ABOUT

THE POTENTIAL FOR ALZHEIMER'S "WANDERERS" AND THE WAYS TO DEAL
WITH THEM. AGAIN, A COORD:MATED NETWORK IS NEEDED THROUGHOUT

MISSOURI TO ENSURE THE SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE

PROGRAMS AND OTHERS.

TO THAT END, I MET IN NOVEMBER 1985 WITH REPRESENTATIVES

FROM THE NATIONAL AND STATE CHAPTERS OF THE ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE

AND RELATED DISORDERS ASSOCIATION (ADRDA) TO DISCUSS PLANS FOR

THE FUTURE OF ALZHEIMER'S INITIATIVES IN MISSOURI. WE HOPE TO

ESTABLISH AN ALZHEIMER'S "COALTION" -- COMPOSED OF ADRDA CHAPTER

MEMBERS -- WHICH WILL COORDINATE THE STATE AND LOCAL FUND-RAISING
EVENTS. WE ALSO PLAN TO USE THIS COALITION TO DISSEMINATE

INFORMATION FROM THE UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE OF THOSE WHO HAVE EXPERI-

ENCED THE TRAUMA OF ALZHEIMER'S. THIS INFORMATION WILL BE
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FOCUSED ON MEDICAL RESEARCH, THE ROLE OF FAMILY MEMBERS AND THE

NEED FOR SUPPORT GROUPS.

MISSOURI REPRESENTATIVES FRANCIS BRADY AND CAROLE ROPER PARK

HAVE PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO THE MISSOURI GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO

ESTABLISH A STATEWIDE ALZHEIMER'S TASK FORCE. THIS TASK FORCE

WOULD REVIEW AND EVALUATE THE PROGRAMS SERVICING ALZHEIMER'S

PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES, WHILE PROVIDING GUIDANCE FOR A MORE

COMPREHENSIVE AND EFFECTIVE METHOD OF SERVICE DELIVERY THROUGHOUT

THE STATE. THIS CONCEPT IS A MAJOR COMPONENT OF THE PROPOSED

"ALZHEIMER'S ACT OF 1985," AND OUR TASK FORCE WOULD BE CONSISTENT

WITH THE APPROACH SUGGESTED AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL.

MISSOURI IS A NATIONAL LEADER IN THE FIELD OF ALZHEIMER'S

RESEARCH. WE HAVE EXCELLENT MEDICAL, PROFESSIONAL AND VOLUNTEER

GROUPS WORKING TOWARD A CURE, AND I HOPE TO HELP BRING THESE

GROUPS TOGETRER IN A UNITED EFFORT TO OVERCOME THIS DISEASE.

EXTENSIVE RESEARCH IS BEING CONDUCTED AT WASHINGTON

UNIVERSITY AND ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY, BOTH IN ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI.

DR. LEONARD BERG'S "MEMORY AND AGING PROJECT" AT THE WASHINGTON

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IS A NATIONALLY NOTED RESEARCH

STUDY. LAST OCTOBER, HIS PROJECT WAS CHOSEN AS ONE OF FIVE NEWLY

DESIGNATED ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE RESEARCH CENTERS IN THE COUNTRY.

MISSOURI WILL HOST ITS FOURTH ANNUAL "CONFERENCE ON .

ALZHEIMER'S AND OTHER DEMENTIA" IN APRIL, 1986. THIS CONFERENCE

IS DESIGNED TO ADDRESS THE COGNITIVE -- AS WELL AS THE AFFECTIVE

AND BEHAVIORAL DOMAINS -- RELEVANT TO THE MANAGEMENT OF

ALZHEIMER'S PATIENTS.

RECENTLY, CHANGES WERE MADE IN MISSOURI'S INNOVATIVE OLDER.

VOLUNTEER SERVICE BANK PROGRAM -- WHICH PROVIDES FUTURE CREDIT TO

CAREGIVERS FOR RESPITE PROVIDED TO NEEDY SENIOR CITIZENS -- TO

GIVE 1% HOUR CREDIT FOR EVERY HOUR OF RESPITE CARE GIVEN TO
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ALZHEIMER'S PATIENTS. WE RECOGNIZE THE IFYOPTANCE OF RESPITE

CARE FOR ALZHEIMER'S VICTIMS, AND I COMMEND THE SPFCIAL MENTION

OF THIS ASPECT OF CAREGIVING IN THE ALZHLIMER'S ACT OF 1985.

WE WILL CONTINUE THE BATTLE AGAINST ALZHEDER'S DISEASE IN

MISSOURI. THE "COMPREHENSIVE ALZHFTMER'S ASSISTANCE, RESEARCH AND

EDUCATION ACT OF 1985" WOULD BE BENEFICIAL TO OUR EFFORTS IN TWO

WAYS: IT WOULD ENHANCE THE GROWING RECOGNITION AND ACCEPTANCE OF

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE AS A NATIONAL CONCERN; AND TT WOULD PROVIDE

RESOURCES AT THE STATE LEVEL TO EXPAND THE NETWORK OF FAMILY

SUPPORT GROUPS.

I THANK THE COMMITTEE FOR ALLOWING ME TO TESTIFY ON H.R.

2280. ON BEHALF OF 61,980 MISSOURIANS, I ENCOURAGE YOUR

FAVORABLE CONSIDERATION OF THIS BILL.

IAN


